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PREFACE

The CRYOSEM, our international seminar on low temperature physics and 
technology has been organized third time.

1986 to discuss the research aims and achievements of their Institutes.
The CRYOSEM'86 was hosted by Visegrád, a small Hungarian holiday resort 

in the Danube bend.
The purpose of the meeting was to provide participants an opportunity 

for informal and free discussions, concerning any problem connected with 
low temperatures. The reports held at the CRYOSEM'86 will be published in 
this issue.

Participants from the different countries met between 26 th and 31 May

Prof. I. Kirschner

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest





SIZE- AND HIGH FIELD EFFECTS IN MOS-FET DEVICES 

T. PORJESZ, G.ZSOLT, GY. KOVÁCS, T. KÁRMÁN
Department for Low Temperature Physics,; Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

Acta Phyaica Hungarica 62 /1/, pp. 7-9 /1987/

One of the most prosperous chapters of the applied sciences is the 
solid state electronics. The ever decreasing sizes and the same time the 
increasing amount of semiconductor devices in one chip gave the importance to 
study the new physical phenomena of dense systems and small devices.

Introduction
The physical models describing the transport phenomena in solids are 

based mainly on the Boltzmann transport theory. This approximation is valid 
with strict assumptions only. The validity of these restrictions is doubtful 
in the case of the recent solid state devices [l].

Our investigations were carried out on semiconductor microstructures 
on dense systems of small devices. In the small devices the carriers are 
often in non-steady state. In a dense system of such devices the bulk -device 
picture looses its validity and surface effects and the interactions between 
devices will be dominant.

The understanding and the explanation of such phenomena and their correct 
physical interpretation have a crucial role both in solid state physics 
and the technical progress. Therefore the research of this field has a great 
importance.

Among our intentions the study of the role of hot carriers in an 
avalanche breakdown [2] and Van der Pauw measurements on MOS inversion layers 
[ З] have been carried out so far.

Samples
The samples were designed and prepared according to our purposes. The 

samples are MOS FET systems of a rather simple type in order to avoid the 
disturbing effects due to a complicated structure.

The good availability and easy handling of the most widespread planar 
technology gave us the idea to apply it for sample construction.

Parallel p+ doped regions were diffused into an n-type silicon layer 
with equivalent width and distances to each other giving a lattice-like 
structure. Deeper p+ diffusion was used to get contact to the p-type substrate 
and a contact was made to the n-type layer as well. The last two made it 
possible to use a bias voltage in order to avoid the noise current. All this 
structure has been covered by a silicon—oxide insulated gate electrode. Five 
P+-type electrodes have been made in our samples (Fig. 1.).

Acta Phyaica Hungarica 62, 1987
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest



8 T. PORJESZ et al

The number of the electrodes can be increased up to 200 or more, but in this 
case individual connection to each one can not be made.

By the aid of this sample a tunable Kronig-Penney model has been realised 
completed with variable depth channels. For the investigation of the 
superlattice effects a higher number of electrodes is needed. For transport 
experiments in certain cases individual electrodes are more suitable.

The dimensions of the devices are dependent on the litographical 
possibilities. Our first samples had the characteristic dimensions of 10 yum. 
The second generation of our samples has the characteristic dimensions of 
5 yum. We should like to reach the 2 yum within a reasonable time.

Measuring system

A computer controlled measuring system has been designed and set up in 
order to study conduction phenomena and the transport properties of samples 
subjected to different effects. The system automatically permutâtes the 
current and voltage contacts in a given sequence. The block diagram is shown 
in [3] .

Size effects
The conventional operational principles of MOS-FET work as far as the 

channel length is much higher than the mean free path and the transistors are 
far enough from each other to avoid the interaction between them.

The difficulties of the explanation can arise from the decreasing sizes 
or by lowering the temperature. Both can cause the mean free path to be 
comparable to the channel length.

To examine the size effects we use the low temperature measurement 
technique. In this way a transistor having a 10 yum channel can be treated as 
a small device at sufficiently low temperature, the mean free path being in 
the range of centimetres at helium temperature.

High field effects

The operating voltage for a transistor must not be less than a few volts. 
In our case, supposing 10 V for 10 jum channel we get 10® V/m field strength.
In the smallest existing device - having 100 nm channel - for an operating

y
voltage of 1 V 10 V/m field strength will be resulted. In the next future 
we have to consider even smaller devices and not lower operating voltages.
There is no way to neglect the high field effects any more. We can say that 
below certain dimensions all transport phenomena should be regarded as hot 
effects.The energy of the electron will be much higher than that of the equi
librium one, exceeding the minimum energy that is enough for inelastic scat
tering, for avalanche effects, etc.

Conclusions

We found our measuring system to be applicable to collect automatically 
a large amount of data and the direct connection to the computer makes the 
evaluation easy at the same time. The detailed results are reported in this issue [ 2,3].

Acta Phyalca Hungarica 62, 1987
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Fig. 1. The structure of the MOSFET device 
prepared for our experiments
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CALCULATION OF PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF MOS STRUCTURES AT DIFFERENT 
TEMPERATURES

G.KOVÁCS ,I .KIRSCHNER , T.PORJESZ , T.KÁRMÁN , G . ZSOLT

Department for Low Temperature Physics Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

Exact theoretical equation will be given for the temperature dependence 
of the threshold voltage in MOS structures. Two different temperature depen
dences have been originated because of different assumptions for the bending 
of the impurity levels. The realistic case should be found between them.

Introduction
One of the main trends in the technological progress is to develop dif

ferent MOS structures.
Recently these devices are used mainly at room temperature, but in the 

big computers of high speed there is a tendency to apply them even at liquid He 
temperature. The higher speed of the devices is originated from the higher 
mobility of the charge carriers at low temperatures. Another advantage of the 
low operation temperature is the higher heat conductivity that is the higher 
dissipation capability. ,

The temperature dependence of the physical parameters of the MOS struc
tures being not clear, therefore it is important to deal with them.

Calculations
Using the basic Eq./l /to determine the Fermi energy with the following 

numerical values

N
NCV

= 5,53 
= 2,89

T 3/2 
; p / 2  ; 1021ioZJ-

-3
m -3m

Ec = 1,12 eV
EV = 0 eV

Ed = E - c 0,05 eV = 1,07 eV

for T-=5 К we got [ l] :

F
E +E. c d kT

2 / 1 /
c

After the electric field and the potential distribution in a silicon 
MOS capacitor is determined /Fig.l /, we can calculate the electric charge 
distribution inside the semiconductor. In the presence of bias voltage the 
conduction, the valence bands and the Fermi energy are not bended. The elect
ric field is given by the Poisson equation. The gate voltage:

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
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12 G. KOVÁCS et al

V ' =  —  ( U  + X E ~G q a о s K^ о
121

This Vi is an ideal gate voltage, the real one is:G

V' + ФG MS / 3/

because the metal-semiconductor work function, ®MS has to be taken into ac
count .We have to point out that in the capacity measurements DC voltage and 
a small AC voltage are used. We consider the low frequency case.

Using the positive voltage, the capacity is approximately equal to the 
capacity of the oxide layer. Applying a small negative voltage, depletion 
will occur at a high negative voltage an inversion layer will be produ
ced. In this case the total capacity will be the sum of the capacities of 
the oxide and of the semiconductor channel.

The gate voltage where the inversion begins is called threshold voltage 
at which the minority carrier concentration at the interface is equal to the 
majority carrier concentration in the bulk. It is a function of the drain 
voltage and the temperature. We have to point out that decreasing the tempe
rature the threshold voltage is increasing and the dependence given in 
Eq. /4/ will be steeper as well.

v = —  2 U -T q F
kT

E KSО
4 *  Nd KSEo < "2 * V • /4/

Conclusions

In the Eq. /4/ the donor electron concentration is the most important 
quantity. It depends on the temperature and the bending. Neglecting the ben
ding of the impurity level, we can find the temperature dependence of the 
threshold voltage shown in the Fig. 2 curve 'a'.

Assuming that the bending of the impurity level is equal to the bending 
at the interface all over the bulk, we can find the function, curve 'b', in 
Fig.2. The realistic case should be between these two.

The interesting point of the results is that the significant difference 
between the two functions occurs below lOO К only.

Notations
Nc effective density of state in the conduction band 
Nv effective density of state in the valence band 
Ec lower edge of the conduction band 
Ev upper edge of the valence band 
E^ donor energy level 
T absolute temperature 
F Fermi energy 
к Boltzmann constant

Acta Phyaica Hungarica 62, 1987



PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OP MOS STRUCTURES 13

Vi ideal gate voltage
q electron charge
Ug reduced band width
Xq  oxide thickness
Eg field strength at the interface
Kg dielectric constant of the semiconductor
К dielectric constant of the oxideо
V_ real gate voltageVJ
0..„ metal-semiconductor work functionMS
V T threshold voltage
U„ reduced Fermi energyF
E dielectric constant of the vacuumо
Ng ionized donor concentration

Fig.l. The electric field at the interface in a Si MOS capacitor 
as the function of the gate voltage

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
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Fig.2. The temperature dependence of the treshold voltage
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RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN SILICON INVERSION LAYERS 

G. GOMBOS1, M.M. MOSTAFA2, H. AL-SHARÄBY3
1Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
Budapest, Hungary
2Faculty of Education, Alexandria University 
Alexandria, Egypt

^Department of Physics, University of Baghdad 
Baghdad, Iraq

In this paper a simple method is presented for resistivity measurements on silicon 
inversion layers. The classical Van der Pauw method is applicable only if the thickness of 
the sample is a given value . m  MQSFET structures the layer depth is the function of the 
gate voltage. Ws evaluated the inversion layer thickness from the DC drain current-gate vol
tage characteristic by using the delta depletion theory. After this the Van der Pauw method 
can be used.

Four point method
we have shown the classical four point method for sample classification in Fig. 1 [ l]. 

There are certain disadvantages of this method having some sources of errors. We have to 
make often examinations at low temperatures and different magnetic fields. A part of these 
measurements can be realized by the four point method only with rather great difficulties 
as it is shown in Fig. 1 but for another part of these measurements this method is not 
applicable at all. The advantage of the four point method is its quickness when industrial 
classification or comparison is needed without scientific exactness.

Van der Pauw method
Higher accuracy and more physical informations are needed for the researches where the 

Van der Pauw method [2] can be applied. This is a classical procedure to determine the re
sistivity of samples with given thickness. In M05 structures much more information is neces
sary because there is no direct measurement for the different layer thickness and charge 
carrier distribution depending on the control gate voltage.

The main advantages of the Van der Pauw method:
1. The measurements can be carried out on samples of arbitrary shape.
2. Evaluating the data from this type of measurements all of the parameters can be 

calculated which can be gained by using a conventional Hall probe.
3. Using samples cut in different orientations the complété resistivity tensor can be 

calculated.
After listing the advantageous properties of this measurement we are giving a brief 

description of realising this process. In Fig. 2 it is shown that we have four measuring 
contacts to the sample not considering the gate and substrate contacts for controlling the 
thickness of the inversion layer. The procedure differs from the four point method in the 
sense that the role of the contacts are changing during the measurements. Through two po
ints for example 'A' and 'B' a given current is driven, while potential drop between 'D'

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
Akadémiai Kiadé, Budapest



16 G. GOMBOS et al

and 'C' is measured. This is the way to define a resistivity like quantity by dividing
the voltage v^, by the driving current through 'A' and 'B'. Permutating the contacts writtm 
in the subscript we can get different R ^ ^ .  In this case the relationship given by Van der 
Pauw holds. Fran this equation the sheet resistance, the ratio of the specific resistivity 
to sairple thickness can be calculated [з] . The computation can be carried out by dividing 
of intervals or by using an approximative formula.

The principle of the calculation is that the complex half-plane can be transformed by 
conformal napping into a singly connected form of arbitrary shape.

The measurement can be carried out at different temperatures and magnetic fields as 
well [ 4 ] .By the aid of these measurements the variation of the resistance in the function 
of the tenperature and the magnetic field and the measured sheet resistance give us the 
data to calculate the Hall nobility.

Results
Our investigations were carried out in MQSFET inversion layers. In this case the ef

fective layer depth and the charge carrier distribution can be controlled by a voltage bet
ween the substrate and the gate electrode. In principle it is possible to determine experi
mentally the depth of the inversion layer from the gate voltage value giving zero channel 
current, although practically there is no zero current regime. This is the reason we worked 
out a method to determine the thickness.

We determined theoretically the drain current-gate voltage function. The so called 
delta depletion theory, where the depleted layer thickness is a Dirac delta, results in a 
parabolic behavior of the drain current-gate voltage relationship. According to this ex
pectation a parabolic curve should be fitted to the measured data. Our results satisfy this 
relation in the range where the leakage current can be neglected (Fig. з}

When MOSFET and Van der Pauw samples coexist on the same wafer they can be charac
terized by the same physical parameters. This is the way to use the value of the layer 
thickness determined in the MOSFET channel for the Van der Pauw samples.

Using contacts of arbitrary shape they can cause short-circuit for the covered area.
TO avoid this effect we designed the sample contacts relatively far from the sample as it 
is shown in Fig. 4 . The driving current is led to the sample by conventional Reed relays 
while the voltages fed into a DVM by a Keithley low Voltage Scanner. The arrangement of 
our experimental system is given in the Fig. 5. The computer controlled system permutâtes 
the current and voltage contacts in a given sequence.

comparing the results of this type of measurements to the Hall measurements a good 
agreement was found. Therefore it can be expected that this method is well applicable both 
in the industry and research.
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Fig.l. Contacts for the four 
point method

Fig.2. Contacts for the van der Pauw 
method

U G[V1

0,5

Fig.2. The theoretically expected Iß vs. UG function and 
the experimental data
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Fig.4. The shape of the sample designed for the 
Van der Pauw measurements

Fig.5. The block diagram of the experimental system
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AVALANCHE CURRENT RELAXATION IN p-Si MOSFET-S

G. ZSOLT , GY. KOVÁCS , T.PORJESZ , T.KÁRMÁN , G.GOMBOS

Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
Budapest, Hungary

A characteristic time dependence of the avalanche current was found 
in p-Si MOSFET-s while the normal plateau current was constant. This can be 
explained by tunneling and trapping of hot carriers into the oxide layer.

Introduction
In the present state of the semiconductor microtechnology, the devices, 

materials and carriers are subjected to high electric fields because of the 
small dimensions. In this case we have to take into account the properties 
of the hot carriers [1,2].

In our paper we report some experimental results about hot carrier e f 
fects occurring in the avalanche breakdown of p-Si MOSFET-s.

Earlier experiments

In Fig.l an experimental arrangement is shown for studying the hot 
electron emission from Si into SiC>2 . The corresponding band structure diag
ram is shown as well. The electrons are optically generated. The carriers 
that overcome the potential barrier contribute to the gate current if they 
are not trapped in the S102 layer [3].

In Fig.2 an experiment is shown to study the electron trapping in
the Si02 film. Because of a partial trapping electric charge will be accumu
lated in the oxide, therefore the current changes in time Fig.3 [4] ,

Our experiments
We studied hot carriers generated in an avalanche breakdown in the sur

face region. A fraction of the carriers will have sufficient energy to sur
mount the energy barrier at the Si-Sio'2 interface. Some of them will get trap
ped in the oxide. In this case a time dependent drain current can be expect
ed because of the influence of the accumulated charge. The rate of the char
ge trapping inside the oxide layer is related to the number of the hot car
riers .

The experiments were carried out in samples detailed in [5] .

Results
In the measurements carried out at room temperature we observed a U -I0 0

typical characteristic of a FET,with plateau and breakdown. At 77K we did not 
find breakdown within the same drain voltage range .

At room temperature we found a decreasing current v s . time function in
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the avalanche region (Fig.4).
By a detailed analysis of such curves we can obtain informations about 

the energy distribution function of the hot carriers and the spatial distri
bution of the traps.

We carried out a reversed experiment too. We switched on a drain voltage 
causing a breakdown, waited until the drain current decreased then we switched 
it off. After that we periodically switched a constant drain voltage on for 
a very short time to measure the actual avalanche current. The resulting time 
dependence is shown in Fig.5. It can be seen that by detrapping the carriers 
tue electric charge accumulated in the oxide gradually disaooears and the con
ductivity of the channel will be regenerated.
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F i g .1. The experimental arrangement of [3] for studying the hot electron 
emission and the corresponding band structure diagram
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Fig.2. The experimental arrangement of [4] for studying the electron 
trapping

Fig.3. The current vs. time dependence in the experiment of [4]
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Fig.4. The avalanche current vs. time dependence in our experiment

F ig.5. The dependence of the beginning value of the avalanche 
current impulse on the time
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IRREVERSIBILITY OF MAGNETIC FLUX PENETRATION IN SUPERCONDUCTORS

I .KIRSCHNER
Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

Thermodynamic behaviour of the fast, non-equilibrium, unstable, 
non-linear and irreversible magnetic flux penetration is investigated.

As a collective result of an external effect and an internal inhomo
geneity such a phenomenon appears often in superconductors during which the 
non-equilibrium magnetic vortex distribution is followed by a sudden, 
avalanche-like equalization. It can lead to a local increase of the magnetic 
induction so that it is able to transform the sample into normal state. The 
abrupt change is accompanied by thermodynamic cross effects which result 
in a local increase in the energy density and temperature and help the tran
sition into the normal state.

The phenomenon represents a degradation effect according to which the 
critical parameters of the short samples are much higher than those of the 
compact magnetic systems. At a given place of coils the value of the magne
tic induction suddenly increases, the magnetic field penetration into the 
matter becomes jump-like, which goes with an increase of the local energy 
density and it results in reaching the upper critical magnetic field or the 
critical temperature at the place in question. In this way a phase transiti
on leading into the normal state is induced and the magnetic /and thermal/ 
instability is able to propagate over the full sample.

This is a very fast, non-equilibrium, unstable, non-linear and irrever
sible dissipative process.

The equilibrium distribution of the magnetic vortex lines is a homoge
neous and isotropic one which can be disturbed by the effect of pinning
force F , vortex-vortex interaction force F and Lorentz-force FT ,F origi- p' v L p
nates from the matter imperfections resulting in the flux pinning, F v has 
mostly a repulsive character and F arises due to an electrical current 
introduced into the sample and plays role of an external generation. They 
are depending on the magnetic induction в and on the temperature T.

If a weak force is applied to the superconductors the flux lines will 
locally move a little. They leave their minimum energy sites emin and move 
onto the neighboring minimum after an energy maximum emax in between has 
been passed. The energy difference between the maximum and minimum sites can 
be dissipated[l] .

The thermodynamic picture on the decay of the stability in the vortex 
line structure can be drawn up as follows.
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A disturbance of the equilibrium means an addition of a flux increment 
to the interior of the specimen and the innermost flux lines move a small 
distance. Such a disturbance can be imagined as a density wave in the flux- 
oid structure which propagates much more faster than the vortex motion 
vel o c i t y .

In this way the disturbance changes alike all the forces FL »Fp and F v *
Among them FT has to be changed since for the same В the gradient differs Li
from the earlier, F is also changed because of the local change in tempera- 

P
ture in consequence of the energy dissipation, while F changes due to the 
change of actual local vortex density.

The non-equilibrium state succeeding an equilibrium can be described 
by the relation

aflI afp + AV  111
where sign < represents the stability, sign > the instability and sign = d e 
termines the stability limit.

The essence of the phenomenon is an abrupt change of the flux penetra
tion, or in other words, a sudden change of the vortex current density.

The disturbance destroying stability may practically have three diffe
rent forms :
1. a fast change in the vortex density,
2. a fast change in the vortex velocity and
3. a fast change in the energy density.
The thermodynamic cross effects of all the changes can naturally come into 
being as well.

The new non-equilibrium state is characterized by the existence of 
thermodynamic а -parameters ou , general forces X i and an irreversible change 
of the entropy .

Taking into account the magnetic and energetic /thermal/ interactions, 
general forces and currents belonging to those are needed only for thermody
namic description.

In the biggest part of the thermodynamic changes of state in addition 
to the distribution of intensive parameters, external generations (t) and 
internal sources Q. (t) also participate in the development of the actual 
processes. Interactions occurring in this case may result in either permanent 
stationary non-equilibrium states, time-dependent forces and a-parameters, 
or fast changes. The motion equations of generated processes can be descri
bed in the form of [2]

X(t) * - gLX(t) + gG (t) - gQ(t), /2/

a(t) = - Lga(t) - G (t) + Q (t) /3/

and their solutions with the condition of G(t) = G = const and Q(t) = Q„ =о о
= const are

X(t) = ( -L-1G0+L_1Qo  + ' X.n i t ) e-9Lt + L"1Go - L _1Q0, /4/
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a(t) = ( g~1L -1Go -g 1L 1Qq  + a init)e Lgt -g_1Go + g"1L"1Q0 , /5/

which contain a component exponentially decaying in time if g L > О and 
L g > О and an other one being constant in time, where g is the entropy mat
rix and L is the conductivity matrix.

The thermodynamic force for the thermal interaction is

X = iXE T / 6 /

and the magnetic interaction force for a homogeneous temperature distributi
on consists of two parts

U
X = =— = X + X , vv qv

where X characterizes the state of the vortices and Xvv qv
interaction [3].

/7/

the current-vortex

-гИ --VV önt ’ (. e V  (г ) + s«oh v (rk - r i )}» /8/
where the first t e r m  d e p e n d s  on the p i n n i n g  character of the m a t e r i a l  and 
the second describes the direct v o r t e x - v o r t e x  interaction.

X = -r—— \7(® ,h (r-r. )') = —i [ j x n Ф I , qv 4nt V о q 1 / cT L Jq v oj ' /9/

which is the Lorentz-force arising from the effect of the electrical cur
rent j . /Among the symbols g is the coherence length, hc is the thermody
namic critical magnetic field, is the magnetic flux quantum, h^ is the 
vortex-vortex interaction term, h^ is the magnetic field of transport curr
ent and n is the vortex density/.V -

On the base of these considerations it is possible to determine the 
conductivity coefficient of the vortex motion and the value of external 
generation which is playing a role in equations /2/ and /3/

L = T v
n ФV о

/ 10/

and
• 2 л 2 i n  Ф
q v о /Ц/

where p is the viscosity coefficient of the vortex motion.
The magnetic vortex current density and the energy current density can 

be expressed by general thermodynamic motion equations of processes with an 
external generation and an internal source :

av (t) = “ (L21gE+Lvg 12)aE (t)"L21g12av (t)"Gv (t)+Qv (t)
/ 12 /

and

aE (t)= - (LEgE + L12g2 1 )aE (t) - (LEg 12 + L12gv )av (t)- /13/
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These non-linear differential equations hint at the thermodynamic cross ef
fects, reflect the non-linear character of the sudden magnetic penetrati
on phenomenon, and provide a possibility for the chaotic behaviour(too [4] .

The creation and propagation of this instability is a dissipative pro
cess and the entropy production a or the dissipation D is the reason for 
irreversibility. The dissipation has three origins:
1. local movement of the individual vortices between the sites of e andmax

e . :min

aloc
. d (e - e .1 max m m
T nv /14/

2. macroscopic flow of vortices which is dissipative in consequence of
hv > 0:

°f low
1 2 л —  П V n Ф ,T V V V о /15/

3. electric current injected from outside into the sample (corresponding to 
the external generation):

a  . = i  -rr- ^  \ [v X n ф ]dP, /16/el T at c J L V v o J '
P

where q is the electric change, vv is the vortex velocity and P is the 
integration length.

The total dissipation can be determined by irreversible thermodynamic 
methods in the form of

Dtot “ T°tot Lv <gvavXv + g 12C1EXv )+0v Xv LE (gEaEXE+g120tv XE ) д д

-L12ÍgvavXE + g 12 (avXv+CtEXE )+gEaEXv } '
which contains the spontaneous terms, the external generation, the internal 
source and the cross effects as well.
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MICROSCOPIC CALCULATIONS OF VORTEX STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIZATION CURVES FOR TYPE II
SUPERCONDUCTORS

U.KLEIN1, L. KRAMER2 , W. PESCH2 , D. RAINER2 and J. РАЖЕЕ

1Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Linz 
Linz, Austria
2Physikalisches Institut der Universität Bayreuth
Bayreuth, F.R.G.

Up to now, important properties of low и type II superconductors, as the amplitude and 
tenperature-dependence of the jump of the induction В at H . and the nature of the phase 
boundary between type II and type II/1 behaviour have°not bien explained quantitatively by 
theory . №  calculated numerically the exact solution of the quasiclassical Eilenberger 
equations for a triangular fluxline lattice. Vfe compare our results with previous theories 
and with recent experiments .

The phase transition between the Meissner and mixed states becomes discontinuous for 
type II superconductors with sufficiently low values of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter.The GL 
theory gives some insight into the underlying physical mechanism:
The interaction energy of flux lines may be separated into a repulsive part /electromagnetic 
in origin/ and an attractive part /due to the order parameter overlap/. The latter favours 
the simultaneous entry of many flux lines at H ^ but always is smaller than the repulsive 
part for и > 1  l \ T near Tc [l] . The first order transition at H ^ /type II/l behaviour/ 
indicates the importance of corrections to the GL theory such as nonlocality of the electro
magnetic response or higher powers of the order parameter and its derivatives. All such 
effects are contained in the full set of microscopic equations of superconductivity. A 
detailed theoretical analysis of type II/l superconductors requires a rigorous solution of 
these equations. Amcng previous theoretical studies we mention the asymptotic theory [2>з] 
and the theory of Brandt .

Vfe outline the methods used in our calculation and report sene preliminary results. Vfe 
discuss the tenperature-dependence of BQ and compare our results with the asymptotic

Vfe start from Eilenberger's quasiclassical equations in the weak-coupling, isot-

Introduction

theory.

Methods

ropic form, using the notation of £ 8^

[Ujl+£($-ia) ]f = фд + Fg - Gf , (1)

(2)
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(2Îc^g = ф”f - i|Jf+ + F+ f - Ff ) , (3)

g = (1-ff+ )1/2, Re(g) > 0,

ф 1 п  t  = - 2 t J  f - } ^ C f I ,
9^0 a 1

$  x ^ X a = -i (2t/i<2 ) £ [ kg 1
fc=o 1

- (+) = 1 4 ? + f<+)>

G = 1 4 î  < T  + g -

where f, f+, g are the Green Functions; ф the order parameter ; S  the vectorpotential;
F,F+ , G are "impurity potentials".
A self-consistent solution of (l)-(8) for the vortex lattice has been obtained by [8] using 
a one-dimensional circular-cell approximation. For clean superconductors the question of the 
type of phase transition at H ^ can be answered only by taking into account the actual 
structure of the vortex lattice.
Wfe have solved Eqs. (l)-(4) for a triangular lattice by iterative methods starting with the 
potentials of Abrikosov's theory. №  developed a complete theory of symmetry transformations 
for Green's functions on a triangular lattice which reduced the number of evalutians of Egs 
(1) — (3 ) by a factor of 20. Symmetry properties were also used to determine the true boundary 
values of the Green's functions. We applied also an appropriate version of the "explosion 
method" [9] . Both methods are alternatively chosen according to their efficiency which 
depends, on the characteristic length of variation of the Green's functions/i.e. depends on 
к and ш/.

Having obtained the Green's functions for a sufficiently large number of ш and k, new 
potentials may be calculated from Bqs. (5)-(8). W e  found two iteration procedures of rapid 
convergence, the "subtraction of BCS-solutions" and the "shooting method".

Fron the final Green's functions and potentials the free energy of the flux-line lat
tice was calculated. Repeating the procedure for different flux-line distances we obtained 
the induction-dependence of the free energy. Its derivative gives the macroscopic induction 
В vs. the external magnetic field.

Results

For reasons of symmetry we have calculated the order parameter and vector potential 
in one-twelfth of the Wigner-Vfeitz /WS/-cell (Fig.l). Fig. 2 shows the modulus of the or
der parameter ф and the microscopic magnetic field b in the irreducible part of the cell 
along the line AB. In the GL regime b must be lower at point В /minimum/ than at point 
A  /saddle-point/. According to [lojand [l4]however, the positions of the minimum and saddle
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-point fields are exchanged at H = Hc2 and T=? 0.62 T . We verify these results, and find
an additional structure at intermediate fields and tenperatures, The magnetic field of a
pure superconductor (Fig.2. b.) is lover at point A than at point В (bß = 0.516, Ьд=0.498)
and has a maximum between them. With decreasing induction В the maximum ceres closer to point
A and the difference between b„ and b„ decreases. Below B~0.3 the usual situation describedА в
by the Abrikosov solution is recovered.

Increasing impurity content decreases the spatial variations of order parameter and 
magnetic fields. In addition, we find significant changes in the shape of both fields. Simi
lar effects have been observed in the circular-cell approximation [в] .

Magnetization curves for samples with different impurity content are shown in Fig. 3.
The corresponding junps of induction and the critical fields н ̂  were obtained by means of 
a Maxwell construction. In the pure case our magnetization curves were similar in shape to 
those found by [4] and led to similar jumps. Fig. 4 shows the tenperature-dependenoe of our 
BQ and data of [б] . The agreement is satisfactory in particular with regard to the nearly 
temperature-independent behavior of BQ for T^0.2 т . Our reduced jump BQ/Hc , however, is 
higher than the experimental one by a factor of 1,4. This discrepancy between the experimen
tal and theoretical values of В /Н is related to similar discrepancies in к, aidx_. TheseО С 1 2
deviations are probably due to strong coupling corrections and anisotropy effects which are
neglected in our calculation.

tfe conpared our preliminery results on the phase boundary of the type II/1 region with 
the asynptotic theory and experimental data. Calculating magnetization curves for pure 
superconductors at T = 0.5 Tc and various values of к we found that BQ vanishes more or less 
continuously at к <~d. 1. The prediction of the asymptotic theory [2,3] is 1.25.

In the impure case we performed calculations for two types of materials, the Mb samp
les of moderate inpurity content, [б] , and the impure Та samples [5] (see Fig.3). In both 
cases our results agree reasonably well with the predictions of the asynptotic theory. The 
possibility of an "attractive minimum" at finite flux-line distance has been discussed [2].
№  found a continuous vanishing of BQ at the phase boundary for both pure and inpure 
superconductors.

Our theoretical II/l-II phase boundary falls below the experimental data on T&-N 
[5] . This discrepancy may be due to our neglect of real netal effects and/or experimental 

inaccuracies. The Nb experiments agree reasonably well with both the asynptotic curve and 
our results.
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Fig.3. Magnetization curves with
different impurity content
/«pure = 0.355, * = О.7,О.8,О.9,1.0,1.1/

Fig.4. The induction jump vs. temperature and
data of Гб] / и = и =0.72/1 J ' pure '
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The elementary quantum physical description of superconductors using 
only three elementary facts of quantum physics, Bohr's quantum principle, the 
uncertainty relation and Pauli's exclusion principle, can reflect the basic 
bulk properties of superconductor?, the effect of temperature and external 
magnetic fields. The same method for triplet superconductors gives that for 
every H ф  0 magnetic field the perfect conductor state is thermodynamically 
more favourable, than the diamagnetic state;the perfect conductor state will 
cease at H = Hc2

Introduction

There is an interesting discrepancy between the generality of supercon
ductivity on one hand /more than 50% of metals is proven to possess a super
conducting phase/ and the theoretical complexity of microscopic explanation. 
Weisskopf [I] already has demonstrated that a partial but quite detailed 
understanding can be achieved by using full quantum mechanics but not quan
tum field theory. Here we build up a simplified description of superconducti
vity; only elementary constants and the data of the lattice ions will be 
used, and, of course, the results are expected to be correct only up to num
ber constants of order of unity.

EQP of superconductors
Consider an ideal metallic lattice with positive ions and a free elect

ron gas. In first approximation these charges compensate each other. In se
cond approximation, the moving electron disturbs the ion lattice, causing an 
effective positive charge near to its pa t h , which acts on a second electron 
moving collinearly by a potential U ~ - "| 2 'e2 / r, where e is the elementary 
charge, M is the ion mass and m  is the electron mass. If this were a classi
cal potential, there would be a bound state of the electrons with a charac
teristic energy 600. K. Nevertheless the uncertainty principle gives a simple, 
correct estimation. There are momentum and position uncertainties, so the 
ground state energy of a pair can be written as

where

3 (AP) 2 m  e^
2 m M  Ax ’ /1/
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ДРДх 2.
Hence, looking for energy minimum, one obtains

While the M dependence of this energy does not show the right isotope effect 
its numerical value is in the correct order of magnitude, 2 К for a metal of 
50 atomic mass. So one can conclude that, via lattice oscillations, two elect
ron states may appear with a binding energy. >

Since the creation of such pairs is energetically favoured, one expects 
the sea of pairs in the T=0 ground state. Elementary symmetry and quantum 
considerations yield that the Cooper pair consists of two electrons being as 
collinear as possible, in order to maximize the attraction;but on the other 
hand it is a resonance with finite size /£ =2v f H/Ej3 and a minimal momentum 
uncertainty /p ~  E, /v„/, which forbids exactly zero total momentum. The op- 
timal compromise is a state where the total momentum is p Q , when it is grea
ter, the binding is weaker, and it cannot be smaller, for details see Refs,
[23 j a

Consider now an external effect not disrupting but modifying the super
conducting state. It can only change the total momentum of the pairs, as the
re are no other parameters to be modified. The change of the total pair mo
mentum appears as an excess uncertainty.

The disturbed quasiparticle posseses a greater size £^,

Po = (ДРа )2 + <h /Ea )2- /3/

The new binding energy is:

Eb
(APd) ' 

2 /4/

smaller than E^, so the thermal excitation energy is within the energy un
certainty of the pairs, so it seems that the Fermi distribution of the elect
rons does not influence the possible excitations, i.e. A  Boltzmann approxi
mation can be used, so

û p t  ~  kgT/Vf . /5/

The magnetic field can interact only with the individual electrons, as 
the usual Cooper pair, being a particle of 0 spin and О momentum, cannot 
feel the presence of the magnet field. The interaction via the momentum yi
elds :

ДР,HM c2
/ 6 /
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where Hc2 is the upper critical magnetic field, Hc2 * --- ^ •

In case of interaction via the spin, the field H c§rî produce a change 
in the spin orientation, leading to a change in the potential energy

AV 2 —  H , me /7/

while the kinetic energy of the Cooper pair changes by

ДЕ (Др) ̂ /m. / 8 /

They have to be in the same order of magnitude in dynamic equilibrium, so

(A?) ~  л
c2

/9/

Combining the thermal and magnetic effects, the binding energy is as follows

L2] :

Eb (T,H) Eb (0,0) (■ - (Й- (Й 1/2
/ 10/

For spin-1 Cooper pairs the magnetic field can interact with the pair 
as a whole, and the released interaction energy can be transferred into e.g. 
lattice vibrations, which is an external heat reservoir for the electron 
gas, therefore this interaction will not change the binding energy. Then, 
repeating, mutatis mutandis, the above steps, one gets eq. /10/ without its 
last term:

Efa(T,H) / 11/

Thermodynamics of the superconducting state 
Since superconducting samples are handled at constant temperature and 

magnetic field, the actual state is selected by the minimum of the Gibbs 
potential G

G = E - TS - ВН/4П . / 12/

The energy of the superconducting state can be approximated as

Es - En - 4 g(EF)Eb /13/

where g is the state density, for a cold Fermi gas g ~ E V 2 so, using eq. 
/11/ and the definitions

Hc = V 2nXE
1_
4П ne

/14/
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one gets
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/15/

Again, this is true for spin-0 pairs; for spin-1 ones the last term is ab
sent .

Now, let us indeed select the actual state by the minimum of G. For 
this one has to compare states of different structure. The list at least 
contains the following ones; normal /E=En , B=H/; Meissner /E=Es , B=0/; mixed 
/E=Eg .(B), В < H / and a "perfect conductor" /E=Eg (В) , В=Ч/.

For comparison the Gibbs potentials of the "usual" states /i.e. the 
first three ones/ can be found in Ref. 3. So we have to deal only with the 
"perfect superconductor" here. Its Gibbs potential can be directly obtained 
by using eqs. /12/, /15//with or without the last term according to the pair 
spin/ and the definition of that state.

After trivial calculations one gets for spin-0 Cooper pairs

GP - GM + In lHciH + h2/*2 - И2}. /16/

where и is the GL dimensionless parameter. The Meissner state is below the
normal one until Hc ^, and in this whole range the bracketed term is positive.
Above H . one could easily show that G \ G . .. This is just the standard cl 2 p /  mixed J
result that the "perfect superconductor" state is not realised.

However, consider the case of spin-1 pairs. Here, according to e q , /11/
the term linear in H is absent, that is

g p = GM- Ü  Í1 - ^  2i- ' i y l

Now, obviously, this means that for the cases к у  1 the "perfect superconduc
tor" state is always preferred to the Meissner state. Thus, if this system 
has a superconducting state, then this state is a perfect superconductor 
until Hc2

Conclusions
H e r e , we have demonstrated that fundamental quantum principles and 

thermodynamics do not rule out the possibility of a perfect conductor state,
i.e. superconduction without diamagnetism. In fact, such states are rather 
predicted, but only when the Cooper pairs exist in spin-1 state. This is 
just the case of triplet superconductors [4] ,£53.
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SIMULATION OF I-V STEPS SHARPENING! FOR JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

1 2 T.F.REFAI , L.N.SHEHATA

■^Faculty of Engineering, Dept, of Physical and Mathematical Engineering 
Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

^Atomic Energy Establishment, Dept, of Mathematics and Theoretical Physics 
Cairo, Egypt

The effect of rf frequency on the induced I-V steps for Josephson junc
tion is discussed. The resistively shunted junction is applied for the case 
of an applied rf rectified sinusoidal current in which the amplitude is modu
lated by a sawtoothed function.lt is shown that the step rise sharpens on 
increasing the rf frequency. We also show that the first fundamental step is 
nearly absent for low rf frequency while on increasing the rf frequency, 
the step evolves and assumes its well-known configuration.

Introduction
There has been considerable interest to investigate the induced steps 

in the I-V characteristics of a Josephson junction driven by either ac- or 
dc-current sources or both. The effect of critical current amplitude modula
tion [l] , radio and micro wave power, and thermal noise [2-5] on the induce!
steps has been investigated . In Fig.l the effect of varying the rf frequency 
on the I-V characteristics is shown [б] . This Figure shows the evolution of 
the steps. Higher steps are better evolved than the first step, but still 
their step rise sharpens, and finally the overall curve rise increases /i.e. 
approaching the ohmic line faster/. To the best of our knowledge such pheno
mena have not been investigated and presented elsewhere.

Our purpose is the theoretical investigation of the effect of rf frequ
ency on the features discussed above. We applied the resistively shunted 
junction model [7] /RSJ/, for a Josephson junction biased by an rf rectified 
sinusoidal current with sawtooth-modulated amplitude. The model works for 
three rf frequency /10, 50, 100 MHz/ at zero temperature and for an rf 
frequency /10 MHz/ at a normalized temperature /t=0.75/. The calculated I-V 
curves qualitatively agree very well with the I-V curves of Figure 1.

Theory
The response of a Josephson junction to an ac current source I sinœt, 

/о) is the applied external frequency /, while biased by a dc current source is 
given by :

C dV/dt +<rv + Ic sin ф  = Idc + Iac sinu)t+ IN, (1-a)

2eV = fi d4>/ dt, fl-b)

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
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where C is the capacitance, V  is the voltage, a is the conductance, lo is the 
critical current, Ф is the phase difference across the junction, and IN is 
the thermal current generated in the resistor R=l/o at a given temperature. 
We will only consider С = О and Idc = 0. The rf current source will be re
placed by :

Iо simO -fc (2)

where /Т/ is the modulation period of the sawtoothed function —  t, and IQ 
is the current amplitude at t = T. Next, by setting u=cot, E q . /l-Ь/ can be 
expressed as

_ fi t-0 d Ф
2e du (3)

From /l-а/ and /3/, we then have:

d<t> 2eRI г  i . . "1__ = ____ c. _o_ u sin u. + 1.. - sin 0  I , 11Л
du fiuö LiOT N

2e R I .
Ci i = -- t— —  (2 Hu) ' (5-b)

Ъ

the Л и  is the normalized time step involved in the numerical integration of 
E q . / 4 / .

Eq. /4/ was solved numerically by the Runge-Kutta method, i was taken 
3 - 3  оto be 10 , T=10 s a n d  Ли = ti/100. The normalized voltage

<"> = <RT-> ■ Ä T < 3 ? > -  <«c c
The averaging is taken over half rf cycle. Keeping T constant and chan

ging the frequency has the same effect as if the opposite is done.

Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the I-V curves at zero temperature. In the regions where 

the normalized current is below 2, it is clearly shown how the first step 
evolves with increasing rf frequency. Fig.3 shows a general step shape indu
ced by an applied rf current. On the path OA several rf cycles elapse before 
V reaches vc . Along A c the duration between transitions decreases. At C the 
phase transition occurs every cycle. Beyond C, the transition occurs every 
few cycles on both the positive and negative rf swings. At В the t r a n sition-

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987

where i and I., are the rf and thermal currents normalized with respect to о N
the critical current Ic - For the thermal current, the average distribution 
is given by:

/ ifkß T ь  f \ 1/2
^  *N ^  rms V R /  ’ (5-a)

r:
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rate is twice every cycle. At D a second step appears [5]. In Fig.3 we can
compare the cases for 10 MHz and for 100 MHz rf frequency, and try to inter
pret how the first step is evolved. On increasing the current from 1 to i=i^, 
the voltage on curve I is v^ /point А/ which is less than /point B/for 
curve II.

in the region where the current is above 2 /Fig.2/ subharmonic steps 
exist at 2, 2.5 and 3. This is due to the nature of the rf current consi
dered in this work. Their general features are the same as discussed. Our
work predicts that by changing the modulation frequency and keeping the junc
tion at a constant rf frequency we would be able to observe such phenomenon. 
We have also solved the equations for a normalized temperature t=0.74 and an 
rf frequency 10 MHz, with no change in the modulation frequency. In Fig.4 
the second subharmonic step is completely washed out, while the third one 
is less pronounced than that for T=0. The fundamental steps show a slight 
rounding on their knees. Hence the effect of thermal current is only very 
strong on subharmonic steps in agreement with [з] .

Since curve II /Fig.3/ is at a higher frequency, there are more rf 
cycles involved than for curve I during the same range of current, hence a 
higher transition rate is expected for curve II which leads to v 2:=°‘v l' As 
the rf frequency is increased, the step rise /0В/ sharpens. For curve I, 
further increasing the current beyond C, a step is observed at v 1.5, i 1.5 
which is a subharmonic step /п=3/2/. On curve II, increasing the current 
beyond B, a step width is observed. From В to C, the transition rate incre
ases until at C we have a transition every complete rf cycle. If our rf cur
rent was not rectified, we would then have the step extended to i'~2 where 
two transitions occur every rf cycle. But since we have a rectified current 
the step width will terminate at D and a new riser starts again leading to 
the second step. Fig.3 and this discussion suggests that at low rf frequency there is a 
step /second subharmonic/, and as the rf frequency is increased the step is shifted down
wards until it completely assumes the position of the first fundamental step with a width 
equal to half the critical current.

Conclusion
W e have shown the effect of rf frequency on the evolution of the first step. We pro

ved that such effect can also be observed by keeping the rf frequency constant,and varivng 
the modulation frequency. Last, the rectified current considered in our work leads to the 
appearance of subharmonic steps. This last result suggests a new mean of experimentally 
detecting subharmonic steps.
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F i g .1. Experimental I-y curyes for different rf frequencies

normalised current normalised current normalised current

F i g . 2. Calculated I—V curves for different frequencies at zero 
temperature

F i g .3. The effect of the rf frequency 
on the sharpening of the first step
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE CORRELATION LENGTH IN TYPE II SUPERCONDUCTOR 
IN CHAOTIC APPROACH

P . SAMU
Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary
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It was shown that the pinning force in one dimensional case can be 
handled in a deterministic way, but the solution of the actual non-linear 
differential equations leads to a chaotic behaviour of the pinning-vortex 
interaction. This method provides the concept óf the correlation length.
The correlation length was determined with computer simulation and it is 
shown that there is sharp transition from linear to chaotic behaviour.

The large loss-free currents observed in type II superconductors are 
due to pinning of the vortices caused by inhomogeneities of the material.
The Lorentz force exerted on the vortices by the current is balanced by 
pinning forces up to a critical current density j , where depinning occurs 
and the vortices start to drift and to dissipate energy.
The sum of the elementary pinning forces to an average force density is the 
volume pinning force j^B, where В is the magnetic induction. The pinning 
problem in type II superconductors is basically a 3-dimensional effect, 
nevertheless to investigate the fundamental features of it the 1-dimensional 
modelling also provides some useful informations.

The generally accepted assumptions about the flux line lattice and 
pinning centres are as follows [l]

1./ Non-interacting defects;
2 . 1  One defect in the interaction range of the flux line;
3 .  / The defects are in randomly distributed positions;
4 .  / The vortex lattice can be treated as an elastic continuum;
5 .  / Thermal activation is negligible.
The pinning problem in type II superconductors averaging with randomly 

spaced weak pinnings generally is handled as a deterministic system in the 
sense that their differentia equation defining the position of the individual 
flux lines is as follows [2]

c ri+l + ri-l - 2ri
r
2 (ri+1 - ri-l>

(ri ' V / 1 /

where c is the elastic constant, r^ is the position of the ith vortex, R^ 
is the position of the kth pinning centre and f is the pinning force acting 
on the ith flux line
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V r
Г о  if I r i-'

r i"Rk
where a . = r

1 i+1

V  if

- r. , is the lattice constant and

ri - Rk + ai /2

a±/2,

a± /2 I
/ 2 /

/3/

By the help of this equation /1/ can be written in the form

ô l

f t ) - *  •-

, к .
(х± ), /4/

which shows that a change in the lattice constant occurs due to the existen
ce of the pinning forces.
The other possible definition is as follows.

We should like to calculate the correlation length in case of 1-d col
lective pinning. There are at least two different methods yielding different 
correlation lengths.

One is the 1-d version of Larkin-Ovchinnikov approach [2] , i.e. the 
regions of the vortex lattice in which relative shifts are less than the 
lattice constant will be called correlated regions. The linear dimension
Lc of correlated regions is determined

U (Lc) - U (o) 2\ = a 2 /5/

where a is the displacement vector, Lc is the correlation length. 
The positional u n c e r t a i n t y o f  the i-th vortex

, df
Дх. = Дх + E (i-j) -  о j i c Дх . / 6 /

dx

where f is the individual pinning force length.
Calculating the average response due to the displacement of the first vortec:

2
2 2 (i-i)2 d f r(Дх± ) = (Дхо ) + E A- -4 - - — ~

From this we have [3]
1 1

1 3 • K-2 '3 ,

dx
(Дх^) . /7/

/ 8 /

where

K<N^fp /с /9/
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and Lp is the average distance between the pinning centres, measured in 
lattice constant dimension.

Equation /1/ can be transformed in the form being equivalent to the 
map of unit interval onto itself [4] . A s  the lattice constant changes are 
due to presence of pinnings, it is allowed to investigate only the flux li
nes possessing a pinning centre neighbourhood with distance less than the 
half of the lattice constant. The unit interval will be the interval of 
lattice constant length where the pinning centre is in the middle position. 
The position of the flux line relative to the nearest pinning centre is

a +1 X xa + N а a  a - L / Ю /

where L is the distance between the ath and /а+1/th pinning centres, m e a 
sured in lattice constant and N is the number of flux lines between themа
and a is the lattice constant, а

One vortex position is the function of the displacement of the first 
vortex which altered in every step a given Ax. To simulate the behaviour of 
the correlation length chaos parameter can be introduced ĵ 6 ] . The chaos 
parameter shows the linkage among one vortex sequence of three position. 

The chaos parameter is

chaosn = I y ^  - 2y^ + y?+1 -I- mJ+ Ш i-1
- 2m!? + m??i+1 / 11 /

where у1? . »у1?, у1? and yn ,, are the Dositions o f  the nth D i n n e d  vortex and ■'1-1 U  J X ■'l+l
n

n ai m. =X
I F  fP

/ 12 /

where f^ is the individual pinning force strength.
The results are in Fig.1-2 where l  is the distance between the first 
vortex pinned by the nth pinning centre.

Figures 1-2 show that the transition is sharp from the linear to the 
chaotic behaviour.
In chaotic approach the correlation length yields [5]

-1
L = c

Дхо \ c /

n
2

The result of computer simulation is

L = g — --------c ’

/13/

/14/
F  fp

where g is g = 1,6 + 0 , 2  numerical constant in accord with equation /13/.
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Fig.l Chaos parameter dependence on 
the distance of the nth vortex in 
lattice constant measure

Дх = 0.001

Fig.2 Chaos parameter dependence on 
the distance of the nth vortex in 
lattice constant measure

Дх = 0-01
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Investigation of the galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects in 
superconductors has a special role with respect to the case of normal con
ductors if these investigations are made in mixed state, because in this 
case only the normal electrons from the magnetic vortices take Part in the 
effect. Their concentration is smaller than the concentration of the conduc
tion electrons, so the effect taking place is bigger, and depends strongly
on the pinning forces. This allows to get a lot of information from this measurement type.

Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest

Galvanomagnetic effects
a .  / Transversal effects

- Isothermal Hall effect
The onset of the potential gradient in direction perpendicular to 
the external electric current /I = I / and magnetic field /B=B / , 
with the boundary conditions ^=0 and grad T=0, in the case if the
external magnetic field is greater than the lower critical magnetic 
field 1̂.2 •

- Adiabatic Hall effect
Similar to the former one and the boundary conditions will be:

r) T5—  = 0 and J = О
o x  ц х

- Ettingshausen effect
The onset of the temperature gradient perpendicular to the direction 
of external magnetic field В , and electric current J , with theZ X
boundary conditions :

"3 TJ . = O, J = 0  and —  =  Оel,у s,y Эх

b .  / Longitudinal effects
- Isothermal electric resistivity
- Adiabatic electric resistivity

In the case of superconductors the value of these effects is zero.
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Thermomagnetic effects
a ./ Transversal effects 

- Riqhl -Leduc effect
The onset of the temperature gradient perpendicular to the x directi
on temperature gradient and Z direction magnetic field, with the boun-- 
dary conditions :

J -, = 0 and J = 0  el s,y
/perhaps the magnetic field must be higher than H 

- Isothermal Nernst effect
In the case of the applied magnetic field B=B and heat current

£i
JS=JS the onset of the potential gradient, with the boundary condi
tions :

ЭтJ . = 0 and —  = оel dy

- Adiabatic Nernst effect
Similar to the former, but with the boundary condition J =0 insteads,y
of the О temperature gradient 

b ./ Longitudinal effects
- Isothermal thermal conductivity
- Adiabatic thermal conductivity

In the case of boundary conditions 
Э TJ . =0 and -—  =0 or J = 0  el ay s,y

The coefficient of thermal conductivity
T J

A -------- ^
gradxT

has a strong magnetic field dependence, because the Cooper-pairs do 
not take part in heat conduction, only the normal electrons appearing 
in magnetic vortices. At the same time the concentration of the vorti
ces depends on the value of the magnetic field

- Isothermal Ettinqshausen-Nernst effect
Appearence of the potential gradient in the x direction due to the ap
plied magnetic field B=Bx and temperature gradient gradxT, with boun
dary conditions

J . = О and ~  el ЭУ
- Adiabatic Ettinqshausen-Nernst effect

Similar to the former but in the boundary conditions we will have
J = 0  s,y

Because of the Onsager reciprocity relations there exists the Bridgman- 
-type equation

T q Í = Х.ФЪ
t . 1/Qi is the isothermal Nernst coefficient, A^ the isothermal coefficient of
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thermal conductivity and the Ettingshausen coefficient/.

Experimental results

We have made the experimental investigation of Nernst effect in super
conducting samples of Pb-Sn with content of Sn 50 atomic percent. The effect 
takes place only if H=»Hcl because in the Meissner state the electric field 
cannot appear in superconducting sample, we have used cylindrical samples 
with a diameter of 4 mm and a length of 50 mm. They were prepared by 
quenching from liquid state to the nitrogen temperatures [2] .

The system position of measurement is shown in the Fig. 1. • The measure
ments allow a very precise determination of the lower critical magnetic field 
Hc^ (see Fig. 2.) [ зЗ , because the onset of the potential gradient is
very sharp when the magnetic field penetrates the sample. The results provi
ded by this method are in good agreement with the values of H ^ determined 
by magnetisation measurements [4] .

The appearence of the effect is similar to the appearence of Hall effect. 
If we have the magnetic vortices in our sample, they feel the effective 
thermodynamic force -(®Q S'/B) grad T due to the heat current /®Q is the flux 
quantum, and S' is the entropy density/, and the vortices can move from the 
hotter place to the colder if this force is bigger than the pinning force.
At the hot end of the sample the vortex density is higher, here the vortex 
lines permanently move into the sample, and at the cold end they permanently 
leave it. The Lorente force acts on the normal electrons in moving vortices 
resulting in vortex density gradient in у direction, and E^ potential gradi
ent. The effect disappears at Hc 2 , because with the magnetic vortices disap
pearing the moving electrons disappear too. The hysteresis we have found is 
the result of the pinning forces bounding a part from vortices. The value 
of the effect has strong pinning force dependence. If the pinning forces are 
strong enough the effect will disappear. In this case the thermodynamic for
ce will be less than the pinning forces. If the vortices are bound the flow 
disappears. If we put the sample into the cryostat immediately after quenching 
it cannot recrystallise. In the other case strong pinning centres are for
med and the effect diappears. The magnetisation curves show these phenomena 
very well.
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potential
contacts

Fig.l The system of measurement

Hci ~Hcz

Fig.2. The Nernst effect
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF PINNING IN TYPE-II SUPERCONDUCTORS AND THE THEORY OF 
COLLECTIVE PINNING (Abstract) *

E. H. BRANDT
Max-Planck-Institut für Metallforschung, Institut für Physik,
Stuttgart, Germany

The problem of pinning of flux-lines by random inhomogeneities is 
discussed. The theory of collective pinning, which was established recently 
by Larkin and Ovchinnikov and has proven successful in weak-pinning amorphous 
alloys, is discussed in some detail. Then computer simulation of pinning is 
described and the results are discussed. They confirm collective pinning 
theory for weak two-dimensional pinning and modify it at strong pinning where 
the flux-line lattice becomes amorphous. The threshold-behaviour predicted 
by the "dilute limit theories" proves to be an artifact which is due to the 
non-existence of this limit in sufficiently large specimens.

The full text of the paper will appear in a subsequent issue of 
Acta Physica Hungarica
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ANALOGIES BETWEEN GRANULAR SUPERCONDUCTORS AND SPIN GLASSES (Abstract) *

J. ROSENBLATT, P. PEYRAL, A. RABOUTOU and C. LEBEAU 
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides UA 786 au C.N.R.S.
I.N.S.A. 35043 RENNES Cedex France

The transition to coherence of a granular superconductor with grain 
size much larger than the characteristic superconducting lengths is described 
by an X-Y model with random couplings. This led us to measure the critical 
exponents (which of course need not coincide with those of mean field theory) 
for this transition.

To illustrate this work, we present a measurement of the correlation 
function exponent ту and the "susceptibility" (order parameter fluctuation) 
exponent %. Scaling laws allow then to obtain values of fh and U which are in 
good agreement with those resulting from previous measurements. The value 
obtained forT/ =-0.1 ± 0 . 2 ,  is in good agreement with calculations on the 
ordered X-Y model, but the exponents /3=0.7 + 0.1, y =2.8 + 0.3, У = 1.3 + 0.1 
are about twice the X-Y model values. Actually these exponents are rather 
close to those found experimentally in certain spin glasses.

We discuss a model which assumes that critical order parameter fluc
tuations are localised in the regions of highest coupling energy. This 
defines a temperature-dependent percolation problem, which in turn allows 
to relate the critical exponents of the coherence or spin glass transition to 
the percolation exponents. Fairly good agreement with experiment is obtained.

The full text of the paper will appear in a subsequent issue of 
Acta Physica Hungarica
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ANISOTROPY EFFECTS IN SUPERCONDUCTORS DOWN TO MILLIKELVIN TEMPERATURES

F. M. SAUERZOPF and H.W. WEBER 
Atorainstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten 
A-1020 Wien, Austria

We report on two experimental techniques aimed at an analysis of anisotropy effects in 
superconductors. The first provides direct experimental evidence and is based on the 
measurement of the direction dependence of the upper critical magnetic field H ? in single 
crystalline superconductors. Unfortunately, the theoretical situation is unsatisfactory at 
present and does not allow an evaluation of electron-phonon coupling anisotropies. The 
second technique is based on an analysis of the thermodynamics of type-I superconductors 
and its impurity dependence. In this case an excellent theoretical description in terms of 
Eliashberg theory is available, Which allows a full evaluation of experimental results.

Introduction

A variety of experimental techniques have been devised to investigate arts otropies of 
the electron-phonon coupling strengths in superconductors (for a review of this subject cf., 
e.g., Ref.1.). Among these we have concentrated on anisotropy effects of the upper critical 
field Ho2 in single-crystalline cubic type-II superconductors during the past few years 
[2-5] and obtained detailed and accurate information on the temperature - and impurity - 
dependence of H^-anisotropy, which was characterized by the coefficients A 1 of a series 
expansion in terms of cubic harmonic functions [б]. The increasing precision of the 
experiments, which were carried out in the temperature range between 1.5 К and the transition 
temperature T , revealed the following features: 1) The temperature dependence of the 
expansion coefficients shows considerable discrepancies [4] with the predictions of the only 
presently available microscopic theory [7]; 2) at sufficiently low temperature (t = T/T ,
t=0.3) additional higher-order expansion coefficients (1= 8,10,12) are needed to describe 

the results on Nb and V to experimental accuracy [5]; and 3) even at 1.5 K, the coefficient 
Ag was found to be negligibly small in Та. (This could be caused, however, by the fact that 
a certain amount of impurities had to be introduced into Та, in order to convert it into a 
type-II superconductor within the accessible temperature range [3,8]). Especially, in view of 
the last two observations, a new series of experiments was made on Nb-, V- and Ta-single 
crystals in a region down to milli-Kelvin temperatures. We are, however, aware that an 
evaluation in terms of electron-phonon coupling anisotropies is not at hand, due to the lack 
of an apporpriate theoretical treatment.

On the other hand, the well-established technique [1] of studying the thermodynamics of 
superconductors with varying mean-free electron paths, in order to deduce mean-square values 
of the ooupling anisotropy, has become attractive again, because a full theoretical 
treatment in terms of Eliashberg theory has become available [9,10]. From an experimental 
point of view, precise data on the ^-depression as a function of impurity concentration, 
as well as accurate measurements of the deviation function, especially towards T-—0, are 
essential.
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in Nb, Y and Ta
The experinmts were trade an 110 -oriented singLe crystals ty measuring the a.c. susceptibility in transverse 

nsgretic fields, either in a cxnvaTticraL bath cryostat or in a dilution refrigerator. We váll restrict ourselves to 
results cn four samples, rarely Nb 8 (HRR = 2C80), V 21 (FRR 200) and Ik 4 and 5 (RHR = 34 and 30, respectively), 
which were doped with in order to provide type-П supeaxxrriuctivity in all crystal dinecticns 8,11 . Topical 
results are shown in Flg.1. Hie analysis consists of a least-rresn square fitting procedure of the experimental data
toSi. (1): Hc2(«,t;SH) = E A1(tt,t)H1(3H) (1)

1=0,4 ,6 ,8 ,10 ,12
vhere = x,y,z denotes a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field, Hj( ĵ) are the cubic harmonic 
functions defined in Ref. 6, and Â (c< ,t) are the anisotropy coefficients, which depend on the impurity parareter 
ot(=0.882 fgA) and the reduced tarperature t only. Д-рН^ is conveniently used to normalize tire hî ier-order 
anisotropy coefficimts (â  = Aj/Aq). Fran all the data cn the anisotropy coefficents â , we wish to presort an 
exarple result pertaining to the ccefficierts â  aid â  in Fig. 2. In Nb the tarperature depadence of â  
follows a (l-t)-law as predicted ty theory [7] at low taiperatures, whereas both in V and Tk, â  levels off
towards T = 0. In the case of Ik, a. definitely remains finite at the conversion tarperature 1* to type-I

^ 2 superccrductivity. Concerning the coeffient the results cn Nb а&лп indicate agréaient with the (1-t) -law
[7], evai at the lowest taiperatures, whereas saturation effects occur for V and Ik towards T = 0. Hie coefficient
ag, identified far the first tire in Ik, is nuch amtier than in the other twfa materials, which is partly related
to the hitler inpurity parareters in the Ik saiples, but definitely disappears at 1*, where type-П superccrductivity
disappears. None of the hî ier-order coefficients could be detected in Ik. ag in Nb shews a (l-t)-dependaice and
in V agpin a plateau for T-»-0. â Q, which was identified in Nb only, is negative (as the leading
term ) and displays again a (l-t)-temperature dependence. This summary of experimental
results shews clearly that through the uniform description of data in terms of cubic hammic functions, a broad
spectmn of effects is covered, whose variety becomes particularly pronounced at the lowest taiperatures. It seems
that the microscopic anisotropies of tire specific material are responsible for the different phenomena observed
in Nb, V and Ik. Hre disappearmce of at T* in Ta seems to be of special interest, because it is directly
correlated to type-П superconductivity, as opposed to the behavior of the first coefficient â .

Thermodynamics of anisotropic In
In order to study the thermodynamics of anisotropic srperccnducrtcrs, type-I materials are preferentially 

investigated, because the rreasuranait of the thermodynamic critical field HQ can be done vrith nuch Ы^тег accuracy.
Ihe basic idea of tire experiment and the subsequent theoretical analysis is as follows: Starting from the isotropic 
HS-case, a separable pairing potential including a tenperature irdepadent anisotropy parareter ag can be introduced, 
whose averse over the entire Fermi surface is zero, but whose mean-square value (£ y denotes the average deviation 
of the coupling fron the isotropic case. Consequently, in ihe clean limit the trsnsffl.cn temperature Tq of ihre 
superconductor is enhanced compered to the isotropic case; but tire addition of arall amounts of псшвдпейс 
impurities provides new scattering centers ard, hence, permissitüe k-steebes, which ten! to srear out the original 
anisotropic distribution of states. Hus situation, i.e. the original anisotropic Tc aid its subsequent reduction 
by anisotropy removal, can be treated accurately for ary superconductor of arbitrary coupling strength in terms of 
the linearized anisotropic Filiaehherg theory, if the electrcn-pharen spectral function %tjo) ['12 j is known far the 
clean material. With only erre additional parareter, natrely the lifetime of the electronic excited states due to 
normal scattering, a quantitative comparison between theory and the experinmtal ̂ -depression as a function of 
impurity concentration yields the magnitude (& } of the electrcn-phoncn coupling anisotropy. Thus, having estabtidred 
all the perareters from this ̂ -experiment, the full anisotropic Filiafhberg dreary can be usedto calculate tire other 
thermodynamic quantities, such as tire taiperature dependence of the thermcdynamic critical field H and the electronic 
specific hsat, wnthout ary free parareters. Hre ccrrrespcrding experiments cn Hc(T) or the deviation function,
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-therefore, represent a very somsitive consistency check of the vhole evaluation procedure and the concept of 
anisotropy and anisotropy removal ty scattering centers. The experiments vére made on hî n-pjuriiy indiun ard a 
series cf M R  alleys Wnose superxxnducrtive properties have heal investigated in ranch detail previously [13,14].
The results cn the T -depression were analyzed following the procedure outlined above. The best agrearait between 
theory and experiment is found for 0 .O 3 ^ \a } —0-<№, where the standard deviation of all the experimental data 
amounts to aiy 3 nK. In Fig. 3 we compare ihe experinmtal results cn the deviation function 
D(t) =|{,ССИ̂(0)] - [н?] fir Eire indiun and fir the sample with the Hgrat inpurity content,with tteory.In the clean limit 
we rate significant discrepancies between experiment and the weak-coupling BCS-results, as well as with ihe isotropic 
Eliashbepg calculation. Oi the otter hard, satisfactory agreaimt is found for the anisotropy parameters (â ), 
as determined from the T̂ -depressicn. Farther evidence far the correctness of an anisotropic treatment of pure 
In is provided ty tte deviation function of where a "aiEared-out" isotropic treatment yields agreement
with experiment. An additional quantitative ccrrpariscn betwean theory and experiment can be irade for tte 
ttermodynaiic critical field Hc at T = 0. Hi this case, the experimental accuracy is much better than far D(t), but 
tte theoretical results require an additional quantity, which has to be taken from experiment and, therefore, 
contains ejçerirrental uncertainties, rarely, tte density of states at the Fermi level, which is calculated from the 
Sommerfeld constant [15]. Tte results dormstrate again, that best agreement is obtained far = 0.04.
In sunrary, all the evidance presented above and, in addition, a very careful and comprehensive analysis of tte 
influence of experimental uncertainties and furatodnál derivatives ̂jIOj, show consistently that the concept of 
coupling amsotrpEy and its removal due to inpurity scattering, represents the correct explanation of tte 
experiments cn In ard provides a valuable tool for studying anisotropy effects in superconductors.

Conclusions

The experiments presented in this peper clearly emphasize the role of very low taiperatures for an 
investiĝ ctocn of anisotropy effects in superccnductars. iitereas in the case of Ĥ -anisotropy, interesting features 
in tte taiperature dependence of tte anisotropy coefficients were revealed only at taiperatures below 1 K, mffîi- 
Kelvin taiperatures are a necessary ccnditicn for an accurate evaluation of the deviation function. Concerning the 
theoretical analysis in terms of electrcrrphcrm coupling amstropies, studies of tte thermodynamics have to be 
preferred at present. iiwever, because of the much higher precision of the Ĥ -anisotropy data, future theoretical 
efforts áruld provide still more detailed insight into the nature of anisotropy effects in superconductors.
Vfe gratefully acknowledge the partial support of this work ty Fends zur Förderung der Vüssenscteftlicten Forschurg. 
Wien, under contract No. 3973.
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-50 0 50 100 . 150 200

Fig. 1: Experimental results on the angular dependence of 
Hc2 in a vanadium single crystal (T = 59 mK)

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of a, 
and ag in V (RRR~200)

Fig.3: Deviation function D(t) for pure 
In (a) and Ing„Tl.0(b). The experimental 
data are compared with various solutions 
of Eliashberg theory and with the 
BCS-result
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ON SOME DEVELOPMENTS OF TECHNOLOGY OF MULTIFILAMENTARY WIRE VjGa 

J. BÁNKUTI, É . HEGYI FARKAS and L. LÁSZLÓFFY
Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The last twenty years have brought along a big evolution in the field of the applica
tion of the superconducting materials. It is a valuable task to improve the superconducting 
critical parameters, T ,H and I . As the experiments show some improvement can be achieved 
by adding other alloying elementS to the superconductors in a low concentration. Taking into 
account of the advantageous properties of A1 there are some experiments and considerations 
to make superconducting wire in A1 matrix.

Introduction
The critical temperature TQ and the critical magnetic field HQ^ depend 

on the microscopic physical properties of the basic material as it can be 
seen in Table I. However the’ critical current 1^ is determined mainly by the 
technology, by the inhomogenities, the dislocations and the other crystal 
imperfections [1—2] .

In mixed state of a superconductor the so-called pinning centres prevent 
the Lorentz motion of the flux line. The critical current density j is 
related to the mean pinning force F^ (B) by the critical state equation

£ c x в + £p CB) = 0 j
where В is the magnetic field. Fp is determined by the interactions between 
the flux line and the crystal imperfections.

Recently some manufacturing technologies exist for BCC superconductors, 
first of all for Nb-Tl , Nb-Zr, because their critical parameters are not 
too sensitive for composition. This solid solution superconducting phase can 
be worked well mechanically too.

However from the point of view of the high critical parameters the compound 
of A15 structure is favourable. Among the A15 superconductors the Nb-Sn and 
the V-Ga systems have stable A15 phases in a wide range around the stoichiometric 
composition.

For multifilamentary superconductors V^Ga there are two technologies:
1. Surface diffusion process (SDP); 2. Composite diffusion process (C DP)
By some reasonable modifications we can get higher values in the critical 
parameters extremely in the critical currents.

Some improvements in the critical parameters
In A15 superconductors the dominant pinning centres are the grain- 

boundaries [a ] . When the grains are less we can get stronger pinning forces 
and the critical current is higher. The grain size can be limited by the 
temperature of heat treatment. However,at the heat treatment the thickness of the 
superconducting layer also decreases with the decreasing of the temperature.
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Adding different alloying elements to the matrix or to the pure materials the 
diffusion constant can be increased due to the decrease of the activation 
energy [5-6] .

In the Fig. 1 the critical currents are plotted against the annealing 
time in some superconducting samples.

As it can be seen the critical currents increase with the annealing 
time. We mentioned that the changing of the critical current with the 
reaction time is influenced by two effects mainly. One of them is the growth 
of the superconducting layer and the other is the formation of the grain size 
The critical current increases approximately monotonically with the thickness 
of the superconducting layer and so with the reaction time, but when the 
grain size will be larger зо will decrease and so the strength of the pinning 
force.

From the results we can establish that the effect of the alloying of 
In is the highest . It surpasses the effects of A1 and Zn. The element In 
owes the best effect to the largest superconducting layer due to the best 
diffusion of Ga. But after annealing of one hundred hours the grain size 
becomes too large and the critical current density will be lower.

In the Fig. 2 the critical temperature TQ is plotted against the 
annealing time in the same samples.

As we can see the solution of the additional elements in V^Ga layer is 
a limited process because the critical temperatures change hardly.

Taking into account the advantages of element A1 a new idea arises 
for the further modification of the V^Ga technology. The element A1 is very 
promising as a matrix material in the multifilamentary superconductive wires 
because its mass density is only one third of that of Cu, the electric and 
thermal conductivity is approximately that of Cu at low temperatures but it 
is much cheaper.

The first task in the CDP technique is to examine the Al-Ga system from 
the mechanical and electric points of view. In previous works we can find 
two different phase diagrams for Al-Ga. One of them is a simple eutectic 
system with limited solid solubility. The other one has three intermetallic 
compound phases.

In our early experiments the Al-Ga samples were produced by melting 
of the pure metals in a quartz tube under argon atmosphere. The compositions 
were next to the assumed intermetallic compounds. The content Ga prevented 
the development of the Al oxide layer and the samples were damaged in a 
relatively short time. The samples were porous, brittle and plastically 
undeformable. The unsuitable properties of the Al-Ga alloys demand the 
further modifications of CDP technique or other SDP techniques.
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Table I
Critical parameters of superconductive materials 

of different crystal type

Crystal Type Material ToO O Hc2(4,2K)(T)

BCC Nb-Ti 9.8-10.2 12
Nb-Zr 10.8 11

A1 5 Nb3Ga 20.7 34.1
Nb3Al 18.6 25.2
Nb3Sn 18 23-5
V3Ga 15.9 22
VgSi. .1 7 22.8

C15(Laves) Hf-V2 9.2 20
ZrV2 8.5

Hf0.5Zr0.5V2 • 10.1 23

TMS(Chevrel) SnMogSg 11.7
РЬМО g Sg 14
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X Cu-Ga 18,7 at %
• C u-Ga 15,3 at%-Z n 2 at%
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Fig. 1. Critical current vs. reaction tine of conductors with different coipositians of the bronze

Pig-2. Critical tenperature vs. reaction tine of conductors with different ccnpositicns of the bronze
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COMPUTER DESIGNED SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
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Department for Low Temperature Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The designing of specific magnetic field profiles is performed by a p o 
wer series of the general field formula up to 11th term. This method instead 
of the usual integration increased the speed of the calculation by a factor 
of few hundreds. At given magnet parameters the program has a self-consistent 
procedure to gain the prescribed homogeneity taking into account the layer 
distribution. The operation can be extended for the planning of strongly in
homogeneous magnetic systems too. The elaborated way is applicable to the 
conventional, superconducting and multifilamentary magnets as well.

Our aim was to improve a quick but versatile computer program to design

cylindrical symmetries were used to produce the magnetic field. The program 
was prepared on a personal computer to calculate the magnetic field profiles 
in the case of an arbitrary given solenoid arrangement. The only requirement 
for the calculation is the partially cylindrical symmetry.

The input data of the program are : 
data of solenoids: length, inner diameter, maximum outer diameter 
data of wires: diameter,density of turns, thickness of layers,intensity of 
current
minimum of magnetic field strength
data of homogeneity: volume of homogeneous magnetic field /length, diameter/,
maximum inhomogeneity
other data: arrangement, profile
Using these data the program calculates the appropriate layer distribution 
by a self-consistent procedure.

To increase the speed of program running a power series, was used up to 
11th terms instead of the integrating Biot-Savart formula. The increasing of 
the calculation speed was by a factor of few hundred. The other advantage of 
power series calculation was the decreasing of the memory capacity needed 
for the stored data.

If the axial component at the axis of cylindrically symmetrical field, 
HQO (z) is known then we can calculate the axial and radial components at any 
given r distance from the axis by the following expressions :

Introduction

different magnetic field profiles Solenoid type magnets of partially

2 V 2"/ /*/ §
2n

Hz /z,r/
n=o I n  ! / / 1 /
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H / z , r / r
oo
E

n=o
1- 1 /

n+1 /2n + 1/

n ! /n+1/ !
/z/

r 2n+l 
2 / 2 /

The value of Ho Q (z) can be determined by this formula:

V * '  - ТБ
z+b z-b

/z+b/2 +a2 /z-Ь/2 +a2 /3/

where a, b, N and I are the half of diameter of solenoid, the half of length 
of solenoid, the number of turns and the intensity of drivinq current respec
tively and z is the axial co-ordinate beginning from the centre of solenoid.

The magnitude of the terms of the power series are decreasing very fast 
- about 1.5 order - both for the axial and radial components. The other cause 
of the high speed of the convergency is the sign-changing character of a gi
ven component.

The program consits of two parts. The first one calculates the main or 
basic magnetic field from layer to layer up to the prescribed value. The se
cond part performs the appropriate outer correction layers - constructing it 
from turn to turn - to achieve the specified field profile or homogeneity.

By this procedure a very quick and versatile method has been developed 
for designing different normal and superconducting magnets but first of all 
our method is suitable for superconducting one where no Joule heating occurs.

Some superconducting magnets
To demonstrate the capability of our program we present a couple of ex

amples of superconducting magnets and the magnetic field realized by them. 
Simple outer corrected solenoid

At first a simple solenoid is presented for laboratory measurements. No 
rigorous requirements have been made. The length of solenoid is 10 cm, the 
inner diameter and the maximum of outer diameter are 4 cm and 20 cm,respec
tively. The wire has 0.1 cm diameter and the solenoid has to have a minimum 
magnetic field strength of 2 T, while the driving current is 100 A. The ho
mogeneity requirement is 2 %/cm or less at least in cylindrical volume with 
3 cm diameter and 4 cm length in the centre of solenoid.

By 24 layers the magnetic field strength reached the prescribed 2 T. 
After this the program constructed 36 layers to achieve the homogeneity. The 
length of the correction layers is decreasing from 2,9 dm to 1.7 cm in this 
way as it is shown in Fig.l.

At the end of procedure the homogeneity became better than 2 %/cm. Du
ring the correction procedure the magnetic field strength increases, in our 
case up to 2.8 T, but it is very simple to optimize the minimum layer number 
of the solenoid if it would be necessary.
Highly homogeneous solenoid

In a couple of measurements a highly homogeneous magnetic field is re-
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quired in a given volume [2] [3] [4]. In our example the homogeneity had to
be better than 10 ^/cm in a cylindrical volume with 1.5 cm diameter and 2 cm 
length in the centre of solenoid. The main data of solenoid are: length 15cm. 
inner diameter 2.5 cm, maximum outer diameter 12.5 cm, diameter of wire 0.02 
cm, intensity of current 50 A and we need a magnetic field strength of 10 T.

According to the calculation the solenoid needs 41 ground layers and 
7 outer correction layers. The first one has 254 turns and the last layer has 
only 3 turns.
Linear varying magnetic field

Using two equivalent solenoids in front of each other we can obtain an 
interesting magnetic field profile between them. We have to point out that it 
differs from the Helmholtz solenoids being reversely coiled. We have examined the 
axial and radial components of the magnetic field in a volume having cylind
rical symmetry of 2 cm length and 2 cm diameter in the centre of the soleno
ids. If we examine the radial component in the volume in question - see Fig .2 
- then we can obtain two interesting facts.At first the radial component is 
constant in the function of the axial co-ordinate. Secondly the radial com
ponent is varying linearly in the radial direction. The axial component shove 
the opposite property. It is constant in the sense that it does not depend 
on the distance from axis and it has a linear variation in the axial direc
tion .

In Figs.3 to 6 we have shown the validity of linearity and constancy.
We have found that the deviations of above mentioned quantities have a deep 
minimum at a solenoid distance of about 3.2 cm.

We hope that these examples have shown the versatility of the use of 
our program. We are going to extend it to even more complicated works, too.
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; 1,2cm

Fig. i. Simple outer corrected 
solenoid

Fig.2, Radial magnetic field 
components at a solenoid distance 
of 3,2 cm

( a x )
Mmax

Fig. 3. Relative deviation of 
axial component from constancy

Fig. 5. Relative deviation of radial 
component from constancy

Fig. 4. Relative deviation of 
axial component from linear varyini

Ia hI (rad)

Fig. 6, Relative deviation of
radial component from linear 
varying
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BIOMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS WITH A THIRD ORDER GRADIOMETER 
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Debrecen, Hungary

A short introduction about biomagnetism and associated instrumentation 
is given in the first part of the paper. The application of SQUIDs and 
superconducting gradiometers in clinical biomagnetic instruments is reviewed 
in some detail. Thé construction and adjustment of a third order gradiometer 
is described later and a magnetocardiogram is displayed to demonstrate the 
capability of the instrument.

Introduction
It is well known that every electrophysiologioal phenomenon is accom

panied not only by electric but magnetic signals as well.
These biomagnetic signals are very weak, 4-7 orders of magnitude below the 
ambient magnetic noise. Fig. 1 shows some typical values of biomagnetic 
fields and the average amplitude of the ambient noise.

An apparatus designed to detect biomagnetic fields is to meet two re
quirements: it must have sufficient sensitivity and capability of producing 
adequate selection between the signal and the noise. In the majority of bio
magnetic investigations SQUIDs are used as magnetic detectors [lj. So as to 
eliminate environmental magnetic noise, we should build a magnetically 
shielded room, or make a detection system that is appropriate for spatial 
discrimination, or apply filtering and averaging techniques.

Constructing shielded rooms is very expensive, so spatial discrimination 
with SQUIDs and superconducting gradiometers seems to be the best version for 
clinical applications.

Superconducting gradiometers
In Fig. 2. a schematic sketch of a flux transformer can be seen.
Its working principle is the flux quantization: if we change the mag

netic flux in the pick up coil, it causes current change in the signal coil, 
which can be detected by a SQUID sensor. In biomagnetic measurements this 
configuration can only be used in a shielded romm, because it cannot make 
the difference between the signal and background noise. Gradiometer-type 
flux transformers are more suitable for measurements under normal laboratory 
circumstances [2].

In Fig. 2b "a first order gradiometer" can be seen. This arrangement 
gives zero response to homogeneous magnetic fields and non-zero response 
to inhomogeneous ones. It is well known that the gradient of the magnetic 
field far from the source decreases faster in space than the field itself.
So by measuring the gradient (either the first or the higher ones) spatial 
discrimination can be made between the signals generated by near and distant 
sources. Better discrimination can be achieved by higher order gradiometers.-
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In Fig. 3. some sorts of first and second order gradiometers can be seen.
A third order gradiometer

In our laboratory a third order gradiometer has been developed to take
magnetocardiograms under laboratory circumstances. In other laboratories 2n<̂
order gradiometers are more widely used, but nowadays some publications have

rdcome out where the advantages of the 3 order types are carefully discussed 
[3]t*]. The raain d imensions of our gradiometer can be seen in Fig. 4. The 
inductance of the gradiometer is about 1.5 /uH , and in our measurements a 40 
MHz SQUID electronics is used with a directional coupler [5]. The cryogenic 
part is located in a BMD-5 type cryostat [7].

The magnetic noise generated by distant sources can be approximated by 
the first two terms of the Taylor’s series of the magnetic field:

V v) = Bv (vo> a V (v-vQ) +

where J/=x,y,z and У0=Х0>У0)20-
Usually a higher order gradiometer should be balanced in such a way 

that it gives zero response to homogeneous field and to first gradient of the 
field in axial direction. In mathematical form the following equations should 
be satisfied:

V Vo> Д  Ni Aiv= °'

Э В (V ) n
V ° E N. A. Z. = O, л . , 1 1Z 1 '0 V 1=1

Cl)

(2)

where tL is the number and is the effective area of the appropriate turn, 
is the distance between the î"*1 turn and the origin, n is the number of 

the coils.
In the equation (1), when for example n=4, A^, A^, A j are constant, the 

gradiometer against the homogeneous magnetic field can be balanced by 
changing A^ . Using three superconducting tabs or rings in the three ortho
gonal directions, all the three conditions of equation (1) can be satisfied 
independently of one another. In the equation (2} the Zi parameters can be 
used to balance the gradiometer against the first gradient part of the 
ambient magnetic noise. In practice this was realized in Ref. 6 .

Because of mechanical simplicity in our gradiometer we used a non- 
orthogonal procedure: the effective areas in axial direction of two coils 
were changed. For this purpose a fourth tab was built into the interior of 
the gradiometer ( Fig. 4.). At the best configuration the minimum noise level 
was about 290 fT/"yHz in a steel reinforced concrete laboratory building. 
Further reduction of noise level is in progress.
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Application in magnetocardiography
A magnetocardiogram taken by this instrument can be seen in Fig. 5. A 

known magnetic field generated by a wire loop has been used to calibrate the 
instrument and to measure the sensitivity as the function of the source 
- gradiometer distance (Fig.. 6.). It can be seen from this curve that the 
maximum sensitivity is at about 1 baseline distance and it drastically 
decreases as the distance increases.
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Fig.3. First and second order gradicmeters 
Oie distance b is the baseline
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Fig.5. Magnetocardiogram recorded in an 
unshielded laboratory. Bandwidth: 0,07-20Hz 3

Fig.6. Sensitivity calibration curve of the 
instrument
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF (Fe.,_xMx),,Se8 (Abstract) *

M.M. ABD-EL AAL
Physics Department, Faculty of Women, Ain Shams University 
Cairo, Egypt

The temperature dependence of the magnetization of the quenched and 
slowly cooled samples of Fe^Sg and (Fe^_xMx)^Seg samples with M=Co and Ni 
and X = 0.02,0.05 and 0.08 were given. All the thermomagnetic curves obtained 
belong to the Weiss ferrimagnetic type. For some samples discontinuities 
indicating a magnetic transformation to antiferromagnetic order were obtained. 
The values of the magnetic moment were given. The reciprocal
susceptibility-temperature dependence in the paramagnetic range were studied 
and the asymptotic Curie points were given. The values of the effective 
magnetic moment and the number of unpaired electrons n were calculated.
The thermal variation of the electrical conductivity of the host material 
Fe^Seg in the paramagnetic region was studied.

The full text of the paper will appear in a subsequent issue of 
Acta Physica Hungarica
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND SPONTANEOUS DISTORTION IN PHASE LAVES INTERMETALLIC 
COMPOUNDS

M.M.ABD-EL AAL1 , A. S . ILYSHIN2 , V. I .CHECHERNIKOV2 and A. V . PECHENIKOV2

^Ain Shams University, Faculty of Women 
Cairo, Egypt2Moscow University, Faculty of Physics 
Moscow, USSR

The magnetization of several polycrystalline compounds in the Tb._ Ho tt>2 
series have been measured using magnetic fields up to 18 kOe. Linear variations of ttex 
magnetic moments at 4.2 К and the Curie temperatures T with x were found. X-ray diffracti
on analysis for the samples were carried out between 1§ and 300 K. The cubic lattices of 
all the studied compounds distorted into rhombohedral lattices temperatures below T . The 
distortion parameter - temperature dependence were given. The spin orientation diagram of 
the system was determined.

Introduction
The compounds RB2, where R is a rare earth element and В is a transition metal have 

received a considerable attention recently [l,2]. These compounds are particularly interes
ting from the point of view of magnetism, while all possess the same Mg Cu2 cubic laves pha
se, they exhibit a wide variety of magnetic behaviour: In FFe2 the magnitude of the magne
tic moment of the Fe atoms is slightly influenced by the different rare earths [3].

In the RNi2 the magnetic properties depend exclusively on the different rare earths;4]. 
In RCo2 the different rare earths can have a very pronounced influence on the magnetic be
haviour of cobalt. In the case of the heavy rare earth-Co2 compounds, the rare earth moments 
align antiparallel to the cobalt moment [l,5] .

Experimental
The compounds Tb^_x HO^ Co2 with x=0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8 and 1.0 were prepared by arc 

melting in an argon atmosphere. The samples were annealed in evacuated quartz capsules at 
900°C for 200 h.

The lattice parameter was measured between 15 К and 300 K. The magnetic measurements 
were performed by means of a vibrating sample magnetometer in fields up to 16 kOe and 
between 4.2 К and 300 K. Ni was used for calibration of magnetization, o. The saturation
magnetization moments were obtained by extrapolating the о - i curves to infinite field.

2 ^The Curie temperatures were calculated from о -vs temperature plots.

Results and discussion
The X-ray diffraction pattern at room temperature can be completely indexed by the 

cubic C15 structure for all the prepared samples. The lattice parameters of TbCo2 and Ho0o2 
agree with the reported values [6,7]. With increasing x in the T b ^ s y s t e m ,  the 
lattice parameter linearly decreased from 0,7203 nm for Tb0o2 to 0,7164 nm for HoGo.,.

The tenperature dependences of the unit cell volume V are shown in Fig.l. For TbOo2 
an anomalous increase in V was found from 239 К to 148 К indicating a second order transiti-
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on from cubic Fd3m phase to a rhombohedral R3m phase at 239 K. The cubic cell is distorted
by elongation along the direction of the easy magnetization [ill] axis which becomes the 
rhombohedral three-fold axis. The distortion is measured by the shift in the angle e=90c-o^.
The thermal variation of s is shown in Fig.2. These results are in good agreement with [7] and
[8j.

Increasing x up to 0-4 no fundamental changes occurred. In samples with x = 0.2 and 04 
the phase transition occurred at 220 and 150 K.

The phase transition for x=0.6 occurred at 142 K. But from 44 to 32 K, the character of 
the distortion could not be identified. Below 32 K, the Tb_ .Ho„ ,Co_, comnound attained aUi 4 2.
monoclinic /rhombic/ phase with a parameter of distortion c = Thus, an decreasing the 
temperature be lew 44 К the easy axis of imgnetization changes continuously from the [ill] 
to the [llO ! direction.

The compound TbQ 2HoQ gCo2 is cubic until 98 K. From 98 to 44 К it has an intermediate 
phase. From 44 К to 15 К the compound attains the distorted monoclinic phase, /Fig.l and 3/.

The HoGo2 from 300 К to 79 К is cubic /С-15/. From 79 К to 14 К it is tetragonal with 
^  = 0.998 where the easy axis of magnetization is [loo]. The easy axis of magnetization is 
parallel to the [llo]axis. HoCo2 has the smallest lattice parameter in the Tbj^Ho^Cfc^ 
system and the smallest absolute distortion parameter but the largest change in the sponta
neous distortion. This large change in the spontaneous distortion as well as the high magne
tic anisotropy may be attributed to the crystal field effects [б] .

It is possible to determine the spin orientation diagram of the Tb^_xIfc>xGo2 system 
/Fig.3 /. Four zones can be identified with different stable phases.

The obtained spin orientation diagram is similar to that reported by [9-12].
In order to follow the spin orientations which take place in the studied compounds,

the magnetization temperature dependences were studied from 15 К to T /Fig.4 /. T were
2 c c

obtained by plotting a versus T for several field strengths. The values of Tc with H lkOe
were the same as obtained by extrapolating to H = O. The variation of T^ with composition 
shown in Fig.5 agrees well with that obtained from X-ray results. The relatively low Tc-s 
of the Tb^_xHoxCo2 system in comparison with that of the KFe2 compounds could be understood 
by the single ion model. In the EFe., compounds the Fe-Fe exchange interaction is the domi
nant one,in Ю о 2 compounds the R-Co interactions are dominant yielding much lower Curie 
temperatures and affecting only marginally the magnetic anisotropy characteristics.

In ,Fig.4 , nonmonotonical changes in the magnetizations ware obtained for x=0;0.2;0.4 
The anomaly for HoCo2 takes place at about 14 К analogous to the tenperature of the spin 
orientation /Fig.l and 3/. The anomaly for x=0.S and x=0.6 takes place at T=20 and at 35 K. 
We can conclude that with increasing the Ho concentration the anisotropy energy decreases 
and the reorientation of the easy axis of magnetization occurs at lower temperature.

From the magnetisation - field strength dependences/at 4.2 К and up to 18 kOe/ the 
saturation magnetic moments were calculated. From the results obtained for the total mag
netic moment of TbCo2 and HoCo2 and assuming a magnetic moment of cobalt lUg and opposite 
in direction to the rare earth ion moment, the rare earth moments are nearly equal to the 
corresponding values of the moments of the free ions. Similar results were obtained by[l3] 
and [14] . The calculated magnetic moments of the ternary compounds increased linearly by 
increasing the Ho concentration. The experimental values of the magnetic moments for the 
pseudobinary conpounds (u ^  ) show a good agreement with the values obtained by the addi-
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tivity of the mgnetic iroments of the two binary compounds: 

ucorrp = (1_x) *JTbOo2 + X 'JHoCt>2

According to the results, Co gives a constant magnetic contribution for the compounds 9
of the lb. x HoxCo2 sVstem- 'Й1е 0 0  lrarænt ( Itg) suggests an electronic configuration of 3d 
and zero charge on the Co atom, in agreement with [5] concept for the heavy rare earth-Co 
compounds, with antiparallel coupling between the spins of the rare earth and Co atoms.
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram of the intermetallic compounds
Tb- Ho Co- 1-х X 2

Fig. 4. Magnetization - temperature curves 
for Tbl_xHoxCo2 .
1 - TbCo2 2 - X = 0.2 3 - X = 0 . 4
4 - x  = 0 . 6  5 - x = 0 . 8  6 -  HoCo2

Fig.5. 1. The Curie Tempera
ture (Tc )K.
2. The total magnetic moment 
at 4 -2 K ^ c o m p 5 (UB>
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LOW TEMPERATURE MAGNETIZATION OF Sm. Er Fe_ COMPOUNDS1-x X 2
1 о  2  2M.M.ABD-EL AAL x , V . I . CHECHERNIKOV^ L . I . KAZAKOVA and A,V. CHEREMUSHKINA

^Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt 
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The magnetization of ten compounds in the Sm. _ Er Fe, series has been 
measured from 4.2K to Curie temperatures in magnetië fields up to 110 kOe. At 
the composition x=0-2 the minimum value of the saturation magnetic moment at 
4.2 and 77 К is obtained. In the small erbium concentration region a decrease 
of the magnetic moment of the compounds in comparison with SmFe2 is found. 
This may be related to the increase o f  the magnetic moment of samarium which 
is caused by the changes of the energy of anisotropy, the crystalline and 
exchange field in the compounds. The results are interpreted using the sing
le-ion model and also in the sight of Néel's theory of ferrimagnetism.

Introduction
In the present work the magnetic properties of the pseudobinary system 

Sm^_xErxFe2 have been investigated. The intermetallic compounds SmFe2 and 
ErFe2 exhibit interesting magnetic characteristics. They possess high Curie 
temperatures, huge magnitudes of anisotropy energy and negative magnetostric
tion [l] . ErFe2 is ferrimagnetic with high magnetic moment of the rare
earth sublattice at low temperatures. In contrast to ErFe_, the magnetic

^ 3+structure of SmFe- had not been established yet because the Sm ion magnetic  ̂ 6 6moment is very small and the excited states HQ/0 and H.. .» are close to the ground
6 3+ ^H5 ^2 state of Sm ion. The admixture of these excited states leads to the
sign change of conduction electron polarisation relative to the iron magne
tic moment causing ferrimagnetic coupling in the SmFe2 compound [2,3] . For 
this reason it is interesting to investigate the effect of samarium replace
ment by erbium on the magnetic properties of Sm-L_xErxFe2 compounds.

Experimental results
The specimens of Sm1_xErxFe2 compound with x=0, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05,

0.10, 0.20, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 have been prepared by arc melting stoichiometric 
amounts of the constituents in a purified argon atmosphere. The purity of 
the starting materials was 99.99% for the rare earth and 99.98% for iron. The 
samples were annealed in high vacuum at 600°C for 70-120 h and then homoge
nized in evacuated ampules for 10 days. X-ray, microstructural and spectral 
analysis revealed that all the specimens are single phase having MgCu2 cubic 
structure. The magnetization measurements were recorded as a function of the 
applied field in "Solenoid" apparatus [4] , at 4.2 and 77K in magnetic fi
elds up to 110 kOe. The magnetization measurements were also carried out 
from 4.2.К to the Curie temperatures in magnetic fields up to 10 kOe.
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Magnetization-magnetic field (a - H) curves for all the compositions 
of the compound Sm^_xErxFe2 at 4.2 and 77 К are shown in Fig.l. The saturati
on magnetic moments M  calculated from a which were obtained by extrapolat- 
ing the magnetizations to infinite field (—  - a) are drawn in Fig.2. It is 
seen from this Figure that on replacing samarium by erbium in a small con
centration the magnetic moment M s noticeably decreases to a minimum value for 
compound with x = 0.2. This can be explained by the fact that in the binary 
compound SmFe2 the main contribution to the magnetization of the compound is 
given by the iron atoms and the samarium and iron magnetic moments are coup
led antiparallel. Thus with increasing the erbium concentration in the 
Sm^_xErxFe2 the rare earth magnetic moment increases decreasing the total 
magnetic moment of the compound. For the compound with x = 0.2 a compensati
on of the magnetic moments by the rare earth sublattice takes place. By fur
ther increasing the erbium concentration the main contribution to the magne
tization is given by the rare earth atoms leading to an increase of the total 
magnetic moment M g /Fig.2/.

If we assume that in SmFe2 compound the iron electrons configuration 
remains the same as in other rare earth - Fe2 compounds with iron magnetic 
moment 1.5 - 2 ^  [l] it is possible to apply Nëel's theory of ferrimagnetism. 
The total saturation magnetic moment of the RFe2 compound is given by

The samarium magnetic moment in the compounds Sm^_xErxFe2 at 4.2 К can be 
calculated according to the relation

where , M Sm and M Er are the magnetic moments of iron, samarium and erbium, 
n and m  are the molar concentration of samarium and erbium. The calculated 
values of M gm are given in Fig.2. It is seen from this Figure that increasing 
the erbium concentration x up to 0.04 the samarium magnetic moment increases 
up to a value comparable to that of the free ion moment for samarium.

The increase of Sm magnetic moments with increasing the erbium content 
in the small erbium concentration range may be caused by changing the crystal 
and the exchange field effects and also due to the changes of Sin ion ani
sotropy energy.

As a confirmation of the previous assumption the temperature dependen
ce of the magnetization of the given compounds in 8 kOe applied magnetic fi
eld has been studied /Fig.3/.

It is clear from this Figure that there are nonmonotonical changes in 
the. total magnetization in the low temperature range 140 - 240 К in SmFe2 .
It is recorded that a spin reorientation of the direction of the easy axis 
of magnetization in the 140 - 240 К temperature range [5] takes place. The 
easy axis of magnetization of SmFe2 rotates from the direction [oil] t o [ill] 
with temperature increasing. We can attribute the occurrence of different d i 

M = 2Mpe - M R '1/

M= 2MFe - (nMSm + mME r ) , / 2 /
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rection of magnetization to single ion crystal field anisotropy at the Sm 
site [б] .

Investigating the pseudobinary compounds Sm^_xErxFe2 in the region of
small erbium concentration till x = 0.04 it is found that the nonmonotonical
changes in magnetization temperature curves shift to a lower temperature
region in comparison with the SmFe2 compound. For the compounds with
x = 0.05 - 0.20 the nonmonotonically changing regions are noted at higher
temperatures. Analogous to the binary compound SmFe., we can propose that
these regions of the nonmonotonity in the magnetization of pseudobinary
compounds are characteristic of the phenomena of the reorientation of the
easy axis of magnetization /the direction for which the free energy
/F = -К TLnZ/reaches its lowest value/ . Thus, with increasing the erbium 

a
concentration to 0.04 the anisotropy energy /at low temperatures/ decreases. 

Analysing the region of the spin reorientation as a function of compo
sition and temperature in the sight of the single ion theory we can consider 
that the anisotropy energy К of the SmFe2 compound at 4.2 К is nearly 10^J/m3.

In summary, in the Sm-, _xErxFe_, compounds the noticeable decrease of 
the magnetic moment in the small concentration erbium region may be att
ributed to the increase of the samarium magnetic moment which approaches

3+the magnetic moment of the free samarium ion Sm and which is directed 
oppositely to the iron moment. This may be related to the decrease of the 
compound anisotropy energy and also to the changing of the crystal and 
exchange field effects.
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Fig.3. Thermal variation of the 
magnetization (a) in the 
Sml-xErxFe2 compounds
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Fig. 2. The saturation magnetic 
moment M and the calculated 
magnetic^moment of Sm(MSm)V s. 
the concentration of E r .

Fig. 1. Isothermal magnetization of 
Sm1_xErxFe2 system
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INFLUENCE OF THICKNESS ON MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THIN FILMS OF 
DYSPROSIUM AND SAMARIUM
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The electrical resistivity temperature dependences of bulk and thin film 
samples of dysprosium, samarium and thulium have been investigated in the 
temperature interval from 4.2 К to 300 К in the thickness range from 25 nm 
to 350 nm. A decrease of the Néel temperatures with decreasing film thick
ness has been observed for Dy and Sm thin films. The observed anomalies in 
resistivity vs. temperature dependences of Tm thin films have been caused 
by magnetic as well as by structural transitions due to the presence of 
hydrogen.

Introduction
The behaviour of rare earth transport properties is dominated by contri

butions which have their origin in the various spin configurations of ferro- 
and antiferromagnetic states, that occur mainly at low temperatures.

The transport properties of rare earth metal thin films, mainly the 
electrical resistivity size effect at room temperature, have created consi
derable interest [l] . Only few papers have been devoted to the low tempera
ture study of RE thin films.

The aim of this paper is to study the influence of thickness on magne
tic phase transitions in thin films of dysprosium and samarium.

Experimental procedure
Thin Dy and Sm films were prepared by evaporation in the vacuum 1° Pa 

onto pre cleaned glass substrates. A conventional four probe d.c. arran
gement was used to measure the temperature dependences of electrical resis
tivity in the temperature range from 4,2 К to 300 K. The temperature of thin 
films was measured using calibrated Ge and Pt thermometers with an accuracy 
+ 0.1 K. The crystal structure of films was determined using X-ray diffrac
tion techniques.

Our attention has been concentrated to the two RE metals- Dy and Sm, 
the magentic structures of that represent their wealth in RE metal group [2].
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Results and discussion
Prior to the thin film study we have measured resistance /R/ vs. tempe

rature /Т/ dependence of Dy and Sm bulk samples, that have been used as refe
rence samples.

We have observed two anomalies on R vs. T curve of 99.98 % pure Dy with 
residual resistance ratio /RRR/=52. Using the method described in [з]we obta
ined ^ R /dT vs.T dependence, the local extremes of that yielded Néel tempera
ture TN = 180.5 К and Curie temperature Tc = 92 K.

Thin Dy films were prepared from this bulk in a thickness range from
26 nm to 350 nm. Their resistance was measured from 4.2 К to 300 K. T„ valu-N
es, obtained by the above method, are illustrated in Fig.l. We can see in 
this figure that TN value of all Dy films is lower than that of bulk and 
decreases with decreasing film thickness. RRR value of Dy films, illustrated 
also in Fig.l., decreases with decreassing film thickness.
X-ray analysis has shown h.c.p. phase of Dy and a small amount of dysprosi
um dihydride.

The R vs. T curve of 99,9 % pure Sm with RRR = 12 exhibited two anoma
lies in the temperature range from 4.2 К to 300 K, Using the method mention
ed we obtained phase transition temperatures T̂ j = 106.8 К and T^ = 13,4 K, 
that correspond to the magnetic moment arrangement of ions in hexagonal res
pectively cubic sites.

Thin Sm films were prepared from this bulk in the thickness range from
37 nm to 115 nm. Both anomalies are clearly seen on their R vs.T curves, 

h cValues of TN , TN , and RRR are illustrated in Fig.2. and are lower than that 
of bulk sample and decrease with decreasing film thickness.

We assume, that the observed TNV S > d dependence of Dy and Sm films is 
caused by one of the following reasons or by their combination:
1/ the decrease of T^ value is caused ly the increasing relative contamination 

with decreasing film thickness.
2/ the decrease of T value is caused by increasing internal stresses and 

N
3/ the TN decrease as predicted by theories.
The RRR vs. d dependence suggests the mechanism 1/ to be prevailing.
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Fig. 1. TjjVS. thickness and RRR vs.d dependences of Dy thin films
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RESIDUAL RESISTIVITY INVESTIGATIONS ON HIGH PURITY GALLIUM 

D.NOVÂK, S.MÉSZÁROS, К.VAD

Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
4001 Debrecen, Hungary

Different factors have been studied that influence the residual resis
tivity analysis of gallium. A  proper method to separate the impurity contri
bution from the measured resistivity has been established and the suitable 
experimental apparatuses and procedures have been developed. The empirical 
correlation between the impurity contribution of resistivity and the integ
ral impurity concentration of gallium metal has been studied on the basis of 
data obtained from measurements on a large number of gallium samples of v ari
ous purity grades.

Introduction
Investigation of low temperature resistivity of metals is a useful tool 

to study conduction electron scattering processes. On the other hand,the 
residual resistivity is widely used for practical purposes to characterize 
the impurity content /or purity grade/ of high purity metals.

The work reported here is of practical nature. For this purpose instead 
of resistivity the residual resistivity ratio is used to characterize the 
samples :

R* = RCT>R(295 K),

where R(t ) and r (295 к)аге the measured resistances at "low" and "room" tem
peratures respectively. Methods have been elaborated to measure Rx for gal
lium samples. In order to set proper experimental conditions and find empiri
cal correlation between Rx and chemical purity a systematic study has been 
performed on different factors that influence the residual resistivity analy
sis of gallium. Investigations have been performed on gallium materials of 
different origin though most of the samples has been provided by Hungalu 
Company, Budapest.

Experimental method
According to Matthiessen's rule the resistivity comes from several a d 

ditive contributions. The same is valid for Rx :

R* = R*. + R* + R* + R* /1/ph d s i > ' '

where :
- Rx is the experimentally measured value of the 

resistivity ratio;
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- R , comes from scattering of electrons on phonons
X X X- R^, Rg , R^ are contributions from electron scattering

on lattice defects, on the surface of the 
specimen and on inpurity atoms, respectively.

In finding correlation between impurity content and residual resisti
vity ratio the elimination of the first three terms in /1/ is necessary. Rx 
is not expected to be a single-valued function of the integral impurity 
concentration because different impurity elements have different scattering 
cross sections. Instead of it a wider correlation band can be determined 
experimentally as an empirical relation to be used for the estimation of the 
purity grade in practical measurements.

To eliminate Rx the measurements of Rx have to be performed as a func-
^  Xtion of temperature. The R extrapolated to T=0 К is free from contribution 

of Rph - However for practical purposes Rx data measured at T=4.2 К can be 
accepted. /Fig. 1 and 2 /. To get rid of Rx one has to use defect free 
annealed single crystals as specimens. In case of gallium the use of single 
crystals with definite orientation is preferable because of its resistivity 
anisotropy, though Rx is not too sensitive to the orientation[l] . Eliminati
on of RX can be performed by extrapolating to infinite specimen size which 
needs the measurement of the size dependence of Rx [ l] .

Our measurements have been carried out on cylindrical Ga specimens in a 
diameter range of 0.6 to 6.3 mm. The single crystal samples have been grown 
in teflon moulds or polyethylene tubes by seeding. The crystallographic ori
entation of each specimen has been determined from the room temperature 
resistivity.

For resistance measurements four-contact d.c. method has been used in 
two arrangements. One is a conventional system with a commercial nanovolt
meter, the other one uses a SQUID picovoltmeter with a sensitivity of 
lo-1^ у [2]. Measuring currents of 0.5-2.5 A were used for the conventional 
arrangement and 0 - 100 mA for the picovoltmeter with current reversal in 
both cases.

Results
Our aim was to find an empirical correlation between Rx and integral

impurity concentration С = E C i , where the s aie the concentrations of
different impurity elements'!’ From the Rx values measured at finite size and
temperature the contributions of Rx. + Rx have been subtracted /here we 

X  ph s
assumed that R^ is negligible due to the proper sample preparation and 
handling/. The integral impurity concentrations have been determined by 
optical spectroscopy and/or mass spectrometry, C is taken as the sum of the 
concentrations of the detectable impurities. The obtained correlation diag
rams /Fig.3. and 4 / show that on the basis of residual resistivity ratio 
measurements [3] the integral impurity concentrations in gallium can be 
estimated with an uncertainty of an order of magnitude.
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Fig.l. Temperature dependence of 
Rx measured on gallium samples of 
various purity grades; 1: technical 
/4N/; 2: 5N; 3: 6N; 4: 6N+
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Fig.2. |emperature dependence of R* of 
Ga - 6N /30 H sample /Hungalu Comp./ 
measured on 0 2 mm and 0 6 mm specimens
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Fig. 3. Correlation diagram for Ga samples of various 
purity grades. Rx data obtained from 0 2 mm specimens£3j

Fig. 4. Correlation diagram for Ga samples of various 
purity grades, Rx data obtained from 0 6 mm specimens |̂ 3J
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STUDY OF NOT-ISOTHERMAL PHASE TRANSFORMATION IN As2Se3~As2Tte3 GLASSES 

M.B. EL-DEN1, M.K.EL MOUSLY2

Physics Department, Faculty of Science, Ain Shams University 
Cairo, Egypt

2Intemational Centre for Theoretical Physics 
Trieste, Italy

The kinetic parameters for the crystallization processes of the system AsSe.г №  , 
with Osx=e 1.15 have been determined based upon the analysis of DTA plots. The cOittfesitfonal 
dependence of the crystallization activation energy, Ecrvst/ shows a minimum at equal ratio 
of selenium and tellurium, Ecrvst = 15 kj/mole for Asse^ 75- l1*16 value of EcrySt 1S
dependent on the ratio of selenium or tellurium.

Introduction
The last few years have shown a strong theoretical [l,2] and experimental [з] interest in 

the application of non-isothermal analysis techniques to the study of the phase transforma
tions because of their several advantages. In the present paper the kinetics of the crystal
lization processes in the system As2Se3~As2Te3 have been investigated.

Experimental technique
Seven compositions of the system AsSe^ 5_xTex with 0«xs=1.15 have been prepared in 

evacuated quartz ampoules at 95 °C for 4-Oh. The ampoules were shaken several tines to ensure 
conplete homogenization. The molten materials were quenched in air. The amorphous structure 
of the samples and the macroscopic homogeneity was checked [4-8] .

DTA curves were carried out using Shimazo DT-30 system [4].

Results and discussion
The DTA curves carried out at a constant- heatinq rate Ф = 5 deg/min. Fig.l shows three 

DTA curves. These plots are characterized by the glass transition temperature (T ) , crys
tallization temperature (TJ and melting temperature (T ) .

Table I summarizes the observed transition temperatures. The endothermic glass transi
tion temperature Tg decreases upon introducing Tte to the As2Se3>

After passing Tg the thermograms show one or two exothermic peaks. The beginning of this 
exothermic peak'-has been considered as the temperature characterizing the starting of the 
crystallization process.

Kinetics of the crystallization process of the examined compositions has been investi
gated using a single-scan technique through an improved DTA model [5] .An estimation of the 
complex activation energy of crystallization can be made by using piloyan's method
[9] and [lo] . This leads to the following two equations [5] :

E
g(a)=Jtn[-in(l-a) ] = n to

K1/n E .0 cryst.
Ф R

cryst.
RT (1)
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br.[g(a)] = in
KÍ/n EQ cryst. ) cryst.

ф R ' nRT (2)

'Hie transfomed fraction a at any time t /or tenperature Т/ was calculated by Borchard's 
equation [8]

a(t) = a (t) /А, (3)

where A is the peak area and a(t) the area under the peak up to the tine t /or the tempera
ture T /.

Fig.2 illustrates the relations between g(a) vs. 1/T. This relation yields a linear 
relationship for both of the crystallization peaks. For the two compositions AsSe^ ззТе0 
and AsSeQ ^Ite^ 5̂ the relationship takes on two different slopes. The compositional depen
dence of E . for the first peak shows a minimum of 15 kj/mole for X=0,75. It reaches cryst
25 kj/mole for x=0.15 and 37,6 kj/mole for x-1,15. The high value of Ecryst /44,7 kj/mole/ 
for the second peak for x=0,15 might be due to some heterogeneous distribution with 
As2Se3-As2Tte3 matrix. This introduced barrier or boundaries act to retard the devitrification 
' process in the material.

Coirparing the experimental data with different kinetic equations Г 111 showed that the
1/3 L Jfunction A3(a) where -ln(l-a) =Kt is closely linearover the entire range of a  £o— a-= l] 

with respect to the first and second peaks of the crystallization, (Fig.4). Accordingly, by 
using Eq. (2), the value of the order of crystal growth "n" which depends on the details of 
the nucléation and growth mechanism has been calculated /Table II/. "n" lies in the range 
2.5-3.6 for all stages of crystallization of AsSe^ 5_х№ х glasses.

The glasses of the system As2/SeTte/3 have a character of solid solution in the amorphajs 
state [12] , with heat treatment the crystallization processes nay take place together 
with phase separation. There are two T^/AsSeTeQ ,./, two T_, / A s S e ^ 35Tte Q 15/ and two 
Th. /AsSeQ 75TteQ 75,AsSeQ and AsSeQ .^Te^ , indicating two different processes. For
the other compositions only one peak appears for the characteristics Tg , TQ and Tm  indicating 
that the possibility of overlapping of the crystallization of the two phases or the crystal
lization of one phase is predominant.

X-ray measurements [13] have indicated a phase separation for system As2Se3-As2Te3 
at about 10 % Те content /AsSe^ 25Tte0 25 separation is the result of a homogene
ous melt being quenched through a region of subliquids liquid iirmiscihility [14]. The sub
liquids phase separation process often serves as processor reaction for the ultimate crys
tallization of the amorphous phase [ 15].

There is an eutectic point at 28,6 % Tte content. For samples rich in Se, i.e. before 
the eutectic composition [ 12 ] , it is difficult for the crystallization process to take place. 
This is clear from Table I for As2Se3 where there is no crystallization tenperature T . 
Increasing the Tte content, the crystallization process becomes more pronounced which may 
appear in one or two steps.
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Table I
Characteristic temperatures of AsSe^ 5_xSex qlasses. The 

temperatures are given in

Crystallization
T °C c

exotherm
Composition T °C T °C

First peak Second peak

AsSe1 5 189 - - 387

AsSe1.35Te0.15 131 170 272 324
AsSeTeQ 5 150 240 - 290

196 314

AsSe0.75Te0.7S 136 194 - 288
309

AsSe0.65Te0.85 134 193 297
AsSeQ 5Te 131 187 - 310

320
AsSe0.35To1.15 129 160

'
323
340

Crystallization
Table II

kinetic parameters of AsSe^ 5 _xTex glasses

First peak Second peak
n E- kJ/mol n E; kJ/mol

AsSel .35TeO.15 3.6 251 3.5 448
AsSeTeQ 5 2.6 230 - -

ASSel .75TeO. 75 2.8 151 - -

AsSe0.65Te0.85 3.2 184 - -
ЛяК‘-'о.8т<: 2.9 209 - -
AsSeO.35Tel.15 3.2 377 2.5 109
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ю‘/Т ( К )''

Fig.3. The variation of the acti
vation energy of crystallization 
with tellurium concentration
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Fig.l. DTA thermograms for the 
compositions AsSe-, -,5Te0 -i c /
AsSeO,75Te0.75 a n á '
AsSe ,rTe

° - 35 1.15

Fig.2. plots of lnf-ln (l-x)]vs 1/T for the 
first and second peaks of crystallizati
on of AsSe. c Те systems 1.5-х X 1

Fig.4. Plots of log g (a) vs 1/T for the 
first and second peaks of crystallization
of AsSe. c Те systems 1.5-х X 1
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ELECTRON MOBILITY IN HIGH DENSITY NEON GAS

A.F.BORGHESANI, L.BRUSCHI, M.SANTINI and G.TORZO 
Dipartimento di Fisica "G.Galilei", Universitá dl Padova 
35131 Padova, Italy, and
Gruppo Nazionale Struttura della Materia 
Padova, Italy

The electron - atom scattering cross section in Ne is much smaller than that of other 
simple gases. Therefore the electron nobility is field-dependent even for very lew fields. 
The zero-field electron mobility can be determined by extrapolation from u(E) curves only.

Introduction
The density and temperature dependence of the electron drift mobility 

in high density Ne gas has been recently measured [l,2]using a "square wave" 
•technique /SWT/. (Fig.l). This technique has been extensively described 
elsewhere [ з].

For the current of the sample cell we get i=0 for f =»f and 
i=(I0 /2) (l-f/fe) for f-=fe . an(j f are the constant and the variable square
wave frequencies between Gl-G and G2-C. I is the current measured at zero 
frequency. The electron time of flight between G2 and С, т =(2f ) ^ , is gi
ven by linear extrapolation to i=0. The mobility is then obtained as 
U = d/(TgE) /Е is the electric field/.

When electron attachment to molecular impurities /usually oxygen/ is 
present, the same relation i (f) holds, but I is now replaced by IQexp(-a3/fe) , 
»There o) is the attachment frequency. An impurity concentration of 0.01 ppm 
can be detected with this method.

Measuring of the electron mobility

The SWT technique has been used to measure the electron mobility at ve
ry low values of the reduced field E/N, where N is the gas number density 
/typical values are E / N « 1 0  2^m2v*/At such low E/N values the electrons are 
thermalized in the He, H2 , Ar,N2 ,Kr,Xe, but not in Ne , where the electron- 
-atom scattering cross section is very small.

In Ne, therefore, the electron mobility is field-dependent and the "ze
ro-field" mobility uQ can only be extrapolated from the u(E)curves /Fig.2/.

In low density gases the classical theory gives a formula for uQ as a 
function of temperature T, density N, and the thermal scattering cross sec-

t i o n o TH
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4e

M0 ЗЛГсттн (2mkBT )1/2

eexp (—е/квТ)
^mt (c)<*тн 1 — 0*bT)

oo

h ‘‘-

(1)

(2)

where amt is the energy-dependent momentum transfer cross section.
In the low density limit uo N should be density-independent lim (uoN)= 

“ (u q N)o = A(T). The function A(T), calculated from /1/ and /2/ f§r N§ is plot
ted in Fig.3. The agreement with the extrapolated (U0N)0 data /closed circ
les/ is substantially good.

Multiple scattering effects
The classical theory, however, fails at finite density and several the

ories have been proposed [4,5,6] to explain the experimental data, which ac
count for multiple scattering effects. All these theories /MST/ suggest, at 
moderate densities, a linear decrease of (UQN) with N for gases with a posi
tive scattering length,a, like He, and Ne:

Mo N  = (mo N)0 (1 — iff) =  A (T) -  aN, (3)

1 /2where y = h . a_„/ 2 (2типк_,Т) 1 , and a = eh/ (3nmk_T) .
l n  D b

The mobility behaviour predicted by /3/ is qualitatively /and for He and 
H2 also quantitatively/ in agreement with the experimental results. For Ne a 
density dependence of uQN much stronger than the expected one has been mea
sured .

The a . T vs. T functions for different gases are shown in Fig.4. The 
constant theoretical value a= e h /ÏЗтшк T) is drawn by dashed line, a is deri-Í3
ved from the experimental slope of u qN v s . N.

Thomson discharge method
In order to check the strange results for Ne we repeated our measure

ments with the "Thomson discharge met h o d " [9] . The TDM has been adapted to 
our low temperature and high pressure drift cell.

A pulsed photocathode has been used as electron source, and the electron 
time of flight has been measured by means of fast electronics and a transient 
recorder.

Special care has been also devoted to avoid systematic errors due to 
the finite electrode.s geometry and to the electron attachment.

The "zero density" values (uoN)o obtained with TDM /open circles in 
Fig.3./ are now in perfect agreement with MST.

At high density,the density dependence of u qN is still much stronger 
than predicted by MST /Fig.4, open circles/, leading us to the conclusion
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that the multiple scattering theories by alone are inadequate to explain the 
electron mobility behavior in high density Ne.

An important peculiarity of Ne, with respect to other gases with a:»0, 
is that a t (0) is much smaller, and moreover om t (e) is strongly dependent on 
the electron energy e/a comparison with He and H2 is shown in Fig.5/.

Conclusions
Starting from this consideration we suggest a rough model to fit the 

experimental results. Essentially we assume that the effective cross section 
is affected by density through the Fermi shift £lo] of the electron ground 
state energy eQ .

Such an effect, in fact, becomes important in Ne owing to the steepness
of the am t (£) curve at low energy /it is negligible in He and in H 2 where
a , (e) is flatter/, mt

In Fig.6 the data obtained at three different temperatures are plotted 
as uoN versus N. The full line is calculated following MST and the dashed 
line is calculated following our model without any adjustable parameters. 
Inspite of the crudeness of our approach the agreement is good, suggesting
that more theoretical effort in this direction could offer a correct inter
pretation of the electron mobility in dense gases.
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Fig.l. The square wave technique[l,2J
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Fig.2. Electron mobility in Ne vs. 
electric field
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The electronic structure has a local stabilizing effect in metastable 
and amorphous phases. A model is given to explain the lower total energy in 
these cases. The DOS measurements confirm the role of the electronic structure 
in the stability. There is an explanation for the behaviour of the super
conducting transition temperature Tc under the pressure and at heat treatment.

Introduction
The local stability of different alloys and their metastable phases have 

been continuously investigated from the beginning of solid state physics as 
an independent discipline. From the first moment it was clear that the 
electronic structure is one of the basic factors of this branch of problems. 
One of the largest results in the early period'of these investigations were 
the Hume-Rothery-rules for metals [l] . Based on the Hume-Rothery's investiga
tions many extended new results were reached [2,3,4^] . The related problems 
have been raised again more widely and deeply in the last decade in connection 
with the amorphous materials (first of all the metallic glasses) and with the 
different problems of the surface and interface phenomena.

The role of the electronic structure in the formation of binary Ni-P 
metallic glasses has some interesting specialities, which is in a good agree
ment with the investigations of metastable phases of the aluminiumbased 
alloys [a ].

On the basis of our soft X-ray emission investigations we have a 
conclusion that the electronic structure in the metastable state is definitely 
more stable than in the "equilibrium" structure. So the local minimum of the 
energy of the electronic structure is a stabilizing factor; the metastable 
structure is stabilized by the electronic structure. It is clear from the 
local investigations too that the changes in the chemical bond are responsible 
for the short-range order.

The model
The basic problem of all electronic structure investigations is the 

geometrical discrepancy of the Brillouin-zone BZ and Fermi-sphere FS. The 
Brillouin-zone reflects the geometry of crystal lattice and the Fermi-sphere 
has spherical type geometry, which is the smallest volume for the non-excited 
states. In such a simple case, when the Fermi-radius is smaller than the
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smallest distance between the BZ centre and the boundary, we have no difficul
ties; the dispersion relation is parabolic, the density of electronic states 
DOS changes as the square root of electronic energy. Problems arise when the 
Fermi-sphere touches the boundary of Brillouin zone. This situation is given 
in the simple case of FCC lattice on the Fig. 1. After the first crossing of 
the BZ boundary the electrons need a gap energy to fill the second BZ. In the 
other region of the FS we have a continuous filling of the first BZ without 
gap energy. It means energetically that the minimum energy will be in the 
case of the full-filling of the first BZ, and the filling of the empty second 
BZ begins after this with defined energy gap. The more spherical BZ can 
secure much more electronic states in the first BZ, so the total energy can 
be much less than in a real, polyhedral BZ case. The deformation of the real 
lattices deforms the BZ too. The deformed BZ can form a more spherical shape, 
which holds more electronic states in the first BZ. In the case of random 
deformations the BZ will be a smeared sphere. It produces an elongated 
parabolic dispersion relation with a smaller gap, and a smoothed DOS. This 
effect can be seen in the DOS measurements of different metastable and 
amorphous alloys too [4,5j . In many cases of metastable phases the stabilizing 
factor is the electronic structure [4] and it can stabilize the amorphous 
structures. This is very similar to the Nagel-Tauc's assumption for the 
amorphous stability [ б] , where the DOS at the Ep has the local minimum 
( Fig. 2 ).

The microscopic stress-strain investigations of amorphous materials 
show a linear dependence, so the larger stress gives smaller real lattice 
parameters, consequently a larger BZ, which helps in the electronic stability 
too. This could be the reason of the pressure sensitivity of superconductivity 
[7], when the superconducting critical temperature TQ increases with the 
pressure. The more amorphous state ("smeared spherical" BZ, the higher 
internal stress) has a larger TQ in many cases [в] (Fig.3 ). At the annealing 
the stresses decrease, which is followed by the decrease of the Tc [9] ,
(Fig.4 ).
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Fig. 1. The energy gap at the touching of the Fermi-sphere and the 
boundary of the Brillouin zone in the case of FCC lattice

Fig. 2. The stability at the local minimum of the density of 
electronic states
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Many kinds of materials are used in the experimental investigations 
of superconducting or cryoresistive devices. Among them certain synthetics 
have important roles in the experimental and industrial applications as well. 
Earlier examinations show the very advantageous properties of teflon like 
materials in cryogenics.

The advantageous properties can be both mechanical and electrical.
This is the reason why they are preferable for electric and thermal insulation 
and for some mechanical and stabilizing problems. In recent paper the mechanical 
properties of different teflons are studied.

The effect of the structure on the mechanical properties of teflons
The chemically homogeneous polymerized tetrafluorethylen is a 

crystalpolymer and its property is determined by the rate of crystallization [l ] . 
The melting point of the crystallites is 600K and the temperature for the 
vitrification of non-crystallized parts is 153 K. In the applications at room 
temperatures the solid crystallites are mixed with the non-crystallized 
parts. The result is a soft, elastic material down to helium temperature. 
During the production of teflon the rate of crystallization can be controlled . 
By faster cooling we get a more elastic structure by the low rate of 
crystallization, and by slow cooling the crystallites can be so large, that 
the material can suffer only a small deformation without breaking.

The improvement of the properties of teflon can be made by adding 
different filling materials during the production. Our studies were 
concentrated to certain temperature dependent mechanical and thermal 
properties of some teflons filled in different ways.

Compressive strength measurements

We have made measurements on teflons filled by bronze + carbon, carbon, 
15% glass, 40% glass and on pure Hungarian and GDR materials. The applied 
deformation was in the range of 5% - 25%. The temperatures of the measure
ments were 373 K, 296 K, 273 К and 77 K.

The experimental results are summarized in the Table I.
The measurements made at different temperatures unambigaously prove that 

the teflon doped by bronze + carbon is the most solid. Depending on the elas
tic property of material the accumulated mechanical energy caused an inner 
heating. The increase of the temperature results in a steep decrease in the 
solidity. If the heat originating inside the material can not be conducted
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away so it causes a decrease in the solidity of the material. Supposing the 
better heat conductivity of the bronze + carbon filled teflon the better 
mechanical properties are evident.

Examination of the thermal expansion

The determination of the contraction caused by the decrease of the 
temperature is essential at low temperature application [ 2] .

We have made measurements on the above mentioned materials. The values 
of the linear expansion -Al/lQ-at the different temperatures of 473 K, 423 K, 
373 K, 273 K, 223 K, 173 K, 77 K, are summarized in the Table II.

From the measurements it can be seen that the dilation of the teflon 
with glass is the least. It can be explained by the small thermal dilation of 
the glass.

Charpy impact value examination
The Charpy impact value examinations provide us informations how the 

materials become brittle at different temperatures. This time we have made 
measurements on two kinds of samples,the Hungarian and GDR teflons,at the 
temperatures of 373 K, 293 К , 273 К, and 77 К. The results of the measurement 
are given in the Table III.

It can be seen from the results, that the embrittlement of the teflon 
is not too high even at lower temperatures.

For the detailed evaluation we need some other measurements too, 
for instance the study of structure,the measurements of dielectric constant 
and loss and their frequency dependence, the determination of electric and 
thermal conductivity.
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Table I
Results of compressive strength measurements

Sort of Teflon 
Temp (K) def.(%)

Bronze + Carbon Carbon 
max.

15% Glass 
compressive

40% Glass 

force (N)

H-Teflon GDR-Teflon

373 5 720 480 440 380 360 270
10 1000 700 600 540 520 440
15 1360 890 760 670 670 610
20 1670 1060 9 Ю 800 830 780
25 2000 1260 1080 920 970 940

276 5 1250 900 800 700 700 620
10 1750 1150 1020 950 950 800
15 2200 1420 1240 1150 1150 1000
20 2650 1660 1460 1320 1350 1200
25 3150 1940 1720 1550 1600 1400

273 5 1600 1200 1020 1080 1000 1000
10 2000 1440 1300 1300 1220 1220
15 2400 1670 1520 1480 1420 1410
20 2800 1940 1760 1660 1640 1590
25 3200 2200 2090 1900 1900 1860

77 5 3100 2000 2650 2300 2620 2400
10 3700 2300 2970 3000 2820 2700
15 4000 2450 3150 3150 3020 2850
20 4400 2620 3320 3300 3170 2980
25 5000 2850 3570 3500 3370 3180
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Table II
Results of thermal expansion measurements

Sort of Teflon 
Temp (K)

Bronze + Carbon Carbon
1 O^x ^  

0

15% Glass 40% Glass H-Teflon GDR-Teflon

473 23.5 24.5 > 32 22.5 26 -

423 16.5 17.2 15.5 16 18 -
373 10.5 11 10 10 9.5 -
296 0 0 0 0 0 0
273 -4.5 -4 -7 -2 -5.5 -4.5
223 -9 -10 -12 -4 -12 -10.5
173 -10.5 -13 -14.5 -6 -15.5 -14
77 -13.5 -18 -17 -8 -18.5 -16

Results
Table III

of Charpy impact value (C.I.V.) measurements

Teflons H-Teflon GDR-Teflon
Temperature (K) max.C.I.V. (cmkg/cm )

373 27.5 > 5 0
293 >50 14.5
273 12 13
77 13.5 7.5
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INFRARED ASYMPTOTICS 
OF THE QUARK PROPAGATOR 

IN A BLOCH-NORDSIECK-TYPE MODEL*
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1088 Budapest, Hungary 

and

T . T o r m a
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1088 Budapest, Hungary

Acta Physica Hungáriái 62 (2— 4), pp. 101— 105 ( 1987)

Assuming а к~л singularity for the infrared behaviour of the gluon propagator in QCD, in a 
Bloch-Nordsieck-type model it is shown that the quark propagator is an entire function or vanishing 
in the infrared limit depending on the gauge used. In special cases one can restore the free propagator, 
too.

1. Introduction

The absolute confinement of quarks can manifest itself in the lack of singularities 
of the quark propagator in the infrared limit, and a pole or branch point in this limit can 
go with the existence of free quark states. As for the first possibility, in various gauges 
and approximations it has been shown that the quark propagator is vanishing on the 
mass shell (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). In other approaches the quark propagator turns out to be 
consistent with the free one in the infrared limit [4,5]. In all of these considerations the 
infrared behaviour of the gluon propagator was described by a more singular term than 
the free one, к ~ 2, namely, in several cases a к ~ 4 behaviour was used corresponding to a 
linear confining potential.

Considering the importance of the above problems, in the present paper we 
calculate the infrared asymptotics of the quark propagator S'F in QCD in a Bloch- 
Nordsieck-type model where the Dirac matrices are considered as c-numbers. The 
infrared behaviour of the electron propagator in QED has been successfully treated in 
this model in [6]. Our calculations are carried out in a kind of vacuum saturation 
approximation leading to an exponential form of S'F in the coordinate space. For the 
gluon propagator а Г 4 behaviour is assumed.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday

1 Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987 
Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest
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In axial gauges п 2 ф  0 we get that S'F(k) is an entire function which is finite on the 
mass shell. In the timelike axial gauge, n 2 =  1, one can still find S ’F =  S F as a special case 
by choosing п ц as the constant Dirac matrices. In Feynman and Landau gauges S'F is 
again an entire function in 4 + e dimension going to zero for vanishing e.

In Section 2 we describe the model considered and our calculations of S'F(k), while 
Section 3 contains a discussion of our results.

2. Model calculations for the quark propagator

The model we consider consists of taking the Dirac matrices as c-numbers u v, u 2 

=  1, and we may assume u 0 >0. Thus, quark-antiquark pairs cannot be produced and 
effects of closed quark loops are vanishing. This follows from the fact that S F(x )  is a 
retarded function, indeed

SF(x) =
0, xo<0,

— —exp (  — i m — (5<3) ( X j — и ,—\  xo>0.
«о V «о J \  «о/

(1)

(1) is the Fourier transform of (u k  — m  +  ie)_1.
We are working in axial gauges п 2 ф  0 [7] where ghost loops are absent. The 

quark propagator can be expressed by functional derivatives in the following form

where

Sf(x — y )  =  N

Z ( J ) = exp

• exp Яd 4x d 4y J Fa(x ) G ^ ab( x  -  y ) J vb(y)

(2)

(3)

1 =(Z(J))J = 0- (4)

The Lagrangian L ,  contains the self-couplings of gluons, J£(x) is an external colour 
current, G0ofc(x —y) is the free gluon propagator in axial gauge and G(x, y \ A )  is the 
Green’s function of the quark moving in the external gluon field А ца. Under the above 
assumptions (2) is exact, which can be verified by solving the Schwinger’s equations for 
the vacuum functional by functional derivatives. The gluon Green’s functions are given 
by the functional derivatives of Z ( J )  at J = 0 multiplied by N .
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The Green’s function G(x, y \ A )  satisfies the equation

(̂uvdv-m +  y  g l au v A vA x ) J  G (x ,  y)IA) =  ő(4,(x-y). (5)

m  means the mass parameter, Aa is the colour matrix.
First, we find a solution to (5). Therefore, Fourier transform G (x ,  y \ A )  with 

respect to X —y leading to a function G{k, x) which can be represented as

00
G (k , x) = -  i J d v U ( v ,  x \ A )  exp [ — i ( m  - u k  — ie)v], (6)

о

and for U (v ,  x \ A )  we have

d

' s i + u
M idp +  — g X a A ^ x ) U (v , x|/l) = 0 (7)

with í/(v = 0, x \ A ) =  1. Being the gluon Green’s functions translational invariant, we 
can take U (v ,  x  \ A ) at x — uv = 0 on the subspace of the functionals Z ( J )  in (2). This new 
quantity U ( v \A )  obeys the equation

d U ( v \ A )

dv
j  igÀau pA ap( u v ) U ( v \ A ) ,  

U ( 0 I A ) = l . (8)

The solution of (8) should be taken at A  =  i l ô / ô J  applied to Z(J), and J  = 0 in (2). This 
yields for the quark propagator in momentum space

S ’f ( k ) = — i J <0|l/(v|/l)|0)exp[ — i ( m  — u k  — ie)v]dv (9)

and the operator C/(v|Z) satisfies (8) where now A ap(uv) is the interacting gluon field 
operator. We evaluate the vacuum expectation value in (9) in a vacuum saturation 
approximation, so that terms with only an even number of ̂ ’s remain, corresponding 
to

U ( v \ A ) = l + l ( i g ) 2ux u ß ) . J b ] d v l ]' d v 2A aa{u v i ) A i { u v 2) U ( v 2 \A ) .  
4 o o

An approximate solution of (10) is

(10)

U ( v \ A )  =  e x p ( ^ ( i g ) 2u x u ßl J b ] d v l |  d v 2A ‘( u v l ) A ßb( u v 2) ^ .  (11)
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Terms of order — g*  are neglected in the exponent. Taking (11) in the vacuum 
saturation approximation leads to

<0|l/(vM)|0> = exp g g 2U a)2 d v l d v 2uxG aß( u { v i - v 2))uß (12)

with G aß the two-point gluon Green’s function, and (Aa)2= 16/3.
Exactly the result (12) follows by assuming commutable A0’s in (8) and replacing 

the many-point gluon Green’s functions by their disconnected pieces. For free gluons
(12) is still an approximation but in QED it holds exactly [6].

In the examples considered below u xu ßG aß(u ( v l — v2)) is v-independent and 
imaginary, thus (12) is of the form exp ( b v 2), b < 0. For 6 = 0 (9) reproduces the free 
quark propagator, while for 6<0 S'F(k) is an entire function of m  — uk:

- - e x p
(m  — u k ÿ  

4 b (13)

Ф means the Gauss’ error integral. On the contrary, the free propagator in (12) leads to 
an exp {b In v)-type function assuring a branch point for S ’F(k) at u k  =  m  [6].

In what follows we assume the form

(2
G*ß( k ) =  -  - p l g aß- ( k n )  l ( k x nß +  n x k ß) +

+  ( k n ) 2k x k ßn 2~\, п г ф 0 (14)

for the Fourier transform of G xß(x )  in axial gauge, Q  is a constant. Without the 
dimensionless term Q 2/ k 2, (14) is just the free propagator. Q 2/ k 2 [1, 2, 3] modifies the 
potential into a linear one. From (14)

We have calculated ( 12) also in Feynman and Landau gauges using the confining 
term Q 2/ k 2. Here (13) is still valid in the approximation of neglecting ghost loops with

1 q 2Q 2 3
b F = ~ n ^ P ~ r { £ ) ' (17>

where the calculation has been carried out in n = 4 + e dimension. For e->0 S^k) is 
vanishing.
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3. Discussion

In the present paper we have calculated the quark propagator in a model with 
constant Dirac matrices. We feel that the main features of (8) and (9) will remain valid 
also in the relativistic case in the infrared limit. The exponential form (12) emerged in a 
vacuum saturation approximation. In spacelike axial gauges n 2 <  0, b <  0 and S'F(k) 

i n
tends to the constant — -  / — — in the infrared limit u k - n n , even if we started with 

2 \ l  b

massless quarks, provided we use the confining gluon propagator (14). For timelike 
axial gauges n 2 =  1 this is still true except the choice uv = nv when b  = 0 and S'F becomes 
the free propagator irrespective of the factor Q 2/ k 2. This follows immediately from 
u x UßGxß(k) in (14). If one adds a term like (gaß — n xn ß/ n 2) to (14) [5], in general, S'F is still 
an entire function except one choice which cancels (16) and b = 0  [5]. In Feynman and 
Landau gauges the approximate S 'f (k )  is vanishing in four-dimension.

The appearance of a finite S ' ^ k )  in the mass shell limit is a nonperturbative 
phenomenon. Indeed, the dependence of S'F(k) on the coupling constant g  is ~ g ~ 1 on 
the mass shell, and for т  — и к ф  0

Cj, c2 are finite. For g -+  0 (and g - * o o) S 'F->0 in (18).
Finally we remark that (13) leads to the following propagator in coordinate space

S'F does not generate any dynamical singularity.
In conclusion we have considered a common approximation to S'F in various 

gauges and shown that in most cases the quark propagator does not possess 
singularities in the infrared limit.
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Assuming a k ~4 singularity for the infrared behaviour of the gluon propagator, it is shown 
that the quark propagator is an entire function of p2 in the infrared region and it has an essential 
singularity at g1 =  0 for p2 Ф m2 in axial gauges. A similar behaviour is shown in a Bloch-Nordsieck- 
type model, too.

1. Introduction

The absolute confinement of quarks can manifest itself in the lack of singularities 
of the quark propagator in the infrared limit. In various gauges and approximations it 
has been shown that the quark propagator is vanishing on the mass shell (e.g. [1,2, 3]), 
while in other approaches the quark propagator turns out to be consistent with the free 
one in the infrared limit [4, 5]. In all of these considerations the infrared behaviour of 
the gluon propagator was described by a more singular term than к ~ 2, namely, in 
several cases a k-4 behaviour was used corresponding to a linear confining potential.

Considering the complexity of the problem whose different approaches have 
emphasized various remarkable aspects of the confinement we calculate the infrared 
asymptotics of the unrenormalized quark propagator S'F by functional methods [6]. 
Our approximation corresponds to a resummation of quark lines with many dressed 
gluon propagators, both ends of which are attached to the quark line. For the gluon 
propagator a к 4 singularity is assumed. This approximation can be interpreted as a 
result of an effective bilinear gluon Lagrangian with an inverse propagator of the type 
k4. Because of algebraic complications due to colour pairings, the resummation is 
carried out for SU (2).

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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In Section 2 we describe our calculations of S'F. In axial gauges п 2 ф  0, S'F(p) turns

out to be an entire function of p 2 for 0 < p 2 x  m 2, p 2 ф  , and for p 2 ф  m 2 it has an
n

essential singularity at g 2 = 0. This disappears in the mass shell limit. In Feynman and 
Landau gauges S'F is again an entire function of p 2 in 4 + e dimensions and it remains 
finite and independent of g 2 for e->0.

In Section 3 it is shown that similar conclusions are valid also in a Bloch- 
Nordsieck-type model.

Section 4 contains a discussion of the results.

2. Infrared limit of the quark propagator

We are working in axial gauges п 2 ф  0 [7] where ghost loops are absent. The 
quark propagator can be expressed by functional derivatives in the following form

where

and

S'f ( x - y )  =  N x , y

Z(J) = exp

X expHid4xd*yJJx)GZb(x-y)JVb(y)

(1)

(2)

(3)

The Lagrangian L ,  contains the self-couplings of gluons, J£ (x )  is an external 
colour current, Gg^x—y) is the free gluon propagator in axial gauge, and G ( x ,  y \ A )  

means the Green’s function of the quark moving in the external gluon field A .  Under 
the above assumptions (1) is exact which can be verified by solving the Schwinger’s 
equations for the vacuum functional by functional derivatives (see e.g. [6]). The dressed 
gluon Green’s functions are given by the functional derivatives of Z ( J )  at J  =  0 
multiplied by N .

The Green’s function G(x, y \ A )  satisfies the equation

jj)V ( & L - i g y  A ï ( x ) j  - m Jg(x, y \ A )  =  <5(4)(x- y), (4)
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m means the mass parameter, Xa is the colour matrix. Let us introduce the functional 
H ( x , y \ A )  by the definition

G (x ,  y  I A )  = jj'y„ ^  — ig y  + m J H ( x ,  y \ A )  (5)

and from (4) we get

( -  f t  -  m2 + ig у  у „ у уд цхА1(х) + igka А ац(х)д»  +

2
+ j  (Г A  AÏ(x))2)H(x, у IЛ) = S<*>(x -  у). (6)

The Fourier transform of H ( x ,  y \ A ) ,  H ( p , q \ A ) ,  determines the quark propagator in 
momentum space as follows

(2nfS'P(p)0^(p-q) = S' + S",

S ' = ( y , f  + m ) (H (p ,  q  I A ) N Z ( J ) ) j  .  0, (7)

S "  = 2(2 n}j y M W X O M ß t o - * ,  q \ A ) N Z ( J ) ) j ~ 0 ;

1 «5
here A%(q') is the Fourier transform of A £ (x)->  -  - - - - -  and H  satisfies the equation

* uJofl(x)

(P2 - m 2) f i ( p ,  q \ A ) +  J d * k [ g X ap » A atl( k )-

~ 3 y  (g„v +  i a ^ À J k )  +  ^ -y4- у„у,ЯвЯ» X

X J d*k'Ä»a( k ' ) Ä l ( k  -  к ' ) Щ р  ~ k , q \ A )  =  ( 2 n f ö w (p -  q). 

Following [6] we represent f l ( p ,  q \ A )  as the integral

(8)

f J ( p , q \ A ) =  - i  J d v U ( p ,  q ' , v \ A )  exp (iv ( p 2 — m2 +  ie)), (9)

where the new functional Щр, q',v\A) obeys the normalisation

U ( p , q ; 0 \ A ) = ( 2 n ) * ô w ( p - q ) .  (10)

This can be shown by taking the Fourier transform of (6) in x — у  and writing the 
corresponding Fourier transform of H  as the integral of the exponential function of its 
inverse with respect to v.
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Substituting (9) into (8), using (10), leads to the definition equation of U (p ,  q; v \A )  

U (P’ <7; v I Л) -  J d ^ k l g Â . p ^ À J k )  -

~ 9  J  +  i a „ v) Ä va( k ) +  f y„yvA A  •

• J d 4k ' Ä ^ ( k ' ) Ä l ( k  -  /с')] exp (i v ( k 2 -  2 k p ) ) U ( p - k , q ; v \ A )  =  0 .  (11)

We need the functional U  for p2’s around m2. Since Ä ail(k) and the brackets in the 
integral act as gluon operators in the gluon Green’s functions in SMI, we can 
approximate the integrand in (11) by its value at (c->0. Actually, assuming Ä ац( к ) ~ к ~ 1, 

/< 4  for fc->0, the most singular term is p Ä  at k ^ p x m  in the bracket. Finally, we 
replace (11) in the infrared limit as follows

i - j -  U { p ,q ;  v \ A )  +  gXap ßA atl( 2 p v ) U (p ,  q-, v|4) = 0. (12)

(12) has the usual time ordered operator solution which, making use of (7), (9), (10) 
yields

S ' =  — (2n ) 4iő<4,(p — q) (y„p" +  m ) f  d v  exp (iv(p2 — m 2 + ie)) x
о

X X (ig)n П  K p 1“ \ d v t . . .
1=1 i= 1 0

J d v n < T A ailll( 2 p v i ) .  ■ . A antln(2 p v „ ) )0 , 
0

(13)

where A all(2pv) is the interacting gluon field.
For S" one obtains in the above approximation

dv  exp (iv (p2 — m 2 + ie)) j d 4x  exp (i(p — q )x )  ■

■ у Ч К / 1 2 W > o +  X  № n П К Г  Í d v , . . .
/ 1 = 1  i  —  1 0

. . f  d v ^ T A ^ x l A ^ ^ p V i ) . . . A anltn(2p v„ ) )0] . (14)

Now, we calculate (13) and (14) in such an approximation where gluons starting 
from the quark line are absorbed by the same line, corresponding to keeping the 
propagators in the dressed gluon Green’s functions in (13), (14). For the gluon 
propagator a к  “4 singularity is assumed. The same approximation follows by using an
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effective bilinear gluon Langrangian with an inverse propagator of the type fc4. In this 
way we get

1
(2л)4 J d * q S '  =  — i(ŷ p" + m) J d v  exp ( i v (p 2 — m 2 +  ie))-

1 +  X  7TT7 ( -  i92v2pxPßGxß(2p(vl -  v2)))" • 
n = i (2 n)!

2  n

П  K X K a i . . . 0 a^i = l d. p.
(15)

where G xß denotes the dressed gluon propagator without the colour -<5a* and £  goesd. p.

over all the distinct a, a,-pairings. We have employed that in the cases considered below 
P a P ß G ^  is a v-independent quantity,

2b
P<iPßGxß(2 p ( v l — v2)) = i —j , b<0.

9

(16)

In QCD the summation Г z 1 iL d-P _
is extremely complicated, therefore, we confine

ieh Z J ‘s given by (2n +  1)/ (n !  2") l .

j d * q S ' ~  — i i y ^  +  m) f dv(l +2bv2)exp(iv(p2 — m 2 +  ie) +  b v 2). (17)
n )  J о

ourselves to the SU (2) gauge group for which 

Hence

(2л)'

This type of exponential v-dependence has been shown in an Abelian gauge model with 
a dipole gluon field, too [8].

In order to fix b in ( 17), assume for the Fourier transform of the gluon propagator 
in axial gauges n2#0  in d  dimensions [5]:

6„(*) =
Q 2 Г k an ß +  k ßn x k x k ß 2 

F  9xß-------- k n  + (M 2 ” +

+ (l+<5)(4 (18)

with ß a constant and 3  is a parameter. The choice 3 =  0  is used in [5], 3 =  — 1 
corresponds to the usual axial gauge. From (18) one gets in four dimensions [5]

(19)
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For first orientation we consider b  in Feynman and Landau gauges too, where 
(17) remains valid in the approximation of neglecting ghost loops. Making use of the 
term Q 2/ k 4, we find in 4 + e dimensions

b F=  — Г (е ) р 2,
. з а у  2
Ь , -  — гт-т-Ц ф 2.

1 6 л 2 ' " L 64л 2

In the above infrared approximation S" can also be calculated with the result 

1 f .a „ „  ig2 00

(20)

d Aq S "  = у  y aPßG xß(2pv)  j  d v (3 +
(2 л )4

+ 2 b v 2)v exp (iv(p2 — m 2 +  ie) +  b v 2). (21)
Here

y v V G a(,(2pv) = ib(yp-(yn)(pn)n 2) - ( p 2 - ( p n ) 2n  2) 1 (22)

for axial gauges (18), and

у  y xPßG*ß(2pv) = ib F L ̂ (23)

for Feynman and Landau gauges.
For b  =  0 (e.g. á = 0 in (19)) (21) is vanishing and (17) reproduces the free quark 

propagator [5]. For b>0(17) and (21) are nonexisting, but for b < 0  one can carry out 
the integrations [9] and obtains

1 г

(2*)4 .
d 4q S ' =  — (yp  +  m )

4(-b)3/2

1- Ф

1
(2n f

^ d 4 q S " = Ç y y G ^ 2 p v )

(24)

(25)

with a =  m 2 — p 2, Ф means the Gauss’ error integral. The sum of (24) and (25) provides 
S'F(p) in the infrared limit, p 2 x m 2.

In spacelike axial gauges n 2 =  — 1, for <5 < 0 and p 2 >  0 around m 2, the quark 
propagator S'F is finite; at p 2- > m 2, (24) tends to zero, (25) remains nonsingular. Thus S'F 

is an entire function of p 2 in the infrared region. This conclusion holds also in timelike 
axial gauges n 2 = 1, <5>0, р ф ( р п ) 2. In the mass shell limit S'F is independent of g 2S Q 2 
#0.
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In Feynman and Landau gauges (in the approximation without ghost loops) the 
above conclusions are still valid in 4 + e dimensions and no ^-dependence survives the 
limit a->0. In four dimensions S'F is an entire function of p 2 ((24) vanishes and (25) is 
y p / 2 p 2) which is completely independent of g 2.

In what follows we would like to show that the result (24) can be derived in a 
Bloch-Nordsieck-type model too [11].

As is known [10] this model corresponds to taking the Dirac matrices as c-  

numbers uv, u 2 =  1, and we may assume u 0 > 0. It follows that contributions of closed 
quark loops are vanishing.

First, find a solution to (4). Fourier transform G(x, y \ A )  with respect to x — y  
leading to a function G(p, x) and write

It is easy to see that 1/(0, x|A)= 1. Being the gluon Green’s functions translation 
invariant, we can take t/(v, x|A) at x — uv = 0 on the subspace of the functionals in (1). 
This new quantity l/(v|A) obeys the equation

for the quark propagator in momentum space where the operator t/(v | A )  satisfies (28). 
Here the vacuum expectation value agrees with the bracket [ ] in (13) with p Pi replaced 
by u j 2  and 2 p v —>uv. Applying the same treatment as in Section 2, for the SU (2) gauge 
group we obtain (24) as Ŝ (p) without y p  +  m, where a  =  m  — u p  and instead of ( 19), (20):

3. The Bloch—Nordsieck model

00

G ( p , x) = — i J dvt/(v, x|A)exp( — i v ( m  — u p  — ie)). (26)о
For l/(v, x \ A )  we obtain

(27)

^ U ( v \ A )  =  i g j  u pA ap( u v ) U ( v \ A ) ,

1/(01 A) =  1. (28)

1 ÔThe solution of (28) should be taken at A  =  -  — applied to Z ( J ) and J  =0 in (1). This
i ÔJ

yields

S 'Á P )— — i j dv<0|l/(v|i4)|0) exp( —iv(m —up —is)) (29)
о
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q 2Q 2 3
^ = “ 1 2 ? Г(£)’ К = А Ьр- (30)

Therefore, S'F(p )  in the infrared limit, u p x m ,  has identical features with those of (24) in 
the region p 2 z z m 2. In particular, Sf(p)->0 for u p -> m , д ф О .

In an Abelian gauge model with a dipole gluon field the gauge invariant fermion 
fields have zero asymptotic limits, as it has been in [8].

4. Discussion

In the present paper we have calculated the quark propagator in the infrared 
limit by functional methods for a confining gluon propagator. The results (24), (25) 
emerged in a vacuum saturation approximation where due to algebraic complications 
an SU (2) gauge group was assumed.

As we have seen, in axial gauges S'F( p ) is an entire function of p 2 in the infrared 
region p 2 x  m 2, ((5, n 2 Ф 0). This seems to be true also in four-dimensional Feynman and 
Landau gauges. In order to reach the above conclusion in timelike axial gauges n 2 = 1, 
one must assume р 2 ф ( р п ) 2 otherwise unphysical singularities would appear in (24), 
(25). Likewise (17) and (21) do not exist for b > 0.

Under the v-integrals in (17) and (21) exclusively analytic expressions of g 2 take 
place. After the v-integrations this is no longer true, S'F( p ) cannot be expanded around 
g 2 =  0. In axial gauges n 2 Ф 0  for g2-+0 (b-> — 0) and а ф 0, S^p) is finite. In Feynman 
and Landau gauges S'F is finite in 4 + e dimensions. In four dimensions S'F is 
independent of g 2.
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REMARKS ON THE BILOCAL FIELD THEORIES*

Z. F o d o r  and E. R egős

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hunyary

Bilocal field theories of spin-0 and 1 mesons as permanently bound quark systems are 
studied. Internal consistency of the field equations frequently imposes strong restrictions on the 
potentials. An anharmonic oscillator model is described leading to a hadron mass spectrum that 
bends back from the linear one. In the framework of bilocal field theories we work out the classical 
field theory of baryons consisting of three quarks, and differential as well as integral conservation 
laws are derived.

1. Introduction

Bilocal field theories (e.g. [1]) are space-time models and they have been 
constructed for describing hadrons as permanently bound quark systems. In these 
theories the subsidiary conditions play an important role since they fix the dependence 
on the relative time in such a way that oscillations (as in the Bethe-Salpeter approach) 
are absent. In one of these models [2] the subsidiary condition allowed a harmonic 
oscillator potential leading to a linear hadron mass spectrum. The classical and 
quantised conservation laws for hadrons were studied in [3] and [4].

In this work we look for certain classes of potentials which are allowed in bilocal 
field theories by the field equations and the subsidiary condition. This problem was 
partly discussed in [5] for three-quark systems of baryons.

After describing the problem for spin-0 mesons (Section 2), we study the 
influence of the condition of compatibility on the potential and corresponding 
differential equations are derived in Section 3. An anharmonic oscillator model is 
constructed. Its mass spectrum deviates from the linear one, so that the hadrons lie on 
Regge trajectories bending back from the linear one. This is allowed by quantum 
mechanics. In Section 4 the bilocal theory of spin-1 vector-mesons is described in the 
Lorentz gauge. Assuming the symmetry of the x and r-spaces we get such models which 
do not give quantised mass spectrum for the vector-meson, otherwise quite sensible.

In the last part of the work (Section 5) we derive the classical conservation laws 
for the three-quark systems of baryons and show how to construct conserved 
quantities for the baryon as a whole using field quantities depending on the three 
quarks.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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2. The compatibility of the field equations

A spin-0 meson is described by a ip ( x l , x 2) classical scalar function (field 
quantity), X, and x 2 are the coordinates of the two pointlike constituents. As in usual 
field theories, ф ( х х , x 2) is determined by the equations of motion

^ i „ - V ( x i , x 2M ( x 1, x 2)=0,  ^

(d2„~V(x2, XiM(xu x2) =  0.

The quark 1 is moved by the effective potential K(xl5 x2), etc. Kis an invariant scalar
a

which is a real function of x, and —— . To decompose the centre-of-mass and relative
O X j

motions, we define x„= у ( х 1м + х2Д  r fl =  x lll — x 2lt. If p ß is the four momentum of 

the centre-of-mass, a free meson is represented as follows

Ф ( х х , х 2) = е ~ ‘р х ф ( р , г ) ,  (2)

where ф ( р , г )  is responsible for the internal motions. Substituting into (1) gives

i 8 '  ~  \ P 2 ~  Re V (r ’ 8r’ ip)J ^ P ’ = °> P)

(pdr + Im V (r ,  d r , i p M ( p ,  r) = 0. (4)

Here p 2 =  M 2, M  means the meson mass. A useful necessary condition for the 
compatibility of these equations is

([dr2,Im K] — [Re V ,p d r +  l m  К]Жр,г) =  0, (5)
a

where d r — -—. Now we answer the question if (5) is sufficient for the compatibility of 

the equations (3), (4). Let { ф м {р, r)} be the solution of (4). Using (4) we have

(dr2—^P2 —Re V ) ( p d r +  Im У ) ф { р , г )  =  0, (6)

substituting into (5) gives

(pdr + Im K) (<32 -   ̂p2 -  Re У ) ф ( р ,  r) = 0. (7)

If ф 0 e  {ф м (р, r)} and (5) is satisfied, one has only

[ ô 2 -   ̂p 2 -  Re к) ф 0(р, r) 6 { ф м ( р ,  r)}, 

so, the condition (5) is necessary but not sufficient.
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It is easy to provide an example when (5) is not sufficient. Write

Im V =  Re V = 0 ,

then (5) is trivially satisfied. From the relativistic invariance

ф (р ,г )  =  ф (р г ,  r 2, p 2).

Using (4)

Р ^ Ф ( Р г У , Р 2 ) =  Р 2 - ^ -

d_ 

' d r  „
+  2 p r

8 ф

W )
and solving (10)

Put this form into (3):

8(pr)

ф =  д ( ( р г )2 - р 2г 2).

S2 ~ ^ P 2j g  = 2p2[2g" -  3gr\,

= 0

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

here the comma means the differentiation with respect to the argument. It seems that 
this is an element of { ф м (р, r)} but it is 0 only if g ( u ) =  — 2 u ~ 112.

Furthermore, employing the relativistic invariance of ф(р, r), it will be useful to 
write the equations (3), (4) in the more explicit form

д 2ф

W ?
4 г2 (Pr) \  , T / T I ,/ Pr T Pr  T „ Л #

Л -  —  ) + 2 ( 2 I m  V ^ 2  - 2 ^ 2  I m  V - i  t o

[2pr

“ L p 2 ‘
2p r  ô  lm V  ô lm V  (lm V)2 1 ,

y  ’ -— r L  +  - p 2 +  R e V+
d (r2) d(pr)

d ir2)

Ф = 0 ,

8ф

d(pr)

2p r  8ф  lm V- ф

J2"2 d )r2)

(13)

(14)

3. Discussion of the compatibility

T h e  ca se  o f  Re F /0 , Im K= 0

Let Re V  be the most general function consisting of quadratic invariant 
quantities:

Re V =  V (r2, r d T, (pr )2, d 2 ,(pdr)2), (15)

Re V contains rd r, d 2, (p d r)2 only as a finite polynomial. Using (5) 

hence

n I
^dr„

Re У р ё гф — р 8 г(К е  Уф) =  0 ,

P » ( 4 r R e  KV (P ’r) = 0-

(16)

(17)
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Differentiating the function (15) and substituting into (17) we get

dRe V  , , <3Re V
Р г Ф  +  Р  ' l ^ - P r ' l ' = V - ( 18 )

d (r2) l"  r ' r  d(pr)2 

(Hence Im V = 0 ,  р д гф = 0 . )  The only solution of this differential equation is

Re V =  f ( p 2r 2 - ( p r ) 2) ■ g (r d r , d 2 , (p d r)2), (19)

where g  is a polynomial.
A special case of this is solved in [6]. Now we solve the equations (3), (4) for g =  1 

in (19) and Im K=0, that is

F . / K - ü ÿ

In the centre-of-mass frame p  =  (p 0 , 0,0,0) and ф is independent of r 0 ,

r2 _ i ^ = _ r2
P 2

where r = (r,,r2,r3) a three-vector. Furthermore, (3) has the form

1
A r +  ^ M 2 - f ( r 2) ф  =  0.

Separate the internal motion into angle and distance variables

X(r)
ф = У ? ( 9 ,  <p)-

then
d 2X 
d r 2

M 2

4

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

In general, we are interested in the regular solutions of this equation since ф (р ,г ) ,  

describing the motions in the hadron, decreases quickly with increasing r. (The 
quarks are permanently bound.) Here we consider the model

where
/(r2) = ff2r2 + ar4,

< 1 .

(25)

(26)

This model is a perturbed harmonic oscillator.
The eigenfunctions of the normal harmonic oscillator are known from the 

quantum mechanics:

Фп0)1.т =  A  ■ r‘ ■ e  2 • Y?(3, <p) - F  [ -  ~ - , l +  ,̂<Jr 2 ), (27)
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where F is a degenerated hypergeometric function and the mass spectrum is

3N

and
м Г ’ = 8<т(п+^1; n = 0, 1,2,... (28)

m =  0,1,.../, / = < ^ ’ -’”} V = s is O’1’2” "  (29)1, 3 , . . nj 2

The mass spectrum of the unperturbed oscillator gets a correction which is in first order 
perturbation calculation

M2<1, = 4 J ф (п°Хт • (a r 4) • 11/{„0)1<т ■ r 2d r  sin m d < p . (30)

Calculating this from the integrals of the hypergeometric functions, we arrive at the 
correction

М ? ? = Ц { Ъ п 2 +  9 п - Р - 1  +  7 .5 ) . (31)
G

The degeneration of the spectrum disappeared. For a fixed n the internal angular 
momentum causes a fine structure in the mass spectrum. The relative correction to the 
unperturbed spectrum is as follows

M 2'j a ( 3 n 2 +  9 n  — l2 — l +  7.5)
M ,

J(S)

4 cr3 l n +

(32)

this correction is real for n ^  — , (see Fig. 1). For a fixed n  the mass spectrum has a

+ S = 0

10 -

+ S= 2

5 -

_j__ I__ I__ i_ _l__ I__ I__ L J___I___I___L_
200 400

S M 2 o'2/a
600 800

n —  1
Fig. 1. Mass spectrum of an anharmonic oscillator vs / at s = —— =0,2
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structure of a Regge trajectory bending oack from the linear one. For a fixed n there 
always exists a maximal angular momentum.

T h e  c a se  o f  Re V =  c o n s ta n t ,  Im У ф 0 

The most general form of Im Fis

Im V = p d rV il)( r 2, r d T, (pr)2, d 2, ( p d r)2) +

+  p r  ■ V a ) ( r 2, rS r, (pr)2, d 2, ( p d f ) .  (33)

Using (5) one can write

(дДДт F+2d„Im Fd,,)!/'=0. (34)

This leads to the following partial differential equation ( x  =  r 2, y  =  (p r )2, z  =  rdr):

{(p d r) [ 2 V f  +  4 Fűbe + 4 V f y p 2 +  V f d 2 + 4 V f  у  + 2 V f ( z  + 4) +

+ 2 V f ( p 2 + p r p c f  +  p r [ 2  V f  +  4  V f x  +  4 V f y p 2 +

+ V f d 2 + 4 V f  у  + 2 V f ( z  + 4) + 2 V f ( p 2 +  p r  +  p d f  +

+ 2 V f p r  +  2 V f p r p 2 +  V f p d r  +  2 p d r F̂ 1 )z  + 2 p d r F*,11 •

• p r p d r + p d r V f d 2 +  V i2)p d r +  pr[2V f r d r + 2V f p r  ■

' Pd r +  V [2)d f \ } i p  =  0 .

In the special case of F(1)= F(1,(r2) and F,2,= V m ( r 2), clearly

Im F= p r f  ( r2) +  g ( r 2)p d r .

Substituting into the condition (34) we get

6 f ' p r  + 2 f " r 2pr  +  4 g 'p d r +  2 r 2y "  +  2 f ' p r r d r + /  p d r + 2 g 'rd rp d r = 0.

From (4) it follows that

Comparing (37) and (38):

which has the solution

/
p d f  =  - — 7  P r *P ■ 

G ' *

/'=</'-4т
9 + 1

p d r i j /=  — c p r \ (/.

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)
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Making use of (40) in (37) and (38) we have as the only solution

/  =  0,

or in other words c = 0.

(41)

T h e  ca se  o f  Re V — c o n s ta n t ,  Im V =  0

If we suppose (40) for /  and g , the parts rdr vanish in [ d f  Im K], and

[dr2, lm K] = — 2c2(gf+ l)pr. (42)

Substituting into (5) and using (42) we obtain

őRe V  , őRe V  „ ,
~ ё Ш ’ - * -

Solving this partial differential equation yields

(pr)‘

P ‘  J  \  P 

where h  is an arbitrary function, and c is determined by (40).

(43)

(44)

4. Bilocal field theory of spin-1 vector mesons

We would like to extend the bilocal description of mesons with 0 spin (consisting 
of two quarks) to 1 spin. In this case the vector potential has 4 components, j4v(1, 2); 
v = 0, 1, 2, 3. The field equations are assumed in the form

[d2„-K (l,2)]/lv(l,2) = 0, (45)

[a |„-K (2,l)]/lv(l,2)=0, (46)

where Kis an invariant scalar potential, as in Section 2. Separating the motion of the 
centre-of-mass we can write

A v =  e v(p) ■ e ~ ipx ■ ip(p, r), (47)

where e f p )  is the polarisation unit-vector. We can always add the Lorentz condition to 
(45), (46):

d xvA '  =  0 ,  (48)

or in momentum-space: pv/T = 0, that is e vp v =  0. For this reason the results concerning 
the 0 spin are valid also for the internal ij/(p, r) space in the present case. There is,
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however, a possibility, namely the possible symmetry of x -  and r-spaces in the 
subsidiary condition, that is whether or not

d vrA v =  h ( x , p , r )  (49)

can be assumed where h  is vanishing or nonvanishing. From (47) and (49)

h ( x , p ,  г) =  е - ^ - д ( р , г ) ,  (50)
where

g ( p , r ) - e v( p ) - d vr \j/(p, r ) , (51)

so that to a given ф (р, r) there exists an h ( x ,  p, r). Applying d vr, using (49) we can write

dî„^(x, p , r ) — d vr[ V ( \ ,  2)y4v] = 0 (52)

ői,/i(x,p,r)-Őrv[F(2,lM v]= 0 , (53)

1and because of d 2^ = I — — ip  +  d r ) , d 2„ =  I — — ip  — 8 r ) , and (47), (50) one gets1

y  i p + S ^ j  g (p ,  r ) - e v(p)dVr l V ( r ,  8 r , ip)<p(p. r)] = 0,

- — i p - d r ) g (p ,  r ) - e J p ) d ' r[ V ( - r ,  - d r, ip)i/ /(p, r)] =0.

Taking the real and imaginary parts:

1
-   ̂P2 +  Sr ) r) = evc!rv(Re V  ф ),

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)p8rg(p, r)  =  e v<3rv( Im  V- \jj).
In general, if V =  f ( r 2, pr, p 2) ■ (p d r)‘ ■ ( d 2)k; substituting into (56), (57) we obtain 

1 \  /}Re f
-  p 2d r 2 - R e f -  (p d r) \ d 2)k \ g (p ,  r) =  2  (e vr v) (p<3r)'(<72)V , (58)

(Pdr +  Im f ( p c r)‘( d j ) k)g ( p ,  r) =  2 - ^ j ( e vr J  (р д г)1( 8 2)кф . (59)

It follows that without knowing the i/i solution, we do not get natural solutions for g,

, d  Re V  ô Im К ,since in general ^  2 /  2 . However, if V  is independent of r 2,
d ( r 2) d (r2)

1
ô 2 - ^p2 —Re V  ) g (p , r) = 0,

(p 8 r + Im V )g (p ,  r) = 0,

(60)

(61)
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and similarly to (3) and (4), the compatibility under (5) is necessary for g (p ,  r). Using (9), 
(48), (51)

3 = evdr>  = 2evrv- ^ y ,  (62)

therefore g  =  0 is equivalent with

ф =  ф ( р г ,р 2). (63)

Let us discuss now in more detail the case g =  0. From (56) and (57)

е М У ' Ф )  =  0 ,  (64)

partially differentiating and since evrv^0, we get

ev
* ? T 0- <65>

Assume now
V=f(p2,(pr)2)-(ôf)k-(pdrr ,  (66)

and define

f i = ----- > (67)

f  - l m f  //:o\
J  2 —  p 2  ' (6°)

Substituting into the field equations (3), (4):

Ф" +  f i  ' <A=0, (69)

Ф' +  Ъ - Ф  =  0, (70)
consequently

ф =  А - е - 5 м р г ) , (71)
and f i  is also fixed by

h = z i r -  (72)
Since the wave functions of the type (71) are regular, they do not provide mass-spectra 
in these models motivated by symmetrical subsdiary conditions. The vector mesons are 
compound, but the mass is not quantised, it remains a continuous parameter.

It is, however, evident that the harmonic (or anharmonic) oscillator models 
described in Section 2 can be maintained for vector mesons, too, and in this case there 
exist mass spectra.
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5 Conservation laws for compound baryons

The classical field theories and conservation laws of the bilocal fields are worked 
out (e.g. [3]). In what follows we shall show that this can be done for baryons consisting 
of three quarks, too. We suppose that tp vanishes quickly at the boundary of the relative 
coordinate-space (for instance the hadron bag is described by a Gaussian). The baryon 
consists of three components, whose coordinates are x l5 x2, x3. Let us introduce 
centre-of-mass and relative coordinates:

x =  |(*1  +  *2+Хз)> x = - ^ = ( x 2 - x 3), y  =  1 -  X*2 * 3) -  <73)

We assume that there exists a real, invariant Lagrangian

L  =  L ( i l / , i j /* 9 d ^ 9 x ß , y ß); Ц =  ( 1,2, 3,4) (74)

Çi { X ц) Хц, у ц } , di
Ó (75)

The field equations are derived by the usual method from the Euler-Lagrange 
equations

ÔL , ÔL .  d L , ÔL , 8 L

dip ~ ' д с \ ф а

а.
III

+ S ß s s llip
(76)

ÔL d L d L , d L , d L
(77)

8 ф *  ~ д ‘ d d tip* ~ ц д д цф *

b
д

д х„  ’
3 - - L (78)

In practice these are completed by subsidiary conditions (examples in [5]).
Demanding the invariance of the Lagrangian under infinitesimal translations in 

Espace we get a conserved quantity. Introducing

(79)

as the energy-momentum tensor in the £-space, it follows

d , T  i j = - d J cxplL . (80)

(80) can be verified directly from the field equations too.
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The tensor (79) can be decomposed into the tensors:
Л г л r

T "V =  +  я Т Т Т  <81)дд„ф d d j *

Л г Л r

f " - î ÿ â'* + â v f * , _ A - ,82)

(83)

ъ - & * * + ■ & * * ’ • ,85>

T ^ = W T ^ + j r h ^ * ’ (86)д д ц1р д д цф*

<87>

т " = щ , д ' * + щ г > д ' * ’ - ,89>

Here T ßV, T “", T'"v are attached to the centre-of-mass and internal motion, 
respectively. These tensors satisfy the conservation equations:

^T"V + ̂ T72 + < 3 ^ = 0 ,  (90)

dßT i\  +  5ßT*' +  8ßT%i= - ^ xplL, (91)

4V = -  S : xplL .  (92)

Divergences of T>[\, ТЩ, T ^ \ ,  T ^ \ ,  T% \, Т Ц  act as force-densities and they show 
correlations between the three constituents of the baryon.

Since 7 2̂ = 0 at the boundary of the x-space, T \ з = 0 at the boundary of the y -

space: d J d 4xd4yT"v = 0. (93)

This integral can be interpreted as the energy-momentum tensor of the baryon 
attached to the centre-of-mass motion. Similarly, because of quickly decreasing T"v,
ТУз. Т§2, T'

(94)

(95)

d ^ d * x d * y T 4 \  =  0, 

a J d 4xd4y T ^ = 0 .
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It is, however, probable that these integrals do not play any role because they include 
mixed derivatives. Indeed, for example the Lagrangian of the free baryon without spin 
depends bilinearly on the derivatives, and in the state of P  momentum

Í d ^ x T ^ a i p »  j d Ax ф { p ,  X, у ) Р ф ( р ,  x , y )  =  0 (96)

in case of a real internal wave function. Alternative forms of (90), (91), (92), expressing 
with the variables of the constituents, are

S i ,  (37Т, + J l  T & J  + 5 2„(3T5vi + 4/2 f ' ‘v- 4/6T5,3) +

+ S 3, ( 3 T ^ \  - У 2 Т - УбТГз) = -^xp i L ,  (97)

< \„(37Ti + J l  f  + S 2tl(3 T % \ +  У2Т*з2 - ^ Т > ' )  +

+ 53р(ЗТ§\-ч/2ГГ2-У б Т  -3J:,p ,L, (98)

S i , ( ^ T > , v +  +  S 2, ( 3 T ^  +  J l T f t  -  У б Т Г з ) +

+ д3м( З Т ^ - ^ 7 Г 2-л/б7Г з)=0, (99)

as well as

d1, i d 4x2d4x3(^3r'‘v+ /^7T3)  =0, (100)

d2J d 4x1d4x3(3T^ + v/2Tr2-V 6 7 ’r3)=0, (101)

d3J d 4x1d4x2(3 T ^ -v /2Tr2-V 6 T r 3) = 0, (102)

Su f d * x 2d * x 3 ( З Т Ч \  + ^  Т й ) - 0 ,  (103)

M  d * X l d * x 3( 3 T Ï \  +  y / 2 T ' n - y/ 6 T V 3 +  y / 2 S ß,  ■ L ) = 0, (104)

53, i d 4x1d4x2(3rr1- N/ 2 f ' ‘ï - v/6Tr3- v/2àM>L)=0. (105)

We can introduce the current vector, too. Demanding the invariance of the 
Lagrangian under gauge transformations of the first kind,

ф - * ф ' = ф  ■ е ш, ф * - > ф (*]= ф *  ■ e ~ ix, (106)
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we get the conservation equation for the currents:

- te

-te

ÔL
ô ô j i

ÔL
д З ^ ф

ÔL

ф -
ÔL

M Î T
■ г

d J ß +  3 j ß +  3 ^  =  0.

Integrating again over the internal space:

3„Jd4x d V = 0.

(107)

(108)

(109)

(110)

(111)

j d4xd4y /  can be interpreted as the conserved current vector of the whole system. For a 
free baryon /  = /  = 0 in the case of a real internal wave-function.

An alternative form of the current conservation:

3 lt, (зГ  +  J?) +  а 2м(3/+ У 2 ?  -  У б / ) +

+  З з Д г  -  у Д г  -  ч/б/)=0, (112)

whose double integrals are

d1(J / x 2/ x 3( V +  ^ / ) = ° ,  (ИЗ)

d 2ß j d4x , / x 3(3 /  + V 2 /  -  V b/) = 0, (114)

33„ j Лс ! / х 2(3 / -  ̂ 2 /  -  > / )  = 0 (115)

in terms of constituent coordinates.
Finally let us introduce the angular-momentum. Demanding the invariance of 

the Lagrangian under infinitesimal rotations

C i  C i  "F ̂ i j  C  S y  £jT) (116)

we get the conservation equation concerning the angular-momentum. Define the 
angular-momentum tensor in £ space as

we obtain

d L  У 1
д д ‘ф

Ô L  У 1*
д д ‘ф *  1]Ф

(117)

о, (118)
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where l , j  — 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9, 10, 11, 12. consists of blocks,

eiJ= P MV

e 2

P̂ v
fc3

J U j  can be decomposed into tensors of the four-space

(П9)

J i .U =

*̂ Д, V<X> i, / , y ' = l , 2 , 3 ,4 ,

*̂ Д, V<Tî i, 1,7 =  5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ,

*̂ Д, V<7 ? h  />7 =  9 , 1 0 , 1 1 ,1 2 ,

J  1 2 ц ,  v<T> i = l , 2 , 3 ,4 , /,7 =  5 ,6 ,  7, 8,

J 2 3 ц ,  v<t» i' =  5 , 6 , 7 ,  8, /,7 =  9 , 10, 11, 12,

J 3 1 ц ,  v<r> i =  9 ,  1 0 ,1 1 ,1 2 , / , 7 = 1 , 2 ,  3 , 4 ,

*̂ 2 1 д, vor» i =  5, 6, 7 ,8 , / , 7 = 1 , 2 ,  3 , 4 ,

J 3 2 ц ,  v<n i =  9 , 1 0 , l l , 1 2 , /,7 =  5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ,

J  1 3 ц ,  v<r» 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , /,7 =  9 , 1 0 ,1 1 ,  12.

These satisfy the the conservation equations:

(120)

P J ß .  ver + 12m. ver + P  J 1 3„. V» = 0, (121)

^•/2 IM. ver+ ^23,,. v,r =  0, (122)

W j l ^  +  ̂ v .  + W i.v .-O (123)

<3„ ji/4xd4yJ/JiVff = 0. (124)
and

J d ^ x d ^ y J ^  v„ can be interpreted as the angular-momentum tensor of the baryon. 
Furthermore

d „ j d * x d * y j  21^  =  0 , 

дц í d * x d * y j 3 1 „в =  0.

Write (121), (122), (123) in terms of constituents:

/3 .

(125)

(126)

^Ifi ( ß, ver T 1 Зд, vő- + d2„(3 J ß, „  +  y / 2 J 12д, \a —  \/6J 13íí,Ver) +
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р уд 12ц , va \ / б 7  1 3 ц , va)  О ,

^ 1 ц  3 1 ц , va  T  ц , у а ^  "3~ ^ 2 ß i ^ J  3 1 ц , ц ц З ~ Ъ 2 ц ,  va ц , \ а )  3~

+  d3/1(3J 3 jMi V(T —  S/ 2 J  31tl va —  y J b J ц V(J) =  0,

^ \ц  ^ ^ * f 2  1ц, va 3~ ^ 2 ^ 2 3 ц . уо^  3 "  ^ 2 ц ( ^ ^ 2 1 ц ,  va  3 ” ц, va 2 3  ц ,  v<r) T

(127)

(128)

T  ^ З ц { ^ * ^ 2 1 ц ,  v a  ц , \ а  2 3  ц ,  v<r) 0 .

Their integrals

Ц I  d Ax 2d * 3  ( , v n +  1 2  ^  1 3 ц ,  va  ) = 0 >

Similarly,

^2ц Í ̂ 4X 1d4X 3(3J)i VCT +  >y 2 J 12(li „„ —  yjeji3MiV(t) — 0>

^3ц J d*x id*x 2{’iJц,?а —  y/î-J 12ц.*а~ s/bd 13/i,v<t) =  0-

d4x 2á4x 3 (^З731„ Vff+  \ \  J„v) =0,3 »

^ 2 ц j d xid X3(3J3 ip' va +  y/̂-d3 2 ц ,  v a  \ / 6 7 ^ t V(T) =  О, 

^ З ц  í á4X 1d4X 2(3J31(J VCT —  f í - j 3 2 ц , \ а ~  \ / 6 J Ц,Vff) — 0,

3iMJ á4x2d4x3 ^3J31„-V<,+  ^ 2 J '‘-veJ  = 0’ 

d2ß J d4'x ld4x3(3J3lt,tVO + y/2J32iI,VIJ —  y/6Jß>V(r) = 0, 

дзц í ̂4Xid4x2(3731íi Vff — ̂/2J32ц,va~vJ(>J ц,ve) = 0.

(129)

(130)

(131)

(132)

(133)

(134)

(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

In conclusion, the conserved quantities attached to the motion of the centre-of- 
mass (four-momentum, current and angular-momentum) have been described by 
integrating over the internal motion in the baryon consisting of three pointlike quarks.
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SPIN ORBITALS AND TOTAL ENERGY 
CALCULATED BY THE Xa METHOD INCLUDING 

AB INITIO SELF-CONSISTENT EXCHANGE 
PARAMETERS aSCF*

R. G á spá r  and Á . N a g y

Institute o f Theoretical Physics, Kossuth Lajos University 
4010 Debrecen, Hungary

A way of calculating ab initio self-consistent exchange parameters in the Xa method is 
presented. It provides a self-contained theory, having no need of any external parameter. Expectation 
values of powers of radius and the total energy for some atoms and ions are calculated with this self- 
consistent exchange parameter «я т  and compared with results obtained from other Xa calculations 
and the Hartree-Fock theory. It is pointed out that the Xa results with exchange parameters ам:[. are 
nearly as good as the Hartree-Fock values and the method greatly simplifies the many-body 
problem.

Introduction

The Xa method, which has become extremely popular for the past few years, 
greatly simplifies the many-body problem, as only integrals on density functionals are 
calculated instead of two-electron integrals. Since the Xa method was first suggested by 
Slater [1], enormous development has occurred in the theory and in its applications. 
One of the main aims of the researches in the Xa method is to develop it into an ab initio 
method. The Xa method has an adjustable parameter a. Generally, the parameter а 
used is exterior in the method, e.g. the most commonly applied parameter a, the so- 
called aHF, has been determined by Schwarz [2] so that the Hartree-Fock total energy 
and the Xa total energy be equal. This way of determining the parameter aHF seems to 
be very fruitful in a large number of applications, but it has the shortcoming that it can 
be applied consistently to atoms only as few Hartree-Fock calculations for molecules 
or solids are available nowadays. On the other hand, it seems to have little sense doing 
an Xa calculation if we do a Hartree-Fock one beforehand to calculate the exchange 
parameter aHF of the Xa method.

There have been several attempts [3] to determine the value of the exchange 
parameter a of the Xa method. The most interesting ones seem to be those that 
determine the value of the parameter a without adjustments. Gopinathan, Whitehead 
and Bogdanovic [4] calculated theoretical exchange parameters. However, they 
started out from the assumption that the density of the Fermi-hole varies linearly with

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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the radial distance and the exchange parameters a(aGWB) they obtained were not good 
enough so they had to introduce a set of scaled parameters oc(aGWB) to get agreement 
with the free-electron gas value. Gazquez and Keller [5] applying the method of 
Gopinathan, Whitehead and Bogdanovic with another expression for the exchange- 
hole density obtained theoretical exchange parameters. However, they also had to 
apply an adjusting parameter.

In this paper a review of a method proposed by one of the authors [6] is given. 
This method provides an ab initio self-consistent method for the calculation of the 
exchange parameters a. In this method there is no need of any external parameter, the 
exchange parameter is determined in the method itself, in a self-consistent manner. This 
method can be used for molecules and solids, too. It is shown here that the expectation 
values of powers of the radius and the total energy calculated by the Xa method with 
parameters a^p are nearly as good as the Hartree-Fock ones. The ab initio exchange 
parameters ascp are fairly close to the exchange parameters aHF and show a similar 
behaviour vs atomic number.

The method

This way of theoretical determination of the exchange parameter a in the Xa 
method starts out from the free-electron gas theory. The exchange potential of an 
electron with spin up in the electron gas is given by [7]

where

and

M l ) - - 8  Ш

1 - 7 2 
4 7

In 1 + 7
1 - 7

(1)

(2)

(3)

where p  is the momentum of the electron considered and p F is the Fermi momentum. 
The total density of electrons having spin up is

Pt = Z  (4)I

and a similar formula holds for electrons with spin down, n, and u, are the occupation 
numbers and spin orbitals of the electrons, respectively.

The averaged exchange potential is given by

FXT(l) = - 8
|f ( 7 )7 2d7
*U_________

*12 9 

J 72̂ 7
4\

(5)
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which is an Xa exchange potential

with an exchange parameter

i-»/| 1».
a = y(»f3 +  4)-^(42- l)2 In

(6)

(7)

(Energy is in Rydbergs.)
If the average is taken over all the occupied states, i.e. ч 1 =0 and r\2 =  p F/ p F = \ ,  

the exchange parameter a = 1 is given. As it has already been shown by Slater [8] an 
average of the exchange potential (1) for the total Fermi sphere leads to the exchange 
parameter a = 1. If the averaging is done over a thin shell near pF, i.e. r}r =  (p¥ — e)/p F and 
Ч г —  Pf/Pf = • and £—>0, a = 2/3 is obtained. This is the exchange parameter a suggested 
by Gáspár [9] and later by Kohn and Sham [10].

Obviously, the reality is between these two extreme cases. On the one hand, there 
is no need to average for the whole Fermi sphere to determine the exchange potential of 
the one electron considered. On the other hand, the average must be taken for a shell of 
finite thickness. Thus, the exchange potential is constructed by an averaging process 
near the Fermi surface for a layer containing vt electrons in the unit volume, i.e. >/, = 
(1—vt/pT)1/3 and >/2=1. vT is the density of the electron considered. The exchange 
potential is given by

where

and

I'Xat —  — 6aShell
Г З  T ' 3

ŝhell P Î
j 1 + \ ( 4 2 - l)2 In

(8)

(9)

(10)

Here we introduced a subscript “shell” emphasizing that the exchange potential (8) is 
different for different spin orbitals, i.e. for different shells. To get an exchange potential 
that can easily be compared with the original Xa exchange potential, the exchange 
potentials (8) are averaged over the shells

1/х«т(п('0= -6a,(r) (П)

aT(r)= ?"Xhell
(12)
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where a‘he|, is the exchange parameter of the shell i according to the formula (9). As the 
expression (12) contains the spin orbitals, this a,(r) is not a constant, but it is a function 
of the position r. Of course, it is possible to introduce a constant exchange parameter aT 
so that the mean squared deviation of the original Xa exchange potential

S ' - «

1/3

(13)

and this modified exchange potential (11) be a minimum.
These exchange parameters aT and a4 can be calculated self-consistently. 

Starting out from a trial exchange parameter a, the Xa one-electron equations are 
solved self-consistently. The spin orbitals obtained are used to calculate the new 
exchange parameter a applying the formulae (9) and (10). With the new exchange 
parameter a the Xa equations are solved again self-consistently, and so on. The 
procedure is carried on until the self-consistent exchange parameter aSCF is obtained.

It can be emphasized that it is not necessary to apply the constant exchange 
parameter ar. Instead, it is possible to use the exchange potentials (11) or even (8). In the 
calculations presented in this paper the constant a has been applied as the results are 
compared with those of other Xa calculations having constant exchange parameters.

It can be seen that this method is self-contained. The exchange parameter aSCF is 
determined in the course of the calculation without any need of an adjusting procedure 
or a parameter exterior to the method.

This method is not restricted to atoms or atomic ions. It can be straight
forwardly applied for molecules and solids, too.

Results and discussion

A test of spin orbitals is offered by the expectation values of powers of the radius. 
<r2>, <r> and <r_1> calculated for a few atoms and ions using self-consistent 
parameters aSCF and these are presented in Table I and II. The total electron density 
here is normalized to 1. For comparison Hartree-Fock [11] and Cl [12] values are 
presented in Table I. Table II contains Xa results with aHF, a = 1 and a = 2/3, too. 
Hartree-Fock values and experimental data for <r2> obtained from diamagnetic 
susceptibility [13] are also presented in Table II. The expectation values of <r2>, <r> 
and <r_1> reflect the goodness of the spin orbitals and the total electron density. The 
<r_1> values show how well the electron densities behave in the domain of inner spin 
orbitals nearer to the nucleus. The values <r> and <r2> show the behaviour of spin 
orbitals in the middle and outer regions of the atom. In a recent article of the authors 
[14], spin orbitals of Ne, Ar and Kr calculated by the Xa method with several 
parameters a (among others aSCF) have been compared. It was pointed out that the Xa 
spin orbitals with aSCF agree well with those of the Hartree-Fock method. Studying 
Table I and II we can come to the same conclusion. The Xa results with parameters a ^
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Table 1

Expectation values of powers of the radius for a few atoms and 
ions calculated by the Hartree-Fock [11], Cl [12] and Xa 

methods with self-consistent otSCF parameters

HF Cl XaSCF

Li
o 2> 6.21038 6.12404 6.99186
<r> 1.67325 1.66474 1.75168
<r-'> 1.90516 1.90587 1.87662

Be
<r2> 4.32971 4.08138 4.37394
<r> 1.53221 1.49702 1.53807
<r-‘> 2.10219 2.10615 2.08613

C2 +
<r2> 1.15549 1.11799 1.10809
<r> 0.81968 0.80836 0.80495
<r-‘> 3.35567 3.35947 3.37625

Ne
<r2> 0.9372 0.9448 0.95914
<r> 0.78911 0.79221
<r-*> 3.11134 3.11677

Mg
<r2> 2.4676 2.3965 2.36169
<r> 1.02148 1.00746
<r-‘> 3.32672 3.32870

Ar
<r2> 1.4464 1.45700
<r> 0.89282 0.89276
< r - ‘> 3.87364 3.87412

Ca
<r2> 2.8283 2.70531
<r> 1.06229 1.04900
<r ' ) 4.00801 4.00615

Ca2 +
<r2> 0.8573 0.85301

are very close to the Hartree-Fock data. In several cases the XaSCF values are as good as 
the Hartree-Fock ones or sometimes they are even better. A comparison with the other 
values of a show that the aSCF and aHF give better results than the a = 1 or a = 2/3.

Table III presents the total energy of some light atoms. In addition to Xa results 
with exchange parameters aSCF, Table III contains the Hartree-Fock data [15], the 
values obtained from the Hartree-Fock plus correlation energies [16], and the LSD 
(local-spin-density) energies [17]. For Ne and Ar atoms Xa total energies calculated 
using the parameters aGWB and aGWB are also available [4]. The Xa total energy
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ТаЫе II

Expectation values of powers of the radius for Ne and Ar atoms calculated by the Hartree-Fock [15] and Xa 
methods with a ^ r , aHF, a = l  and a = 2/3 parameters. Experimental values <r2> are obtained from

diamagnetic susceptibility [13]

HF
Xa

Exp
aSCF aHF a=  1 R II JO u>

Ne
<r2> 0.9372 0.84-0.98 0.9591 0.9701 0.8509 1.0038
<r> 0.7891 0.7922 0.7959 0.7539 0.8070
< r - ‘> 3.1113 3.1168 3.1113 3.1782 3.0953

Ar
0 2> 1.4464 1.34-1.38 1.4570 1.4530 1.2948 1.4894
o > 0.8928 0.8928 0.8918 0.8519 0.9004
< r - ‘> 3.8734 3.8741 3.8753 3.9277 3.8648

Table III

Total energy (in Ry) of some light atoms calculated by Hartree-Fock [15], Hartree- 
Fock plus correlation [16], the LSD [17] and Xa methods with a^p parameters

Z HF HF +correlation LSD Хо̂ ОС̂ р)

10 -257.095 -257.855 -256.427 -257.825
11 -323.720 -324.490 -322.847 -322.725
12 -399.231 -400.085 -398.234 -399.263
13 -483.755 -484.671 -482.587 -483.107
14 -577.710 -578.696 - -577.418
15 -681.438 -682.479 -679.937 -680.968
16 -795.012 -796.199 - -794.567
17 -918.966 -920.296 - -918.508
18 -1053.638 -1055.096 -1051.792 -1053.117

determined applying the parameters aGWB is —257.459 Ry for Ne and —1054.657 Ry 
for Ar. The Xa total energy calculated using the parameters aGWB is —256.862 Ry and 
—1052.947 Ry for Ne and Ar, respectively. It can be seen that the Xa method with 
parameters a^p generally gives nearly as good results as the Hartree-Fock method and 
always better results than the Xa method with aGWB and aGWB. The Xa total energies 
with parameter a^p are often closer to the exact results than the LSD total energies 
that explicitly contain correlation.

In conclusion, it can be found that the Xa method with ab initio self-consistent 
exchange parameters is nearly as good as the Hartree-Fock method.
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ENTROPY IN THE UNIVERSE*

G. M a r x

Department of Atomic Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The relic microwave radiation indicates that the universe was in the state of thermal 
equilibrium (heat death) in the past. The question arises: how could it happen that the universe 
departed from the thermal equilibrium? According to the models presented here this was the 
outcome of an interplay among dynamic instability, matter differentiation and weakening of some 
interactions.

Past and future are so markedly 
different because the universe 
is still very young. (F. Hund)

Dynamical controversy

The success of the Newtonian programme has been due to the fact that the laws 
of motion have been formulated in the form of time dependent differential equations 
like

q  =  F ( q ) ,  (1)

where q  is a set of variables describing the state. The function F  describes the specific 
interaction, it can be obtained from local observations. In order to get the present state 
q(t) , beside the equation (1) of motion one needs also the initial condition

4(0). (2)

But this cannot be learned by experimenting in laboratories! One tried to borrow it 
from elsewhere, but scientists of the last century were worried about such an alien 
input. To be able to explain the material world by itself, a steady state universe was 
postulated (at least on large scale):

4 =  0.

In this way physicists hoped to get q  by solving time independent equilibrium 
conditions:

F (q)  =  0 .

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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At the turn of the century, however, theoretical investigations led to inherent logical 
and empirical contradictions:

Olbers’ paradoxon is well known: The intensity of the light reaching Earth from a 
star being at distance r is proportional to r ~ 2. The number of stars in a layer of unit 
thickness and radius r  is proportional to r 2, so in a homogeneous universe, being in 
steady state, each layer contributes to the brightness of the sky with the same amount. 
In an infinite universe this would give a brightly glowing sky, so why is it dark at night? 
— Clausius argued that in an eternal universe all differences would have levelled up, the 
universe would have reached its state of maximum entropy long ago. How can it be hot 
and cold, dense and empty at different places? — Seeliger stressed that the known 
equations of motion cannot describe a static homogeneous universe, the potential 
equation

V 2(p =  A n G p

does not have an acceptable solution for a mass density constant in space and time. (G is 
the Newtonian constant of gravity.) How comes that the sky does not fall onto our 
head?

The greatest minds were ready to modify the empirical equations in order to 
force a steady state solution. Finally Alex Friedman took the courage to acknowledge 
that the physical equations of motion did not have static solution at all. He used the 
equations of general relativity and postulated a homogeneous and isotropic universe.

d s 2 =  R ( t )2
_ d r 2 

1+2 K r
+r2(d32 + sin2 9d (p 2) - c 2d t 2

The length scale R ( t )  can be obtained from Einstein’s equation

General relativity also gives

d E + p d V =  0

for an adiabatically closed world, in our case

d (t  R 3 p c 2 ) + p d  (t  r 3 )  = 0 ‘

If the equation p  =  p ( R )  of state is known, Eq. (4) gives p ( R )  and the Eq. (3) enables us to 
compute R(t) . E.g. in a dust (nonrelativistic gas) dominated universe p - 4 p c 2, 

consequently A n R 3 p ß  =  M  =  const, and Eq. (3) gives

R 2 =  2 G M / R  +  2 K  (5)
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and all of its solutions show a singularity R  =  0. There is a combined empirical and 
theoretical indication that К  cannot be large. E.g. by putting К  =0 and by choosing R  

= 0 as the origin of time, one gets

R(r) = (4.5GAf)1/3t2/3 and p ( t ) = l / 6 n G t 2 . (6)

(Hawking and Penrose confirmed later that even if one dropped the specific restrictions 
about p  and p , the realistic solutions of Einstein’s equations could not be extended to 
infinity in both directions of the time axis. Only empty universe could be static.)

The theoretical conclusion has been confirmed empirically by the observation of 
the runaway of galaxies (the overall expansion of the universe). This has invalidated the 
objections cited above.

Thermodynamical controversy

If the universe was dense in the past, how comes that the present cool world is not 
dominated by medium-heavy nuclei having the deepest binding (like Fe) but it is 
abundant in light elements (H, He, О, С)? Gamow offered the answer that the early 
universe was hot. The entropy of the black body radiation at temperature T  is

45 h 3c 3

16л3 к * 

135~äV ( T R ) 3 .

If radiation has reached its thermal equilibrium,

d S = ( d E  +  p d V ) / T =  0,

then S  =  const gives T~R _1. This results in a radiation (mass) density

p t t i = ( n 2/ l 5 ) k * T * / h 3c 3 ~ R - \  (7)

to be compared to the (nonrelativistic) gas density

Pgas= 3 M / 4 n R 3 ~ R ~ 3 . (8)

By approaching the limit í-*0, R - * 0, prad diverges faster and exceeds pgas. In the early 
era of radiation dominance p x p rad~ R ~ *  so

М р ш - q A / R ) .

Eq. (3) gives (for K =  0)

k / R  = ( S n G / 3 ) p .  (9)

The two equations combined offer the solution

prad=(я2/15)к4Т4/А3с5 = 3/32лСг2 (10)
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and from this one gets T~f_1/2. In this way the thermal history of the past can be 
reconstructed as far as the behaviour of matter is explored in high energy laboratories.

The prediction of the early hot universe has been confirmed by the discovery of 
the cosmic microwave background noise. Radioastronomical observation has shown 
that this radiation is highly isotropic (up to 4-5 decimals), its spectrum has a Planck 
shape corresponding to a temperature T =  2.7 K. This means that at present the 
number of (microwave) photons exceeds the number of atomic particles by a factor of 
109, so the overall entropy of the universe is mainly due to photons, nowadays atomic 
contribution is negligible.

By ^constructing the past of the universe by using the formulas R ~t2/3 (while 
PgaS> Prad) and Ttad~ R  l , one obtains that space cooled below 104 К within the first 
million years. Before that it was k T > \  eV, charged matter was completely ionized, 
interacting immediately with electromagnetic waves. After that ions formed neutral 
atoms, which became practically invisible for electromagnetic waves. Since that the 
mean collision time of photons got larger than the age of the universe, so the relic 
radiation depicts the state of the universe within the first million years! (The picture is, 
however, red shifted.) The Planck shape of its spectrum tells us that the universe was in 
thermal equilibrium 105 years after its origin! (No wonder: gravity was able to 
thermalize the very early — hot and dense — universe within Planck time.) The relic 
radiation we observe is not a bliss of creation but the glow of hell!

Our world certainly is not in thermal equilibrium now. How can a closed system 
get out of thermal equilibrium? This question is a burning one since decades [3]. In the 
next chapters models will be presented to show that the rejuvenation of our world is the 
outcome of an interplay among dynamical instability, matter differentiation and 
weakening of some interactions [11, 12].

Gas model

Let us consider two equal containers, one filled with argon gas, the other with 
nitrogen gas; both at 2 atm pressure and 200 °C (Fig. 1 A). The equal temperatures are 
consequences of a thermal contact between the two pistons. In this equilibrium state 
there is no arrow of time. — Remove now half of the weights! Both gases expand 
quickly. By raising the pistons, they perform the same work against gravity at the cost 
of their internal thermal motion. The monoatomic argon cools to 76 °C, the diatomic 
nitrogen cools to 121 °C (Fig. IB). Nitrogen molecules store energy in the form of 
molecular rotations as well, so in order to perform the same work, nitrogen gas has to 
cool less.) Expansion against gravity created temperature difference! (One could even 
drive a steam engine for a while.) But heat conduction starts immediately to level up the 
temperatures, the appearance of an arrow of time is only a transient phenomenon. Due 
to the weak (thermal) coupling between the two pistons, they will soon reach a new 
thermal equilibrium at a common temperature of 104 °C.
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о о » °° °« rf> . 3. *
° ° о „ *° , 1 ^ 0 °  °° %

200 °C 200 °C
Fig. IA

To build up this model to a closed system, let us assume that Einstein’s world is 
filled with two gases: one is monoatomic, the other is diatomic (with molecular masses 
m„ m 2 and with temperatures T t , T2; each of them containing N / 2  molecules within a 
sphere of radius R). The energy, pressure and entropy of the gas mixture are:

E  =  ( N / 2 ) ( m l c 2 +  1.5 fcTJ + K c 2+ 2.5 k T 2), (11)

P = N ( k T 1 +  k T 2y 2 V ,  (12)

S = 0.75 k N  In T 2 +1.25 k N  ln T 2 +  k N \ n  V. (13)

The Einstein’s equation (3) reads for K  =  0:

k 2 =  2  G E / R c 2 (14)

or by introducing dimensionless variables

r — R m c / h ,  x  =  k T l / 2 ( m l + m 2)c2, у = feT2/2(m1+m2)c2 (15)
one gets

f  =  g \ _ N ( l + 3 x  +  5 y ) / r y 12. (16)

The entropy (13) can be expressed by the same variables:

S  = ( k N /Л) [In (xV ) + In (y5r6)]. (17)
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Now one can imagine three different scenarios:
S c e n a r io  A :  There are no collisions between different molecules (Ti = T2, S, 

= const, S2 = const separately, complete thermal isolation). As space expands 
according to Eq. (16), both gases cool down independently and adiabatically:

x ~ r ~ 2, y ~ r - 1-2, (18)

evidently conserving the overall entropy (17) as well. The different molar heats result in 
different cooling rates (18), so temperature difference will be created, mainly in the fast 
initial phase of the expansion (Fig. 2A).

a = 0

Q s 3

a = 30

a = oo
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S c e n a r i o  D: There are frequent collisions between all sorts of molecules (Ti = T2). 
During expansion both gases cool at the same rate:

x  =  y ~ r - 1 5  (19)

Matter is in thermal equilibrium all the time (Fig. 2D):

S  =  2 N  In (xr15) = const.

S c e n a r i o  B: There are frequent collisions among monoatomic molecules, 
frequent collisions among diatomic molecules, but rare collisions among different 
molecules. The thermal coupling of the two gases is not enough to equalize their 
temperatures, but there is a sort of modest heat conduction between them:

x = — 2 x r / r  +  A ( y  — x ) /  3, (20)

ÿ — — l - 2 y r / r  — A ( y  — x ) /5 .  (21)

(The first terms on the right hand side take the expansion cooling into account, r~A, 
where A is the de Broglie wave length of molecules. The second terms describe the heat 
conduction. Here the factors are chosen so that Eq. (4) is satisfied all the time.) Now the 
behaviour of this system is described by the equations (16), (20), (21). As indicated on 
Figures 2B-C, the early fast expansion creates temperature difference, but the 
temperatures equalize in the later — more quiet — phase, as a consequence of heat 
conduction. Any temperature difference is a transient phenomenon, its duration 
depends on the value of the conduction coefficient A . Heat conduction is surely 
irreversible, producing an increase in the entropy S  (Eq. (13), solid lines on Figures 2B- 
C):

d S > ( d E  +  p d V ) / T =  0. (22)
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This last remark deserves some attention. In scenario D the expansion started 
from and went through equilibrium states, so the entropy was constant (because it had 
already its maximum value). In scenario В one experienced a sequence of non
equilibrium states with irreversible process going on, consequently the entropy started 
from the same value as in scenario D, but later it increased! How is it possible for S  to 
increase above the maximum value? The straightforward answer is that after the first 
moment different scenarios (different conductivity coefficients) led to different 
universes. According to scenario A the pressure behaves (Eqs (12), (18), 19)) like

P = Po(<J5 + <?4-2)/2, (23)
where q  =  R ( 0 ) / R ( t )  is the inverse expansion ratio. In scenario D it behaves like

P = P o q A \  (24)
being smaller than in the earlier case (Fig. 3). In scenario В the pressure is somewhere 
between the values (23) and (24). If one starts the integrations from identical initial 
conditions, at a later time t the sizes of R (t) will be different in different scenarios. 
(Smaller conductivity A ,  larger entropy S  leads to faster expansion.)

Model of gas with radiation

Let us consider an expanding Einstein’s world filled with ionized plasma and 
radiation. At a certain temperature neutral atoms will be formed, the (monoatomic) gas 
decouples from thermal radiation, both expand adiabatically, but independently of 
each other. The gas temperature T) deviates from the radiation temperature T2 . This 
leads to irreversible phenomena.

This happens in our actual universe.
Our second model deals with such a two-component system, expanding against 

its own gravitational attraction, consequently cooling. The energy, pressure and
entropy of the system are:

E  =  N m c 2 +  l . 5 N k T y + ( n 2/ 1 5 ) ( k * / b 3c 3) T Î V ,  (25)

p=NkTl/V+(n2/45) (k4/A3c3)T3, (26)

S= 1.5 k N  In Ту +  k N  In К+(4я2/45)(к4/А3с3)Т^К (27)

Einstein’s equation (14) is with dimensionless variables:

f2 = (2Gm3c3/A3) [N(1 +  x ) / r  +  b r 2y*~\, (28)

where x  =  З к Т у / Ъ п с 2, у  = 7>kT2/ 2 m c 2, r  = R m c / h  and b  = 64я3/3645. The entropy of this 
two-component system can be expressed with the same variables:

S/fc = 1.57V In (xr2) + 2 b ( y r ) 3 . (29)
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Now let us consider again three scenarios:
S c e n a r io  A :  The neutral atoms do not interact with radiation, the two 

components cool adiabatically (A~R), but due to their different scaling behaviour 
(energy quantum = h e / к  for photons and = /i2/8mA2 for atoms) the nonrelativistic 
component cools at a much faster rate (Fig. 4A):

x ~ r ~ 2, y ~ r ~ 1 . (30)

Each term of the entropy (29) remains constant.

Fig. 4B
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S c e n a r i o  D :  There are frequent collisions between the atoms and photons, so they 
have a common temperature (x = y). The x(r) function can be obtained from the 
equation

S / k =  1.5N  In (xr2) + 2b(xr)3 = const. (31)

By substituting x(r) into Eq. (28) and by integrating it numerically, one gets an 
expansion through equilibrium states (Fig. 4D).

S c e n a r i o  B : There is now a weak heat transfer which tries to level up the 
temperature difference, created by the different expansion rates of the adiabatic 
cooling. If one writes

x=  — 2 x r / r  +  ( A / N ) ( y  — x), (32)

ÿ =  - y r / r - ( A / 4 b r 3y 3) ( y - x ) ,  (33)

the condition (4) of the Einstein’s equations is satisfied, but the irreversible heat transfer 
from radiation to the cooler gas increases the entropy (29) (solid lines on Figures 4B-C). 
The integration may always start from isothermal equilibrium (let us say, from the 
formation of neutral atoms out of ions). In case of strong thermal coupling equilibrium 
states follow each other ( S  = const, Fig. 4D). In case of weak coupling non-equilibrium 
states emerge, leading to irreversible processes and to increase of entropy (Fig. 4C). 
Again, there is no paradoxon in this conclusion: at a given time t  the actual size R ( t )  of 
the universe depends on the chosen value of A . The difference in the expansion rates 
becomes considerable at the time when the densities of gas and radiation are 
comparable. No wonder: the escape from thermal equilibrium is a consequence of an 
interplay between the dynamical instability inherent in the equation of motion (3), (28) 
and the differentiation of matter (the different adiabatic cooling rates (30)).

Realistic cosmological models

In this Chapter we shall shortly recapitulate, how current cosmological models 
depict the history of our universe, in order to explain its present structure. We shall do it 
in order to be able to show that in certain time periods two components of cosmic 
material decouple from each other, consequently they cool at unequal rates, in this way 
irreversible non-equilibrium processes may start, which lead to transient processes and 
may enable structure formation. Some of these transient structures give the 
characteristic face of our world. (This reminds us of a cloud chamber. At the beginning 
the air-alcohol-gas mixture is compressed — it is in thermal equilibrium at room 
temperature. We expand the volume quickly, which produces an adiabatic cooling. At 
the low temperature the new equilibrium state would be air + liquid alcohol. But the 
formation of droplets needs time, so for a transient period one has air + overcooled 
alcohol vapour. This is just the short sensitivity period of the cloud chamber: if an
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ionizing particle passes through the chamber, its trajectory will be made visible by the 
chain of droplets formed around the ions.)

In order to be specific, we use the standard cosmological model, complemented 
with the inflationary scenario of the Grand Unified Theory (GUT).

B o t t l e n e c k  1: Let us recall the formula (5). If K < 0  then R ( t ) ~ *oo is excluded. 
After a finite time expansion stops and then the world will collapse. The condition for 
the universe to be practically infinite in space and time can be taken from Eq. (5):

p = Peru. where p ctil= ( 3 / 8 n G ) ( R / R ) 2 =  3 / 8 n G x 2 . (34)

The present expansion rate is known empirically: x ~ l =  R { t ) / R ( t )  =  50  km/s per 
megaparsec, leading to the value pcrit = 1026 kg/m3. Astronomical evidence indicates 
that the actual value of p  cannot differ from this critical value by orders of magnitude. 
Using formula (34) in Eq. (5), taking the solution (6) into account one gets

l - p / p cri, =  2 K / R 2 ~ t .

If there was 11 — p/pcrit| >  10”12, say, at 10"40 s when thermal equilibrium was first 
established, this deviation would have increased (proportionally to the age t  of the 
world) to 1045 till today! If p » p crit, there would be no galaxies on the sky. If p^> pcrit, 
the world would have collapsed long ago. What could be the explanation that the 
universe was extremely fine tuned to p = pcril, i.e. to K = 0 ?  [4].

According to GUT the early universe thermalized itself by gravitational 
interactions within Planck time. At such high energies all particles were massless, all 
gauge interactions were of the same strength, matter behaved like black body radiation. 
(Its Gibbs free energy was zero.) The differentiation of matter into light and heavy 
particles, differentiation of forces to weak and strong interactions can be attributed to a 
phase transition: the freezing of the vacuum resulted in an order parameter W >  0. As a 
consequence different particles picked up different rest energies: m,c2 = g, W >  0. During 
the vacuum phase transition a latent heat (Q  per unit volume) was liberated which 
warmed the world to a temperature T ( Q  ~  T4). This heat may be the origin of the huge 
entropy what we observe now by radio telescopes in the form of microwave noise.

The cooling of the early universe was very fast, due to the rapid expansion (for 
small r values r~r" 1 in Eq. (28)). But freezing of vacuum (to start formatting domains 
with non-vanishing order parameters) needed a certain time. So the universe was 
actually overcooled for a considerable period [6]. An energy density Q  remained latent 
in the ’liquid vacuum’ in spite of the low temperature of its particle content. If Q  

dominates over the Stefan Boltzmann energy density then Eq. (9) takes the form

(R / R )2 = S n G Q / 3 c 2 =  const, 
i.e.

with

4*

r/r= 1/t0 = const 

x 0 = ( 3 c 2/ 8 n G Q ) ,
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giving the exponential solution

r( t)  =  r( t0) exp [(t —í0)/t0] .

If the duration t  — t 0 of overcooling is large with respect to the constant r0, the universe 
might be inflated by many orders of magnitude. The inflation of r makes the last term 
negligible in Einstein’s equation

( R / R ) 2 =  8 n G p / 3  +  2 K / R ,

which is equivalent of saying that after inflation К  may practically be set zero. 
Conclusion: space and time enough for our world has been created by the 
thermodynamical disequilibrium between the (still liquid) vacuum and the (already 
cool) particles.

B o t t l e n e c k  2 : Radiation has higher entropy than hydrogen gas of the same 
energy. Annihilation of protons plus electrons into photons would increase disorder in 
an irreversible way. According to GUT such transitions may go via the hypothetical X  

particle:
P + e<->AV->photons.

There are still protons around: one for 109 photons. (Luckily not too many. One per 
million would have made the universe recollapsed long ago. One per trillion would be 
not enough to start galaxy buildup.) How comes that in our cool world atoms did not 
annihilate long ago?

At k T > m x c 2 quark matter and antiquark matter were in thermal equilibrium 
with X  particles and radiation, which meant equal number of quarks and antiquarks. 
When k T dropped below m x c 2, the equilibrium number N x ~ e x p (  — m x c 2/ k T )  of X  

particles became practically zero. The actual decay of X  particles was, however, weak 
and slow, so they survived for a while in the cool environment. When they decayed in an 
irreversible way, they produced a tiny excess of quarks over antiquarks, due to the 
observed slight inherent asymmetry of weak interactions. If we assume that at this time 
X  was one sort out of 103 sorts of particles, and if N  was the overall number of particles, 
then N x =  10“ 3 N. If the semileptonic branching ratio is assumed to be 10" 3 and if the 
asymmetry of weak decay is 10 3, then the number of quark excess produced by the 
decay of X  particles is B =  10-3 ■ 10~3 • N x =  10-9 N. Later on antiquarks annihilated 
with quarks, only the excess quarks survived. Almost all particles decayed into 
photons, their entropy has been transferred to what is called today photon entropy. 
This means that the present photon number is a: N .  Thus the present ratio of baryonic 
charge to photon number can be estimated to be B / N ~  10 “9, in acceptable agreement 
with the empirical evidence. The universe has cooled down so fast, that a tiny fraction of 
its material got trapped in the quark state (of low entropy). Quarks may decay into 
radiation (of high entropy) only by tunnelling slowly through the X  barrier (Fig. 5). 
Their decay lifetime is estimated to be longer than 1030 years. This is why our present 
world (stuffed mainly by photons) still contains some quarks (condensed into protons 
and neutrons) as overcooled transient relics from the hot k T  >  m x c 2 era. It contains
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Fig. 5

protons enough to make stars and planets, but not enough to terminate world history 
too early by a collapse.

B o t t l e n e c k  3 : After quark-antiquark pair annihilation one had mainly photons 
and leptons in equilibrium due to electromagnetic and weak interactions. When the 
densities and energies became low, weak collision time became longer than the age of 
the universe, so neutrinos got decoupled from the electron-positron-photon plasma. 
Both components cooled adiabatically according to the law T ~ À ~ l ~ R ~ l .

When k T  dropped below 2 m ec 2 = l  MeV (after about 1 s), electrons and 
positrons annihilated into photons, in this way they transferred their entropy to the 
electromagnetic radiation, increasing the photon temperature:

S  — S rad +  S e - + S e+ 4* 2 (  7 7\fc*7*L 4я2 k4T„e
45 \  8 8 / H3c 3 45 h 3c 3

giving Tney/= T 0]d (11/4)1/3. Since this era the neutrinos became a bit cooler than 
photons: Tv=(4/1 l)1/3Trad. The present temperature of weakly interacting massless 
particles must be lower than the measured temperature of photons, Trad =  2.7 K. ‘Cold’ 
particles are not warmed up because weak collisions like v + e-»e + v are very rare.

B o t t l e n e c k  4 : In the cooling universe the quark excess condensed to neutrons and 
protons. Their number ratio was given by Boltzmann’s formula:

N ( n ) / N ( p )= exp [ -(M„ -  M p)c2/ k T ~\,

i.e. practically one while k T > ( M „  — Mp)c2 = 0.75 eV. The temperature dropped below 
this value after the first second. At lower temperatures the equilibrium number of 
neutrons is practically zero, but their actual decay into protons n->p++e~+v is a 
weak and slow process, taking about 10 minutes. Free neutrons survived for a few 
minutes in a cool world where nuclear binding already became possible. This is again a 
non-equilibrium situation! Some of the neutrons got captured by protons, making light 
nuclei, others decayed. When the free neutrons disappeared, the nuclear buildup 
stopped before establishing an equilibrium distribution of chemical elements. Heavy 
hydrogen and lithium are excellent nuclear (fusion) fuels, so they could not originate 
from hot stars, only in the cool outer space, when free neutrons were still present. Their 
further fusion is prevented by the mutual Coulomb repulsion of the positive nuclei.
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B o t t l e n e c k  5 : In the first 105 years, above k T >  1 eV gases were completely 
ionized. The charged ions were coupled to light by electromagnetic interaction, so ion 
temperature and photon temperature were equal. When the world cooled below 
ionization temperature, electrons were captured by nuclei. The neutral atoms 
decoupled from electromagnetic waves. As shown in our second model, nonrelativistic 
gas cools like R  2, radiation like R  l . While radiation cooled from 10000 К to 100 K, 
the gas cooled from 10000 К to 1 K. Again temperature difference was created! In the 
cool hidrogén gas (slightly contaminated by light elements) statistical fluctuations 
produced mass concentrations. If these clouds were large enough, their excess gravity 
helped them to survive against thermal motion. Unluckily this happened too late: the 
gas density in the universe was too low to make galaxies. The galaxy formation might 
start earlier if there were cold (weakly interacting) nonrelativistic particles (like massive 
neutrinos [7]) around. Because they were not coupled to electromagnetic radiation, 
they started the faster nonrelativistic cooling T~ R  ~2 much earlier, reaching a very low 
temperature till today. These slow particles (affected by gravity) might build up the first 
astronomical objects (neutrino superstars?) before the formation of neutral atoms. The 
gravitational fields of these (neutrino?) superstars were already present when the 
neutral hydrogen gas appeared. The neutral atoms cooled and fell into the 
gravitational wells of (neutrino?) superstars, forming the first hydrogen clouds, which 
later differentiated into galaxies and stars [2, 8, 9, 14].

B o t t l e n e c k  6 : The present atomic universe contains today 75% hydrogen, these 
simplest nuclei, in spite of the fact that iron offers the deepest binding energy per 
particle. Nuclear material was trapped in hydrogen (characteristic for a hot thermal 
universe) because the fast cooling and the electric repulsion among positive nuclei 
prevented reaching nuclear equilibrium appropriate for a cold world. Later the 
contraction work of gravity heated up some fragments of matter (called stars) to several 
million degrees, offering a new chance for nuclear fusion. The first step would be the 
1H + 1H-»2He reaction, but 2He isotope does not exist. (This is why the Sun does not 
explode like an H bomb.) The only slight chance for lasting fusion is a simultaneous 
weak decay:

*H + 1H->2He-+2H + e+ +v. (35)

From now on fusion may run via strong interactions, but the ‘weak’ bottleneck at the 
first step (35) slows down the nuclear fusion chain from microseconds to billions of 
years, offering ample time for biological evolution.

T h e  U l t i m a t e  B o t t l e n e c k s : Our universe is about 16 billion years old. It is made 
mainly of thermal radiation, but some surviving protons, light elements, stars and 
planets give it the shape we know. There exists a thermodynamical arrow of time. How 
long will these transient disequilibrium phenomena last? This is under discussion in 
recent literature [1, 5].

Nuclear material will be transformed into iron, stars will become black dwarfs, 
neutron stars or black holes in 1010 or 1012 years.
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Protons may decay into positrons and radiation, stars and planets may crumble 
away through X  tunnelling in 1030 to 1032 years.

Positrons (of proton decay) and electrons (left over from atoms), massive 
neutrinos and antineutrinos will annihilate into radiation in lO40 to 1080 years (if 
leptons remain bound in (neutrino?) superstars).

Even black holes may annihilate in IO70— lO90 years.
In about lO100 years matter may turn ‘back’ into radiation (without rest mass, 

possessing ‘maximum’ entropy), if the expansion is not too fast ( K  =  0). (Some fast 
expanding scenarios with K <  0 prolong the existence of some massive particles ad 
infinitum [5].)

Conclusion

The discussion of some simplified and other more realistic models has shown 
that in order to be able to explain the (transient) deviation of the universe from thermal 
equilibrium, beside the inherent instability of Einstein’s equation one has to take into 
account the (transient) differentiation of matter: the emergence of ‘weak’ forces, which 
can make the rate of thermalization among different components of matter slower than 
the creation of thermal differences by adiabatic expansion.

Gravity created stars and planets. Strong interactions created protons, neutrons, 
nuclei: they stabilized the chemical elements. Electromagnetic interactions created and 
stabilized atoms, molecules, solids. And weak interactions created the arrow of time. 
All together have shaped our world as we watch it today.

Appendix: Computations

The equations of the Gas Model (16), (20), (21) were rewritten for computation as

G = r0 +  d  [2V(1 + 3x0 + 5y0)/r0] 1/2,

x l = x 0(r0/ r i )2, y i = y 0(r0/ r i ) i l 2 ,

X 2 =  XI +  ( a d /3) (y ! -  хД  у2 = у 1 -  ( a d /5) (у, -  x t),

where d  =  g  ■ A t . By starting with e.g. N = l ,  x=y = 0.4, d  =  0.03 one gets at t =  10 the 
following values:

r  =  7.032 and S — S ( 0 ) = ( 0 ) if a=<
r  =  7.008 2 2 2 1
r = 6.991 92 4
r = 6.983 39 10
r = 6.978 8 40

showing how different heat conductivity coefficients lead to different universes of 
different (actual and ‘maximum’) entropy values at a given later time. (As a rule, higher
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entropy leads to faster expansion and larger size.) These initial conditions were used in 
Fig. 2, the two temperatures (thin lines) and the entropy change (solid curve) were 
plotted for the time interval 1-40 (139 steps). Fig. 2A is for a = 0, Fig. 2B for a = 3, 
Fig. 2C for a = 30, Fig. 2D for a=oo.

The equations of the Gas + Radiation Model were rewritten for computation as

r ! = r 0 + d [ N (  1 + x 0) / r 0 + b y t  r \ ] 112,

X i ^ o K A i ) 2 . У =  Уого/ г 1’

x 2 =  X i - ( a d / N )  O’! - X i ) ,  y 2 = y i + ( a d / 4 b r l y i ) Oi ~*i)

(with a d  =  A A t ) .  In our computation we used the initial conditions JV = 0.0001, x  =  y  

= 0.3, d =  5, r = 1. (At these initial conditions the masses of gas and radiation were 
comparable, so the interplay of the two components could manifest itself in creating 
temperature difference and irreversibility.) At f = 1000 (after 200 steps) this gave the 
following values:

= 12.096 and S-S(0) if a = (
= 12.094 173 10
= 12.087 108 10
= 12.089 27 10
= 12.052 1 10

It can be seen how higher entropy is related to faster expansion. The same initial 
conditions were used in Fig. 4, when the two temperatures and the entropy curve was 
plotted in the time interval 0-700 (in 139 steps). Fig. 4A has used A =0, Fig. 4Bhas used 
A  =  10, Fig. 4C has used A  — 10, Fig. 4D has used A = co.
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ENERGY-ENERGY CORRELATIONS 
FOR THE p p  COLLIDER*

F. CsiKOR and G . PÓCSIK 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

Hadronic energy-energy correlations (EEC) for the pp collider are defined and calculated in 
QCD in the colliding parton center of mass frame of each event. Normalized EEC calculated from 
only those events for which the parton and the pp center of mass frames coincide is also investigated. 
It is shown that in both cases the normalized EEC are quite insensitive to the choice of parton density 
parametrizations and may thus serve as reasonable tests of QCD.

Jet physics for the p p  collider has been a very successful field in the last years [1]. 
Experimentally determined inclusive jet yields reasonably agree with the QCD 
predictions. The clear emergence of two jet events makes possible a direct study of the 
underlying parton-parton interaction, too. On the other hand multijet final states are 
not yet studied in detail. Only well separated three jet systems were studied by 
measuring poul distributions (where p oul is the momentum perpendicular to the plane 
defined by the colliding p p  and the highest transverse momentum jet.) To study more 
complicated final states it is natural to take over experience obtained in e +e ~  

annihilation.
In this note we discuss the ways energy-energy correlations (EEC) — which have 

proven to be very useful in e +e ~  annihilation — may be defined for the p p  collider. 
Though next to leading order calculations are not expected to be available in the near 
future, we mention that EEC are properly defined, “infrared safe” cross sections, which 
are finite in higher order QCD [2]. EEC are sensitive to two jets only through jet 
fragmentation, while the first real contribution comes from three jet final states. On the 
other hand, measuring EEC it is not necessary to set up a specific jet definition, EEC is 
simply defined in terms of observed hadron energies. The EEC cross section is not a 
Lorentz invariant quantity. To be as close as possible to the e +e~  annihilation case, we 
shall always define EEC in the colliding parton center of mass frames of each event. A 
different definition of EEC the so called transverse EEC is given in [3].

We define the normalized energy-energy correlation function as

F (  cos *) =
N

f  1 y E AaE Ab( 2 - Ô J

a = i A x  sin X L  (E a)2 ( 1 )

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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where the label A  specifies the event A  — 1,.. .,1V and the energies and angles are 
measured in the center of mass frames of the colliding partons. This frame will be 
identified with the rest frame of the (hard scattered) final state hadrons. The first sum is 
over the accepted events (see later), while the second sum is over all pairs of accepted 
hard scattered hadrons a, b, whose momenta are at relative angles between x  and x  

+  A x . E Aa, E Ab are the energies of particles a, b  and E A is the total energy of the (hard 
scattered) final state hadrons in event A .  F (cos x) satisfies the usual normalization

condition: J F(cosx)«cos x =  1.

The accepted events/particles may be defined in several ways resulting in 
different EEC functions. For obvious reasons, we impose the usual pseudorapidity 
cuts, i.e. I y  I < y max on the accepted hadrons. Second, we require that the total transverse 
energy E T of the accepted hadrons be larger than £min. This requirement should ensure 
that the event is a hard scattering one. The EEC function defined with these 
requirements we shall call F,(cos x)- Thinking on the parton level, it is the three parton 
final state, which first contributes. It might happen e.g. that in a given three parton final 
state only two partons lie in the accepted phase space region. Such events will 
contribute only at x  — 180° (and by self correlation at 0°), since the Lorentz 
transformation to the rest frame of the detected partons makes the event back to back. 
Since the fixed order QCD prediction is reliable only for ô  <  x  < 180° — ô(ô ss 30°) such 
events do not contribute in the interesting x  range. Alternatively, one might exclude 
events, which have a large total transverse momentum.

Determining F,(cos x) one has to make a Lorentz transformation for each 
accepted particle into the rest frame of the final state hadrons. To avoid this one may 
accept only those events for which the colliding parton center of mass frame coincides 
with the p p  center of mass frame. The EEC function defined in this way will be called 
F2( c o s x \

The lowest order (leading log) calculation of the EEC function Ft(cos x) is in 
principle straightforward. We have to calculate the convolution of the structure 
functions with the 2->3 subprocess cross sections (known from [4]), insert a <5 function 
to keep the relative angle of the detected partons fixed, multiply by the appropriate 
scaled energy factors, and sum up for all pairs of final partons. To lowest order the 
normalization cross section (<rnorm) is given by a similar expression involving the 2->2 
subprocess cross sections [5]. Schematically

To calculate the EEC function F2(cos x) one has to proceed similarly, keeping however 
the momenta of the colliding partons equal in magnitude.

(2)
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Since the normalized EEC functions F,(cos x) are ratios of integrals both of 
which contain the parton densities Gai |p, G a2|p, it is expected that the sensitivity to the 
parton density choice will be less than e.g. for the inclusive jet cross section case (where 
it is very large, see e.g. [6]). To study this expectation (following [7]) we have used two 
different parametrizations: the Owens-Reya (OR) [8] with /1 = 0.5 GeV and the 
Glück-Hofmann-Reya (GHR) [9] parametrization with Л = 0.4 GeV. Following [7], 
in the OR case we have put Q  =  p T and in the GHR case Q  =  2 p T in the denominator of 
Eq. (2) (i.e. <rnorm), while for the numerator (involving the 2-»3 subprocesses) we have 
used Q  =  p T (OR) and Q  =  2 p T (GHR). ( p T is the average transverse momentum of the 
three final partons.) Our results are shown on Figs 1-4 for ^ = 5 4 0  GeV.

Fig. 1 shows F^cos *) for different values of ymax and different parton density 
parametrizations. The sensitivity to the parton density choice is 10-20%, small indeed. 
Fig. 2 shows the £min dependence of F^cos x) at x  =  90°. It is remarkable that Fj is quite 
insensitive to Fmin. The reason is again that both the numerator and the denominator 
in Eq. (2) depend on £min in approximately the same way. Fig. 3 shows the £ min 
dependence of the normalizing cross section anorm (the denominator in Eq. (2)), which of 
course decreases fast with increasing £min.

Fig. 4 shows F 2(cos / )  for different values of ymax and different parton density 
parametrizations. The sensitivity to the parton density choice is again 10-20%.

Figs 1-4 show the lowest order (leading log) QCD results. The pure QCD 
predictions will be modified, when parton fragmentation is taken into account. 
Experience obtained with e +e ~  annihilation shows that fragmentation corrections are 
not negligible even at energies comparable to the Z° mass [10]. EEC are sensitive to the 
choice of fragmentation models applied. This sensitivity — though a great, important 
challenge — is not very large, it is usually less than 20%. Referring to the e +e~  

annihilation experience we do not expect larger sensitivity in the p p  EEC case either. 
Also it is clear that the EEC asymmetry, (defined as A(cos /) = £ (—cos x)  — F(cos x)) is 
less sensitive to the 2 parton final state fragmentation, than the EEC itself. To take into 
account fragmentation corrections in the p p  case (and check the above expectations) 
the only possibility is to perform a complete M.C. calculation with one (or several) of 
the existing fragmentation models. This is, however, outside the scope of the present 
note.

Another source of correction is that our definitions of accepted events/particles 
will necessarily include some low energy hadrons belonging to the spectator jets. 
Because of the presence of the energy factors in the definition, we estimate that this 
correction may be small [11].

In summary, we have defined two kinds of parton center of mass frame 
normalized energy-energy correlation functions. Both of them (and F2(cos x) more 
easily) could be determined from existing collider data. A precise comparison with 
QCD predictions (Figs 1-4) will be possible if fragmentation corrections are properly 
included. Since fragmentation corrections change both the numerator and denomi
nator of Eq. (2), we expect that the net effect will be smaller than in the e +e~
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F, (cos X)

Fig. 1. The EEC function F [(cos y) for different ymtx cuts and parton density parametrizations
for Emi„ = 40 GeV

F, (cos X =0)

--------OR

0.5 -

"L —I----------------- 1----------------- 1---------------- 1___________ I___________ ^

3 0  A O  5 0  6 0  7 0  E ~  [ G e V J

Fig. 2. Emi„ dependence of E,(cos y = 0) with OR [8] parton density parametrization and ymal= l .
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■ 103 n b

0.5

0.1 -

■ O R

3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0  7 0  E m in l G e V  1

Fig. 3. £ min dependence of the normalizing cross section of <rnorm of F,(cos /)  with OR [8] parton density
parametrization and ym>1 = 1.73

F 2 ( c o s  X  )

Fig. 4. The EEC function f '2(cos yj for different ymax cuts and parton density parametrizations
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annihilation case. The theoretical uncertainty of the prediction will be quite small 
(including scale ambiguity, parton density choice ambiguity and fragmentation model 
sensitivity, we estimate it to be less than 40%), thus making experimental determination 
of normalized EEC functions a very reasonable test of QCD in p p  collisions.
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SCALAR BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION 
AND THE RELATIVISTIC 

BOUND STATE PROBLEM*

K. L a d á n y i

Institute o f Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The structure of the scalar Bethe-Salpeter equation is studied in the coordinate space.
Expansion methods are applied to derive a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem. The standard
truncation procedure is modified by using a least-squares variational method.

1. Introduction

The Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equations [1-3] offer an efficient theoretical tool to 
solve relativistic bound state problems. Important progress has been made by using the 
ladder approximation along the lines suggested by Wick [4], Cutkosky [5], Schwartz 
[6], and Schwartz and Zemach [7]. (For reviews and early developments see [8-10].) 
Generalizations of the standard ladder approximation have been presented in order to 
analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the spinor BS wave functions at short distances 
[11-14]. The short-distance properties of the BS wave functions lead to a number of 
predictions for the covariant observables, such as structure functions, distribution 
amplitudes, form factors, anomalous magnetic moments, and other hadronic 
properties [15-19]. In addition, the short-distance analysis is a crucial ingredient in 
bound-state calculations which involve the selection of the admissible asymptotic 
solutions by using the BS normalizability condition [8, 20].

In the present paper we investigate nonperturbative expansion methods which 
can be applied to the solution of relativistic bound-state problems. The BS equation 
will be formulated in the space of a complete set of normalized basis functions. In this 
way, we arrive at a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem which is ideally suited for 
machine computations, since it gives a systematic procedure for generating a sequence 
of higher approximations. Applications of the Rayleigh-Ritz method [21] will be 
discussed. In addition, we suggest a least-squares variational method based on a 
convenient error functional [22]. A similar procedure has been already applied to 
avoid the spurious solutions which may appear in the application of the standard basis 
set expansion methods to the Dirac eigenvalue problem [23]. (The least-squares 
method can also be extended to the scattering theory [24-27].) As an illustrative step, 
we next consider the scalar BS equation of unequal-mass systems in the bound-state 
region.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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2. Ladder approximation

Let us start by writing down the simple interaction Lagrangian

L,= - | - (2.1)

Here the quantum fields ф х(х) ,  ф 2(х), and <p(x) generate scalar particles of rest masses 
m l , m 2, and к ,  respectively. The definition of the covariant BS wave function t p is the 
following

TP(xi, x 2) =  <0| Т ф ^ х ^ ф ^ х ^  I ФРу ,  (2.2)

where | Ф,,) is the Heisenberg state of the composite system which can be characterized 
by total four-momentum Pv. The ladder approximation of the wave function i P 

satisfies the BS equation

(□  i + m \) T P( x t , x 2) (□  2 4- m j )  =

=  3'2 | d c(z; к 2)т р (х ,,х 2), (2.3)

with z =  x t —x 2 and

D '(r , *2) = 1 exp (Q%) 
K2 — q2— ie

(2.4)

Translational invariance implies

TP(x!, x 2) =  <pp(z) exp [ -  i P y( Hi x \  + /12х Ш  (2.5)

with the restriction +/x2 = 1- The calculations will be carried out in the center-of- 
mass (c.m.) coordinate frame by choosing

P 0 =  E ,  P j = 0 0=1,2,3), (2.6)

where E  is the total c.m. energy of the system.
The Wick-rotated relative BS wave function ф(х) is given by [4, 8]

Ф (х)  =  <рР( ~  i x 4 ,X j ) .  (2.7)

Here the vectors z" have been rotated to the real Euclidean values Xj  =  zJ ( j =  1,2,3) and
x4 = iz°.

We shall apply the following notations

□  = d A =  £  d2/dx2v, (2.8)
V — 1

R = (xvxv)1/2, xvxv= X X2. (2.9)
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The BS equation of the Wick-rotated wave function ip (x) can be derived by using 
Eqs (2.3H2.9). One obtains

where g  — g ' /A n ,

and

l F ( x ) - g 2 V (R - ,K 2m * )  =  0,

F ( x ) =  I - П + 2 g t E - ----- g j E 2 +  m j

X j ^ - D -
d_

d x 4
2 g 2E - ^ ---- g \ E 2 +  m \

Л I,*
K(Ä; /с2)=  — K J k R ) .

(2.10)

( 2. 11)

( 2. 12)

( K { is the first-order modified Bessel function.) In the short-distance limit we get

К(Я;к2) - 4 /Г 2 + 2к1пЯ as R -0 . (2.13)

The numerical calculations can be simplified by applying the Vosko approximation of 
the interaction kernel V (R ;  к 2) [28]. This approximation is of the form

4
K(K;k2)~   ---- R_2[(l +/cR)e~**-1-0(1 + 2 к К ) е ~ 2кК~\, (2.14)1 + a

where ä  =  0.66746. In the subsequent part of this paper we shall choose the convention

R i = R 2  = { •  (2.15)

In addition, the mass scale will be fixed by

m 1 =  l  + 5 ,  m 2 =  l - S ,  |* |<1. (2.16)

The BS equation of equal-mass systems (J=0) becomes

[Т0(х ) -з 2К(Я;к2)]^(х) = 0, (2.17)
where

( r ’2 \ 2  32
+ - £ 2^ .  (2.18)

Notice that Eq. (2.17) leads to the Wick-Cutkosky model [4,5,8] if the exchange mass 
к  is zero.
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3. Separation of the angular variables

a )  E x p a n s io n  o f  th e  s c a l a r  B S  w a v e  f u n c t i o n  in  p a r t ia l  

w a v e  a m p l i t u d e s  o f  0(4)

We shall use the angular variables в, 9, and <p as defined by

* 1  =  R  sin 9  sin 9 sin tp, x 2 =  R  sin 0 sin 9 cos tp, (3.1)

x3 = R  sin 0 cos 9, x4 = Äcos0. (3.2)
One obtains

r =  R  sin 0, r = (xf+ X2 + x§)1/2. (3.3)

The BS equation (2.10) is invariant under rotations in the three-dimensional subspace, 
and the wave functions ф (х )  can be characterized by the total angular momentum 
quantum numbers J  and M .  Thus, we have

Ф (х) = ̂ j m (x ) = d>j (r, x4) Y jM(3 , <p). (3.4)

Here Yj m  is the three-dimensional spherical harmonic, and the wave function can be 
written as

< P j ( r , x J = $ j ( R , e ) .  (3.5)

As a first step, we consider the BS wave functions at vanishing c.m. energy E. In 
this limit the BS equation (2.10) is invariant under the transformations of the four
dimensional rotation group 0(4). Consequently, the BS wave functions ф (х )  have the
following form [29]

№ = f N - j ( R ) Y NJM(Ci) for E - 0, (3.6)

N  — J  =  n = 0 , 1,2,........  (3.7)

Here f„ ( R )  is a radial BS wave function, and the four-dimensional scalar spherical 
harmonics YNJM(£2) involve the Gegenbauer polynomials [30] C*(cos 0) as given by

-  г„ ш (в ,  Я, V ) = GÍÍW1W3, ip), (3.8)

« W -  л с ’М ^ - е .  ,3.9,

Let us turn to the analysis of the BS wave functions at finite c.m. energies E. In 
this case, the 0(4) invariance of the BS equation is broken according to Eq. (2.11). 
Therefore, we shall expand the wave functions ф (х )  in partial wave amplitudes of 0(4). 
The truncated version of this expansion can be written as [6, 29]

Ф (х) =  ф 2М( х ) =  Kf  f N - j ( R ) Y NJM(Q ). (3.10)
N = J
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Relations (3.4}-(3.5) together with Eqs (3.8) and (3.10) imply

$ j ( R , e ) =  * £  (3.11)
N = J

In summary, the approximate solutions of the BS equation (2.10) can be obtained by 
calculating a finite set of radial BS wave functions f„(R).

b )  R e l a t i o n s

It is convenient to introduce the following notations

d  N  

ä R - R -

, / t  ., m d  N  +  2  
d ( l , N , R ) - d R  + R  ,

d(0; N ,  R )  

d(2; N ,  R) =

Integration by parts gives

d 2 2 N  + \  d N ( N  +  2)

_ d R 2 R  d R  ' R 2

d 2 3 d N ( N  +  2)

' d R 2 +  R d R R 2 ’

d 2 21V+ 3 d N ( N  +  2)

d R 2 + R  d R ' R 2 ■

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

J d R R 3f Z ( R ) d ( - l ; N , R ) f ' ( R ) = -  j  d R R 3 f„ (R )d ( l;  N  +  1, R ) f * ( R ) ,  (3.17)

J d R R 3J Z ( R ) d ( - 2 ; N , R ) f n( R ) =  j d R R 3f n(R)d(2; N  +  2, R ) f * ( R ) ,  (3.18)

j d R R 3f l ( R ) d (  0; N ,  R ) f n( R ) =  |  d R R 3f„ ( R ) d (  0; N ,  R ) f* m(R), (3.19)

provided that the contributions vanish at R  =  0  and oo. Thus, we may write

d t(-l;N ,R )= -d (l;/V + l,R ), (3.20)

dt(-2;N ,R) = d(2;N + 2,R), (3.21)

d \ 0 ; N , R )  =  d ( 0 ; N , R ) .  (3.22)

Simple recursion formulae involving the Gegenbauer polynomials imply [6, 29, 30] 

□ /(Л) w o ) = W ß M (0 ; N ,  R ) f ( R ) ,  (3.23)
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д х .
f ( R ) Y NJM(Q) =  A ( N + \ ,  J ) Y n+  U JM( Q ) d ( - 1; N ,  R ) f ( R ) +

+  A ( N , J ) Y N „ UJM( Q ) d ( l - , N , R ) f ( R ) ,

where

A ( N , J ) = j ^
( N - J ) ( N  +  J +  1) 

N ( N  +  1)
1/2

/4(0,0) = 0.

We shall also use the notations

A (2){2; N ,  J )  =  A ( N +  1, J ) A ( N  +  2, J) ,  

/1,2)(0; N ,  J )  =  [A ( N  +  1, J ) 2 +  I A ( N ,  J)]2.

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

c )  R a d ia l  B S  e q u a t i o n s

Ada Physica Hungarica 62, 1987

Let us substitute the expansion (3.10) into the BS equation (2.10). By using Eqs 
(3.23H3.25), we arrive at the truncated system of radial BS equations which can be 
written as

t  B ( m \ n ) f n( R ) = 0 ,  m  =  0 , 1,2,.. , , K ,  (3.28)
/1 =  0

where
B ( m In)  =  F ( m \ n ) - g 2 V ( R ;  к 2)6тп. (3.29)

The diagonal matrix element F ( n \ n )  becomes

F ( n \ n ) = ^ - d ( 0 ; n  +  J , R ) + l + P - ^  -

— E 2A {2\ 0 ; n + J , J ) d ( 0 - , n + J ,  R ) - 4 P ,  (3.30)

and the nondiagonal matrix elements are given by

F (n \n  +  p ) =  F i0)(n \n  +  p ) d ( p \  n  +  J + p ,  R ) , (3.31)

p = -  2 ,-1 ,1 ,2 , (3.32)

F(0,(nI n  -  2) = -  E 2A i2)(2; n  +  J — 2 , J ) ,  (3.33)

F(0)(n|n —1)= — 4 5 E A ( n  +  J , J ) ,  (3.34)

F(0)(n I n +  1)= -  4 5 E A ( n  +  J + l , J ) ,  (3.35)

F(0,(n|n + 2)= - £ 2/4<2)(2; n +  J ,  J ) . (3.36)

All the other nondiagonal matrix elements of F(w|n) vanish.
Taking into account Eqs (3.21)—(3.22), we observe that

Ft = F for 5 = 0 .  (3.37)
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Thus, in the equal-mass case, the operators F  and Vömn are self-adjoint, the latter being 
positive definite. On the other hand, Eq. (3.20) implies

f t #  F for Ъ Е Ф  0. (3.38)

In other words, the operator F  of an unequal-mass system is not self-adjoint on account 
of the matrix elements F { n \ n ±  1).

The radial BS equations (3.28) can also be written as

t B H( m \ n ) f „ ( R ) = 0 ,  m = 0 , \ , 2 , . . . , K ,  (3.39)
71 —  0

B H(m  \ n) =  F  H(m  \ n ) - g 2 V „(m  \ n), (3.40)
where

F H(m \n )  =  ( - i r F ( m \ n ) ,  (3.41)
and

V H( m \n )  =  ( - \ r V ( R - K 2)őmn. (3.42)

It follows from Eqs (3.20)-(3.22) and (3.31)—(3.36) that the operators F H and V H are self- 
adjoint due to a convenient definition of the scalar product [31, 32]. However, F H and 
V H are no longer positive definite operators (see Eqs (3.41) and (3.42)). One should note 
that, at 5 Е ф 0, the truncated radial BS equations may lead to ghost problems and 
trajectory-mixing phenomena [8, 31-34].

4. Methods of solution

a )  A s y m p t o t i c  s o lu t io n s

Since the leading short-distance behaviour of the solutions is independent of E  

and 5, we next consider the radial BS equations at E =0 and 5 =0. In this case, Eq. (3.28) 
becomes

{[-d(0; N ,  R ) + l ^ - g 2 V ( R -  к2)}/„_7(Я) = 0. (4.1)

We may now proceed to investigate the solution f„ ( R ) in the short-distance limit R - * 0. 
Taking into account Eq. (2.13), standard theory of linear differential equations tells us 
that there exist powerlike asymptotic solutions:

f N . j ( R ) ^ a m R »  as K^0. (4.2)

By substituting Eq. (4.2) into the radial BS equation (4.1), we obtain the homogeneous 
linear equation

& 2\ N , p ) a iN) =  0, (4.3)
with

B (2\ N ,  p )  = [p -(JV + 2)] ( p  — N ) ( p  +  N ) ( p  +  N  +  2). (4.4)
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То guarantee nonzero coefficients a iN), the indices p  must satisfy the indicial equation

& 2\ N , p )  =  0. (4.5)

The solutions of Eq. (4.5) are the following indices

P i — N + 2 ,  p 2 =  M , (4.6)

P3= - N ,  P4=-(N+2).  (4.7)
As /?->0, all the asymptotic solutions f N - j ( R ) are of the powerlike form (4.2) provided 
that the indices p t ( i =  1 ,..., 4) are nondegenerate. Otherwise, according to well-known 
theorems, the short-distance behaviour of the solutions may be governed by 
logarithmic terms.

The crucial ingredient of the bound-state calculations is the selection of the 
admissible solutions which satisfy the BS normalizability condition [8, 20]. Simple 
calculation yields two admissible asymptotic solutions:

/ № )  -  a[lN\ R N + 2 , (4.8)
R - 0

f ÿ ' - A * )  -  a\2\ R N . (4.9)
R - 0

In addition, there are two nonadmissible solutions which can be ruled out by means of 
the BS normalizability condition. These solutions are given by

f V - A R )  -  a \3N\ R - NÄ-0
for N >  0, (4.10)

А4!ЛК) -  uft»K-,N+2) for N >  0. (4.11)
Ä-0

At N  =  J  =  0, the nonadmissible asymptotic solutions are of the form

f o \ R )  a<o3> ln R,  (4.12)
R-+0

f $ ' ( R ) ^ a P R - 2 . (4.13)
K-0

We next discuss the large-distance (Я-»оо) behaviour of the solutions in the 
bound-state region. For simplicity, let us consider Yukawa-like interaction terms 
К(Я; к2) involving nonzero exchange masses к. In this case, the BS equation becomes 
simply the free equation as R - * c c .  One can verify that, at large values of R ,  the four 
independent asymptotic solutions consist of two exponentially decreasing (admissible) 
solutions, and two exponentially increasing ones. Of course, the nonnormalizable 
(exponentially increasing) solutions must be rejected.
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We now are in a position to investigate the eigenvalue problem. In the short- 
distance region ( R —>0) the radial wave functionf N - j ( R )  is a linear combination of two 
admissible asymptotic solutions. Since the BS equation is linear and homogeneous, we 
are left with o n e  f r e e  p a r a m e te r  as we integrate out to the large-distance
region R  —> oo, where tw o  exponentially increasing asymptotic solutions must be 
absent. These conditions may be satisfied only at discrete eigenvalues of some other 
parameter (e.g. g 2) in the BS equation.

b )  R a y l e i g h - R i t z  m e t h o d

To begin with let us expand the radial BS wave functions f n( R ) in terms of a 
complete set of normalizable basis functions (pnJ( R ). The truncated version of this 
expansion is given by

№ ) =  t a n j < P n j ( R ) - (4.14)
i=о

The leading short-distance behaviour of the approximate radial wave functions f ' n( R )  

will be fitted to that of the exact solutions by using Slater-type basis functions q>nj(R ) .  

According to Eq. (4.9), we choose

^ (Ä )=X „Ä -+J+^-**, (4.15)

with a positive nonlinear scale parameter a. ( A nj is a normalization factor.)
The BS eigenvalue problem (3.28H3.29) can also be formulated in the space of 

the basis functions (pnj( R ). By substituting the expansion (4.14) into Eq. (3.28), and using 
the standard procedure, we obtain a homogeneous system of linear algebraic equations 
for the coefficients a nj. The truncated version of these equations can be written as

* ÄZ Z [f(w, h  1 n j ) - g 2 V ( m , h \ n , j J ] a nJ=0,n = 0 j  = 0 (4.16)

m = 0,1,2,.. . , K ;  h  = 0 , 1 ,2 ,..Q, (4.17)
where

F (m , h  1 n , j )  = Om„ 1 F ( m  | n) | <pnjy , (4.18)

V  (m, h \ n , j )  = (<pmh\ V  ( m \n ) \ ( p nj) , (4.19)
and

V ( m \ n ) = V ( R , K 2)0 mn. (4.20)

All the matrix elements of the type (4.18H4.19) are defined by

<<Pmh\Ô(m\n)\(pnj> =  ] d R R 3(pmh( R ) D ( m \n ) ( p nj(R ) .  0 (4.21)
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In addition, we shall use the notation

B ( m , h \  n , j ) =  F (m , h | n , j ) - g 2 V ( m , h \ n , j ) .  (4.22)

Nontrivial solutions of Eq. (4.16) exist if

Determinant|B ( m ,  h \ n , j ) \  =  0 .  (4.23)

In other words, the approximate eigenvalues are prescribed by Eq. (4.23). The matrix 
elements B ( m ,  h \ n , j )  involve the following integrals

Im\h\j) =  ( ( p mh\ V (R ;  K2)\(pmj>, (4.24)

ImXh\j) =  <<Pmh\<PmJ>> (4.25)

l m\h I./) = W m h  1W 0 ;  m + J, R)]21 <pmjy , (4.26)
and

h  1 n , j )  =  ( ( p mh\ d ( p ; n  +  J ,  R ) \ (p nj) , (4.27)
with

m > 0, n =  m  +  p > 0, p = 0, ± 1 ,+ 2 . (4.28)

It is practical to replace the interaction term F(R; к 2) by the Vosko approximation 
(2.14). In this case, all the intégrais (4.24H4.27) can be easily evaluated by using the 
formula

J d R R Ae ~ ” R =  r^ At P  ■ (4.29)
о

For further insight, let us investigate the application of the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method to the solution of the equal-mass BS equation (5 = 0). This method is based on 
the variational functional [6, 28]

2_ \ с Г х ф * ( х ) Р ( х ) ф ( х )  

g  \ d * x i l / * ( x ) V ( R \ K 2)i l/(x) '
(4.30)

In accord with Eqs (3.10), (3.23H3.24), and Eq. (4.14) the functional (4.30) has the 
explicit form [35]

I  I  I  i  a l hF ( m , h \ n , j ) a nJ
2 m - 0  h = 0 n = 0 j  — 0

g - I i I I  a * h V ( m ,  h \ n , j ) a nJ

(4.31)

m  =  О И — 0 n = 0 j —  О

By variation of the expression (4.31 ) with respect *o the linear coefficients a nj, we are led 
to the matrix eigenvalue problem (4.16) which can be solved by a computer. Thus, in 
this way, one can calculate a sequence of approximate eigenvalues [g**'01]2 (and the 
corresponding linear coefficients a n]) by choosing finite and increasing values of К  and 
Q. Since the matrices F  and V  are Hermitean and positive definite (in the equal-mass
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case), the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem [36] ensures that, for J=0, the sequence of 
successive approximations monotonically approaches the true eigenvalues from 
above. In addition, the “optimal” value of the nonlinear scale parameter a can be 
selected by using standard variational procedures. Here we consider the c.m. energy E  

as given and g 2 to be found. By solving the BS eigenvalue problem (4.16) at many values 
of E, we obtain the function g 2(E) from which E (g 2) can be recovered without loss of 
accuracy.

We next discuss the eigenvalue problem (4.16) in the unequal-mass case ( 5 E ^ 0 ) .  

According to Eqs (3.20H3.22) and (3.30H3.36), we have

F ( m , h \ m  +  2 , j )  =  F (m  +  2 , j \ m ,  h ) , (4.32)
and

F (m , h \ m +  1 , j ) =  — F ( m +  lj|m , h). (4.33)

Consequently, the matrix F  is non-Hermitean at nonzero values of 5 E . Of course, we 
may use Eqs (3.39H3.42) to write the eigenvalue problem (4.16) in the Hermitean form

Z Z [^h(™> h I nj)  -  g 2 VH(m, h \ n j y \ a n j=0, (4.34)
n = 0 j  = 0

m =0,1 , 2 , . . K ;  h = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . Q , (4.35)
where

F H(m, h \ n , j )  =  ( -  l ) mF ( m , h \ n , j ) ,  (4.36)
and

V H (m, h I n, j )  =  ( — 1 )m V  (m, h  \ n, j ). (4.37)

We now observe that Eqs (4.19H4.20) and (4.32)-(4.37) imply

F H(m, h \ n , j )  — F H( n , j \ m ,  h), (4.38)
and

VH(m, h \ n , j ) =  VH( n , j \ m ,  h). (4.39)

However, F H and V H are no longer positive definite operators. On account of these 
properties (including Eqs (4.32)~(4.33)), the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem cannot be 
applied in the unequal-mass case 5 E  Ф 0 .  Therefore, in general, one should not expect a 
sequence of monotonically convergent approximations of the eigenvalues g 2 (from 
above) by choosing finite and increasing values of К  and Q. Furthermore, one cannot 
automatically use the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle to select optimal values for 
the nonlinear scale parameter a. This lack of the control of the classical variational 
methods may result in unpleasant convergence problems (and instabilities) which 
restrict the applicability of the standard truncation procedures to the solution of the BS 
eigenvalue problem (4.16). Finite basis-set expansion methods may also lead to 
spurious “approximate” solutions of the Dirac equation [23]. Consequently, the 
standard variational methods should be replaced by other efficient procedures in order 
to select convenient basis sets and acceptable numerical solutions.
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с )  L e a s t - s q u a r e s  v a r ia t io n a l  m e t h o d

Let us consider the approximate BS wave function ф '(х )  that can be expressed as 

*'M- t (4.40)л = 0
in accord with Eqs (3.10) and (4.14). By substituting Eq. (4.40) into the BS equation 
(2.10), we may write

Z  B ( m \n ) f '„ ( R )  =  A J R ) ,  m = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . K .  (4.41)
n = 0

Here the operators B ( m \ n )  are defined by Eqs (3.29H3.36), and the deviations dm(R) 
are related to the error of the approximate BS wave function ф '(х). Of course, the 
truncated system of radial BS equations (3.28) can be recovered by choosing dm(R) = 0 
and K  — K . l n  order to generalize the standard truncation procedure, we shall prescribe

K > K  + 1. (4.42)

In this case, Eq. (4.41) may be regarded as an overdetermined system of differential 
equations. Therefore, in general, the deviations dm(R) are different from zero, and also 
depend on the linear parameters a nj:

A m( R )  — A m( R ’, aoo>- • •> а ко)- (4.43)

We now introduce a complete set of normalizable test functions x mh{R). According to 
Eq. (4.9), we choose

XmH(R) =  A mhR m+J+he ~ y R (h  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,...), (4.44)

where у is a positive scale parameter, and the normalization factor is denoted by A'mh 

As a first step, we consider the components of the deviation vectors dm(K) as 
given by

= J d R R i x mh( R ) A m(R ) .  (4.45)
0

A measure of the error of the approximate wave function ф '(х )  will be defined as

я DA'(*)] =
Z  Ê  W m h \ < X m h \ A m } \ 2

m—0 h —0

Z Ê Ê a Z h № (m ,  h \ m j ) a mj
m  —  0 h —  0 j —  0

(4.46)

where IT is a convenient (positive definite) “norm operator”, and the wm(1’s are positive 
weighting factors. We shall use a sufficiently large set of test functions by imposing the 
requirements (4.42) and

Q > Q  + l. (4.47)
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In order to simplify the calculations, one may use

y = a, W ( m , h \ m J )  =  ( ( p mh\(pmj) ,  (4.48)
and, in addition,

w„*=l (4.49)

for all possible values of m  aad h.

By variation of the expression (4.46) with respect to the linear coefficients a mj (and 
using the notation (4.22)) we obtain the eigenvalue problem

X £  [L (m, h \ n , j ) — A . W ( m , h \ n , j j ] a nj = 0, (4.50)
n  =  0  j  =  0

m  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . .  , , K ;  h = 0 , 1,2,.. . , Q ,  (4.51)
where

L  (m, h \ n , j ) =  X f ,  w m.h.B * ( m ' , h ' \ m , h ) B ( r n ' , h ' \ n , j )  (4.52)
m' —  0 h' = 0

and
W { m , h \ n , j )  = W ( m , h \ m , j ) ö m„. (4.53)

The matrix L is Hermitean and positive semidefmite, and the acceptable 
solutions a nj belong to the lowest eigenvalue which depends, of course, on the size of
the basis set = X \KiQ)). According to the requirements (4.42) and (4.47), we shall 
choose

K  =  K  +  k ,  k > \ ,  (4.54)

Q = Q + q ,  <?>l> (4-55)

where the integers к  and q  are fixed.
We next consider g 2 and J  as given and the bound-state energies E  to be found. 

By solving Eq. (4.50) at many values of E  and a, we obtain the function

Я1=Я(1*,С)(£,а). (4.56)

The approximate eigenvalues of the c.m. energy E  (and the “optimal” scale parameters 
a) can be calculated by using the least-squares variational requirement

Л\К' ° \ Е ,  a) = minimum. (4.57)

In other words, the eigenvalue X\K Q){E, a) may be regarded as a reasonable measure of 
the error of the approximate BS wave function ф '(х) , and the minima of the function 
Я<*' Q)(E , a) are at the approximate bound-state energies E[K' Q)(a) (b = 1,2,.. .  ). Thus, at 
fixed values of a, we apply Eq. (4.57) to compute a sequence of the approximate 
eigenvalues E],K' Q)(a) by choosing finite and increasing values of К  and Q.

Let us first discuss the approximate ground-state energies E \K,Q)(a). The 
completeness of the basis set (4.15) implies that E ^ ,Q)(a) is almost constant in a finite 
region of the nonlinear scale parameter a, if the values of К  and Q  are sufficiently large.
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(These stability properties are, in general, less pronounced for the excited states (b > 1)). 
Of course, the “optimal value” of the scale parameter a may also be computed by using 
the least-squares variational requirement (4.57).

Illustrative numerical calculations [22, 23] indicate that the least-squares 
variational method can be successfully applied to the approximate solution of the BS 
equation, if the basis functions (4.15) are chosen according to the following 
requirements, (i) There must exist a region of the nonlinear scale parameter a where а 
set of the computed energy eigenvalues is stable (i.e., in that region one has £[к<2)(а) 
~  constant), (ii) An apparent convergence of these eigenvalues should be observed at 
increasing basis sizes, (iii) The measure of the error Д, must be sufficiently small. Similar 
criteria have been already used to select acceptable numerical solutions both in the 
bound-state and in the scattering region [23, 27].

5. Discussion

At nonvanishing c.m. energies, the BS equation leads to an infinite system of 
coupled ordinary differential equations which are referred to as the radial BS 
equations. In the equal-mass case, these equations can be solved by the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method which is based on the standard truncation procedure. However, in general, the 
unequal-mass BS equation is beyond the current scope of the classical variational 
methods and, indeed, the standard truncation procedure may result in unpleasant 
convergence problems and instabilities [23]. Consequently, the classical variational 
methods should be replaced by other efficient procedures. In the present paper we have 
suggested a particular least-squares method which involves a nontrivial generalization 
of the standard truncation procedure.
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We investigate how the equations governing spontaneous compactification to non-
symmetric coset spaces can be solved for two particular classes of internal spaces.

1. Introduction

In the last few years we witnessed a revival of interest in using theories based on 
the old assumption that the physical space-time has more than four dimensions to 
explain the observed properties of elementary particles. The spontaneously com- 
pactified theories [1] form a class of these models: they are theories of gravity coupled 
to Yang-Mills and spinor fields in a 4 + d  dimensional space-time which are reduced — 
via a s o lu t io n  of the Einstein-Yang-Mills (EYM) field equations — to a 4 dimensional 
low energy theory by compactifying the extra d  dimensions into a compact coset space 
S/H with an appropriately small size R 0 . Recent investigations showed that it is rather 
difficult to find a model explaining all details of unified gauge theories [2]. In these 
models mostly symmetric coset spaces were used to describe the extra compact 
dimensions [3]. Quite recently the equations governing spontaneous compactification 
to non-symmetric coset spaces (NSCS) have been derived [4, 5] and it was shown [4] 
that in contrast to the case of symmetric spaces they cannot be solved for all NSCS. The 
aim of this paper is to determine a class of NSCS for which the compactification 
equations do admit a solution.

In the next Section we briefly outline the derivation of the equations governing 
spontaneous compactification to NSCS while in Section 3 we show how these 
equations can be solved in two special cases, namely for S/H’s having the form of

i I
SU(k + Q/SU(k) ж Uj X . X Uj or SO(2[fc-H-l])/SU(fc) x и х x . . .  xU , where к  

and l are arbitrary integers { k >  1, />2).
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2. Spontaneous compactification to NSCS

We start with the standard EYM action for a coupled system of gravity and 
gauge fields with gauge group G YM in 4 + d dimensions

S =  \ d z ^ ‘\ - g y 2 ( ~ - ~ F % F ^ B - ( 1 )

where к  and g  are the 4 + d-dimensional gravitational and gauge coupling constants 
and Л is a cosmological constant. The equations following from (1) are 4 +  d  

dimensional Einstein equations and the Yang-Mills equations coupled to 4 +  d  

dimensional gravity. Spontaneous compactification means that we find a solution of 
this coupled system of equations where the 4 + d dimensional space-time is the direct 
product of the flat 4 dimensional Minkowski space (M4) and a compact coset space S/H 
(dim S — dim H =  d). To obtain M4 x S/H as a solution we must have non-vanishing 
gauge fields on the internal space S/H, and as this internal space admits S as a symmetry 
group we also require that the explicit gauge fields be S symmetric in the sense of [6]. In 
this paper we assume that S is a simple Lie group and S/H is a NSCS.

Tо describe M4 x S/H we split the coordinates z M = ( x m, у") m =  0,1, . . .  ,3; ц  = 1, 
2, . . .  d denoting Minkowski versus internal ones. Furthermore, we choose from each 
coset an element labelled by y" denoted as L(y). Using this quantity the vielbeins e a on 
S/H are given by [7]

L -  ‘(y)dL= e aQ a + o/ß, = « (y )  Q a + <  (y)ß,)dy". (2)

Here Q A, A  =  1,.. ,,dimS, are the generators of S satisfying [ Q a , Q b] =  Í a b c Q c with 
J a b c being the completely antisymmetric structure constants of S. Furthermore, we 
denote the indices corresponding to H and to the coset S/H by i and a, respectively (so A  

=  (i, a)). As H is a closed subgroup of S, f jb =  0 and f jk are the structure constants of H .  

The fact that S/H is not a symmetric space means that f abc Ф 0. Since e a and a>‘ satisfy the 
Maurer-Cartan equations — as a consequence of Eq. (2) — we determine the torsion 
free (“natural”) connection on S/H as

(3)

It is straightforward to determine the Riemann and Ricci tensors for this 
connection, in fact for the latter we obtain

R<ib = (fcbefeca + ̂ fcaificb)- (4)

To make an ansatz for the compactifying gauge fields we must choose appropriate G YM 

admitting the possibility of constructing S symmetric gauge configurations. The
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minimal choice is GyM = H [6]. If H consists of several factors H = H j x H 2x . . .  x Hp 
then our ansatz is

(5)

where ij runs over the indices corresponding to the y-th factor, Hj , of H and g } denotes 
the gauge coupling constant referring to this particular factor.

Using the Jacobi identity for f . ab, the antisymmetry of f abc and also that f adcf cija 

= 0 one can readily show that F ('b in Eq. (5) indeed solves the Y M  equations

where е сГ ьса = B ba is the torsion free connection and A[j) =  e ^ A ^ ] with being the inverse

Before turning to the Einstein equations we introduce a length scale, R ff, fixing 
the size of S/H. This implies that both R ab and F (Jb in Eq. (4) resp. (5) get multiplied by 
R q. The 4 + d-dimensional Einstein equations split into a four- dimensional and a d- 
dimensional part. The 4-dimensional part — expressing that we assume here a flat 
Minkowski space — determines A  in terms of the other parameters. Fine tuning A  to 
this value the d-dimensional part has the form

where C \ ( A d j ) is the value of the quadratic Casimir of S on its adjoint representation: 
f a D c f c D c -  — C s2(A d j ) è ac. If for a NSCS, S/H, there is a choice of the g j coupling 
constants guaranteeing that the expression on the r.h.s. of Eq. (6) is proportional to ő ac 

then this coset space can be used for compactification in our framework. In [4] we 
analyzed briefly Eq. (6) and concluded that in the case of NSCS physically interesting 4- 
dimensional models may be obtained only if H is a reg u la r  s u b g r o u p  of S satisfying in 
addition rank H = rank S. Therefore, in the following we consider only such coset 
spaces, S/H, that satisfy these two conditions.

First, we note that f aijC (tj= 1.. .dim Hj) form the representation matrices on the 
tangent space (T) of the generators of the H; factor of H thus f jacf j b c  is proportional to 
the value of the second Casimir of Н,- taken on this representation. Rewriting the

( 6)

3. Some solutions of Eq. (6)
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expression on the r.h.s. of Eq. (6) as

(7)

we see that Eq. (6) may have a solution if we can introduce the A, factors that change the 
relative values of the second Casimirs of the various H/s in such a way that the sum of 
all of the modified Casimirs for all irrep components of

becomes identical.
We conjecture that Eq. (6) can be solved in this way for all H’s satisfying the two 

conditions mentioned above if all the roots of S have equal length; i.e. for all regular 
subgroups with maximal rank H, of SU(n), SO(2n) and £„. Even if this conjecture is 
right it does not mean that all solutions of Eq. (6) are found as e.g. the G2/SU3 solution 
(discussed in details in [4]) does not belong to this class.

To motivate our conjecture we note that if we take H to be the maximal torus of 
S i.e. when the tangent space consists of all the roots of S then the expression in the curly 
bracket of (7) in the root basis of S has the form

where a.‘k ( k  =  l . .  .d )  a re  the roots of S (dim S =  d  +  p). If all the roots are of the same 
length then choosing equal Aj’s in this expression it gets proportional to ôab. On the 
other hand if there are roots of different lengths then a simple inspection revealed that 
this expression cannot be made of this form.

To substantiate our conjecture we show how the k j  factors must be chosen in

order to solve Eq. (6) for SUk+1/SUt x U, x . . .  x U, and SO(2[/c + /— l])/SUk

xUjX . . .  xUj  respectively. For k>l; l > 2 these are NSCS and belong to the 

conjectured class of coset spaces.

For SUk+l/SUt X Uj X . . . x U ,  we use the k  +  l mutually orthogonal unit 

vectors e, (i= 1.. . k + l ;  e iej = 5 ij)  to describe the roots of SU*+, as well as the weights
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in the tangent space. In terms of these vectors the positive roots of SU*+ , and SU* have 
the form [8]

e i ~ e 2 , . ■ • e l  ~~ e k + l> e k - e 2 , . ■ ■el - e k

e 2 ~ e 3>- . . e 2 —  e k + / , e 2 —  e 3 , . ■ ' e 2 ~ e k
( 8 )

^ k  + l - l  £ k + l ’ ( S U *  + j), & k - l  &k’ (SU*) ,

while the roots that (together with their negatives) constitute the tangent space, T, are 

e t - e k+n, i = i , . . . k ,  n = l , . . . l ;  (9)

e k + n - e k+m, n < m , n=l , . . . ;  m  =  n + l , . . . l .  (10)

Clearly for all fixed n the roots in Eq. (9) form the weights of the fundamental 
irreducible representation of SU*, while those in Eq. (10) are SU* singlets. The 
normalized U k generators are expressed in terms of e; as

Qm =
e k +  . . .  + e k + m - i - ( k  +  m -  l)em + „ 

y / ( k  +  m ) (k  +  m  — 1)
m = \ , . . .1. ( 11)

For SU* x U , x  . . .  xU,  the sum of second Casimirs is nothing but the sum of 

the SU* Casimir and of the squares of the [/, charges. The value of the second SU* 

Casimir is  ̂к  — for the fundamental irrep and is 0 for the singlet. The Ut charges of 

e t — e k+n and ek+n— e k+m are obtained by simple multiplication

1

y / ( k  +  m ) (k  +  m — 1)
m < n ;

k  +  n
m  =  n ; (12)

y / ( k  +  n ) ( k  +  n — l )

0 m > n ;

Q p ( ^ k  + n ^ k  + m)

o, p <  n;
1

s/(k + p ) ( k + p - l )

k +  n — 1
/̂(/c + n) ( k  +  n - l )

p = n;

, n < p < m ;  0, m < p ;  

k  +  m

^ ( k  +  m) (k  +  m — 1)
p  =  m .

(13)

6* Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
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Using these expressions in the curly bracket of Eq. (7) one gets that the sum of all terms 
for e i — ek+n becomes

J_ V,1 m  . k  +  n

к  + m = l (k  +  m ) ( k  +  m — 1) + A " k  +  n — 1 ’

while for ek+ n— e k+m it has the form

k + n—1 k  +  m  m“1 Ap
k  +  n  + m k  +  m — 1 + P = n+i (k  +  p ) ( k  +  p  — 1) ' (15)

Eq. (6) can be solved if there is a choice of Am guaranteeing that the expression in (14) is 
independent of n  and is identical to that of (15) for all n and m . Demanding the equality 
of the expressions in (14) for n and n+ 1 leads to Я„ = Яя+1, i.e. all the U*-s must be 
shifted uniformly with respect to the SU*. Setting all Ят = Я in both Eqs(14) and (15) we 
get

*- -J-+A(*+l ) ,  (14')
к

2Я. (15')

The equality of these two expressions finally determines Я; A = k+1.
To describe the roots of SO(2[/c + (— 1]) and the tangent space for SO(2[k + /

— 1])/SU* X Uj X . . .  X Uj we again use the e, vectors (i= 1, . . .  k  + 1 — 1; e te j  =  Őy). The 

positive roots of SO(2[/c + /— 1]) can be expressed as

е у - е г , е х - е ъ, .  • -ei ßi +e2>- • •ei+et+l_1,

••••••• ...........  (16)

e k + l - 2 ~ e k + t - l >  e * + ! -  2 + + 1 - 1 -

The root system of SU* remains identical to that of given in (8) while the roots 
constituting the tangent space are now

e t - e k+n\ ei +  e k + n; i = l , . . . k ;  n  =  (17)

е ( + е у ,  i , j = l , . . . k ;  i (18)

ek+ „ ~ e k+m; e k+n +  e k+m; л = 1, . . . / -2;  m  =  n +  1 , . . 1 .  (19)

Clearly the expressions in (17) describe the weights of two fundamental SU* irreps, 
while those in (19) are SU* singlets. The novel feature of this coset space is the 
appearance of the completely antisymmetric two tensor irrep of SU* in (18). For m  

= 1 , . . — 1 the normalized U, generators are still given by (11), however, for m  = / the 
U* generator has the form
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It is easy to see that for e t — e k+n and e k + „ — ek +m the Z-th U x charge vanishes while 
for m < l  they are identical to those in (12, 13), thus repeating the discussion of 
SUi+//SU* x U , x . . . x U ,  case we conclude that all Am-s (m= 1,.. .1 — 1) must be 
equal to A =  к  +  1 and the sum of all (modified) Casimirs must be 2 (k  + 1). Thus we must 
check if it is possible to choose a A, guaranteeing that this latter holds for the other 
irreps in (17-19) as well. The Ux charges of the ek+n +  e k + m SUt singlets are

Q i(ek+„ +  e  k+m) =
2

J k  +  l - l  ’

Qp(ek+n +  ek+m) =

0, pen;
y j { k  +  p ) ( k  +  p - 1)

, n < p < m ;
y j i k  +  p ) (fc + p- 1 )

, m<p;

k  +  n - 1
y / ( k  +  n) (k  +  n — 1) y / ( k  +  m ) (k + m— 1)

p = l , . . . / - l .

2 — (k  +  m)
p  =  m;

(21)

Using that Am=(fc + 1) (m = 1,.. . /—1) the sum of the squares of the modified U, 
charges for e k+„ +  e k + m is thus

2(fc+!) j-j + 4 ^ у г у -

Equating this expression to 2(k +  1) yields A, = к  + 1. The completely antisymmetric two

tensor irrep of SUt (18) has a Young tableaux 0  thus the value of the second
2 ,Casimir on this irrep is [9] - (k  —k —2). The Uj charges of this irrep are given by

Qm(ei +  ej) =  

Qi(e i + e j ) =

/̂(/c + m) (k + m — 1) 

2

m= 1 , . . 1 ;

^ k + J ^ \ '

Since all Am-s (m  = 1,.. . /) are equal to к  + 1 we finally get for the (modified) sum of 
the Casimirs

4{fc+ 1)-J- + j ( k 2 — k  — 2) =  2 ( k +  1), 
к к

thus the criterion is indeed satisfied for this irrep. As the U 1 charges of the e { + e k+n irrep
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are

1
n < m; .. .-  =, m < n;

y / ( k  +  m ) (k  +  m — 1)

m = n; m=l,. . 1;

2
^ i +  e ll+n) =  ■ .

s/k + l - 1

it is not difficult to verify that with all 2m-s set to (k  + 1) we get the needed 2 (k  +1) when 
computing the curly bracket of (7) for this irrep. This then completes the proof that

____ I
SO(2[/c + /— l])/SUt X и х X . . .  X Uj is indeed a solution of the compactification 

problem.

Q m ( e i + e k+n) =
y / ( k  +  m ) (k  +  m — 1) 

2 — (k  +  n)

>/(k  +  n ) (k  +  n -  1)’
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THE NATURE OF THE DECONFINING 
PHASE TRANSITION IN THE SU(2)

GAUGE THEORY IN 1+ e DIMENSION*

A. P a t k ó s

Department o f Atomic Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The effective theory of SU(2)-coloured charges at finite temperature is shown to undergo a 
deconfining phase transition in D =  1 + е(г > 0) dimension and to belong to the Ising universality class 
by explicit computation of the coupling renormalisation to subleading order.

Theoretical approach to deconfining phase transitions starts from the important 
universality arguments of Svetitsky and Yaffe [1]. They state, i f  the transition is 
continuous and i f  a single fixed point exists to describe the breakdown of the symmetry, 
then the indices of the deconfining transition are determined by the characteristics of 
that fixed point of the renormalisation group transformations.

Yet, an eventual first order transition cannot be excluded. Actually, Monte Carlo 
simulations indicate continuous phase transition only for the pure SU(2) gauge theory 
among the SU(N) groups. There the deconfinement breaks a global Z(2) Ising-like 
symmetry. Numerical “measurements” of the critical magnetization index in 2 and 3 
spatial dimensions support that the transition belongs to the Ising universality class 
[2, 3].

The only analytical approach to these phenomena to date is the mean field 
treatment of the effective theory for the order parameter P [4, 5]:

S«ff= -  T J I  [P(x)P+(x + e) + h.c.~\. (1)

P takes its values among the characters of the group in the fundamental representation; 
its expectation value gives the excess free energy of static coloured charges in the 
fundair entai representation of the gauge group over the ground state. The coupling J  is 
related to the gauge coupling and the temperature. For the strong coupling regime

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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{g 2 >  1) the following functional form can be derived

J ( g \  T ) =

l \ 1/Га
G  =  SU(2),

(2)
2 G  = SU(iV) AT >2,

where a is the lattice spacing.
In this note we shall establish two results concerning the nature of the phase 

transition in the SU(2) model defined by Eq. (1). First, we show that its lower critical 
dimension is 1, secondly we compute its critical point and critical thermal index in D  

= 1 + £ dimension and find that the model belongs to the Ising universality class. These 
results although very plausible, are not self-evident as the model (1) is not an Ising 
model by its definition. It has a much wider symmetry, than Z(2) as its partition 
function

is defined by integrating over all the elements of the gauge group. Our results 
complement the evidence collected by numerical simulations for the nature and 
mechanism of the deconfining transition in the finite temperature pure SU(2) gauge 
model.

In order to prove the above statements we employ the Migdal-Kadanoff 
renormalisation group transformation [6, 7]. As for ID global symmetric (spin-) 
models this transformation is exact the first conclusion will be proven rigorously. In D  

= l+ £  dimensions the experience shows that this version of the renormalisation 
transformations yields critical exponents which are exact to leading order in e [6]. We 
shall use the bond moving variant of this transformation due to Kadanoff [7], with a 
scale factor b =  2. The first step of the transformation is bond-moving where along each 
direction every second bond is suppressed and the corresponding strength is 
redistributed uniformly among the remaining bonds:

In the second step a 1-dimensional integration is performed leading to the 
renormalized Boltzmann factor:

We shall explicitly compute (5) for J P  1, because in D  =  1 +e we find that the critical 
point Jc~0(l/e). In this asymptotic region we shall see that

(3)

J ' = 2 D~ 4 . (4)

(5)

wren(P, F) = const • exp { J renP P ' } , ( 6)
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that is the transformation is closed with a single coupling (for infinitesimal e ).

The generic form of the ID decimation at large J  will be

< 7 >

This means that to leading order the coupling is marginal in ID, and subleading terms 
in the renormalisation make the fixed point J  = oo unstable. This is exactly the way we 
identify the lower critical dimension. The bond moving step in D = l+ e  dimension 
introduces the opposite tendency by Eq. (4) in the coupling flow leading to a summary 
coupling renormalisation

(8)

Expanding the right hand side of (8) to leading order in e (assume that JO ~  Ofir ')) one 
finds the shifted location of the fixed point:

J =  2 4J  r e n  ^  J
2Ч<>

c

e In 2 ' (9)

Then one linearizes the transformation (8) around the point (9) and finds the expression

In 2 jyj= 1 + ey9 In 2, V j = ------X —  (10)ln y j  ße

for the “thermal” exponent of the transition. From Eqs (9) and (10) we see that it is the 
subleading term in the ID renormalisation transformation formula (7) which 
determines the critical data to leading order in e.

The parameters c and ß  are what we determine for large J  next.
In a previous publication [8] we have introduced the double character 

expansion for the Boltzmann factor of the theory (1):

exp { J T Y g T r  g '}  =  £  Fy(J) (g) X j(g'), (11)
‘. j

where Xj is the character of the spin-у representation of SU(2) and d j  is the dimension of 
the representation:

F i j ( J ) =  { I j - i ( x )  [ I i+ j+ 2 ( x )  +  l i+ j(x ) - ]~  

- I i + j + i ( x ) U i ~ j + i ( x )  +  I j - i + 1( x ) ] } ,  x s 8  J .  (12)

In Eq. (12) I n(x )  is the n-th modified imaginary argument Bessel function. Also, both 
indices of F tj are either integers or half-integers.
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In terms of th^b expansion coefficients the ID decimation with scale factor b  =  2 
takes the form

F ' i j W - ^ d Î F b W F ^ J ) .  (13)

For large J  we make use of the asymptotic saddle point expansion of the Bessel 
functions to order x  ~3:

n*
e xe n 2

\ +  - ( -4
h
h 128 J1 + x3 124

2 9  n 2 

~ 9 6 ~
+

Substituting this form into Eq. (12) one finds

■/(1)1 (_ + 8x + x2 \  128 2 /  + x3 \  1024

F (2)iF  (2)jJ 2 n x  ’ x h 8 J

f(x)i +1 )

( 75 KV 2 <(  29'

3 V 1024 2 + 2 1KK 24, +

/( 2 ) i = - ß ( } 2 + K ) e  Í2/X- (15)

Here the separation is not unique. We exploit this fact by introducing into (15) a 
constant к  to be determined later.

Now the decimation transformation (13) takes the form

F ' i j~  ( 2 n x ) 2 d d  Ü1 хз (F d)<F a ) j  +  F (2)iF ( i ) j ) j ’

al = Ç^(2l)*> alû2= Ç^(l )kF (2)k- (16)

It should be noted that the summations run over integer or halfintegers depending on 
the values of i and j. To the accuracy implied in Eq. (16) one evaluates the constants a  j 
and a 2 with help of Poisson’s resummation formula:

£  /№ =  £  i  d & ' ^ m .  (n)
k = — oo m = — oo

In order to be able to apply (17) one has to reshuffle the summations over k  — 1/2, 
3/2,.. .  or k = 0 ,  1, 2 ,... into summations over all integers with help of evenness
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properties of the summands. It turns out finally that to leading order in J  cy and a 2 are 
the same for both classes of the indices:

° ‘ = Ш '  + 0 <*", '!)' ‘, 2 ~ ~ 4 ^  <18)

Then the use of (18) in (16) shows that actually that recursion formula is 0(J~2) 
accurate.

Now we would like to find a rescaled value of J  which fulfils the renormalisation 
group invariance equation:

F;/J) =  F u (J')- (19)

The only possibility is that the leading piece in (15) when evaluated for J '  having the 
form of (7) and expanded around J ,  gives rise to the second term in the square bracket of 
(16). We proceed by comparing the two expressions in order to find the constants c, ß  

and к . The result is

C ‘ T 2 -  ß - 1- (20)

Finally using these values in (9) and (10) we have for the critical data:

1 1
c_ 32eIn2 ’ Vj ~ ~ e '

(21)

The location of the fixed point is sensitive to the value of the scale (b  =  2) that is to the 
definition of the renormalisation group transformation. The “thermal” index Vj is 
however universal in the Migdal-Kadanoff framework too.

The fact that we found a consistent solution to the renormalisation group 
equation (19) with the Ansatz (7) proves that the coupling J  is marginal in D  =  1, which 
is therefore the lower critical dimension of the system (1). This means that the symmetry 
broken in the transition should be discrete.

The critical index Vj found in (21) is the same as calculated by Migdal for the D  

= 1 +E dimensional Ising model in his original paper [6]. This fact establishes that the 
theory (1) belongs to the Ising universality class.

Along the same lines, in principle, one should be able to demonstrate that the 
SU(3) effective theory belongs to the Potts universality class in D =  1 +e dimensions.
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EXPANSIONS AT THE PARAMETER 
SPACE BOUNDARY IN THE STANDARD 

HIGGS MODEL*

I. MONTVAY

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY 
2000 Hamburg, FRG

The strong self-coupling expansion and weak gauge coupling expansion are discussed in the 
lattice regularized SU(2) Higgs model with scalar doublet field.

1. Introduction

A basic ingredient of the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam SU(2)®U(1) theory of 
electro-weak interactions is the Higgs mechanism due to the non-zero vacuum 
expectation value of the scalar field. Its consequence is a non-zero mass for the gauge 
vector bosons and, after introducing the appropriate Yukawa couplings, the chiral 
symmetry breaking mass of the leptons and quarks. Both the SU(2) and U(l) gauge 
couplings are experimentally known to be small, therefore can be taken into account by 
perturbation theory. The starting point of the usual dimensionally regularized 
perturbation theory is, however, the a s s u m p t io n  that the vacuum state is identical to the 
semi-classical one, given by the minimum of the classical potential. This fact alone 
could justify a non-perturbative investigation of the Higgs mechanism. The need for a 
non-perturbative approach to the electro-weak theory would become, of course, acute 
if it would turn out that the presently unknown scalar Higgs sector is strongly 
interacting. In addition, non-perturbative results in lattice regularized scalar ф4 

models, without the gauge couplings, strongly suggest that such models have a trivial 
continuum limit with vanishing physical interaction [1]. In order to establish the 
relation of the triviality of ф 4 models to the standard SU(2)0U(1) perturbation theory, 
a better understanding of lattice regularized Higgs models is required.

The lattice regularization [2] allows for a variety of different approaches: besides 
the powerful exact theorems it is also possible to perform approximate numerical 
calculations or different sorts of analytic expansions. The general strategy of the 
analytic expansions is to reduce the number of coupling parameters by sending some of 
them to the boundary of the coupling parameter space. The small parameter in the 
expansion is the distance from the boundary in some appropriately chosen metric. In

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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the example of the standard Higgs model (i.e. SU(2) gauge field coupled to a complex 
scalar doublet), which will be considered throughout this paper, there are three 
couplings: the scalar self-coupling A, the gauge coupling g  (or ß  =  4 g ~ 2) and the 
hopping parameter к  which represents in the lattice regularization the mass parameter 
for the scalar field. A possible expansion in this model is the h o p p in g  p a r a m e te r  

e x p a n s i o n  in powers of к  at к  = 0. The expansion coefficients are, in general, functions of 
the other two parameters (A, ß )  involving non-trivial integrations over the gauge 
variables. A similar hopping parameter expansion is often used in gauge models with

spin-^- fermion matter fields [3].

Another possibility, among others, is to expand at some point of the A = oo plane. 
The resulting s t r o n g  se l f -c o u p l in g  e x p a n s i o n  [5, 6] will be discussed in Section 2 of the 
present paper. As we shall see, the expansion coefficients depend also in this case non- 
trivially on the gauge variables. Such expansions can be rather useful, but for a 
completely analytic calculation one has to choose some particularly simple expansion 
point on the parameter space boundary, where all the integrations can be done 
analytically. Another important aspect is that one would like to control analytically the 
continuum limit of the lattice regularized theory, therefore the expansion point should 
also be a critical point with infinite correlation lengths. The classical example for an 
expansion fulfilling both these requirements is usual lattice perturbation theory, which

is a double expansion in powers of A and g  at A =  0, /? = oo, k = |. The action is

gaussian at this point, therefore the gauge and scalar field integrations can be easily 
performed. An important feature of perturbation theory is that it is done at a point with 
vanishing gauge coupling, therefore the expansion coefficients do not involve non
trivial gauge field integrations. Expanding only in the gauge coupling at some arbitrary 
point of the ß  = oo plane one obtains the more general w e a k  g a u g e  c o u p l in g  e x p a n s io n ,  

which will be briefly discussed in Section 3 of this paper.
The advantage of the general weak gauge coupling expansion is that it allows for 

a formulation of the constraints imposed on the Higgs model by the expected triviality 
of the pure ф4 model at ß  =  oo. The triviality of t/>4 means that the limit of the physical 
Green’s functions at the critical line (А, ксг(А)) in the ß = c o  plane is proportional to the 
physical Green’s functions of a free scalar field theory. Although the scalar field action 
looks non-trivial, at the critical line it describes a free field theory “in disguise”. 
Therefore, if ф 4 is trivial indeed, then there exists an infinity of points (A = a rb i tra r y ,  ß  

= oo, к  =  ксг(А)) on the boundary of the parameter space, where in a weak gauge 
coupling expansion the remaining theory is free. One can also combine the weak gauge 
coupling expansion at the point (A= oo,/? = oo, к = ксг(оо)) with the strong self-coupling 
expansion. The resulting “strong-weak coupling expansion” is in principle similar to

the usual double expansion at A = 0, ß = c o ,  к  =
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2. Strong self-coupling expansion

In this Section the general formulation of the strong self-coupling expansion [5, 
6] will be summarized. The notations and conventions will in general be the same as in 
[7, 5, 6]. Therefore, the SU(2) gauge link-variables will be denoted by U ( x ,  p )  e  SU(2), 
and the Higgs field will be described by the length (px>0) and angular variable 
(ax e  SU(2)). X denotes lattice points, p  =  ±  1, ±  2, ± 3, ± 4 are link directions and (x, p )  

is the link from the point x to the neighbouring point (x + p) in direction p . The lattice 
action in these variables can be written like

S x . ß, K= ß % ( l - \ T r U P)  +

X [p2-31ogpx + A(p2- l ) 2]-K: X p x + t P x Tr(ccï+tU (x ,n )< x x). (1)
X (ХД>

Here I p  stands for a summation over positively oriented plaquettes, and Z (x/l) =  Z X ц>0  

is a sum over positive links. The integration measure in the path integral is 
d p x d 3a x d 3U ( x ,  p )  (where d 3g  denotes the Haar-measure in SU(2)). The peculiarity of 
the SU(2) doublet scalar field is that its angular part is equivalent to the local gauge 
degree of freedom. Therefore, at any finite ß  it is possible to introduce, instead of the 
SU(2) link- and site-variables, a gauge invariant link variable

F(x,p)sax++ii/(x,p)ax. (2)

In terms of this, the lattice action is

S x .ß ,K =  ß l [ i - \ T r V P^  +

+ £ [> * -3  log px + A(p2-1 )2] - к  X Px+iPxTr V ( x ,  p). (3)
X  <ХД)

After performing the trivial integration over ax, the integration measure for Eq. (3) is 
d p xd 3 V ( x ,  p).

In the limit ß - ю о  the variable change in Eq. (2) is inappropriate, because the 
gauge part of the action vanishes (the link-variables become gauge equivalent to unity). 
Therefore, for the ß - > c o  action one has to use

Sx .ß  = °o.K= Z [Px-31ogpx + A(p2- l ) 2] - x  X p x +pP x Tr (ax+pax). (4)
X  (Х Д )

This defines a four-component (/>4-model with global SU(2)®SU(2)- (or 0(4)-) 
symmetry.
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In the A-» oo limit the length of the Higgs-field is frozen to p x = 1, and the action in 
Eq. (3) goes over into

S y =<B.ß.K= ß U l - i T r V p ) - ^ l T r V ( x , f i ) .  (5)
P \  /  (хц)

The corresponding limit of the action in Eq. (4) defines the SU(2)®SU(2)-symmetric 
non-linear er-model on the lattice:

S x = a o , ß  = a o . K = - K  Z T r ( a ï +!ia x). (6)

The derivation of the strong self-coupling expansion at the point (A = oo, ß, 
íc= s 2k ) starts from the relation

Sx.p .K — S A= oo ,ß,K + z -  3 log p x +  A

- K  Z (Px+HPx-s2)Tr V ( x ,p ) .  
(x/l)

(7)

The integration over the length variables can be explicitly performed. Introducing the 
А-dependent expectation value < .. .  >я, for an arbitrary p-dependent function f ( p ) ,  by

Í idplfip) exp < — Z
</>я =

-31ogpx + A p 2 - l  + 1
2Ä

-  3 log р* + А( p 2x - \ +j[dp]exp 

the necessary integrals are of the form:

<Ю а=
j d p y p j  exp -  A ( ^ p 2 -  1 + j

№
Д)

=  h

( 8)

(9)

Here p y is the length variable for some site y . An explicit form of these integrals can be 
given in terms of the parabolic cylinder functions (see [6], where numerical values are 
also listed in a few representative cases).

Let us denote a positively oriented link shortly by l = ( x p ) ,  and the trace of the 
corresponding gauge invariant link variable by T, =  Tr V {x ,  p) . Due to Eq. (7), the 
required А-dependent expectation value is:
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Here the “connected i-product” c„ is defined by

Cn(h • • • U  =  c ( ^  • • • U  =  Ф * .  + ; ,P * ,)  • • • (Px„ + i„Pxn)>CX • (1 1 )

The superscript c o n ( . . , ) c1 denotes “connected” (Я-dependent) expectation value. In 
the definition of the connected parts, the products within parentheses have to be 
considered as a single entity. Identities similar to Eq. (10) are the basic tools for the 
derivation of the expansions considered in this paper. They convert integrals over some 
group of lattice variables into exponentials of connected expectation values of some 
functions of these variables.

The strong self-coupling coefficients of, say, the generating function of connected 
correlation functions can directly be obtained by applying identities of the type Eq. (10) 
also to the integral over link variables. Some explicit expressions for the expansion of 
different connected correlation functions are given in [6]. As a representative example, 
let us consider the connected correlation functions of the link trace 7J:

<TltTh . . .TlmyX'„,K= £  K”(F (n)Tll. . .T lm>U«,.ß.t- (12)
n = 0

The function F<n) can be written as a sum over partitions:

F,n,= I  K . . . n k ) T U . . . n k). (13)
n { n 1...Лк}

The “partition” n{n1. . . n k} of the positive integer n  is defined as a set of positive 
integers «J,.. , , n k satisfying

n  =  n 1 +2n2+ . . .  + k n k . (14)

In Eq. (13) the factor belonging to the partition n{n,.. . n k } is given by

= (15)

The function Г"Л1 „k) is the product of n t single-link variables, n 2 two-link variables, 
. . . ,  n k /с-link variables, summed over all the links. The first few F<B) in Eq. ( 13) are given 
explicitly by

F<1)= (i? -s2)^ 7 i„

F ' 2) =  l R - 0 ' i - s2) 4  Th  +  I  c(M2) (Th  7 y l ,

F (3) =  [ {  Й -  s2)3 Th Th Th + Y  a i  -  s2) c (l2l3)T h (T h  Th ) +

+  \ c ( i l i2i3H T h T M  , (16)
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where let us recall that in the connected expectation values the variables put in 
parentheses count as a single entity.

The explicit form of the expansion coefficients can be used for the study of 
convergence of the strong self-coupling expansion series. As it was shown in [6], the 
series is essentially always convergent on a finite lattice, since it can be written as an a 
= 1 ratio of two entire functions of some appropriate auxiliary variable a. The 
eventually appearing zeros of the denominator for |oc|< 1 can always be transformed 
away by a suitable conformal mapping in the а-plane. This implies a finite reordering of 
the series such that the k ,h term of the new series is a linear combination of the first к 

terms of the old one. After this eventually necessary resummation the series will be 
convergent.

The extension of the convergence proof seems straightforward also to the case of 
infinite lattices. The only additional question is the convergence of the lattice link sums, 
but this can probably be controlled for appropriately chosen expansion points (A = oo, 
ß , к )  and А-dependent curves k  = s(A)-2k .

In [6] the numerical values of some low order expansion coefficients were also 
determined by Monte Carlo integration at the point (A = oo, ß ,  к). The calculated third 
order series are sufficient for А-values in the range of A=; 10. For A ~0.1—1.0, however, 
only a qualitative description of the direct Monte Carlo results is possible, for suitably 
chosen s2. A quantitative agreement in this А-range requires higher than third order. 3

The hopping parameter of the expansion point is denoted here by k 0 , and S g is the 
Wilson action for the SU(2) gauge field:

3. Weak gauge coupling expansion

The relation between the actions, instead of Eq. (7), is now

S x , ß , K ~ S x , ß  = ao,Ko~^Sg —

(18)

Introducing the notations

A {x ,  n ) = U ( x , n ) - l  =  -  a x/1 + h ra rxii, <px = p x a x

the above equation can also be written as

Sx,ß,K =  Sx,ß = Ю . К О  +  Sg —

(19)

-  z  {* Tr [<PÏ+tA (x ’ h)<Px] + ( k - k 0) Tr (<pï+ p(px)}. (20)
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We are interested in the generating function Z of the gauge invariant connected 
correlation functions:

Z [ r ,  k ] XtßtK s lo g /e x p  j Y . rx P x +  £  ) . (21)
\  I * Н х ц )  J /  x ß x

Here Tr, (r = 1,2,3) is a weak-isospin Pauli matrix. The derivatives of Z with respect to r 

give the connected correlation functions of the gauge invariant Higgs-boson variable p  

(weak isospin zero), whereas derivatives with respect to к  produce the connected 
correlation functions of the isospin 1 gauge invariant W-boson variable Tr [т<р + 1/<р]. 
(Note that one could use, in principle, also other interpolating fields, for instance, in the 
Higgs-boson channel Tr((p  + U<p) or in the W-boson channel T r [ m  + UcT], but this 
would not change anything essential.)

The path integral needed in Eq. (21) can be written as

Í \_dpd3ad3U] exp( —SA p = 00-Ko —S9) •

' exp \ £  rx p x +  £  l K Xßvrxß + (к—к 0) vxll + a xJ Xfl +  a rxJ rXß] L (22)
t X (x/1) )

where a summation over repeated isospin indices (r, s, t , . . .  = 1,2,3) is always 
understood. The definition of the currents appearing in Eq. (22) is the following:

Tr (<px + ^(px),

T r ( (p x + ̂ (pxr  r),

Tr{<pUpr<Px),

Tr (<Рх + ЦГг<рхТ,),

jx„= - K V x„ - k rx„vrxil,

j r x n  ~  i K U r x » +  i k SXp u rsXß- (23)

The integration over the gauge field variables in Eq. (22) can be performed in the same 
way as in usual perturbation theory. The result is, of course, an infinite series in g 2. The 
final form of the generating function Z can be obtained from an identity of the same 
type as Eq. (10) (for more details see [8]). The expansion point (A, ß  — oo, к0) can be 
chosen everywhere in the ß  =  oo plane. If one wants, however, to study the questions 
related to the possibility of a continuum limit at (A, ß  =  co , Kcr(A)) [7], then k 0 has to be 
identified with ксг(А). It is also possible to combine the weak gauge coupling expansion 
with the strong self-coupling expansion at A = oo. In this case the expansion point has 
only a single parameter (к), and the expansion coefficients are expressed by expectation 
values in the non-linear (т-model defined by the action in Eq. (6).

N o t e  a d d e d  in  p ro o f :  The lowest order weak gauge coupling expansion near the ß  

= oo critical line implies that the continuum limit of the standard Higgs model is trivial
[9].
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HAMILTON PRINCIPLE FOR THE VORTEX FLOW 
OF AN IDEAL FLUID 

IN SPECIAL RELATIVITY*

I. A bo n y i

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The fundamental equations of an ideal — entropy current conserving — fluid are obtained 
from a Hamilton Principle. The Lagrangian is formulated in the usual way. The physical situation, 
however, requires the introduction of some constraints in the variational principle to restrict the 
variations of the original field quantities. The Lagrange multipliers entering in such a way are shown 
to lead to the possibility of vortices in the velocity field.

1. Variational principles based on a convenient action integral play an 
important role in classical mechanics as well as in classical and quantum field theory. 
This role — because of its homogeneity in mathematical methods, its inherent 
insensitivity to the coordinate system used in the description — offers a unique 
possibility to exhibit the common features of the phenomena that belong to a branch of 
physics and so to decrease the number of first principles in the theory and may help to 
formulate the laws of the branch in question in a coordinate independent manner. The 
procedure called canonical quantization, based on an action principle offers a way to 
pass from classical to quantum theory.

In the case of the hydrodynamics of the classical ideal fluid an action principle 
has been used for a long time [1] which, however, has been found to be insufflent since it 
accounted only for the vortex-free flows of the fluid.

The possibility of the extension of the variational procedure to account for 
vortex flow has been shown by Herivel [2]. He realized that when one takes into 
account consequently requirements formulating the substance character and the ideal 
thermodynamic behaviour of the fluid, i.e. adds the continuity equation for the density 
and that of entropy density with multiplicators to the Lagrange density, the variational 
principle with constraints will lead to a sufficient number of equations, one for each 
field quantity and multiplicator, the flow velocity v being determined in a Clebsch form

V = — Vot +  ß V s ,

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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where a and ß  are the Lagrange multipliers and s is the specific entropy. Evidently, if Vs  

Ф 0 ,  then V  X Vt̂ O. Herivel has shown that

f t + W ß =

where u (p , s) is the specific internal energy and T the absolute temperature.
2. The relativistic fluid will be described by the rest mass density (in the proper 

volume) p , the specific entropy (per unit rest mass) s and the four-vector u k of the flow 
velocity field. Use will be made of the specific internal energy which is related to the 
internal degrees of freedom of the fluid and so is quite different from rest energy already 
specified by p . The specific internal energy e is considered as a function of p  and s, and 
by definition will be a scalar quantity, which satisfies the First and Second Law of 
Thermodynamics written in the form

d e ( p ,  s) = d s =  d p + T d s ,  
И

( 1 )

where p  and T  stand for pressure and absolute temperature, both scalars; especially, 
when (1) is put in the form

T d s  =  d w  — — d p ,  (2)

where w  =  e  +  — is the specific enthalpy.

We have to require that the flow velocity u k be a four-vector of bound length, 
namely

u rur = - c 2 (3)

(summation convention understood for doubly occurring Latin indices) to make the 
physical interpretation possible.

The fluid material should be considered as a substance which is guaranteed by 
the continuity equation

d r(p u r) =  Q. (4)

The relevant thermodynamical model in the frame of which we want to describe 
the fluid is now chosen to be the ideal fluid, where no dissipation effects are considered 
throughout the fluid. So along the world line of any fluid element

dsur5 , s = -  = 0. (5)

Let us remark that Eq. (5) combined with Eq. (4) gives

ó Á ^ u r) = 0 ,  (6)
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p s  being the entropy density of the fluid, then the entropy current four-vector p s u k is 
divergence-free in our case.

The Hamilton principle will be announced for a four-dimensional space-time 
region Q  using a Lagrange-density L, a Lorentz-scalar of the dimension proper energy 
per proper volume. The fundamental part of the Lagrangian starts with a scalar rest 
mass density of the fluid (being the lowest order available nontrivial construction). The 
flow vector as a four-vector of bound length is not interesting for this fundamental part. 
The internal (or external) interaction of the fluid will be considered by the product of p  

and the specific internal energy e (or specific potential <p), both being lowest order 
nontrivial scalars. Then the fundamental part of the Lagrangian L F has the form:

L F =  p c 2 - p ( e ( p , s )  +  (p(xk)). (7)

Since the flow is not free, but subject to the constraints (3), (4) and (5), we take them into 
account by Lagrange multipliers using K p ,  a, ß p ,  respectively.

After all this introduction the actual Lagrangian L  for this variational problem 
with constraints is the following:

L = p c 2 - p ( e  (p , s) + <p(x*)) + K p  (uk u k + c 2) -  a d r( p u r) -  ß u r8 rs. (8)

The variation has to be executed in such a way — as usually — that the variations d p ,  

ós, S u k, Ő K , (5a, ö ß  vanish at the boundaries of the region of Í2.

Evidently, the Euler equations give back the constraints for the variations Ô K , <5a 
and ö ß :

ŐK: u k u k = - c 2 , (9)

Sa: d r( p u r) =  0, (10)

öß: Mrdrs = 0. (11)

For the other variations, the calculation is not so trivial. So we follow it giving a short 
outline.

The variation of p  gives

ő p: c 2 +  u rdr a— ^ e  +  p ^  + ( p ^  = 0 .  (12)

When varying uk, we obtain

ö u k: 2 K p u r +  p d ra — p ß d rs = 0 .  (13)

Now, since р ф 0, we omit this factor, and observe that the factor 2К  does not play any 
important role, so it can be considered as incorporated into a and ß , permitting us to 
write

u k =  - d ka + ß d ks. (14)
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When carrying out the variation of s, we obtain

ős: d r( ß n u r) - n \ ^ j  =0. (15)

Here, taking (10) and (1) into account, we have

"6)
In the following, we transform Eq. (12) by taking its gradient, which gives

di(urd ra ) - д , / e  +  q> +  ц  =0. (17)

When substituting here drot from (14), we conclude, that (17) leads to

—  и гд , щ  + +  д {ср =  0,

which in virtue of the thermodynamic relations (1) and (2) can be put in the form

or
urd rUj = T d is  — d iw  — 8 i(p, (18)

u ,d ru t = ---- d t f - d t f .  (19)
И

This, however, is equivalent with

d r(nUiUr) =  - d f ( p  +  (p),

or
S , ( ß U i U k +  ő ir( p  +  (p)) =  0.

(20)

(21)
Equations ( 18)—(21) represent one of the usual forms of the equations of motion for a 
barotropic fluid in special relativity (we use the term barotropic to underline that in this 
case p = p(/i), i.e. the pressure can be envisaged as a function of the rest mass density 
only).
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CORRELATIONS IN A NONEQUILIBRIUM STEADY STATE: 
EXACT RESULTS FOR A GENERALIZED KINETIC 

ISING MODEL*

Z. RÁCZ** and M . P l is c h k e

Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University Burnaby 
British Columbia Canada V5A 1S6

A one-dimensional kinetic Ising model with domain wall dynamics corresponding to 
diffusion-limited annihilation in the presence of particle sources is considered. The spin-spin 
correlation function C, is calculated exactly for a nonequilibrium steady state which can be brought 
close to a critical point of the system. We find that in contrast to equilibrium situations, C, contains 
two distinctly diverging correlation lengths t;, While scaling appears for r ~ { 1; where i t is an 
equilibrium type correlation length characterizing the cooperativity of the spins, no simple scaling is 
observed for r > { 2, where ç2 is a length closely related to the nonequilibrium kinetics of the system.

1. Introduction

The description of systems in thermodynamic equilibrium is enormously 
simplified by the fact that the probability for a given equilibrium state to occur is 
independent of the details of the underlying dynamics; it depends only on the additive 
constants of the motion which, in practice, means the energy of the state. It is an 
intriguing and quite important question whether some aspects of the equilibrium 
description could be generalized to f a r - f r o m - e q u i l i b r i u m  steady states. The attempts to 
answer this question seem to go along the following two lines.

i) One may try to generalize thermodynamics. Usually, this means that a set of 
deterministic equations are written down for the macroscopic variables and the 
influence of fluctuations arising from the microscopic degrees of freedom are taken into 
account by adding noise terms to those equations. Then, if possible, the equations are 
transformed into an equivalent Fokker-Planck equation and the stationary solution of 
the Fokker-Planck equation gives the steady-state distribution of the macroscopic 
variables and thus one finds the non-equilibrium thermodynamic potential of the 
system [1]. The aim of this approach is to examine simple cases and try to find the rules 
of construction of the nonequilibrium potential and thus bypass the tedious and often 
unsolvable details of the dynamics. Unfortunately no general rules have been found so 
far.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
** On leave from the Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University, H-1088 Budapest, 

Hungary.
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ii) Another approach is the building and solving of simple models which 
incorporate the main features of concrete nonequilibrium systems [2, 3, 4]. As in the 
case of generalized thermodynamics, one hopes that by solving a sufficient number of 
these models, an understanding of the distinguishing features of far-from-equilibrium 
steady states will emerge. The advantage of the second method is that it does not aim at 
calculating the nonequilibrium potential which might not exist or may have strange 
analytical properties [5]; thus it is more likely to lead to the discovery of features which 
are novel and not present in the equilibrium case. The disadvantage of this approach, 
on the other hand, is that exactly solvable, nontrivial models are hard to come by and 
most approximation methods are biased by equilibrium notions thus making the 
results questionable. With the advent of computers, however, it seems that quite 
complicated models can be simulated successfully [2, 6, 7, 8] and thus there is a real 
possibility of accumulating a wealth of information about simple nonequilibrium 
situations.

In this paper a contribution to the second approach is presented by an exact 
calculation of the two-point correlations in a far-from-equilibrium steady state of a 
generalized kinetic Ising model. The model in question originates in studies of one
dimensional diffusion-limited annihilation in the presence of particle sources [4]. This 
model may be relevant for understanding both the dynamics of solitons in systems like 
trans-polyacetylene when solitons are generated by photons and chemical reactions on 
low dimensional substrates.

As has been shown [4], one-dimensional diffusion-limited annihilation can be 
described as the domain-wall motion and annihilation in the one-dimensional kinetic 
Ising model [9] at zero temperature (T=0). The particle creation can be incorporated 
by introducing an extra spin-flip process and the resulting generalized kinetic Ising 
model can be solved exactly [4]. For example, for the steady state in which the 
annihilation of neighboring pairs of particles is balanced by the particle creation, one 
obtains that the average density n is given by n~h1/3 where h  is the rate of creation of 
the particles. Furthermore, the relaxation towards the steady state can be characterized 
by a relaxation time т which scales with h  as t~ /i~2/3, i.e. one can observe critical 
slowing down in the h -*0 limit. The scaling of n  and т is similar to that found in 
equilibrium systems near a critical point. This is not entirely surprising since h =  0 i s  the 
equilibrium critical point of the one-dimensional Ising model. It should be pointed out, 
however, that particle creation is a nonequilibrium process (there is, e.g., no detailed 
balance) and thus the analogies with an equilibrium system are not obvious even if the 
system is close to an equilibrium critical point. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate 
how the nonequilibrium aspects of the process show up in the correlation function of 
the system.

Near an equilibrium critical point of a homogeneous system one expects that the 
two-point correlation function C(r) obeys scaling

C(r)~  —( p Q . (1)
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Неге X is a critical exponent characterizing the scale invariance at the critical point 
where the correlation length diverges (<i;-»oo)and cp(y) is just a cutoff function ((p(y)<i 1 
for y  <? 1) which describes the fact that the correlations diminish for r > £. We shall find 
that in contrast to equilibrium systems, the correlation function in the steady state is 
characterized by two correlation lengths. One of them ^  is similar in nature to the 
equilibrium correlation length since it is determined by the steady-state properties of 
the system. Namely, is just the average distance between the particles (i.e. the average
length of the aligned spin domains) and thus scales as ^  ~ n _1 ~ h ' 1/3. The other 
length £2 is kinetic in nature, it is the average distance between the particles created in a 
given time interval. Since this distance is inversely proportional to the rate of creation 
of the particles, one has 2 ~  /1 “1 and thus <!; j £2 in the h -+ 0  limit. Our results for C (r)  

can be summarized in terms of 1 and £2 as follows. For r ~ £ ц, the correlation function 
assumes a scaling form (1) with x = 0 and being the “steady-state” correlation
length. For r> £2 > , the particle creation process introduces extra effects and, as a
result, the asymptotics of C{r) changes and it cannot be written any more in a simple 
scaling form. Since the correlations are practically negligible in the region г~£2 it 
appears that the extra correlations do not affect the properties of the system 
significantly. The presence of the second diverging lengthscale might nevertheless be 
important since it may turn out to be a distinguishing feature of nonequilibrium steady 
states near a critical point. This idea is supported by a growing body of observations 
that second diverging lengthscales appear in various growth models which display 
nonequilibrium steady states if the growth is restricted in all but one dimension 
[ 6- 8, 10] .

The physical content of this paper is described above. What remains is the 
derivation of the results which will be done in the next Section.

Consider a system with states {o} s { . . . ,  cq, <rj+1, . ..} specified by stochastic 
spin variables a ^ t )  =  + 1 which are assigned to lattice sites labeled by an integer — 0 0  

< i < 0 0 . The dynamics of this spin system is described by the probability distribution 
P({o}, t) satisfying the following master equation:

Here the state {o'}- differs from {0 } by flipping the i-th spin and the rate of flipping is 
given by

2. The model and the calculation of the correlation function

00 2

P({o},í)= X X [*№ }?)Р(М ?, t) -  w<.*>({o})P({er}, t)] • (2)
i  =  -  00 a  =  1

(3)
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where Г  is just a parameter setting the timescale. If no other spin-flip processes were 
present (w,2| = 0) then (2) and (3) would define the kinetic Ising model [9] at zero 
temperature. A little reflection on the form (3) shows that only spins neighboring a 
domain wall can flip and, as a result, the domain walls move to the left or right with 
equal rate Г / 2  while two nearest-neighbor domain walls annihilate each other at a rate 
Г. Thus identifying the domain walls with particles, we can see that this model describes 
diffusion limited annihilation as discussed in the Introduction. In order to have single 
particle sources homogeneously distributed in the lattice (Model I in [4]), one assumes 
that { a } f  in (2) differs from { a }  by the simultaneous flipping of all the spins a h  l < i  and 
that the rate of this process is independent of the state of the system

" № } )  = ГЛ. (4)

In this way one creates domain walls (i.e. particles) at a rate ГА per site and this process 
also obeys the rule that particle creation at an already occupied site is equivalent to 
emptying that site. Thus equation (2) with (3) and (4) defines a generalized kinetic Ising 
model which describes diffusion limited annihilation in the presence of particle sources.

Although the particle interpretation of this model is more important for practical 
purposes, the underlying spin model is equally interesting since it is an example of a 
simple but nontrivial model which displays a nonequilibrium steady state. In this paper 
we shall concentrate on the spin aspects of the model and calculate the steadystate 
spin-spin correlation function

C ( i , j ) =  lim i< T ,( t )a j ( t )y , (5)
t~* oo

where the brackets denote averaging over the distribution function P ( { o } ,  t). 

Since there is no mechanism in this model which could produce an inhomogeneous 
state, the calculation of C ( i , j )  involves only translationally invariant states. Thus we 
can assume that the initial distribution P({<r}, 0) and consequently P({cr}, t) at any t is 
translationally invariant. It follows then that <<т,(г)(хДг)> and C ( i , j )  depend only on 
l = i  —j  and the following notation can be introduced

C,= lim C , ( t ) =  lim <<T,(f)<ri+,(t)>- (6)
t->  oo t - *  oo

We can obtain a closed set of linear differential equations for C, by multiplying (2) 
by a,<ri + 1 and summing over all configurations {er}. Following the steps of Glauber’s 
work [9] where the equation determining C,(t) for the kinetic Ising model is derived, 
one obtains for /> 0

Г - 1 C l (t) = C,+,(f) + C ,  _ t(t) -  2(1 + h l )  C ,  (t), (7)

while C,(i) = C_,(r) for /< 0 and C,=0(f) = <of> = l.
Equation (7) has already been investigated in [4] since the nearest-neighbor 

correlation Ct(t) determines the particle density and the time evolution of homo
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geneous density fluctuations in the particle version of the model (C,(t) was denoted as r, 
and C, as r, in [4]). It has been established in [4] that for t - * oo, all the solutions of Eq. 
(7) decay exponentially to a time independent solution C, determined from

Cl+1 + Ci_1- 2 ( l  + W)C,=0. (8)

The solution of this equation which is finite in the l~* oo limit (note that |C,|< 1) and 
satisfies the condition C l=0 =  1 is obtained by noting that the Bessel functions Jv(z) of 
the first kind of order v satisfy the recursion relation [11]

Jv + 1(z) + Jv_1( z ) - - J v(z) = 0. (9)z

Comparing (8) and (9) one obtains the steady-state correlation function [4]

С,=Л+*-.(^_1)/Л -‘(^_1)- (10)
The properties of the correlation function can now be found by studying various limits 
of the Bessel function. Since we are interested in the form of C , near the critical point 
(h < £1), we have l +  h ~ l P \ ,  i.e. the properties of the Bessel functions of large order are 
needed. They can be found in standard monographs [11,12], and we shall quote only 
the results.

There are two main regions to be distinguished in the large order asymptotics of 
Jv(z) (Note that only the case v> z has to be examined since v =  l + h ~ l and z = h ~ 1 in 
(10).). The first one is the region where v — z ~ v 1/3 while the second one is the limit v>z. 
The first case corresponds to l ~ h ~1/3 while the second one to l^>h  ' 1 and this is how 
the two correlation lengths Çl ~ h ~ 113 and Ç2 ~ h  1 arise from the properties of the 
Bessel function. The physical interpretation of and £2 is quite obvious since 
— h ~1/3 ~ n ~1 is proportional to the average distance between the domain walls [4], i.e. 
it is the average length of the aligned spin domains while £2 ~ /С 1 ~  [wj2)] ~1 is 
proportional to the average distance between domain walls created in a given time 
interval.

In order to have the actual form of the correlation function in the /~ £ 1 ~ / i_1/3 
region one can use the following limit [11]

lim Jv(v+ zv1/3) »  21/3v " 1/3/li ( -  21/3r)+0 (v ~ *), (11)
V - *  OO

where A i( z )  is the Airy function [11]. Substituting (11) into (10) one obtains

A i ( 2 l l3 l h 113) A i i l / Ç J  

А Щ  “  A i(0) ’ ( 12)

where we defined =(2h ) ~ i/3 (Note that all quantities which have the dimension of
length are measured in units of the lattice spacing.). Comparing ( 12) with ( 1 ) one can see 
that C, has a scaling form in the /~ ^  region. The particular value of the critical
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exponent x = 0 is not surprising since x seems to be zero for many equilibrium models in 
one dimension (simple examples are the Ising and Potts models).

Within the region / ~  h ~1/3 one can still consider limits \  and 1/Çj > 1 and 
obtain more explicit forms for C, by using the properties of the Airy function [11]. For 
//^! 1 we find

C , x  1 + A i \ 0) l

Ж  T ,

31/3Г(2/3) l 

Г (  1/3) T 1
(13)

where T(z) is the Gamma function [ 11]. For l / ^  $> 1, on the other hand, the correlations 
decay faster than exponentially

exp
C r

2 y / n A i ( 0 )
[ ± И г 1+0(М]

L л и  j
(14)

where/Ц0) = [32/3Г(2/3)] *. Of course, the above form is valid only if not only 1 <çlh113 

but also lh -4 ,1. For/> й -1 ~ £ 2 one must use another asymptotic expansion of Jv(z) [11, 
12]:

Л(Ф У2тг
exp v + v ln - (15)

Substituting V = / + h ~ 1 and z = h  ~1 one can see that no simple scaling form (1) appears. 
The most important factor in the decay of correlations, however, can easily be 
identified to be (^2 = (2h)_1):

C,~exp (16)

i.e. the decay of correlations is again faster than exponential.
The reason for the fact that there is scaling in the region but no scaling

appears for l > h ~ l is quite simple. Scaling is usually the result of some cooperative 
phenomena and the lengthscale on which scaling apears is the lengthscale of 
cooperativity, i.e. the lengthscale on which some degrees of freedom in the system are 
strongly correlated. In our case the length of domains of aligned spins are of the order of 
/; !, i.e. the spins are strongly correlated on the lengthscale of £ 1 and this is why it can be 
expected without any calculation that there is a scaling region around i~ £ 1. In 
contrast to the other correlation length £2 is not connected with cooperativity. It is 
actually related to a process (creation of domain walls) which destroys correlations 
thus, as has been found, no scaling exists in the region /> £ 2.

Finally, it should be noted that the correlation function C, has not been 
investigated in the transitional region

h - l l 3 < l ~ h ~ a < h - i , (17)
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where 1/3 < a  <  1. No simple representation of the Bessel function is known to us in this 
regime. On the basis of the above remarks about cooperativity, however, we believe 
that nothing but the matching of the forms (14) and (16) happens in the transitional 
region.

Although the two-point correlations contain a great deal of information about 
the system, it would clearly be valuable if one could calculate the steady-state 
distribution for the simple but non-trivial model discussed in this paper. At this 
moment we do not see any straightforward way of doing it but the following 
considerations may help in making the first steps towards constructing the steady-state 
distribution.

The model described by Eqs (2), (3) and (4) can be generalized to a finite 
temperature T  so that detailed balance is observed not only for the single spin-flip 
process but also for the domain-wall creation and annihilation. In order to achieve this
(3) and (4) must be changed to

where y =  t a n h ( 2 J / k BT )  and r = tan h ( J / k BT )  with J  being the nearest-neighbor 
coupling in the Ising model. In this new model the steady state is an equilibrium state 
and the equilibrium distribution is known. Now one can consider the parameters y and 
V as independent quantities and introduce for example i/ = tt—e and carry out 
systematic expansion in e in order to approach the v' = 0 limit. Although this will be an 
expansion around an equilibrium state it might still provide a clue of how to construct 
the far-from-equilibrium (y= 1, t;=0) steady-state distribution.
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WEAK INTERACTIONS OF HEAVY QUARKS* **

H. PlETSCHMANN
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Vienna University 

Vienna, Austria

The status of our knowledge about weak interactions of heavy quarks is reviewed within the 
framework of the Standard Theory. Several approaches to connect the basic Lagrangian to 
experimental measurements are discussed.

After the spectacular discovery of the W a n d  Zbosons [1] it has become clear that 
the so-called “Standard Model” is the paradigm of our days for the description of 
elementary particles and their interactions. As far as the leptons are concerned, we can 
directly derive predictions from the standard Lagrangian and observe spectacular 
agreement with experimental measurements. On the other hand, in the quark sector 
things are not as easy; this is due to the fact that quarks can never be observed as free 
particles, rather their interactions have to be connected to their behaviour in bound 
states. Hence, phenomenology is still a very important tool in deriving these 
connections and leaves ample room for theoretical work.

The term “heavy quarks” can either be restrictedly used for the third generation 
(i.e. top and bottom quarks) or one can more widely use the term also for the charmed 
quark. Due to the lower mass of the charmed quark, corrections may be bigger and 
therefore predictions of the standard Lagrangian not so clean. We shall therefore 
mainly deal with the bottom quark, but refer to the charmed quark also whenever it is 
of particular interest.

The part of the standard model Lagrangian [2] which is relevant for our 
considerations is given in Eq. (1),

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60tn birthday.
** Work supported in part by “Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung in 

Österreich”, Project Nr. P5444.
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where
q  e (u, c, t),  

q' £ (d, s, b)

(2)

and

(3)

U qq■ is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [3]. Eq. (1) also serves to establish notation. In 
the forthcoming, we shall only use the charged current part of the Lagrangian equation 
(1), but let us notice in passing, that the neutral current part predicts that there are no 
flavour changing transitions in the neutral current sector. This has indeed been tested 
experimentally and we shall here just mention one of the results [4],

As is good old tradition in the physics of weak interactions, semileptonic 
processes provide the best means to test weak interactions of hadrons. This is again the 
case for heavy quarks, since we can use the spectator approximation as a very accurate 
tool.

The semi-leptonic decay rate for a bottom quark (with obvious modification also 
for charmed or top quarks) is given in Eq. (5):

where t]SL is a semi-leptonic correction due to real and virtual gluon emission and cql is 
a phase space factor. The value of rjSL is 0.88-0.90 for the QCD cut-off /Iqo between 
0.1-0.2 GeV. For the electronic decay mode, in which the leptonic mass can be 
neglected, the phase space factor is given in Eq. (6):

B.R.(B° - > n +ц ~ )  < 2 -  10“4, 

B .R .(fF-e+0 < 3 - 1 0 “4.
(4)

2. Semi-leptonic decays

(5)

c,( = (l — a2)(l — 8a + a2)— 12a2 In a, (6)
where

(7)
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For the muonic mode, the phase space factor is given by

с ч ц ~  12 d x ^ - ~ - ( x - a - b ) y / x - ( y / a  + J b f  J x - ( J a - J b ) 2 , (8)
(a + b)2

where a  is given by Eq. (7) and

(9)

In this way, it was for instance possible to obtain information on the ratio of the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements [5]

Ubu

Ubc
<0.08. ( 10)

3. Non-leptonic decays

The diagrams contributing to non-leptonic decays are shown in Fig1. 1. The 
spectator approximation may still be good, but the presence of other diagrams is 
directly visible in certain exclusive decay channels, in which only non-spectator 
diagrams can contribute. An example is the process

D °-* K °< P , (11)

which can only occur via the IE-exchange diagram. Its branching ratio has been 
determined by the ARGUS-collaboration [6] to be (0.99 ±0.32 ±0.17)%.

color e n h a n c e d  

spectator diagram
color s u p p r e s s e d  

spectator d i a g r a m

annihilation d i a g r a m

Fig. I
W-exchange diagram

Also the color suppressed spectator diagram has been established in the decay

В - * ф  +  anything, ( 12)
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which has been seen with a branching ratio of (1.37 + 0.55)% by the ARGUS- 
collaboration and (1.10 + 0.21+0.23)% by the CLEO-collaboration [5] in fair 
agreement with theoretical expectations [7].

The validity of the spectator approximation can be tested by its prediction that 
the decay rate for charged and neutral hadrons involving a heavy quark should be 
identical. Quite obviously, this is strongly violated in the case of D  particles, but it 
might be more satisfactory in the case of В  particles. Another way of testing the 
spectator approximation is the observation of the decay particle energy distribution. 
This has been done in satisfactory agreement with spectator predictions [8].

The non-leptonic decay rate for bottom quark decay (and similarly for top or 
charm quark decay) in the spectator approximation can be written as

Гь —1 NI.—
G 2m l  

192л3 I  It/,bq I l+QCD =
G 2m l

192л3 { \ V bu\ 2C bu +  \ U bc\ 2C bcy (13)

c qq■ is again a phase space factor which is either similar to Eqs (6) and (8) or — in the 
more general case — can be taken from [9].

q̂cd*s the enhancement factor stemming from box diagrams in which a gluon 
goes parallel to the W  from one quark leg to the other. They vanish in lowest order and 
have to be taken in leading log approximation [9]

f/ocD— у  \  2
сф пцг) 

_y-Âm h) _

L 2 / 2 3

+ + K 2)
* s ( m 2w )

2 4 / 2 3

(14)

In principle, there is also a correction similar to r]SL of Eq. (5) stemming from real and 
virtual one gluon emission but in the non-leptonic case it is very close to unity and we 
have dropped it from Eq. (13).

“Canonical” values for C b and C b have been derived by Gaillard and Maiani 
[11]. For the quark masses given in Eqs (15)

m b= 5 GeV, 

m c =  1.75 GeV,

ms = 0.5GeV, (15)

mr= 1.8 GeV,

4 q c d  =  1-3

they obtain
C b = 7.69, C b =  2.75. (16)

These values are still used in most of the experimental analysis to obtain 
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements (for example [12]).

In order to get some feeling for the range, in which the parameters of Eq. (16) can 
vary due to theoretical model assumptions, one can use a semi-phenomenological
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approach [13] and express the decay rate, Eq.(13), by means of spectral functions in the 
following way [2]

(1 -  V a ) 2

r(b,q) =
G 2 \ U bq\ 2m 3b 

16 л
d x

w(l, a, x ) -

■ {[(1 -  a)2 + (1 + Ф  -  2x2] p b(x )  +  [(1 -  a )2 -  ( 1 + a) x] p^x)}, 

where a is again given by Eq. (7) and the spectral functions are defined by 

(2л)3 X ô ^ ( P- k )  <0|# (0)|n(/c)> <л(/сШ0)|0> =

P P  \  P P
- ^ - - 9 , Л р ( Р 2) + Ч ^ Р ' ( р 2 )

and
Рь(х) =  p ( x m l )  =  p [ ( p h -  p„)2] .

(17)

(18)

(19)

Following [13], one can now use empirical informations on the spectral functions 
either from т-decay or from the semi-theoretical relation of the spectral functions to the 
ratio

R =
a (e  + e  -»hadrons) 

a (e  + e ~  - * p  + p ~ )

12л2
s PtLrnis)- ( 20)

The latter method has successfully been used in deriving decay rates for the Z-boson 
[14]. Using the exact lepton masses and varying the quark masses within a reasonable 
range with respect to Eq. (15), one finds in this way that a reliable range for the 
coefficients, Eq. (16), is

C bu ^  7.4 -8.0, C bc ^  2.7 —3.2. (21)

(QCD corrections for the semi-phenomenological method of [13] have been 
calculated by Klein and Rupertsberger [15].)

For the top decay, the variation of the parameters is much limited due to the high 
mass of the top. On the other hand, the top mass is not yet known, but for a range of 35- 
45 GeV the equation analogous to Eq. (17) becomes [16]

___________ T „ ( m j m , ) 5___________
(7 .5 -8 .1 )|[/J2 + 8.9|t/,s|2 + 8 .9 |l/J 2’ (22)

where the lower end of the range of the coefficient of U ,b corresponds to lower mass 
values of the top.
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4. Branching ratios

Combining the results of the two previous sections, the semi-leptonic branching 
ratio (per generation) turns out to be 13-15%. Experimentally, however, the average 
value seems to be rather smaller (11.6+0.6)% [17]. Some authors attribute this to a 
rather large contribution of non-spectator diagrams [18]. The matter should be cleared 
up, as soon as the lifetime of charged and neutral B-mesons can be disentangled.

Another interesting quantity which has been measured is the ratio of B-mesons 
decaying into D *  versus D-mesons; it is connected to the ratio of spin flip and non-flip 
decay, i.e. to the old nuclear physics questions of the ratio of Gamow-Teller versus 
Fermi matrix element. Measurements [19] are still rather crude and theoretical 
predictions somewhat uncertain [20]. In the spirit of the old nuclear physics question, 
the static quark model should give a first indication [21].

5. Conclusion

In spite of the fact that the standard theory provides us with a paradigm 
Lagrangian for heavy quarks which should describe all the interactions, interesting 
theoretical work is still necessary to arrive at firm predictions. This is due to the fact 
that quarks are not available as free particles. Much credit should be given in particular 
to experimentalists who are able to isolate relevant phenomena at energies in which 
background problems as well as precision problems are a fantastic challenge, which 
nevertheless has been overcome.
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ZERO MODES AND REPARAMETRIZATION 
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A particular class of massless fluctuations around Parisi’s mean field solution for an Ising spin 
glass is identified as inducing reparametrization of the order parameter function.

Parisi’s replica symmetry breaking mean field theory (MFT) [1] has now been 
accepted as the correct solution of the problem of the long-range Ising spin glass [2]. It 
has been shown to be (marginally) stable [3] and was given a physical interpretation in 
terms of overlaps of pure states [4]. The physical meaning of the fluctuations around 
this mean field solution has, however, remained unclear so far. The presence of 
infinitely many zero modes in what is basically a discrete model is particularly 
intriguing. Though we shall not be able to clarify the physical meaning of these zero 
modes in the present note, we will show how one particular class of them is related to a 
continuous symmetry of the theory known as reparametrization or gauge invariance.

For simplicity, the discussion will be restricted to the truncated model [1] valid 
near the transition temperature, but we wish to point out that the relationship between 
the zero modes and reparametrization is quite general: as has been realized recently 
[5], the structure of the eigenmodes depends only on the ultrametricity [6 ] of phase 
space, hence our conclusions remain valid in MFT at any temperature in the condensed 
phase, moreover, they also hold beyond MFT, for the real, short range model, provided 
its dimension is high enough to support a Parisi-type order.

We begin the discussion by recalling a few facts about Parisi’s solution and about 
the fluctuations around it. The truncated free energy as functional of the n x n ( n  is the 
replica number) order parameter (OP) matrix q xß is [1]:

where t  =  (Tc — T ) / T c is the reduced temperature.
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If {P*}f=o (Po = и> Pr+i = l) are the sizes of the subdivisions of the OP matrix in 
the Párisi construction [1] and 0  are the corresponding OP components the free
energy works out to be:

1 f A J R Г г - 1
Z (Pr~Pr+ikr + T  Z (Pr-Pr+ikr Z (p«-p«+ikt2+

^  r —  0 J  r  =  0 i = 0

+ (Pr-2pr+i)qr2 + 2<7r2 Z (P«-P<+ikl + 4- Z  ( P r - P r + i k t -  (2)
t  =  r + l  J о r = 0

Now the p j s and q k s are treated as variational parameters to be fixed by the 
stationarity conditions [ 1]

and

dF_

d q k
(3a)

d p k
(3b)

which yield the requisite number of equations for the 2R  + 1 unknowns. In the replica 
limit n - + 0  the p k's and q k’s are analytically continued into the interval (0 , 1) and for R  

- * a o  they go over into two continuous functions p(x) and q ( x ) ,  respectively [1]. In the 
same limit the stationarity conditions (За-b) go over into two integral equations which, 
however, turn out to be eq u iv a le n t . This loss of information, resulting from the large R  

limit, is the origin of reparametrization invariance. The remaining single stationarity 
condition cannot determine the two functions p ( x )  and q ( x ) separately, it fixes the 
relation between them only. In the simple case of the truncated model considered here 
this relationship works out to be

q ( x )  =
Ш /  2,

W i)/2 ,
x < x k ,

X > X j ,
(4)

where the breakpoint x k is determined by

t - i ( 2Ci) + 9 2(x1) = 0. (5)

Since in the course of the derivation leading to (4) one repeatedly divides by p (x ) ,  q (x ) ,  

the monotonicity of p ( x )  and q ( x ) has to be assumed, but otherwise any continuous, 
monotonie increasing function p ( x )  defined over (0 , 1) with p(0 ) = 0 , p(l)= 1 and a q (x )  
linked to it by (4) is a solution of the extremum problem. The solution is therefore highly 
degenerate, instead of a single point we are dealing with an invariant orbit in functional 
space.

This built-in redundancy of the Párisi scheme, called reparametrization 
invariance, is somewhat analogous to a local gauge transformation; its origin lies in the 
continuous limit R - *  oo, and is quite distinct from that of the other, evident symmetries 
(time reversal and permutation symmetry) of the model. No physical consequence of
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the theory depends on the actual choice of p ( x ) ,  so usually the simplest gauge p ( x ) =  x  is 
employed, though in some instances the use of a different gauge may be more 
convenient. (We note that Sompolinsky’s [7] anomalous susceptibility A (x )  is related 
to p ( x )  through d(x)= — p {x )q (x ) ) . The interpretation of q ( x )  in terms of the overlap

d xprobability distribution P(q)  =  — [4] may lead one to believe that there is something
d q

special about the standard gauge p(x) = x. This is not the case: a little reflection shows
dpthat for a generic p(x) the overlap distribution is P ( q ) =  — .
dq

d 2FLet us turn to the zero modes now. Diagonalizing the stability matrix  ---- -—  at
vQtzßdqyö

the Párisi stationary point three families of eigenfunctions were found [3] (see also [5] 
for more details). There are zero modes in all three of them. One class of zero modes is 
related to the plateau in the ÓP function q ( x )  and will be of no concern for us here. The 
other class of zero modes is peculiar to family three. In order to explain the structure of 
these modes we have to step back to the discrete (R  < cc) case. The third family 
eigenvectors (represented, as usual, by symmetric, n x n  matrices) can then be 
characterized by three integers: r = 0, 1 ..., R  and /c1; k 2 =  r +  1, r + 2 ,..., R  +  1. Of 
these we are interested in the k l , k2 = r + 1 modes only. For finite R  they are, in fact, 
unstable with small, negative 0 ( R ~ 2) eigenvalues [8 ]. In the limit R - ю о these (r, r  +1, 
r +  1) modes become zero modes and, as shown below, they are the ones that induce 
reparametrization of q(x) .

The eigenvector of an (r, r+ 1, r +  1) mode is shown in Fig. 1. It has non-zero 
elements only in one particular diagonal block of size p r x  p r (Fig. la) which, in turn, is 
divided into sub-blocks of size pr + 1  xpr+1. Of these the diagonal ones are all zeroes 
again, while the rest of the structure is as suggested by Fig. lb: identical shading means 
identical elements. The sum of matrix elements in each row is zero:

Pr+1/i + (pr-2 p r + 1)ß = 0,

2pr+,B + (pf--3pr+1)C=0. (6 )

1 2 ... i ... n/pr
a)

0 7,; I c

%0 Ш
i ' о iw 0 Шp; I 0
/Л 0

b)
Fig. I. The structure o f \i;j, k), one of the (r, r + 1, r + 1) modes. The eigenvector has non-vanishing elements 

inside a single diagonal block of size p, x p, (a), where it has the structure indicated in (b)
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Conditions (6 ) ensure the orthogonality of this particular class of eigenvectors to all the 
others (i.e. to the first two families and to the third family vectors with a different r 

and/or Ic, , k 2). The class (r, r + 1, r + 1 ) is still degenerate: the distinguished p r x p r block 
can be moved to different positions in Fig. la and the two distinguished rows and 
columns of p r+1 x p r + 1 blocks can be shifted to various places in Fig. 1 b. The complete 
characterization of such an eigenvector therefore requires three numbers: i =  1 , 2 , . .  
n / p r to specify the position of the p r x p r block and j ,  к  — 1 , 2 , . .  ., p j p r + 1  to fix the 
distinguished rows inside. A vector so defined will be called | i;j,  k }  (the order of j ,  к  does 
not matter).

Now for a particular choice of the series { p k} the solution of the discrete 
stationarity conditions (3a) yields the piecewise constant OP function shown in Fig. 2. 
Assume we want to introduce a new subdivision p ' between p r and p r+ 1 . This can be 
achieved by adding a properly chosen linear combination formed out of the (r, r+ 1 , 
r +1) modes to the original OP matrix. Before the analytic continuation all the pr’s are 
divisors of the other p k s with k < r ,  by construction, so let us assume that the new 
subdivision p' is also divisible by p r + l  and itself a divisor of pr. Let us form the following 
linear combination:

\r; p'> = (7)

where the summation over j ,  к  is restricted to (/ — 1 ) P'

Pr+1
< j , k < l

P'

P r+ 1
. The result is a

Fig. 2. Parisi’s order parameter function q(x) for finite R (heavy line), with a new step introduced at p' by 
adding a combination of zero modes to the original OP matrix (dashed line). The two shaded areas are equal

matrix with vanishing matrix elements outside the diagonal blocks of size p r x p r and 
also inside the ones of size pr + 1  xpr+1; on the rlh level it has two values X  and У as ' 
indicated in Fig. 3. If the | i , j , k)’s are normalized to unity X  and Tare easily shown to be

* = - 1 / 2  

У= - 1/2

P - P r  ______________f ______________

P r+ 1  ( P r + l - P r ) 1/2( 3 p r + l - P r ) 1/2 ’

P ' - P r  + i 2

P r+ 1  ( P r + l - P r ) 1/2( 3 P r + l - P r )
1/2  • (8)
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0 W a
Y

0

0 %■V /,
0

0 %
,7  /

0

Fig. 3. The linear combination of the zero modes, Eq. (7), is composed of diagonal blocks with a structure
shown here

If I r; p'> is added to a Párisi matrix qaß with a small coefficient c it will not disturb it 
anywhere except on the rth level, where it introduces the new subdivision p ' (Fig. 2). 
Evidently, X  and Y  satisfy

{ p ' - p r+1) X + { p r - p ' ) Y =  0, (9)

so the two shaded areas in Fig. 2 are equal and the integral of q(x) (a gauge invariant 
quantity) is preserved.

In order to keep q ( x )  monotonie the coefficient c must be negative (so that 
c X  >0) and since the steps between the q 's  are of 0(1/R) while X ,  Y ~ 0 ( \ / y/ rR ) ,  c  must 
also be 0 (1/Уя).

By an appropriate choice of c and/or p ' we can, if we wish, make one of the new 
levels equal either to q r _ x or to qr+x which corresponds to shifting p r upwards or p r+1 

downwards.
Repeated application of this kind of transformation on all levels r will carry any 

monotonie, piecewise constant function over into any other and in the continuous limit 
they will tend to different monotonie q { x )  functions but, for R-> oo, there will be no 
change in the value of the free energy.

It must be clear that the point about the combination (7) is not that added to the 
original q xß with a small coefficient c it produces a small, О(c2) variation in the free 
energy — any combination of any zero modes will do that. The point is that we can take 
infinitely many (7)-like steps in succession, and if we choose each step properly we can 
ensure that we remain on the invariant orbit, so that in the end we can produce a 
change of 0(1) in q (x )  without causing any variation (for R->oo) in F. (This is not true 
for the maximum of q ( x )  whose value is fixed by the stationarity condition).

We conclude with a brief comment. In a sense, the transformation induced by 
adding the linear combination (7) to the stationary solution is analogous to an 
infinitesimal rotation in a Heisenberg model. In contrast to that, however, the meaning 
of reparametrization symmetry in the spin glass is totally obscure, in fact, the general 
belief is that it is a mere artefact of the replica formalism with no physical content at all. 
One expects therefore that the soft fluctuations that induce transitions between 
stationary points connected by this continuous symmetry also disappear from the
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theory. As has been shown in [8 ], this is indeed so: the (r, r +1, r +  1 ) modes (along with 
some other, finite mass excitations) act as built-in Pauli-Villars regulators that subtract 
the Greens’s functions of the theory and disappear from the physical results. We note, 
however, that these same subtractions, while essential for keeping the theory back from 
blowing up already on the Gaussian level, are at the same time responsible for the high 
infrared powers found in the free propagators [8 ].
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INVERSION METHOD TO TEST RADIAL 
STRUCTURES IN CYLINDRICAL PLASMAS*

K . G. A n t a l , J. F. B it ó  and F. H a l á sz
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1340 Budapest, Hungary

A new method was developed to investigate radial structures of cylindrically symmetrical 
plasmas, based on the evaluation of the integrated intensity distribution using modified Abel 
inversion. The method reduces the well known error sensitivity of measurements and the restrictions 
owing to analytically invertable functions are avoided. In addition to numerical tests, experiments 
were carried out with optically thin lines of low pressure Hg-Ar discharge.

1. Introduction

Up-to-date methods to investigate plasmas and the diagnostics based upon the 
same, can be classified into active and passive ones, depending on the grade of 
perturbation in the plasma, caused by the use of these methods [1]. In testing 
cylindrically symmetrical laboratory plasmas, mainly passive methods are applied, 
whereby variations caused in plasma parameters do not occur or are insignificant. In 
this range, spectroscopic methods are important [2 ] though these yield values 
characteristic in general but of the integrated intensity of radiation. Radial intensity 
distributions, i.e. the radial structure of each considered spectral line can be determined 
by measuring the integrated intensities of probe radiations or parallel sections of the 
radiation emitted by the plasma, by applying Abel inversion.

The present investigations are aimed on the one hand at deciding experimentally 
what a priori hypotheses concerning the microstructure are admissible in a simplified 
theoretical description of the positive column of discharge plasmas produced in 
laboratories, and, on the other hand, at the experimental verification of radial 
dependences obtained in complex models. In this paper restricted to the consideration 
of the positive column of low-pressure Hg-Ar discharges, a new special inversion will 
be used for radiating transitions of Hg 6 l D 2- 6 1F l (579 nm) and 73 S!-63 P, (436 nm), 
for which the plasma is optically thin. As published models that have so far been 
developed for the description of laboratory plasmas are in some cases inconsistent and 
using them significant features are neglected, a concise survey may be expedient.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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2. Column models of low-pressure Hg-Ar plasmas

One of the most extensively investigated laboratory plasmas subject to both 
experimental [3-9] and theoretical [10-16] research is the positive column of the low 
pressure Hg-Ar discharge used mainly in light sources. The basic aim of the early 
theoretical models was to calculate the energy balance of the positive column, which 
can be easily accomplished by making simplified assumptions for the radial structure. 
Complex models giving “full” numerical descriptions without fitting parameters were 
set up [11, 16]. As these calculations are time-consuming, models using simplified 
assumptions to describe certain selected processes continue to be published [14, 15]. 
The analysis of microprocesses by reduced analytical formulas is again preferred to the 
solution of some 6  to 8  joint differential equations. However, the radial distribution of 
the excited Hg levels is a significant factor in the “big” models as well as in the simplified 
analytical ones. It is expedient to point out that according to the “most sophisticated” 
model [ 16] taking into account the majority of the physical processes, using up-to-date 
numerical methods, the radial distribution function of the 6 3 P2 level is saddle-shaped. 
At the same time, according to [15] this level may be expected to play an essential role 
in the stepwise ionisation of mercury. The a priori statement of the mentioned model is 
that the concentration of the given level is constant along the radius of the discharge 
and it slightly depends on the electron concentration. Only this simplification gives the 
possibility to obtain analytical solution.

Similar assumptions without satisfactory experimental basis frequently occur in 
the literature.

As an example for the discussion mentioned above, let us use the data originating 
from the numerical experiments based on the results of [16]. To ease the survey of the 
problem we also show the simplified Hg term schema (Fig. 1). The maximum set of 
levels that has ever been taken into account in the column-models of the available 
literature consists of the б ' Б ^ д ) ,  6 3P 0(q), 6 3P l (r), 6 3P 2(s), 6 1P 1(p) and the ionised (i) 
states.

Fig. 1. Term schemes of lower levels of Hg, showing main optical transitions
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In [16] the input parameters of the model are:
— the radius of the discharge tube 1.3 cm,
— the wall-temperature of the discharge tube T=313 K,
— the pressure of the argon buffer gas 2  mbar,
— the field strength of the column £  = 0.78 V/cm.
Unfortunately, the radial distributions calculated from the model cannot be 

directly measured by passive methods computed from the model (Fig. 2), because the

Fig. 2. Standardized radial structures of levels g, p, q, r, s, i, as calculated according to model [16]

Table of values

r/R 9 P 9 Г s i

0 0.56 0.98 0.75 0.11 0.77 l

0.05 0.61 0.98 0.72 0.11 0.73 l

0.1 0.62 0.98 0.73 0.23 0.74 0.99
0.15 0.62 0.99 0.73 0.34 0.74 0.97
0.2 0.63 0.99 0.74 0.45 0.75 0.95
0.25 0.64 1 0.75 0.55 0.76 0.92
0.3 0.65 1 0.77 0.65 0.77 0.89
0.35 0.67 1 0.78 0.75 0.79 0.85
0.4 0.69 1 0.8 0.83 0.81 0.8
0.45 0.71 0.99 0.82 0.9 0.83 0.75
0.5 0.73 0.97 0.85 0.95 0.85 0.7
0.55 0.75 0.95 0.87 0.98 0.88 0.63
0.6 0.77 0.91 0.89 1 0.9 0.57
0.65 0.8 0.86 0.92 0.99 0.93 0.5
0.7 0.83 0.79 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.43
0.75 0.86 0.7 0.97 0.88 0.98 0.36
0.8 0.88 0.6 0.99 0.76 1 0.29
0.85 0.92 0.48 1 0.62 1 0.21
0.9 0.95 0.33 0.91 0.4 0.86 0.13
0.95 0.98 0.15 0.68 0.19 0.46 0.05

1 1 0 0 0 0 0
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plasma cannot be regarded optically thin with respect to the resonance lines 
originating from the said levels and, at the same time, there are no radiation transitions 
between the metastable and the resonance states.

The occupation of higher levels has never been treated by any theoretical model 
up to now because of the lack of fairly reliable transition probability data. However, 
there is a possibility to analyse the radial structure by the use of a relatively simple 
technique. The occupation of the levels given in the model (Fig. 2) can be measured by 
the classical “passive” method, though the small differences occurring in that case make 
the use of lock-in techniques necessary.

Both the passive and the active diagnostics raise the question of the appropriate 
inversion method. One of the inversion processes suitably converted to the 
experimental methods referred to above will be presented in the next Section.

3. The modified Abel inversion

As is well known, the use of the Abel inversion method is expedient whenever the 
radial structure of a cylindrically symmetrical system is to be determined and at the 
same time there is no possibility to carry out local measurements. In the optical 
investigation of plasmas, the general formula for the measurable I ( x )  intensity- 
coordinate function has the following structure:

- 1  r a^ rdr/(x) — € X yJr̂ —x2 fo + 2
j  a ( r ' ) r ' d r

e ( r ) e  i
s J r 2 - X -

: d r ( 1 )

with the notations:
I 0 the intensity of the light source to be tested;
X the distance measured from the plasma axis;
e(r) the intensity radiated by the plasma in the direction of observation; 
a(r ) the absorption of the plasma.
Investigations will be made for two extreme cases: 
a) a (r )  =  0; I 0 =  0 ;

R

l ( x ) — 2  j e(r) — dr, (2)

b) s(r) = 0 ,

/(x) = V (3)

The first case pertains to the intensity measurement of the light emitted by the 
plasma in the wavelength range of negligible absorption. The second one is the
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absorption measurement using an external light source, when an appropriate filtering 
of the radiation emitted by the plasma need to be provided (e.g. negligible own 
radiation compared to I 0 or application of the lock-in technics, etc.). The e(r) and a(r)  

functions are to be determined and they will be proportional to the occupation of the 
upper and lower level of the transition, respectively.

It can be stated that by examining the logarithm of the transmission in case b) the 
same relation as in case a) can be established between the measured values (I ( x ) or 
ln(/(x)//0)) and the required quantities (e(r) or a(r)), so it is sufficient to consider 
formula (2) only. Formally, by applying the Abel inversion [17] relation (2) can be 
brought to the following form:

R

However, in practical cases the I ' ( x ) function is generally not available and in 
fact, the I ( x )  function is known in some discrete points only. (Of course, in most cases it 
is quite enough to determine e(r) in discrete points.)

In this way, the alternatives are as follows:
i. numerical derivation to determine I \ x )  and, subsequently, a numerical 

approximation of integral (4) using e.g. the Simpson formula, etc.;
ii. fitting an analytically Abel invertable (4) function series to the measured 

intensity I(x);

iii. based on theoretical considerations seeking e (r) in a given form and choosing 
the appropriate parameters to reach the best fitting of the I ( x ) function 
computed from (2 ) to the measured values;

iv. considering (2 ) in discrete points only, we can obtain a relation of the form

/ f=  t  A ij£j, (5)
i =  1

where A tj depends on the number of the discrete points and on the particular 
kind of numerical integration applied. This is a system of linear equations 
which can be solved either by the inversion of matrix A  (if the measurements 
are made at identical points) or by other methods and in this way the values £j 

can be determined from the measured intensities I , .
In alternatives i and iv the significant error due to the numerical derivation is 

even enhanced by the expression of l /v/5 type in the integral. In case iv this is not 
evident but the term is comprised in matrix A  and in its inverse, too.

In alternatives ii and iii this source of error can be avoided but at the cost of an 
explicit or implicit limitation of e (r) in conformity with the functions used in the fitting. 
This fact means a kind of a priori limitation of the form of (r) which limitation of course 
also influences the results.
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The method avoiding the difficulties inherent in the techniques described is based 
essentially on alternative iv. In this way the assumptions inevitable in cases ii and iii can 
be bypassed and, as a result, the inversion method becomes applicable to problems 
with unknown radial structures. One of the most powerful techniques for decreasing 
numerical errors is the method of smallest quadratic standard deviation according to 
which the radial distribution can be determined but in points less than the ones 
originally tested.

As the measured intensity values can vary by orders of magnitude, it is expedient 
to look for the minimum relative standard deviation. Hence the basic relation is:

N  /  M

Z  zi=l \ j =1
A t f i j  y

~ — 1 ) =min, (6)

where N  is the number of points in which measurements were carried out; M is the 
number of the requested e values; I t is the intensity measured in the ith point; A y  are the 
matrix elements depending on the integral approximation used, but not on Ej .

Derivating relation (6 ) according to £, we can deduce the following system of 
linear equations:

Af
N  л /  Z A y E j

1 = 1 . . . M . (7)

It is evident that if х,>г,-, then in first approximation Л,7 = 0 , but depending on 
the integral approximation this is not necessarily so. A non-zero term may also occur 
when X; ~  Tj. Of course the N  = M case corresponds to the iv-th one discussed above. As 
it is shown in Fig. 3 a decrease of M causes a significant reduction of the expected error 
of the computed radial distribution.

Let the analytically invertable function corresponding to the radial distribution 
have the form

e ( r ) = l - ( r / R ) 2 (8 )

in the considered case, then

/(*) = (! -(х/Л)2)3'2. (9)

For numerical investigations the measured I ( x )  input intensity data were 
supposed to have an accuracy of at least 1 per cent while the errors pertaining to the 
discrete points were randomly generated. The number of the tested points was 
supposed to be N  = 27. In Fig. 3 the absolute values of the relative deviations for the M 
= 27, 21, 15 values are shown. As can be readily seen, the 1 per cent error of the 
measurement can cause even 15 per cent in the case of classical Abel inversion while the 
present method yields less than 3 per cent.
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15 г 7.

IO«*) ° о
XО

О M«27 

X М-21 
Ж М-15

О X ОО
оX

*  * *  Ж Ж * А * , *  «У*

Table of values

О X *
V. t . °//о V. t . % V. t . y/о

0 9 0 2 0 2
0.04 5 0.05 0 0.07 2
0.08 9 0.1 5 0.14 0
0.12 7 0.15 2 0.21 0
0.15 3 0.2 8 0.29 1
0.19 9 0.25 5 0.36 0
0.23 14 0.3 4 0.43 1
0.27 1 0.35 1 0.5 1
0.31 4 0.4 2 0.57 0
0.35 3 0.45 3 0.64 0
0.38 2 0.5 7 0.71 2
0.42 2 0.55 3 0.79 2
0.46 5 0.6 8 0.86 1
0.5 5 0.65 2 0.93 3
0.54 5 0.7 3
0.58 3 0.75 1
0.62 4 0.8 0
0.65 3 0.85 0
0.69 2 0.9 0
0.73 1 0.95 2
0.77 0
0.81 1
0.85 1
0.88 3
0.92 5
0.96 1
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Fig. 3. Error analysis using analytically invertable test function (horizontal axis — radial positions, vertical
axis — absolute values of relative errors)
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4. Radial intensity test

The experimental setup of both the emission and absorption measurement is 
presented in Fig. 4.

In tests of this kind utmost care must be given to minimizing any possible error 
source. Absorption measurements make it necessary to guarantee fairly good stability 
in time for the / 0  intensity of the test beam, otherwise an independent simultaneous 
measurement for “normalisation” purposes must be made, to eliminate the effects of 
varying optical features of the glass tube containing the plasma (e.g. curvature, 
transparency, etc.). This can be done by comparing the test results and those obtained 
with the same discharge tube tested for transmittivity when the discharge is switched 
off. It is also important to achieve fairly good reproducibility of positioning. (It is 
expedient to use step motors for control.) Precise slot-setting to choose the correct 
plasma section is less critical, though in order to obtain good resolution a minimum 
slot width is necessary, of course within the range determined by the detector-amplifier 
system.

Fig. 4. Layout scheme for testing radial emission and absorption. I — probing radiation; C — beam chopper; 
P — plasma; X — moving mechanism; RI, R2 — slots; M  — monochromator; D — detector

Requirements concerning the monochromators depend on the concrete 
transition to be investigated. In emission tests the separation from transitions starting 
from other upper levels should be accomplished by good wavelength resolution in 
cases when the intensity of these transition lines is not orders of magnitude lower than 
the intensity of the line to be measured. (E.g. the 6 3D 1 — 6 3P l and 6 l D 2 — 6 3P l 

transitions require a resolution better than 0.1 nm). In absorption tests this difficulty is 
not significant because the lower levels for close lines are in most cases common and in 
each test the sum of the absorptions associated with the lower level is measured.

It is the beamchopper-detector-amplifier system the common stability of which 
must be restricted. Normally, it is expedient to require 1 per cent minimum value for the 
stability and reproducibility of the measurement. A narrow band amplifier tuned to the
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chopper’s frequency can be applied in such measurements though better results can be 
achieved by the use of phase-synchronised (lock-in) amplifiers even if no time 
resolution is necessary.

Let us use the emission measurement data given in Fig. 5 to illustrate the method 
described in Section 3. The tests were carried out on the positive column of a Hg-Ar 
discharge of 26 mm diameter (T=313 K, p = 2 mbar, resolution is 0.5 mm, the number 
of test points is 52).

The inversion was executed by a computer program specially developed for data 
processing. The integrals involved were approximated by the use of the Simpson 
formula. The calculated radial distributions for two selected lines are shown in Fig. 6 .
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Fig. 5. Measured intensity distributions of transitions 6 ‘D 2 —6‘P, (579 nm) and 73S, - 6 3P, (436 nm)

Fig. 6. Calculated radial distribution of intensity of transitions 6‘D2 — 6‘P , (579 nm) and 73Sj —63P,
(436 nm)
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Values measured on the 436 nm line

0.002 0.007 0.016 0.034 0.053 0.081 0.122 0.168 0.211 0.26 0.314 0.374
0.442 0.495 0.566 0.629 0.691 0.734 0.801 0.848 0.893 0.922 0.944 0.973 0.993

1 0.998 0.983 0.965 0.937 0.898 0.853 0.812 0.752 0.694 0.631 0.572 0.51 0.435
0.388 0.316 0.26 0.202 0.164 0.119 0.088 0.062 0.038 0.022 0.011 0.007 0.007

Values measured on the 579 nm line

0.007 0.011 0.018 0.039 0.052 0.075 0.091 0.118 0.164 0.186 0.255 0.305
0.373 0.42 0.477 0.559 0.623 0.689 0.752 0.798 0.873 0.895 0.945 0.97 0.991 1
0.986 0.98 0.959 0.909 0.85 0.786 0.72 0.652 0.598 0.539 0.473 0.389 0.343
0.284 0.236 0.198 0.143 0.116 0.095 0.089 0.064 0.055 0.041 0.023 0.016 0.011

Table of values

r/R 436 nm 579 nm

0 1 1
0.1 0.976 0.969
0.2 0.905 0.877
0.3 0.791 0.681
0.4 0.66 0.545
0.5 0.5 0.363
0.6 0.353 0.247
0.7 0.201 0.112
0.8 0.105 0.087
0.9 0.027 0.026

1 0.003 0.015

5. Summary and conclusions

The limitations of the area of applicability of the theoretical models described 
above together with their inherent assumptions and neglections require further 
refinement both in the fields of measurement techniques and theory. In the absence of 
some improvement in these fields neither the microstructure of the plasma, nor the finer 
details of the interaction processes can be investigated — the neglections and 
assumptions applied usually conceal the expected radial inhomogeneities concerning 
macroparameters both directly and indirectly.

In this paper a passive spectroscopical diagnostic method for investigating 
cylindrical plasmas is presented. Both the theoretical and experimental analyses 
mainly refer to the positive column of the well-known Hg-Ar laboratory plasmas 
investigated by several authors and widely applied for lighting.
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Surveying the alternatives to verify complex and simplified theoretical models, 
we can state that optical methods, due to their good reproducibility, passive character 
and that they do not impose special restrictions on the system measured, can be 
regarded expedient for such purposes. The optical methods applicable in this field 
make the use of Abel inversion necessary to analyze experimental results.

The essence of the method suggested for Abel inversion is the application of the 
minimum root-mean-square treatment avoiding numerical derivations by which the 
numerical errors occurring in computation can be reduced seriously. The applicability 
of this procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 3, showing an example of the error analysis by 
an analytically invertable function. It is striking that the 1 per cent random error 
considered is amplified to some 15 per cent if the classical Abel inversion is used and 
this error is reduced to 3 per cent, with satisfactory radial resolution.

Numerical experiments evidence that 1 per cent testing accuracy is required to 
determine the radial structure reliably. To give an idea of the severity of this exigence 
the factors affecting the test accuracy were surveyed.

Experience hitherto gained with the tests and also theoretical considerations 
suggest that it is expedient to integrate the micromoving, data collecting and control 
systems in one microcomputer system in order to increase the number of test points.

The I ' ( x )  function can be directly measured by providing for the high uniformity 
of the motion and completing the amplifier with a differentiating circuit of appropriate 
time constant. In so avoiding any numerical derivation, the Abel inversion can be 
executed by simple integrations on the basis of (4).

Though the primary aim of this paper is to describe a new testing method, some 
remarks concerning the test results presented in Figs 5 and 6  may be useful to illustrate 
the applicability.

In Fig. 5 an intensity distribution measured in radiating transitions that start 
from two distinct upper levels, and in Fig. 6  the radial distribution obtained after the 
evaluation of the test are shown. Albeit the calculated radial structure shown in Fig. 2 
does not appear in any of these transitions, the difference in distributions in Fig. 6  is 
nevertheless striking. This is an evidence that the obvious assumption in LTE models of 
the identity, and in some cases, the constancy of radial distributions of the excited levels 
is a marked oversimplification.
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THE POSSIBILITY OF AVOIDING 
THE AXION IN THE PECCEI-QUINN 

MECHANISM*

T. N agy

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

The axion connected with the Peccei-Quinn solution of the strong CP puzzle can be 
eliminated by th e ’t Hooft mechanism. In this case massless quarks must exist at the tree level. It is 
argued that the violation of the’t Hooft symmetry by instanton effects can make these quarks massive 
and in some models this effect might be large enough to generate the masses of the lightest quarks.

There have been several attempts to explain in a natural way the smallness of the 
strong CP violation, implied by the 0-term of the QCD Lagrangian. The most elegant 
mechanism was proposed by Peccei and Quinn [1]. The idea is that if the total 
Lagrangian has a global chiral U(l) symmetry, rotating the 0 angle, and if at least one of 
the quarks gets its entire mass from spontaneous symmetry breaking, the effective 9 

parameter

ö = 9  — arg det m L

obtained when one brings the quark mass matrix (with the left-handed part m L) to 
diagonal form will automatically be equal to zero, as a consequence of the appropriate 
0-dependence of the scalar expectation value. However, this mechanism is plagued by 
the so-called axion problem [2]: the spontaneous breakdown of the U(l) symmetry 
gives rise to an extra zero mass Goldstone boson at the tree level. Since the symmetry is 
explicitly violated by instanton effects, this particle, the axion, is actually a pseudo- 
Goldstone boson with a small mass. No such particle has been observed and new ideas 
have been suggested to save the Peccei-Quinn solution of the strong CP violation.

Given this state of affairs, it is quite straightforward to invoke the 4 Hooft 
mechanism [3] as a possible solution. The mechanism works as follows: let Y be a 
gauge generator and Y  a generator of a global symmetry and let both of them be 
spontaneously broken while a combination Z  =  a X  +  b Y  remains unbroken. Then 
there is only one corresponding Goldstone boson and this can be transformed away as 
in the usual Higgs mechanism. If we take here Tas the generator of the Peccei-Quinn 
U(l), no extra Goldstone boson is associated with its spontaneous breaking, there is no 
axion.

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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Such a solution of the axion problem was discussed within a concrete model by 
Deshpande and Mannheim [4]. However, also this kind of solution has its own 
difficulties. It is easy to show [5] that in such models at least one massless quark must 
exist: the anomaly T tl Q { F „  F ß} — T r RQ { F „  F ß} ( F x: SU(3)r generator) must be zero for 
a Q  =  X  gauge generator, by renormalizability, while it is different from zero for Q  =  Y, 

otherwise U(l)y would not rotate в; thus Z is anomalous too, and only massless 
coloured fermions can contribute to its anomaly.

Now the point I want to make is this: as it was mentioned above, U( 1 )r is not a 
real symmetry, it is violated by instanton effects. The same is true for Z. The effects, 
making the axion a pseudo-Goldstone boson give masses to the quarks, massless at the 
tree level. There is a possibility that the lightest quarks get their masses by this 
mechanism.

To illustrate all these ideas, let us consider a simple model which is essentially a 
standard model with two U(l) factors and one fermion generation, showing a global 
chiral U(l)p0  symmetry. That is, we have

Glocal = SU(3)f* ж SU(2)[* X U(l) 1' 1 X U(l) 1' 2

with the corresponding gauge bosons G ait, A x/i, B lfl and B 2tl (the superscripts denote the 
group generators), and

^global =  U(l)pQ.
The quark multiplet is:

4 l  =
P \  Tr = sr,T = l
n )  l

4 r '■ P
Y r =  e f . Y = - l
R > N k = * - Ï = - 1

We introduce two SU(2)L Higgs doublets and one singlet:

ф , = <i>ïr= ir -Y = i -

The singlet Ф does not play any role in the mechanism to be discussed, it is needed only 
to break the symmetry down to SU(3)cxU (l ) 0  and get an imitation of the “real” 
situation.

The Lagrangian of the model can be written in the form:

V i v +  ЩьУ^гЧь + ЩяГГль + +

+ <£[1 + ( Р„Ф?)* ( Р"Ф“) + ( Р„Ф)* Р"Ф -  Р(Ф), ( 1 )
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where the first term contains the self-interactions of all the gauge bosons, Vr denotes the 
со variant derivative and Р (Ф ) is the scalar potential. The Yukawa interaction of the 
quarks has the general form:

-  se\= PRiPL(rpk<Pi *+ПФ1)+ nl(W *- гркФ1л +
+  N * [ P , . ( W  +  ПФ1) +  NL(r»k0l* - f  * Ф ‘ )]  +  Н С . (2)

The leptonic part i f 1 will not be specified.
The U(l) symmetries of give:

Г рк ф  0 : £r- £f - ^  =  0 , 2 - ô k = 0 ,

П Ф  0 : £г- £̂ - ^  = 0 , 2 — ô k = 0 ,

ГГ#0 : £r—£f + <5ï = 0 , 2 +  ô k = 0 ,

f ? # 0 : Er — £ ?  +  őli =  0, 2  +  ô k =  0.

The conditions for the absence of Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomalies yield further 
restrictions on the U(l) quantum numbers. The condition connected with the 
Tr Yr{ F x , F ß }  combination reads

2er =  sp +  £?.

All the other conditions involve the U(l) quantum numbers of the leptons and can be 
satisfied if we treat the lepton multiplet in complete symmetry with the quarks.

Our aim is to generate a situation where the scalar vacuum expectation values 
$ i ,  <i> yield two conserved generators, a flavor generator Q  (electric charge) and a 
combination

Z  =  X + Y ,

where X  is a flavor generator. These v.e.v.’s give mass to one of the quarks. Then the 
strong interactions generate a Z-forbidden contribution ÔP to the scalar potential, 
changing the v.e.v.’s by ö $ h ö $ ,  and the other quark becomes massive too. This can be 
achieved with the following scheme:

0  = 73+7,, £l= ^ ,  £'= ^ ,  £? = ~ ,  S \ = ~ ,  0 , = 0

(i.e. Y, is the “usual” U(l) generator). Then only F k and F k are allowed; to have both 
kinds of couplings we choose

à 1 =  2 ,  S 2 = -  2 , S l2 =  e 2 - £ %  =  E % - E 2 =  0 j ,

leaving Г I and Г2 different from zero. The combination Z, orthogonal to Q, can be 
written as

Z = a(T3— 7,)+ Y2 + Y.
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There are two Higgs components which are neutral with respect to both Q  and Z: Ф and 
Ф \ ,  or Ф \. Making the choice Ф, Ф \  (i.e. (52 + <5 = 0, 2 -a  + (52 = 0), the v.e.v.’s are:

The most general scalar potential which exhibits all the symmetries is of the following 
form:

Р (Ф ) =  +  а 2Ф%Ф2 + а 3Ф *Ф  + М ф*ф1)2 + Ь2( Ф $ Ф 2)2 +

+  Ь3(Ф*Ф)2 +  (Ф|Ф2) + с 2( Ф \ Ф х) (Ф *Ф ) +

+  с 3(Ф*2 Ф2) ( Ф * Ф )  +  и Ф * 1Ф 2)(Ф*2 Ф 1), (4)

giving the equations
a 1 + 2 b 1\ A \ 2 +  c 2 \ I \ 2 = 0 ,  

а3 + 2 Ь3 |2 : | 2 + с2 |Л | 2 = 0

for the v.e.v.’s. If we write

Ф? = (a/ 2  IЛ I + (p j + i(p2),

Ф = ^ ~ r ( - y 2 \ Z \  +  ' l ' i + 4 2 \
v/ 2

the quadratic part of Р(Ф) takes the form

Р (Ф Г ай1= ^ \ Ф \ \ 2 + ^ \Ф 1 \2 +  Р1М  + 2 ^ 2(р1ф1 +  ц22Г 1
with

/ î Î  =  û 2 +  C i H | 2 +  c 3 | 2 ; | 2 , 

ц1 =  ц 1 + с 3 \ Л \ 2 ,

V l l = 2 b l \ A \ 2, Ц 12 =  с 2 \ Л \ \ Х \ ,  ц 22 =  2 Ь 3 \ Е \ 2 .

(5)

This shows that we have four Goldstone bosons: q>2 , \j>2 and the two real components of 
Ф \.  These bosons correspond to the broken gauge symmetries and can be transformed 
away — there is no axion. However, as it was anticipated there is a massless quark:

m F =  0, m N =  r Nl A * .  (7)

As we said earlier, the instanton effects give a Z violating correction to the scalar 
potential. By calculating this contribution in the simplest approximation, described in 
[ 1 ], one gets

— 0 Р  =  АФТ[Ф2е ~ ‘в +  А * Ф 1Ф%е‘в (8 )
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with
А  =  а 2Г 2Г 1 ,

where a2 >0 is the v.e.v. of a quartic expression of the quark fields. It is clear that ÔP is 
forbidden by U(l)z.

The modification ö $ a of the scalar v.e.v.’s which we assume to be small can be 
determined from the equations

d 2P  

дФ 'дФ /,

One obtains

ô $ 2 =  ô $ = 0 ,  ô$ 22 =  ^ Л е ‘в (9)

0 $ й +
d ô P

Ж
=  0.

which gives for the P-mass:

к! p!
m*Ne ie. ( 10)

Note that m P and m N, as given here, are the left-handed parts of the masses and that 
arg det m L =  arg m Pm N =  0.

This simple example shows how quark masses are generated at different levels in 
axion free models. Of course, the question is whether the higher order masses are large 
enough to play a role in a phenomenological analysis. In the above expression we 
expect a  to be of the order of a typical strong scale, ц 2 is a Higgs mass, thus the ratio 
m P/ m N is probably very small unless Г  2 is allowed to assume a sufficiently large value. 
Leaving aside the question of the reliability of the approximation in which ÔP was 
determined, it is clear that in a realistic situation we want the heavy quarks to be 
massive at the tree level. Thus a realistic analysis must involve several quark 
generations. If there are models which can accommodate quantitatively acceptable 
masses, their form is probably severely restricted. Such extended models will be 
investiged elsewhere.
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GLOBAL-SCALE CHANGES OF THE ENVIRONMENT: 
OBSERVATIONS FROM SPACE*

K . Ya . K o n d r a t y e v

Institute for Lake Research of the USSR 
Academy o f Sciences, Leningrad, USSR

In connection with the development of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, 
key aspects of the environment have been discussed that must specify the major objectives of the 
IGBP as a programme on studies of the interactive evolution of the geosphere and biosphere in 
conditions of an increased anthropogenic impact. Taking into account extensive international 
programmes (it concerns, in particular, the World Climate Programme as well as the Man and 
Biosphere Programme), the problem of global biospherical cycles of carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and some other elements must be considered a key aspect of the IGBP. The processes 
determining the formation of biogeochemical cycles are responsible for anthropogenically induced 
changes in the atmospheric composition which, in their turn, can cause considerable changes in the 
climate and a depletion of the ozone layer which protects the biosphere. Ideas have been expressed of 
a global observational system to monitor the development of processes in the geosphere and 
biosphere.

The evolution of the geosphere and biosphere is characterized by an intensifying 
interaction of their components, which is, first of all, determined by an increasing 
anthropogenic impact on the environment. This impact is mainly manifested through 
the transformation of nature by man and growing anthropogenic loads on the 
environment which affect practically all the components of the geosphere and 
biosphere (in some cases on the global scale) and require a system approach to studies 
of the processes in question [1-35].

Uncovering the laws of interaction between the components of the geosphere 
and biosphere requires interdisciplinary studies of unprecedented complexity, putting 
the respective problems forward as those of primary importance in natural sciences.

Complex studies of the geosphere and biosphere have long since been needed. 
During the recent decades numerous large-scale programmes have been accomplished: 
the International Geophysical Year (IGY), the subsequent International Quiet Sun 
Year (IQSY), the World Weather Watch (WWW) as well as Global Atmospheric 
Research Programme (GARP). Recently, an accomplishment has been started of the 
large-scale Middle Atmosphere Programme (MAP), International Lithosphere 
Programme, World Climate Programme (with the World Climate Research Pro-

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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gramme as a component), a specialized International Satellite Cloud Climatology 
Project (ISCCP) as well as a large-scale Soviet programme “Sections” aimed at studies 
of the role of oceans in the short-term climate changes. Two new international 
programmes have the same objective: World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) 
and Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) programmes.

The following international projects on studies of biogeochemical cycles of 
various components are being accomplished under the aegis of SCOPE and UNEP: 
the American Programme of the Global Troposphere Chemistry, the International 
Hydrobiological Programme, and the Man and Biosphere Programme (within the 
framework of UNESCO, etc.).

Each of the enumerated (and some other) programmes is characterized by a 
complex approach to solving the respective problems. Analysis of the global ecological 
problem, on the whole, shows, however, an urgent need of coordinated efforts to 
achieve the goals of various programmes and substantiating a “super-programme” 
covering the key aspects of the geosphere-biosphere studies.

These circumstances have stimulated the development of a longterm (the full 
launching of the observation system is planned for the 90’s) International Geosphere- 
Biosphere Programme (IGBP) aimed at studies of global changes, especially from the 
viewpoint of anthropogenic impact on the biogeochemical cycles of carbon, nitrogen, 
sulfur, phosphorus, water, and the dynamics of such factors of life support as solar 
radiation, the quality of air and natural waters, soil fertility, as well as interrelationships 
between biospheric and geospheric events [29]. Under the auspices of NASA (USA) an 
independent (but closely related to the IGBP) programme “Global Change: Impact on 
Habitability” is being developed [6 , 7].

This situation requires an analysis of the key problems of the geosphere- 
biosphere studies. The following relevant circumstances are of primary importance. 
First, in time scales of decades and longer it is most clearly seen that the geospheric 
components constitute a coupled system, the interaction of individual components 
being characterized by synergism manifestations (by the feedbacks that sometimes lead 
to a mutual intensification of various processes). This circumstance determines an 
exceptional importance of a system approach as well as interdisciplinary studies of 
physical, chemical and biological processes based on the realization of a joint 
programme.

Second, an increasing anthropogenic impact on the geosphere and biosphere 
necessitates studies of the global-scale processes and changes. From the viewpoint of 
planning the observational system this testifies to an important role of observations 
from space, with the preserved importance of conventional observation systems both 
now and in the future [10]. For the problems, on the whole, palaeo- and comparatively 
planetary analogies become particularly urgent [9, 11]. The latter means that 
geospheric studies must be closely connected with investigations of the origin and 
evolution of the solar system. This conclusion is important because the geosphere- 
biosphere system is not closed in a sense that it is affected by various extra-terrestrial
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factors (solar activity, galactic cosmic rays, etc.). Thus, there is no doubt that the 
atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, lithosphere, and extra-terrestrial factors are key 
objects in studies of the geosphere and biosphere.

What worries us now is that some anthropogenic impacts on the global 
geosphere have already become noticeable (it is manifested, for instance, through 
increased concentrations of C 0 2 and nitrogen oxides, which illustrates an effect on the 
global cycles of carbon and nitrogen) and can grow during a period of several decades, 
whereas, our ability for countermeasures has the same (or even longer) characteristic 
time scale, which demonstrates an urgency of the discussed problems.

Naturally, in studying an exceptionally complicated interdisciplinary problem 
of primary importance is the determination of its key aspects, among them being 
the problem of climate and its changes. Climate is a result of interaction between 
the components of the climatic system (atmosphere-hydrosphere-lithosphere— 
cryosphere-biosphere), with numerous feedbacks. At present there is no problem in 
natural science globally more complex and requiring an account of complicated 
anthropogenic impacts.

In connection with the climate problem the role of the geosphere-biosphere 
interaction requires serious attention. This role is clearly seen, in particular, when the 
climatic effect of the anthropogenic C 0 2 concentration increase is considered. During 
the recent years this problem has brought forth controversial conclusions about 
possible climate changes [4,17,19]. This has been caused by two circumstances: (i) lack 
of reliable enough models of the global carbon cycle (so far, the contribution by marine 
and continental biota is not clear); (ii) inadequacy of the climate theory from the 
viewpoint of interactive account of processes in the geosphere and biosphere. Though 
the climate theory can serve as an illustration of the importance of considering the 
effect of extra-terrestrial factors, the physical mechanisms determining this effect are 
still unknown.

The climate problem is also very important from the practical point of view. It is 
well known that human activity depends (sometimes critically) on climatic conditions 
(it particularly concerns agriculture). Recently, a new aspect of the problem has been 
outlined. It is the possible impact of a nuclear war on the climate and biosphere [8,18]. 
The respective estimates show an unavoidable global ecological catastrophe due to a 
strong climate cooling (“nuclear winter”), which must result from a decreased solar 
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface because of strong attenuation by urban and 
forest post-nuclear fires. Of still more importance is a climatic instability under 
conditions of such strong disturbances of the climatic system.

Bearing in mind the importance of the climate problem, a perspective * 
interdisciplinary part within the IGBP must be formulated, taking into account the 
WCRP and other programmes (WOCE, TOGA, ISCCP, etc.) which are being now 
accomplished. Considering specific features of such programmes, it is clear that studies 
of interrelated problems of the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere as well as 
biogeophysical cycles of such components as carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, and
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solar-atmospheric interrelationships within the IGBP claim most serious attention 
since they are not properly foreseen in the on-going programmes.

The problems of atmospheric physics and chemistry are very important from the 
point of view of assessing the prospects for the biosphere’s evolution (its productivity) 
in conditions of growing anthropogenic impacts. Among other problems the emphasis 
must be placed on the problem of affecting the stratospheric ozone layer which protects 
the biosphere from the harmful effects of the UV solar radiation.

Though the conclusions about anthropogenic effects of ozone have been 
repeatedly changed [26, 27], no doubt, there is a great concern for the effect on total 
ozone content and vertical profile of ozone concentration of ejected chlorofluorocar- 
bons (CFC), carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, methane, and other gases. It is now clear 
that the effects of these components are closely interrelated, and therefore estimates for 
individual (isolated) components cannot be considered correct.

There is evidence (from observational data) for increased concentrations of CFC, 
methylchloroform, carbon dioxide, nitrogen monoxide and methane. However, lack of 
reliable data on the sources and sinks of the enumerated gases does not permit one to 
obtain realistic forecasts of their trends in the future (it is particularly true for methane).

The solution of the ozone problem, which is an important component of MAP, 
requires a realization of an extensive programme of laboratory, field, and theoretical 
studies of interesting physical, chemical, and photochemical processes in the 
troposphere and stratosphere, as well as global-scale monitoring of changes in the 
chemical composition of the atmosphere (for a great number of components).

As for the chemistry of the troposphere, most urgent are studies of (i) water cycle; 
(ii) processes determining the dynamics of oxidants, especially 0 3, S0 2 and N 0 2; (iii) 
mechanisms for dry and wet deposition of pollutants on the surface of land and water; 
(iv) processes determining the content in the lower atmosphere of aerosol and such 
gases as C 02, N 2 0 , CH4, NH3, H2 0; (v) the effect of optically active atmospheric 
components on the radiative regime and climate. As in all other cases, an interaction 
between chemical processes in the troposphere and stratosphere is of principal 
importance.

Tо understand the biogeochemical cycles it is necessary to study such controlling 
factors as (i) natural and anthropogenic inputs of minor components to the 
troposphere; (ii) their further transport; (iii) chemical transformations (including gas- 
to-particle conversions); (iv) scavenging from the troposphere of minor gaseous and 
aerosol components (here the role of the cloud cover is significant). Of primary 
importance are studies of such biospheric components as forests in the tropics and 
midlatitudes, steppes and savannah, tundra, agricultural areas, upwellings, and open 
ocean.

Climatic changes are determined by an important role of minor optically active 
atmospheric components (including ozone) in the formation of the atmospheric 
greenhouse effect whose variations are an energy cause of anthropogenic impacts on 
climate.
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An increased ozone content in the troposphere observed during the recent years 
illustrates this fact. Estimates showed that the contribution of this increase to an 
intensification of the greenhouse effect is equivalent to the effect of an increased C 0 2 

concentration.
In the field of numerical modelling the problem of development of interactive 

models with account of dynamical and photochemical processes is most urgent, to 
reproduce the global budgets of 0 3, CO and other critically important components.

As before, approximate 1-D and 2-D models must play an important role in 
studies of the regional transport, geochemical balances, and a search for new important 
chemical reactions. Longterm objectives must foresee studies of the role of complex 
heterogeneous processes in the formation of global cycles of various components, with 
emphasis on poorly studied processes in remote (background) regions of the globe.

In many respects the chemical composition of the atmosphere has been formed 
and is being changed as a result of interaction with the biosphere. The biosphere is a 
major source of various organic compounds and of such volatile halocarbon as 
methylchloroform. Correlations between respective processes are not always direct 
and unanimous. For instance, chemical reactions with participation of the oxides of 
nitrogen in the troposphere can lead to both an increase and decrease of the ozone 
content, which, in its turn, affects the vegetation cover. Variations in concentrations of 
N 2 0 , CH3CI and CH4  in the troposphere affect the ozone content in the stratosphere, 
and this affects the biosphere, too.

A very important problem is to study the physical, chemical and biological 
processes responsible for release and assimilation of various components by the 
biosphere (within different ecosystems) and, on the other hand, a reaction of the 
biosphere to a variability of physical characteristics and chemical composition of the 
atmosphere. Here of the first priority are such gases whose content is being changed 
due to human activity: C 02, CH4, N 2 0 , NOx, and SOx, as well as carbon monoxide 
playing a substantial role in the chemistry of tropospheric hydroxyl.

There are grounds to believe that chemical and photochemical processes in the 
stratosphere and mesosphere, varying under the influence of extra-terrestrial factors 
(solar protons events, galactic cosmic rays) are responsible for the mechanisms that 
determine the effect of extra-terrestrial factors on the climate.

A key factor of the formation of the chemical composition of the atmosphere is its 
interaction with ocean which is a sink for C 02 and nitrogen oxides, but a source (in the 
regions of coastal lowlands and productive zones) of CH4, H2S and (CH3)2 S, as well as 
a source of halogenes, nitrogen oxide and water vapor for the atmosphere. An urgent 
problem is a study of the ocean-atmosphere gas exchange as a result of corresponding 
chemical, physical and biological processes. The cardinal role of the ocean in the 
formation of the sulfur cycle claims special attention, as well as an interaction of 
processes in the ocean and on land through rivers, estuaries and coastal waters. Here 
estimates of the input to the ocean of fresh water, carbon, phosphorus and suspended 
matter are needed.
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Atmospheric aerosol plays an important role as an optically active atmospheric 
component affecting the formation of the climate [34]. Volcanic stratospheric aerosol 
that causes strong and prolonged disturbances in the radiative regime and respective 
climate changes, is a most substantial manifestation of the effect of natural aerosol on 
radiation and global climate (dust storms are an important regional factor). The 
presence of anthropogenic aerosol in the troposphere is manifested as a trend of 
growing atmospheric turbidity and through the formation of atmospheric haze in high 
latitudes of the Northern hemisphere. In all cases of great importance is a mechanism of 
gas-to-particle conversion (in the case of volcanic stratospheric aerosol this mechanism 
prevails), which determines the interrelationship between biogeochemical cycles of 
sulfur and nitrogen and the processes of atmospheric aerosol formation. Of great 
concern is an almost unknown effect of aerosol on the processes of formation and 
dissipation of the cloud cover. As has been mentioned above, the smoke aerosol 
resulting from post-nuclear fires is critically important.

One more first-priority component of the IGBP is the problem of biological 
productivity on land and in the ocean. Conditions for biological productivity on land 
are determined by resources of water, biogenic components and the light, and for the 
ocean only the two last factors are important. It follows that to assess conditions on 
land, it is important to obtain information about the global spatial and temporal 
distribution and rainfall intensity. Fluxes of biogenic components driven by rivers to 
coastal zones of the ocean and due to mixing, coming eventually to deep oceanic layers, 
as well as the transport of matter from land to the ocean through the atmosphere play a 
decisive role as factors of oceanic bioproductivity.

An assessment of the role of the latter factor is hindered by the unreliability of 
present climate models from the viewpoint of simulating the global distribution of 
precipitation and the need of taking into account an increasing anthropogenic input of 
optically active minor gaseous components, which leads to a change of the temperature 
regime, affects the water cycle, causes acid rains and changes the concentration of toxic 
gases, soil fertility, and the content of nutrients in rivers and shelf zone. Variations in 
the intensity of the UV solar radiation at the surface level caused by atmospheric 
pollution can play a substantial role in affecting the bioproductivity. Having 
determined the natural variability of bioproductivity, one faces an important problem 
of analyzing the anthropogenic effect on the biosphere. Solution of this problem will 
require investigations in various directions.

One of them is the global moisture cycle, whose formation is determined by an 
interaction of the thermal regime and atmospheric circulation, the processes of 
evaporation (including évapotranspiration), transfer and phase transformation of 
water in the atmosphere, the atmospheric circulation being coupled with the radiative 
regime affected by anthropogenic variations in the atmospheric composition 
(including chemically and biologically active components). Major difficulties in solving 
the problem of water cycle are as follows: insufficient reliability of the estimates of 
évapotranspiration on land, evaporation and precipitation on the oceans, inadequate
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parametrization of the processes of formation of clouds and rainfall. The role of the 
vegetation cover in the transport of water from soil to the atmosphere must further be 
studied. Data on global cloud cover climatology, distribution of precipitation over the 
oceans, and evaporation from the ocean surface are still fragmentary.

The leading role of the ocean in the formation of the global water cycle and 
climate determines the key importance of the problem of atmosphere-ocean 
interaction and, in this connection, the programme “Sections” [22]. An interaction 
between the atmosphere and land surface has been studied rather poorly (this has 
determined the convocation of the 1982 International Conference on Parametrization 
of Land Surface Processes and a recent development of an International Satellite Land 
Surface Climatology Project — ISLSCP).

Snow and ice cover and its variability is a fundamental climate forming factor. A 
high albedo of snow and ice determines a strong (and interactive) dependence of the 
climate on variations of the extent and properties of the snow and ice cover. Sea ice 
plays an important role as an insulating layer (it determines a large contribution by 
heat exchange through polynyas and leads in high latitudes) and as an inertial 
component that transforms the annual course of temperature by shifting extrema due 
to latent heat released during freezing in the fall and heat expenditure on melting in the 
spring. Being a sensitive component of the climate system, the ice cover is a useful 
indicator of climate changes.

Of principal importance is that the continental biomass has been estimated to an 
accuracy of a factor of 2 , and changes in the time scale of decades are known still worse. 
Such a situation is hindered by a large-scale effect of human activity on natural 
ecosystems during the last 1 0 0  years (deforestation, wide use of monocultures in 
agriculture, etc.). Much more accurate estimations are needed of total biomass for 
individual ecosystems and for land surface, on the whole, which will permit a more 
reliable analysis of the effect of variations in land use, climate, and an input of nutrients 
to the global primary bioproductivity.

The following studies are of the first priority: (i) the effect on the input of biogenic 
components (nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur, in particular), variations in the 
concentration of oxidants, acid rain and heavy metals deposition on reservoirs of 
carbon; (ii) reaction of biota to environmental changes; (iii) factors that regulate the 
carbon ratio between living and dead components of ecosystems, and their 
dependences on anthropogenic impacts.

Solution of the problems requires a development of a global observational 
system with the use of both conventional and space-borne observation means, with an 
undoubtful priority of the latter. One must, first of all, analyze an adequacy of available 
observation means from the viewpoint of the IGBP problems, since it is clear that some 
of the present needs in information on the geosphere and biosphere can already be 
satisfied (either completely or partially) with the use of meteorological and Earth’s 
resources satellites as well as manned orbital stations. Also, it is clear that all the 
requirements to observational data can only be met by improving, expanding, and
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supplementing the available observation means. First of all, it necessitates planning an 
adequate and optimal global system of observations [ 1 0 ].

The importance of the problem of optimal planning of the system of remote 
sensing from outer space is determined by a number of circumstances, including the 
high cost of the experiments, limitations for the weight of instruments, power supply 
and the volume of the information stored on-board. Besides, a number of scientific 
aspects of the problem must be borne in mind. The satellite-derived data interpretation 
is connected with solving mathematically incorrect inverse problems: using the 
characteristics of either reflected or absorbed radiation, one must retrieve the 
parameters that characterize the state of the environment. The incorrect character of 
most of the inverse problems of remote sensing determines the critical importance of 
the choice of measurement conditions for the accuracy of the obtained results [ 1 0 ]. 
Therefore, a non-adequate choice of spectral channels or geometry of observations can 
considerably depreciate the observational results. On the other hand, a neglect of the 
information content of remote sensing data can result in redundant information.

A similarity of requirements to the systems of remote sensing of the objects, 
interesting for various branches of applications, has brought forth the problem of 
planning the multi-purpose systems of remote sensing from space. Below will be 
discussed two major strategies of the approach to the problem of optimal planning of 
such systems [35].

The economic strategy of the optimal planning of the systems is based on 
maximization of the integral economic efficiency factor for a multi-purpose 
observation system Funder the condition that the efficiencies for individual problems v t 

(i=  1,. . . ,  N )  are regulated by special limitations of the type of unequalities from above 
and from below. One of the most efficient numerical algorithms for the solution of this 
problem is Balash’s method used in calculations for planning the multi-purpose 
systems of remote sensing of environmental objects from space. All the problems are 
divided into four large groups: oceanology, hydrology, geology, forestry, and 
agriculture. Each of these groups is subdivided into sub-groups. The number of partial 
problems in each of the basic groups varies from 9 to 14 [10]. As an illustration, we shall 
consider the results of the choice of an optimal set of spectral channels for multi
purpose survey in the interests of oceanology (Table I).

The number of spectral intervals (channels) required for the solution of 12 
problems ( N  = 12) in the group “oceanology” (Table I) totals 37 ( M  = 37), the number of 
particular channels m, for the i-th specific problem ranging between 18 and 33 
(18<m, <33). It means that the volume of information for each specific problem is 
sufficiently large. It constitutes not less than half the whole volume of information for 
the entire group of problems “oceanology”.

Calculations of the economic efficiency factors of the measurement channels K j  

(/=  1,.. . ,  N )  have shown that some channels are potentially unprofitable (negative 
values of K j )  from the viewpoint of multi-purpose application of the observational 
system. These are channels 0.40--0.45 pm and 0.69-0.73 pm. Measurements in the
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Table I

Specific problems within the group “Oceanology”

Number Problem

1 Sea surface state
2 Water turbidity
3 Sea ice
4 General near-shore marine survey
5 Mapping the coastal currents and tides
6 Global-scale mapping of currents, sea surface survey
7 Mapping the coastline and shallow waters
8 Batimetry and topography of ice
9 Distribution and migration of aquatic organisms

10 Contamination of coastal waters
11 Impact of contamination on marine medium
12 Studies of bars, reefs, etc.

following spectral channels are economically justified best: 0.53-0.55; 0.66-0.63; 0.59- 
0.61; 0.61-0.64; 0.55-0.57 pm. Here maximum values of { K j}  are reached. Thus, even 
simple calculations make it possible to select from a large initial list of spectral channels 
those most substantial from the viewpoint of economic criteria. Similarly, one can 
consider other groups of problems and characteristics of the observational system 
(spatial and temporal resolution, periodicity, geometry, etc.).

The strategy of multi-purpose planning of the space-borne remote sensing 
system is based on the use of statistical techniques for processing observational data 
[35]. Mathematical formalization of requirements can easily be made in this case [10]. 
As an example, we shall consider the problem of the choice of spectral intervals.

Combinations of the channels recommended for solution of specific problems 
form a multitude on the spectral axis. Having enumerated all the channels, we obtain a 
totality of elementary channels forming the basis for choosing any interval from the 
initial totality. We form a vector with the number of components n  equal to that of the 
elementary channels. Let the indication vector x j , the i-th component of which is either 
zero or unity (depending on whether the i-th elementary interval meets the 
requirements of the y'-th specific problem or not) correspond to the y'-th specific 
problem. With a set of requirement vectors X  =  { x j } the problem can be formulated of 
finding the vector x *  minimizing (maximizing) some purpose functional ^determined 
by a set X .  Further, the problem can be solved in two ways. With the totality of vectors 
X  =  {xJ} considered as a statistical sample, the problem of multi-purpose planning can 
be formulated as a problem of stochastic optimization, and to solve it, the techniques of 
principal components and factor analysis can be applied.
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The main idea of the factor analysis is that correlations between the components 
of the X  vector are determined by a small number of independent latent variables 
y x ( / = ! , . . m), with m < ^n . In the respective representation

the random vector  ̂= . . , ö n) characterizes the level of errors. The elements of
vector-columns that form the matrix of factor loads F  =  { f u }  give an idea of the 
components of the initial vector X ,  substantial from the viewpoint of the information 
content of performed measurements. In the spectral problem the analysis is aimed at 
the selection of most informative channels. In practice, it is worthwhile to attempt to 
select single-bounded multitudes: on the spectral axis. First, the columns F  are found by 
the technique of principal components, but not always can their components meet the 
indicated conditions. To achieve the goal, one can use the fact that relationship (1) and 
statistical properties remain invariant with respect to the conversion ÿ = U - y ,  F  

— F  U T with the orthogonal matrix U . The technique of varimax rotations [10] 
enables one to find a conversion for which the extremum of the functional

is realized which characterizes the moderate degree of inhomogeneity of the vector- 
columns of the factor loads. The parameter V ( F ) is called the variation matrix.

T h e  c h o ic e  o f  s p e c t r a l  in terva ls . Using the described procedure one can choose 
single-bounded spectral regions for multi-purpose survey carried out in the interests of 
the following four groups of problems: I — oceanology; II — hydrology; III — geology; 
IV — forestry and agriculture. The number of specific requirements in the groups 
totalled: I — 102; II — 33; III — 36; IV — 32. In numerical solution one succeeds in 
selecting 7-9 factors for each of the groups of problems. The first four channels provide 
the 70% coverage of the mean square deviation in the space of requirements. In all the 
cases, two IR channels are chosen: 0.73-0.8 and 0.9-1.1 pm and two intervals in the 
visible: 0.55-0.58 and 0.69 pm. The remaining channels vary depending on the group of 
problems. The next step is combining the enumerated groups of problems into 
complexes. With exclusion of the 0 2, H2 0 , 0 3 and N 0 2 absorption bands, Table II 
gives the limits of optimal spectral intervals for the “oceanology” problems as well as 
the complexes of “land” problems and a combination of all the four groups. To achieve 
the 70% coverage of the initial MSDs in the space of requirements, five channels are 
necessary (three in the visible, two in the near IR).

O p t i m a l  c o n d i t io n s  f o r  th e  s u r v e y  f r o m  space. Let us discuss the choice of 
parameters of the survey that characterize the geometry of observations as well as the 
spatial and temporal resolution of the obtained information. We shall consider the 
following parameters: sun elevation, nadir angle of viewing, spatial resolution, 
coverage of the survey, and maximum periodicity. The requirements produced by

m

xj =  Z fjiyi +  àj/= 1 ( 1 )
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Table II

Optimal choice of spectral channels for remote sensing

Group of 
problems

Spectral intervals [pm]
1 2 3 4 5

I 0.83-0.87 0.94-1.1 0.76-0.78 0.66-0.69 0.54-0.57
I I - IV 0.94-1.1 1.2 -1 .25 0.51-0.57 0.66-0.69 0.40-0.49
I - I V 0.83-0.87 0.84-1.1 1.2 -1.25 0.52-0.57 0.66-0.69

Table III

Optimization of conditions for survey from space

Parameter of the 
measuring system

Group of problems
I II III IV

Sun elevation [deg.] 15 -30 15-30 15-30 15-60
Nadir angle of viewing [deg.] 30 30 30 30
Spatial resolution [m] 50-300 5 -1 0 10-30 10-30
Coverage [km] 400-1000 200 -  400 400-1000 50-200
Maximum periodicity [days] 1 1 3 -2 0 2 -2 0

specific problems with respect to these parameters totalled 73 [10]. For each of the five 
parameters three types of requirements were chosen: high, moderate and low, which 
has markedly simplified the interpretation of the results of application of the factor 
analysis algorithm (Table III).

Some similarity of requirements to the parameters of survey is observed in 
oceanology and hydrology. High requirements are made to spatial resolution in 
hydrology. Similarity of requirements is observed in geology, forestry and agriculture, 
with the difference only in the coverage of survey.

A comparison of the results obtained on the problem of optimization of the 
system of the spectral channels for remote sensing shows a certain consistency. The 
channels 0.53-0.57, 0.66, and 0.68 pm are most efficient for oceanology from the 
viewpoint of both strategies. Other channels located in the near IR (0.83-0.87; 0.94- 
1 .1  pm) are only important from the viewpoint of multi-purpose application of the 
obtained information. Their economic efficiency is twice as low as compared to the 
channels of the optical range.

These results show that the developed techniques make it possible, on the strict 
mathematical basis, to substantiate the optimal composition of the observational 
system and conditions for observations. The multi-purpose applicability of the 
observational systems ensures the widest use of the obtained results. The proposed 
techniques for planning an observational system provide a certain economic effect of 
the space-borne remote sensing systems both for the economy on the whole and for its 
certain branches.
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To summarize, note that with the efforts taken within some specialized 
programmes, studies of the interaction between the geosphere-biosphere components, 
with emphasis on physical, chemical and biological processes on land and in the ocean 
must be a central problem of the IGBP.

Since the key aspect of the IGBP is biogeochemical cycles and their changes as a 
result of anthropogenic impacts, man must be not only a cause of geosphere-biosphere 
transformations but also an important object of studies (from the viewpoint of varying 
conditions in the geosphere and biosphere that affect him). Such being the case, a major 
goal of the IGBP is an analysis of the present state of interaction between man and the 
environment as well as respective prognostic estimates.
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YANG-FELDMAN FORMALISM 
OF DIPOLE FIELDS*

K. L. N a g y
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1088 Budapest, Hungary

The special form of the Yang-Feldman equations for dipole fields is examined. Comments are 
given concerning their applications to a c-number source and gauge theories.

1. In connection with Heisenberg’s unified field theory of elementary particles 
[ 1] among other most important features it turned out that we have to consider dipole 
ghost states [2 ,3], state vector spaces with indefinite metric, or more closely we have to 
work out the quantum theory of the dipole (multipole) fields. A paper appeared soon
[4] on the Yang-Feldman formalism of the Froissart field [5] in a non-completely 
mature form. Dipole fields, however, violate the physical unitarity [6 ], which hampered 
further studies, in those times. From this early stage of developments an excellent 
compilation can be found in Nakanishi’s paper [7].

It seems, however, that the correct description of the covariant Lagrangian 
formalism of gauge fields (including gravitation) cannot be carried out without 
multipole fields [7, 8 ]. In this case appropriate subsidiary conditions guarantee the 
physical unitarity. At the same time those fields may provide a natural explanation for 
confining potentials [ 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ].

In this paper we examine in the usual framework of an idefinite metric theory the 
Yang-Feldman equations of dipole fields (c.f. mainly [8 , 13, 14]), and make some 
observations and comments. We do not use anywhere integrals of the type

J A ( x  — x ') \l>(x')dx',

where \j/ is a (possible free) field. The form of our equations versus [8,13,14] seems to us 
more inspiring, especially in applications and understanding.

2. The Lagrangian

L  =  d l‘A d „ B - m 2A B + ^ A 2 +  A j l +  B j 2 (1)

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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yields the field equations

(D + m 2) A  —j 2 , 

(□ + m 2)B  =  X A  + j \ .

(2)

(3)

Assuming that the sources j l t j 2 behave properly (e.g. do not contain a discrete 
spectrum at p 2 — m 2) the Yang-Feldman equation corresponding to Eq. (2) is

A ( x ) =  A,(x)+ j A i( x - x ' ) j 2( x ' ) d x ' ,  

( □ + m 2)di(x) = á(x).

(4)

The suffix i denotes asymptotic indices “in” or “out”, respectively. The solution of (3) for 
т ф 0  can be found as follows:.

Since
П х * д м< р & ( 2 (5)

from (2 ) we have
O x l‘d llA - ( 2  +  x '1d tl) ( j 2 — m 2A ) .

Looking at this form, it is easy to recognise that the field defined by

Яc =- 2 m 2 (a + X " ^ ) '4

satisfies
(П + т 2) С '  =  ЯА + j „  

j .  = -  2 ^ 2  ( 2  + a + x “ô j j 2 .

a is an arbitrary number. Therefore

( □  + m 2) ( B -  C a) = J x = j , - j „ .

The general solution of (7) is

B(x) = ßf(x)- -^ T(a + x"<?(1M(x)+ J 3 ;(x -x V « M ^ ',

where ß?(x) is a free field.

B o J x )  = ß?„(x) + J A ( x - x ' ) J x(x ')  d x '  .

Substituting J x and A ,  after a partial integration we have

ß(x) = ß°(x)- ^ - 2 (a  +  x ßd J A i( x ) +  J A i( x - x ' ) j i ( x ' ) d x ' -

-  ~  J  [(*" -  x p )  д ц +  2 ] А  i ( x  -  x ' ) j 2(x ' )  d x ' .

(6)

( 7 )

( 8)

(9)

( 10)
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It is interesting to notice that from Eq. (5)

(□ +m2) [(x"—x" )\j„ + 2]J,-(x — x') = — 2m2A,{x—x'), 

as it has to be. Using the identity

2m2 =(2 + xf‘dll)A, (П)

Eq. (9) reads

B(x) = B?(x)- y ( a  + x ^ K .(x )+  Í /1,(х-х')Л (х')^ '-

, f d A f ix -x ') ,4 ■ , 
AJ Sm‘ , M i x - (1 2 )

Of course

(13)

Denoting

B,(x) = B?(x) -  (a + x?dJAt(x), (14)

one gets
B0J x )  = BJx)+  J d(x-x')./1(x') d x '-

, ÇdA(x-x') ,
Д S m ,  J 2( (15)

Ah B( satisfy
(□ + т 2)Л( = 0 ,

(□  +m2)Bi = 2Ai.

Demanding that for j t = 0 the canonical commutation relations should give

№ ) ,  B(x')] = - U ^ d ( x - 4  (16)

we must have a= 1. The other commutators are

l A ( x ) ,  Л(х')] = 0, [Л(х), В  (х')] = i A ( x  -  X ') .

By means of the creation and annihilation parts of A ,  and B? the indefinite metric 
Fock spaces {|i>} can be constructed in the usual way.

Equations (4) and (15) are valid also for m = 0;

г
dm2

A ( x )
и2 = 0

=  E ( x ) = — A '(xoio-l)D W  =

11 Acta Physica Hungarica 62, 1987
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Instead of Eq. (14), from ß, one can extract a non-covariant simple pole free field B ° (x )  
as:

ß?(x) = ß ^ ) - A y d - ‘ (x 0 d o-y )> M x). (17)

Perhaps as an example it is interesting to note that for a c-number source _/, =0, 

7 2  = 3 (̂3 ,(r) c " |t| coscoi, cu# 0  (18)

in the asymptotic region t !> 0

g
<in, 0 1 Aou,(x) I in, 0 > = -— cos cu (r — t),

aÀ  « cos со (r — t)<in,0|ßout(x)|in,0>= —  A  \rdt- 1)------ -------

9 Я
% itw2r

(cor sin co(r — t) +  COS CO (r — f)),

<in, 01 ßo0ut(x)| in, 0 ) = ^ A - ' ( ( r - t ) d - ±
^COSO)(r — t)

9 *
8 я2 со2г ^cu(r—t) sin co(r — f) + -cos c o ( r — t)

■>
3. Dipole fields, in general, violate the physical unitarity. In connection with the 

above equations, we mention a case where physical unitarity might survive. From (9) 
B?n =  B°oat if

j i = L = -  2^1 (3 + х Э Д 2. (19)

Let us suppose that a physical field cp is coupled to the above dipole field in the form e.g. 
j i  of (19) and j 2 = g c p 2. Let the physical subspace be spanned by states {|in>phys} 
containing only physical <p “in” particles (i.e. of the form <p7 .. ,<p7;|0>, with positive 
norm). Assuming asymptotic completeness |in)phys can be expanded symbolically as

v tn  • • • <p L  10>= Гся. m., (<P„+u Л  )'l 0>.
The states on the right-hand side are linearly independent, / must be zero since ßfn 
= ß°ul and looking at the left-hand side, the state by definition must not contain Bfn . 
States with / = 0, m#0 have zero norm. Therefore, symbolically

1 = ̂ Ся.0,0ся,0,0-
Such a theory is, perhaps, non-trivial, since in the above example with j 2 of (18), and 

<in,0|ß°ul(x)|in,0> = 0, <in, 0|/4ou,(x)|in, 0>= - ß — c o s  со ( r — t)
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however for B oui(x )  we have

<in,0 |ßou.(x) I in, 0 ) = — -  ^ ,  \ a)t sin w ( r  — t ) — 4 - cos ou(r — t)
й тто гг  \  2

In more realistic theories the vector version of (1) has to be considered too. There, 
however, terms proportional to к  and m 2 violate the gauge invariance. Those terms 
may appear as a consequence of a spontaneous symmetry breaking. Taking e.g. the 
Higgs mechanism, one complex scalar field Ф1 coupled to А ц in the form

reproduces Я/0,  while with another field Ф2

Г„Ф* Р"Ф2 + h.c., Г„Ф2 = (дц -  i e 2B„)<P2,

т ф  0 can also be established. Thus the Higgs becomes a complex scalar dipole field.
In this article we strived to demonstrate that multipole fields still deserve some 

interest nowadays.
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DENSITY PEAKS
AND LARGE SCALE VELOCITIES*

A lex a n d er  S. S z a l a y ** and L ars  G e r h a r d  J en sen

Theoretical Astrophysics Group, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
Batavia, Illinois, 60510, USA

The velocity dispersion of density extrema is calculated for a general fluctuation spectrum 
and is shown to be smaller than for randomly selected points for most spectra by a factor 2/(n +  3), 
where |<5»|2 = fc". This is valid for the peculiar velocity distribution of clusters of galaxies as well. Our 
location near the Virgo cluster changes the interpretation of the large scale velocity field 
measurements. The results imply that “biased” galaxy formation with cold dark matter has even 
more serious difficulties than previously suggested by Vittorio and Silk [1].

Recent observations on the large scale velocities of the galaxy distribution (Hart 
and Davies [2], de Vaucouleurs and Peters [3]) were used to constrain theories of 
galaxy formation (Clutton-Brock and Peebles [4], Kaiser [5], Vittorio and Silk [1]). 
The latter papers calculated the rms velocity of a randomly placed spherical shell of 
radius R  for fluctuations given by their power spectrum, assuming random phases. 
With various normalization criteria like £ ( 5 h ~ l M p c ) ,  J 3( 2 0 h ~  l M p c )  or 1 + Z „ ,  

expectations for ( v 2)  were obtained. By comparing these to the observations the 
different theoretical models were accepted or rejected at respective significance levels.

We would like to point out a possible systematic bias in this method. The 
observations are hardly randomly selected or independent, they are all influenced by 
the Virgo cluster, the largest mass concentration in our neighbourhood. Attempting to 
model this configuration, we calculate the rms velocity of a spherical shell centered on 
an extremum of the smoothed density field, and show that this velocity is lower in all 
practical cases than for a random point. A more detailed calculation where the shell is 
not centered on the extremum will be published elsewhere.

Let us define the n’th moment of the smoothed density fluctuation spectrum as

s 2n = $ d 3k k 2”\ ô k \ 2 W ( k R ) ,  (1)

where W ( k R )  is the square of the window function, the Fourier transform of the galaxy 
selection function and R  its radius. The dispersion of the velocity vr and the smoothed 
overdensity D  are given by

<D2> = sg; <rr2> =  (Ha/)2s2 „  (2 )

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
** On leave from Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary
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with H  =  à /a ,  the Hubble constant and H f  = (<$/<5). Here we denote the smooth 
overdensity centered on x as D(x), the components of its gradient and second 
derivatives as D;, D {j and the components of its velocity as v t = ( H a f ) U t . The 
correlation coefficients between those quantities are simple due to the orthogonality of 
the odd and even ranks of the derivatives. The velocities are only coupled to the 
gradients independent of D  and D0, hence the velocity of an extremum will not depend 
on whether it is a maximum, a minimum or a saddle point. The correlation between D , 
and U ( are the following:

< D D ty  = <Dl/,> = <di7 d ,> = < е д >  = 0, (3)

<DiDi)=sf/3; <0;1/(> = 5?/3 ; <C/it;f) = ss_1/3.

Only the i = j  terms are coupled, and their correlation matrix is

( s í /3 s 2J  3 \  
U /3  s 2- j y

and / 3  s i J Q  

V -3 s l / Q

3 s l / Q \  

3 s f / Q j ’
(4)

where 6  = s?s - 1 — so •
Now, using C"1 we can easily construct the joint probability distribution P ( U it 

D t) (for a discussion, see Bardeen et al [6 ]). Constraining the value of to 0 for the 
selection of extrema the velocity dispersion becomes

> = 3 ( H a f ) \ U f  > = ( H a f ) 2Q 2s ;  2 , (5)

where the subscript x refers to the extremum. This is to be compared to the velocity vr of 
a random shell:

<^>
< v 2y

= 1
s tsis2- 1 ( 6)

Approximating the power spectrum with \ ô k \ 2 =  A k "  and the window function 
with exp ( — k 2R 2), following Kaiser [5], we obtain s£ = /ir((2m + M + 3)/2)Æ-<2m + ', + 3), 
so

< v j > ^  2

<v?> n +  3
(7)

This turns out to be a fair approximation even for cold dark matter, if R  is 
sufficiently large (Table I). For the n  = 1 Zel’dovich spectrum 2/(n + 3) is equal to 0.5, 
hence the rms velocity of the extrema is 1 / ^ / 2  lower than that of a random point.

If we assume, that the measured data reflect such a configuration, then the 
velocities should be multiplied by ^ J l  before comparing them to calculations made for 
random points or the model velocities should be reduced. This effect will change the 
statistical significance attached to any particular model substantially, it makes the 
agreement with cold dark matter models worse, providing a very strong upper limit on 
the enhancement factor of the correlation function in “biased” galaxy formation 
models.
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Table I

The ratio of the velocity of extrema (к J  to the velocity of a random shell (t>r) as a function of the shell radius R 
for cold dark matter, n = l ,  b=0.5, (2= 1. It is approaching the asymptotic analytic value 2/(n +  3) =  1/2 

rapidly. For a neutrino-dominated universe the value is very close to the asymptotic one

R[Af pc]

10 0.591
20 0.544
40 0.519
80 0.508
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THE GLASS TRANSITION FEEDBACK: 
REVIEW AND COMMENTS*

T. G e sz t i

Department of Atomic Physics, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

and

Research Institute for Technical Physics o f the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
1325 Budapest, Hungary

Different implementations of the mode-coupling feedback scenario of the fluid-glass 
transition are compared. It is pointed out that the relaxation of density fluctuations is at least 
partially controlled by shear motions coupled to one-particle diffusion. Neutron inelastic scattering 
studies are suggested to be done on heat-treated samples, at low temperatures.

1. Introduction

To explain how a supercooled fluid gets solid without developing crystalline 
order, i.e. how it transforms into a glass, is one of the outstanding unsolved problems in 
the physics of condensed matter. In a way, what happens is natural: at temperature T  

= 0  a substance held together by attractive forces, if not superfluid, is in a state similar 
to classical mechanical equilibrium, which is — apart from pathological model systems 
— locally stable. Therefore the system resists shear, i.e. it is solid, having infinite 
viscosity i/. The obvious phenomenology of the fluid-glass transition is then t/(T)->oo 
for T - * 0. At the somewhat arbitrary finite value rç=1012 Pa s (1013 Poise) the 
substance appears already perfectly solid; besides, as estimated from the Stokes- 
Einstein relation with slip boundary conditions

D  =
k BT  

А щ а  ’ ( 1 )

where D  is the coefficient of self-diffusion and a  is the diameter of a rigidly diffusing unit 
(atom or molecule), at such a high viscosity it takes hours for an atom to diffuse an 
atomic diameter away from its starting position.** Therefore it is both macroscopically 
and microscopically justified to call the corresponding temperature Tg where

r,(Tg) =  1012P a s  (2)

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
** The corresponding value of the diffusion coefficient, D ~ 1 0 -19 m2/s is of the usual order of 

magnitude measured in metallic glasses below their glass transition temperatures, which are much lower 
than the temperatures at which solid-state diffusion is usually measured.
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the temperature of glass transition. If a fluid is cooled below its Tg fast enough to give no 
time for crystallization, then it remains amorphous but structurally arrested, i.e. glassy.

At closer inspection of data about how q  grows with cooling, q ( T ) ,  which is 
measurable only above Tg, seems to diverge at some temperature T0 usually some 10% 
below Tg, according to the empirical law

A

4  — ri0e T - T o  (3)

called Vogel-Fulcher law [1, 2], or

q =  B ( T — T0) ~ 1 8  (4)

which is derived from more recent theories to be discussed below [3, 4]. In the pre- 
vitrification region well above Tg the simpler Batchinski-Hildebrand law [5, 6 ]

q  c c ( T — T * ) ~ 1 (5)

with some T * > T g also gives a good fit to data.
The divergence of q at a finite temperature, which seems to be the rule with only a 

few exceptions (Si02, G e02), suggests the existence of some kind of fluid-glass phase 
transition, the nature of which is still far from being clear.

This is not meant to say that no serious theoretical ideas have been advanced to 
explain the fluid-glass transition, or, as it is usually called, the glass transition. Adam 
and Gibbs in their suggestive paper [7] discuss vitrification in terms of a gradual loss of 
excitable configurational degrees of freedom, as measured by the configurational 
entropy. This work, however, leaves the relevant microscopic degrees of freedom 
largely unspecified. A related and microscopically much more specific theory has been 
suggested by Cohen and Turnbull [ 8 ] and worked out in detail by Cohen and Grest [9] 
in which atomic mobility is associated with inhomogeneously distributed free volume, 
enabling isolated atoms to hopping motion. This theory suffers from the need to specify 
how a tensorial shear flow can be composed of vectorial hopping currents [ 1 0 ], 
however, the inhomogeneous scenario it suggests may be true.

Recently an alternative, homogeneous scenario was suggested [11] and sub
sequently worked out in considerable detail [3, 4, 12, 13], according to which the 
viscosity is driven to infinity by a positive feedback in the coupling of collective modes 
of the fluid, growing in strength with decreasing temperature. In the remaining part of 
this paper the original suggestion [ 1 1 ] is compared with the later developments, 
particular attention being paid to conflicting predictions and possibilities of obtaining 
experimental information about the microscopic mechanism.
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2. Mode coupling route to the glass transition

Shear motion is liable to emit sound waves, as exemplified by the file or the violin. 
Planes of atoms in a fluid are rough on the atomic scale, therefore their shear flow 
would emit most intensively waves of wavelengths close to atomic first-neighbour 
distances. Such short waves in a liquid are usually overdamped: they relax and do not 
oscillate.

The emission of sound waves carries away some of the energy of the shear flow, 
therefore it contributes to viscosity. Since this mechanism depends on the coupling 
between one mode of collective motion of the fluid (shear flow) and another (sound 
waves), the corresponding contribution to transport coefficients (in the present case: 
viscosity) is said to originate from mode-mode coupling, or more briefly: from mode 
coupling [14].

The coupling of sound waves to shear motion gets stronger with decreasing 
temperature, since atomic planes cling more together. More important: the longer an 
overdamped sound wave lives, i.e. the slower its relaxation, the more energy it 
dissipates, i.e. the more it contributes to viscosity.

That suggests the existence of a v i s c o s i t y  f e e d b a c k  loop [11]: growing viscosity 
makes the relaxation of overdamped waves slower, which makes their contribution to 
viscosity larger. At a critical strength of mode coupling, corresponding to a critical 
temperature T0, this feedback may drive the viscosity to infinity. This is a possible 
scenario for the glass transition.

Short-wavelength overdamped sound waves in a liquid can be divided into 
longitudinal and transverse modes, and it is a quite non-trivial question [15] which of 
them becomes actually slowly relaxing at the glass transition. The answer [11] is: the 
longitudinal one, because the autocorrelation function of density fluctuations in a fluid 
of point-like particles at positions r,(t),

F ( q , t )  =  N - \ p ( q , t ) p ( - q , 0 ) >  =  N - 1 ^ g ^  (MO-r,(°)) ^ (6)

is n o n - r e la x in g  in a glass in which particles are confined to oscillate around fixed 
equilibrium positions:

F ( q , t ) - * f ( q ) ^ 0  (i-> со, glass).* (7)

If the viscosity is finite but high, the rigid confinement of atoms is lifted and F ( q ,  t) 

relaxes to zero but s lo w ly . No similarly systematic reason for slow relaxation exists in 
the case of the transverse mode.

The time Fourier transform of F(q, t) is the dynamical structure factor S (q ,  со) 

which has a narrow quasi-elastic peak around со =  0  if F (q ,  t) has a slowly relaxing long

* The non-zero limit f(q) is analogous to the Edwards-Anderson order parameter of spin glasses 
[16] and to the recoilless fraction characterizing the Mössbauer effect [17].
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time tail. Since S (q ,  to) is proportional to the doubly differential cross-section of 
coherent inelastic neutron scattering, some hope arises that the quasi-elastic peak may 
be observed by recent high-resolution inelastic scattering techniques [18]. Below we 
discuss those aspects of the theory which seem to have immediate relevance to the 
experiments.

3. Slow relaxation: shear viscosity

We begin the quantitative description by an improved argument for the physical 
mechanism of slow relaxation described in [11]. F (q ,  t) can be written in the form

F(q,t)-<Si(q,t)fi(q,i)>, (8)
where

Si(q,t)= ХУ'Ч'(М,)-Г'<'»
j

(9)

is expected to oscillate fast around its non-zero mean value: the static structure factor

S (q )  =  N - i ( ^ Z e i q (10)

whereas
/ ;(д,0 = е'ч<г‘(()- г‘(О)), (11)

the thermal average of which is called the “incoherent scattering function” and denoted 
by F s(q, t), relaxes to zero by single-particle diffusion which is very slow if the system has 
high viscosity. Therefore the glass-transition region, due to the wide separation of time 
scales of s (q ,  t ) and f s(q, t), is a clear case for the Vineyard convolution approximation 
[19]

F ( q , t ) x S ( q ) F s( q , t ) .  (12)

The above argument emphasizes that independently of approximation (12), it is slow 
translational one-particle diffusion that controls the relaxation of F (q , t). Diffusion is, 
however, impossible if the viscosity is infinitely high, as described by the Stokes- 
Einstein relation, Eq. (1). Using that equation in the context of a quasi-hydrodynamical 
description of diffusion, one obtains for long times

F ( q , t ) x f ( q ) e ~ ôt, (13)

where f { q )  is the quantity appearing in Eq. (7) ( f ( q ) < S ( q ) because of faster transient 
non-diffusive relaxation of F s(q , t)), whereas

ô  =  k BT q 2/(4 n a r i) . (14)

Equation (7) is recovered in the limit q - ю о .
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The mode coupling expansion [11] gives the viscosity in the form

q =  ̂ coii + ? d t  J d 3k w ( k ) F 2(k ,  t), ( 15)
о

where q coil is the contribution of non-mode-coupling (collisional) processes, whereas 
w(/c) is a mode-coupling vertex function which increases if the peaks of the static 
structure factor S (q ) get sharper, which happens with decreasing T  [20]. Substituting
(13) and (14) into (15), we obtain an equation of the form

Ч =  Псоп(Т) +  а(Т)т1, (16)

which determines q  self-consistently. If a ( T )  remains analytic through the glass 
transition and can be approximated there by a linear function then the Batchinski- 
Hildebrand law, Eq. (5) is obtained.

4. Slow relaxation: frequency-dependent longitudinal
viscosity

Leutheusser [3] and Bengtzelius et al [4] modified the above picture in two 
important respects, retained by subsequent workers [12, 13].

(i) They pointed out that by definition the slow relaxation of F ( q ,  t) is described 
by the longitudinal viscosity, a transport coefficient in principle independent of the 
shear viscosity q. Doing a lowest-order mode-coupling expansion analogous to Eq. ( 15) 
for the longitudinal viscosity itself, a closed feedback loop is obtained for the slowing- 
down of the self-coupled field of density fluctuations, without explicit participation of 
shear motions.

(ii) They recognized that transport coefficients containing a mode-coupling 
contribution are frequency-dependent, thus e.g. Eq. (15) should be written as

q ( ( d ) = q coU +  J d te i<01 J d 3k w ( k ) F 2(k, t), (17)
о

and this frequency dependence is very relevant in the feedback mechanism, since 
F 2(k ,  t) in the integrand is just as slowly relaxing as the primary quantity F(q , t) whose 
relaxation is governed by the viscosities.*

Inspection of the mode coupling vertex functions like w ( k )  reveals that the 
strongest coupling is between density fluctuations of wave vectors q with |q| = q0 

ж 2л/a , corresponding to the main peak of the static structure factor S(q). Taking these 
fluctuations approximately as a closed self-coupled system and introducing

<P(t) =  F ( q 0, t ) / S ( q 0), (18)

* The frequency dependence of qcoll is negligible in the context of slow relaxation.
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on the basis of (i) and (ii) Leutheusser [3] and Bengtzelius et al [4] derived the model 
equation

Ф (t) + Q 2 Ф (i) + уФ  (i) + 4ß2 A j <P2(t — t' ) Ф ( f )  d f  = 0, (19)

where у characterizes the collisional contribution to longitudinal viscosity, Q 2 is 
determined by Ф(£ = 0), finally A, the control parameter of the problem, contains an 
angular integral of the vertex function characterizing the strength of coupling of three 
longitudinal modes of wave number q 0 among themselves. Explicit calculations show 
that A is the bigger the sharper are the features of S(q), therefore it grows with decreasing 
temperature.

Equation (19) with the initial conditions

Ф(0)=1; <*>(0) = 0, (20)

the first of which follows from the definition (18) and the second from time reversal 
invariance, offers a very attractive theoretical model for the glass transition. First of all, 
for A>AC=1 its solution, in accordance with the postulated Eq. (7), for long times 
approaches the finite limit

/ = y  + y (1- 1/A)1/2- (21)

The critical value Ac= 1, if A is explicitly evaluated for a hard-sphere model [4], 
corresponds to a critical packing fraction 0.516, whereas computer simulations on the 
same model [21,22] indicate a fluid-solid transition between 0.52 and 0.56, which — in 
view of the rough approximations used in deriving Eq. (19) — gives confidence in the 
correctness of the scheme.

For A < 1, Ф(£) relaxes to zero, however very slowly if e = 1 — A<g 1. In this critical 
region Eq. (19) has a solution of the form

Ф(Г)« у  exp [2e1/2 0 (£vt)] (22)

possessing the property of dynamical scaling.
On two competing time scales* divided by evt=l ,  the solution has different 

characteristic limiting behaviours:
(i) For 1 <^t <̂ £~v one has a scaling solution

Ф ( 0 » у  + а Г а, (23)

* Like in [4] time is measured here in units of £micr, a characteristic time of microscopic collisional 
processes: the Enskog collision time for the hard-sphere fluid, scaled to 10“ 13 s for argon at 40 K.
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where the exponent a is fixed by the corresponding limiting form of Eq. (19) to be a 
=0.395. The requirement that the short-time limit should be insensitive to the 
criticality parameter e and still compatible with Eq. (22), gives v = (2a) " 1 = 1.265, setting 
the time scale of the critical dynamics.

(ii) For very long times, i^>e"v, the relaxation is exponential:

Ф( t)oce"i'. (24)

This is compatible with Eq. (22) if <5oce~" with ц  =  v + у  = 1.765. This slowest

exponential relaxation dominates the mode-coupling contribution to both shear and 
longitudinal viscosities, which therefore diverge for e-+0 with the same exponent ц . If e 
= 1— A, characterising the strength of mode coupling, is assumed to be a smooth 
function of temperature, then Eq. (4) of the Introduction is obtained, which gives a 
faithful representation of experimental data.

5. Discussion

The slow relaxation of density fluctuations in a glass-forming fluid can be 
measured in principle by means of high-resolution coherent neutron inelastic 
scattering, since the imaginary part $"(ca) of the Laplace transform of Ф(г),

$ ( c o ) = i l  d t e i,a,<P(t), (25)
о

determines through Eq. (18) the dynamical structure factor at wave-vector q x q 0 :

S (q 0 ,o>) =  $ " ( c > ) S ( q 0), (26)
which is the quantity rather directly measured in such experiments. Such a study, 
utilizing the neutron spin echo [18] facility in Grenoble, is now being planned [23].

The features predicted by the Leutheusser [3] and Bengtzelius et al [4] theories 
are: a very narrow Lorentzian central quasielastic peak for a>tmict < ev, corresponding to 
the longest-time relaxation, Eq. (24), and a broader, relatively high-frequency scaling 
region with S (q 0 , cu)oc|<y| _(1_I), for ev < cotmicr < 1. What are the chances of a successful 
detection?

The most specific prediction of the theory [3, 4] is the existence of the scaling 
region. It cannot be observed, however, unless we are sufficiently close to the critical 
point that ev< 1, or with v«1.3, unless £<̂ 1. For the real control parameter, 
temperature, e measures the relative distance from T0, the temperature where rj(T)  

diverges.
That seems to be a real difficulty. The vitrifying fluid is frozen in at a temperature 

Tg about 10% above T0 , therefore structurally it cannot get sufficiently close to T0 to 
make the scaling region observable.
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We suggest a way out of the difficulty. The strength of mode coupling, as 
discussed in Sections 3 and 4, depends on the sharpness of the peaks of the static 
structure factor S(q). On lowering the temperature, these peaks get sharper for two 
different reasons: structural relaxation, and decreasing amplitudes of vibrational 
motions [20]. Both can be enhanced to get closer to the critical point:

(i) Structural relaxation can be advanced by relaxing heat treatments at 
temperatures slightly below Tg. T o  avoid crystallization during heat treatment, at least 
three-component glasses (e.g. 50% S i02, 20% MgO, 30% A120 3 [24, 25] of which all 
components are good coherent scatterers) should be used. Natural boron, popular in 
glass-manufacturing, should be avoided because of its very high neutron capturing 
cross-section.

(ii) The vibrational width of the peaks of S (q ) can be reduced directly by doing the 
neutron scattering measurements at temperatures considerably below T0. Although a 
structure of higher temperature is frozen in, cooling will increase the strength of mode 
coupling and get the system closer to criticality.

Finally, let us comment on the observability of the Lorentzian central peak. If the 
microscopic collision frequency is about 1 0 " 13 s and we get well into the critical region, 
the central peak should still reach out to GHz frequencies, easily detectable by high- 
resolution neutron inelastic scattering. Here, however, the theoretical prediction seems 
more doubtful than in the scaling region. The arguments given in Section 3 and [11] 
indicate that on the largest time scale the atomic motions may be controlled by the 
coupling to shear modes, which is missing in the Leutheusser [3] and Bengtzelius et al 
[4] theories. If this is true then the width of the central peak is determined by diffusion 
obeying the Stokes-Einstein law, Eq. (1), and a rough estimate for this width would be 
the “one-atomic-distance displacement per several hours” figure mentioned in the 
Introduction, viz. 10 ~ 4 Hz. Theoretical work to clarify this apparent contradiction is 
now in progress.

It seems more difficult to decide whether the whole homogeneous scenario of 
vitrification retains any predictive power in the close vicinity of T0 , i.e. below the 
empirical glass transition temperature Tg. As a matter of fact, there is considerable 
evidence [26] that below Tg the temperature dependence of the shear viscosity is well 
described by a simple Arrhenius-type function, indicating the dominance of thermally 
activated defect motions and the decreasing importance of collective mode-coupling 
effects. The proper theoretical treatment of these data is another important task for 
future research.

The author is indebted to Dr. F. Mezei for inviting him to a Seminar for which the above review has 
been prepared, and to Dr. G. Bouquet for discussions giving valuable insights into real glasses.
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FRAGMENT YIELDS IN THE MICROCANONICAL 
MODEL OF NUCLEAR DISASSEMBLY*

G. F a i**

Department of Physics, Kent State University 
Kent, OH 44242, USA

Total relative fragment yields are calculated in the framework of the microcanonical model of 
nuclear disassembly. Results are compared to available data at intermediate energies (400 and 800 
MeV/nucleon) and at beam energies at 32,92 and 137 MeV/nucleon. The agreement of the calculated 
results with the experimental cross sections indicates that the microcanonical model of nuclear 
disassembly provides a satisfactory background calculation for the description of nuclear collisions.

1. Introduction

The primary goal for colliding nuclei at high energy is to learn about the 
properties of hot and dense hadronic matter. For example, it would be of great interest 
to observe consequences of phase transitions in hadronic matter (from nucleons to 
quarks and gluons at high enough energies [ 1] as well as the liquid-vapor transition at 
lower energies [2]). Phase transition-like phenomena can be embedded in the general 
context of statistical physics. From this perspective the experimental and theoretical 
efforts in the field of nuclear collisions can be viewed as a search for the equation of state 
of hadronic matter. Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to directly measure the 
thermodynamical properties of hot and dense hadronic matter. The most we can do is 
to measure the physical fragments in the final state of a nuclear collision. It is clear, 
therefore, that we have to rely on theoretical models when inferring the values of the 
quantities pertaining to the earlier stages of the time evolution of the system. Since the 
nuclear collisions under investigation are expected to be very complicated, the 
development of the necessary theoretical models is a difficult task. The first 
requirement for any theoretical model is of course that it reasonably reproduce 
available experimental information on fragment yields [3, 4].

By virtue of the complexity of the process, statistical considerations can be used 
when extrapolating back in time from the final state to the hot and dense state of 
hadronic matter. Statistical ideas were first applied to hadronic reactions by Fermi [5], 
who discussed pion production in high-energy proton-proton collisions. For 
relativistic nuclear collisions Mekjian [6 ] and others [7, 8 ] have developed statistical

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday 
** On leave from the R. Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary
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models for composite fragment production based on the grand canonical phase space. 
In the grand canonical ensemble conservation laws are satisfied on the mean, but not in 
each individual collision event. It should be noted that since in these collisions the 
system has “only” a few hundreds of degrees of freedom (as opposed to on the order of 
1 0 2 3  degrees of freedom for macroscopic systems), fluctuations may be large and the 
grand canonical approximation may not be adequate.

It was therefore necessary to develop a statistical model [9] based on the 
available microcanonical phase space. The model found a number of applications in 
the past couple of years. On the theory side it was successfully applied e.g. to estimate 
the effect of event to event fluctuations on exclusive observables [ 1 0 ], and to give a 
quantitative measure of the collective outward motion of fragments [11]. The 
investigation of equation of state and entropy questions is in progress [12,13]. On the 
experimental front the model has proven to be a useful tool e.g. in the analysis of the 
bias introduced into the data by the very complex Plastic Ball/Wall detection system
[14] and in the design of new equipment and experiments at Berkeley and Brookhaven 
[15, 16].

In addition to the apparent usefulness of the model I want to mention a more 
fundamental motivation for carrying out studies of nuclear collisions in the 
microcanonical framework: since the system has only a few hundred degrees of freedom 
(or sometimes much less) and the distributions are not extremely sharp, we clearly push 
our statistical ideas to the limit in these applications. We thereby get into a limiting 
situation (e.g. with respect to the rather delicate concept of the entropy), which is 
recognized as a potential source of new knowledge and insight.

Here I want to report on a systematic comparison of the results of the 
microcanonical model of nuclear disassembly [9] with experimental information on 
the fragment yields [3, 4]. It will be demonstrated that the model reproduces the 
fragment yield ratios reasonably well. This then lends credence to other results 
obtained with the use of the microcanonical model of nuclear disassembly. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 I briefly describe the model. Section 3 
contains the comparison of the results to experimental data mentioned above. Finally, 
in Section 4 the results are discussed and some ideas are presented about how to 
improve the agreement further. 2

2. The model

The collision geometry plays an important role in nuclear reactions. Therefore, a 
statistical model needs to be augmented with a geometrical picture to obtain results 
that are relevant to the experimental situation. In the model geometrical ideas are used 
together with a minimum dynamical prescription to divide the collision system into a 
few subsystems. The subsystems defined in this manner are assumed to be independent. 
The independently disassembling subsystems will be called sources.
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For the partitioning of the collision system into sources the model first invokes 
simple geometrical concepts that have proven their value for nuclear collisions at 
relativistic energies. The system is split into “participants” and “spectators” on the 
basis of the standard straight-trajectory clean-cut prescription associated with the 
nuclear fireball model [7]. Thus one participant source and up to two spectator sources 
are introduced. Next, the sharing of energy and momentum among the sources is 
decided. To partition the momentum among the sources the overall c.m. frame is 
utilized. In the c.m. frame of the collision

A 0 + B 0 —>A +  B  +  C  (1)

the total momentum is zero:
Pao + PBo = 0 - (2 )

Therefore the longitudinal momenta of the three sources are conveniently para
metrized in the form

P i= (i-jO -i-P * ,.  P i= ( i -y ) - | -P - . .  Pè= - P i - P i -On^ 0
(3)

Similarly, the transverse momenta are written as

P ',= z
^ 0

AqI p< _zAp
r B — Z  ß  r Bo> -P ' — P '~ Л  r  B- (4)

The parameters y  and z vary in the interval [0, 1]. The excitation energy generated 
(equal to the loss of translational energy implied by (3) and (4)) is parametrized with the 
help of a third parameter (denoted x). To do this the invariant source masses (including 
excitation) are written as

M A c 2 =  A ( m c 2 +  x q )  + VA, 

M Bc 2 =  B ( m c 2 +  x q ) +  VB ,

M c c 2 =  C jmc2 + l + ^ ^ ( l - x ) q> + V c

(5)

Here q  is the excitation energy per nucleon. It has been assumed that the two spectators 
are excited in proportion to their mass ratio. The quantities VA , VB and Vc are ground 
state mass excesses and m  denotes the nucleon mass. Demanding energy conservation 
then determines q  in terms of x and thus gives the excitation energy per nucleon in the 
respective sources.

In general, the parameters x, y  and z depend on the impact parameter. For 
central collisions (which provide the set of data the results of the present paper will be 
compared to) the values

x = xo = 0.05, y = yo = 0.25, z=zo = 0 (6 )
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have been used in the calculation. These values were obtained from a fit to the Plastic 
Ball/Wall data [14].

For the description of the disassembly of the sources a random generation 
process is implemented which populates the available multifragment channels 
according to their statistical weight in the microcanonical ensemble. Sufficiently 
excited sources are assumed to explode quickly into a number of pions, nucleons and 
composite nuclei that are generally excited and particle unstable. Metastable products 
of the explosion are assumed to deexcite by sequential light particle evaporation.

The statistical generation of an event is based on the factorization property of the 
exclusive probability distribution proven in [9]. Factorization makes it possible to first 
select one fragment on the basis of the corresponding one-fragment distribution. Once 
a fragment has been selected with its baryon number, charge and four momentum, the 
values of these conserved quantities characterizing the remaining part of the source are 
also known. A subsequent random selection of a second fragment can then be made on 
the basis of the available information. This procedure is iterated until no residual 
system remains. (As shown in [9] this will necessarily happen after a finite number of 
steps in the generation sequence.)

The microcanonical one-fragment distributions appearing in the generation 
sequence are approximated with their truncated grand canonical equivalents. This 
approximation is essential in turning the method into a practical tool. The validity and 
detailed implementation of the method are discussed in [9]. Here I will only give a brief 
summary of the random selection procedure.

Once a source has been characterized by its baryon number, charge and four 
momentum the grand canonical constraint equations (expressing conservation of total 
energy, baryon number and charge on the mean) are solved. The corresponding 
Lagrange multipliers are the temperature parameter and the chemical potentials. Thus 
at each stage of the generation sequence the solution of three coupled equations yields 
the temperature and the chemical potentials characterizing the appropriate source in 
the grand canonical approximation. Since the logarithm of the grand partition function 
can be expressed as a computable sum over different fragment species [9], all required 
probabilities can be reconstructed with the given values of the Lagrange multipliers. 
On the basis of these probabilities a random selection of the fragment type, its intrinsic 
excitation and its momentum is made. The stability of the selected fragment against 
light particle emission is examined. If the state is metastable, the sequential light 
particle evaporation chain of the fragment is followed with a combination of 
traditional and random selection methods [9] until the daughter proves stable against 
light particle evaporation.

The above procedure yields a complete set of fragments produced in the final 
state of each event. These fragments are listed with their intrinsic excitation and 
momentum in the laboratory. The conservation laws taken into account are satisfied 
by the list of fragments pertaining to any individual event. A large number of events is 
generated. The final product of the procedure (which may appear on a magnetic tape
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for example) is not unlike the data taken in a given experiment except that the 
theoretically generated events contain full information (e.g. neutral fragments are also 
present). Any desired quantity öf experimental interest (total fragment yields for 
example) can of course easily be calculated from the theoretically generated “data”.

3. Comparison to experimental cross sections

In this Section I will compare the results of the model described above to total 
experimental fragment cross sections from central collisions [3,4]. Experimentally, the 
centrality of the collisions is assured by measuring at large angles [3], or by measuring 
at intermediate rapidity and applying different cuts to the data [4, 17]. In the present 
calculation centrality is effected by taking zero impact parameter, b  =  0 fm. Each of the 
following Figures displays experimental and theoretical total fragment cross sections 
in barns. The order in which the different fragment species appear in the Figures simply 
follows the order of the experimental presentation. In all cases the calculated results are 
normalized to the data at the point representing the total deuteron cross section. First 
the comparison to experimental results of Nagamiya et al [3] will be discussed.

In Fig. 1 results for 800 MeV/nucleon Ar + Pb and Ar + KCl collisions are 
plotted. I choose this set of data from [3] as the subject of the first comparison because

Fig. 1. Experimental (heavy dots) and theoretical (open symbols) total fragment cross sections (in barns) for 
Ar + Pb and Ar +  KC1 collisions at 800 MeV/nucleon beam energy. The Ar + К Cl points have been scaled by 
a factor 0.1. The solid line connecting the experimental points (from [3]) are drawn to guide the eye. The error 
bars represent the statistical uncertainty associated with the sample of 200 theoretically generated events
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it is here that the most detailed experimental information is available. The Ar + KC1 
results have been multiplied by 0.1 to make an efficient presentation (in one Figure) 
possible. Experimental points are indicated by heavy dots while the theoretical results 
are displayed as open symbols. The line connecting the experimental points is drawn 
(on this and later figures) to guide the eye. The theoretical points represent the ensemble 
average of 200 events. On this particular Figure I also show the statistical uncertainty 
associated with the sample of 200 events. Further calculations for other systems are 
also carried out on the basis of a sample of 200 events. The uncertainty is not plotted 
but comparable for all other theoretical calculations. It is seen that apart from an 
overestimate of the а-yield in Ar + Pb the agreement of the relative yields is quite 
satisfactory.

Fig. 2 displays the comparison between theory and experiment for 800 
MeV/nucleon C + Pb and C + C collisions. Here (and in all remaining Figures) the 
same notation is used as in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 Ne + Pb comparisons are shown at two 
different beam energies, 800 MeV/nucleon and 400 MeV/nucleon (*0.1), respectively. 
The trend of the calculation follows the data with the pion yield somewhat 
overestimated at both energies. Fig. 4 presents the Ne + Cu comparisons at 800 
MeV/nucleon and 400 MeV/nucleon (*0.1) beam energies. The agreement is 
surprisingly good. In Fig. 5 calculated results for Ne + NaF are plotted together with 
the experimental data for 400 MeV/nucleon and 800 MeV/nucleon (*10) beam

Fig. 2. The same as Fig. 1 for 800 MeV/nucleon C + Pb and C + C collisions. Data are from [3]
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Fig. 3. The same as Fig. 1 for 800 MeV/nucleon and 400 MeV/nucleon N e+ Pb collisions. Data are from [3]

Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 1 for 800 MeV/nucleon and 400 MeV/nucleon Ne +  Cu collisions. Data are from [3]
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Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 1 for 800 MeV/nucleon and 400 MeV/nucleon Ne + NaF collisions. Open triangles 
indicate the theoretical results obtained with a randomly selected impact parameter in an interval 

representing central collisions. Data are from [3]

energies, Recognizing that the prescription used for centrality is somewhat arbitrary, 
for the 400 MeV calculation I also include results obtained with a randomly selected 
impact parameter in the interval 0^b^0.3hmax, where b maix =  R l +  R 2 , the sum of the 
radii of the colliding nuclei. (The value r0 = 1.15 fm has been adopted for the nuclear 
radius parameter throughout the calculation.) The points obtained with random 
impact parameter selection are shown as open triangles. It is seen that such a modified 
prescription increases the yields of protons as well as that of heavier fragments 
somewhat relative to the deuteron yield without altering the conclusions qualitatively.

Let me now turn to the experimental data in a lower beam energy range [4]. 
Here relative yields as function of the mass number are given experimentally. I will 
restrict the comparison to the mass range l ^ A ^ 4  where all the different thresholds 
and acceptance criteria for fragments are well-known to me [17]. The calculated results 
are filtered through the same acceptance criteria that were applied to the data. Fig. 6  

displays the comparison between the data and the theoretical results for the Ar + Au 
collision as a function of energy. Three different beam energies, 42 MeV/nucleon, 92 
MeV/nucleon (*0.1) and 137 MeV/nucleon (*0.01) are shown. The overall agreement is 
satisfactory, although the proton yields are underestimated in the 92 MeV/nucleon and 
the 137 MeV/nucleon calculations.
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Fig. 6. Experimental and theoretical total fragment cross sections (in barns) as a function of the fragment 
mass number in Ar + Au collisions at three different beam energies. The experimental data are from [4]. The

notation is the same as in Fig. 1

4. Discussion

I consider the agreement of the results of this simple model with the experimental 
data surprisingly good. There is a tendency to underestimate the proton yields and 
overestimate the pion yields in the calculation. Also, there is a warning sign concerning 
the a particle yield in at least one case (in Fig. 1). One possible reason for these 
disagreements is that Coulomb interactions between different fragments are neglected 
in the model. Another shortcoming of the calculation is related to the arbitrary 
definition of central collisions. Integrating up to a maximum impact parameter instead 
of taking strictly b =  0  fm does influence the results somewhat as shown in Fig. 5. The 
energy and momentum transport parameters (6 ) also play a more important role in 
such a scenario. In particular, the impact parameter dependence of x, y and z  provides 
some flexibility that could be used to fit the theoretical results to the data. (Note that the 
values of x, y  and z  at zero impact parameter are important for the present calculation 
since we consider both symmetric and asymmetric collisions.) Such a generalization on 
the other hand would introduce additional free parameters in the model. It is 
questionable whether such a simple model and the inclusive data considered warrant
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further effort in this direction. Already the present level of the comparison seems to 
indicate that available total relative fragment yields can be reasonably well reproduced 
by a simple statistical model (except maybe a particle yields). Therefore the 
microcanonical model for nuclear disassembly can be safely used for the background 
and design calculations mentioned in the introduction.
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A SYMBOLIC ALGORITHM 
FOR FINDING EXACTLY SOLUBLE STATISTICAL 

MECHANICAL MODELS*

P. R u já n **

Institute for Solid State Research o f the Nuclear Research Establishment Jülich 
D-5I70 Jülich, FRG***

In general it is a very difficult task to find statistical mechanical models which satisfy the 
Yang-Baxter equations and thus are completely integrable. We propose a new approach leading 
to a (overdetermined) set of linear equations. The formalism is applied to the Ising and the Ashkin 
Teller models, which are both self-duals in two dimensions. Preliminary results for a symbolic algebra 
manipulation program is given, which would derive the relevant set of equations for an arbitrary 
internal spin symmetry group.

1. Introduction

“Everywhere is good but the best is home” says the proverb. I have not a few 
colleagues at the Institute for Theoretical Physics of the Eötvös University who at the 
moment feel good and remember with pleasure how was it at best. I think one of most 
important — and may be underestimated — contributions of Professor Károly Nagy 
was his encouragement of the relaxed but creative atmosphere in our Institute. He 
understood very early the potential of numerical calculations and helped us in having 
access to computing facilities. As a token of my appreciation I would like to present him 
this paper, an example of how computers do analytic work.

Although in recent years physicists became deeply involved in problems related 
to strongly non-analytic behaviour [ 1] it is still of high interest to find exactly soluble 
models which can help in establishing, for example, the critical behaviour of a whole 
universality class [2]. In two-dimensions the eight-vertex model solved first by Baxter 
[3] seems to be the primordial model incorporating almost all known fully integrable 
models [4]. There is also a class of “partially integrable” models [5], where only ground 
state information is available. By now there are excellent reviews available on the 
subject of completely integrable systems [6-9] and here we will only shortly summarize 
some facts used in our approach.
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Following the statistical mechanical line of thought we consider here two- 
dimensional models with nearest neighbour interactions between some s,= 0 , 1 , . . .  
{q — 1) <j-state abelian variables (we call spins). Generalization to other variables, 
multispin interactions and higher dimensions will be discussed elsewhere. The partition 
function of a system consisting of M  rows and N  columns may be written in terms of the 
row-to-row transfer matrix Tf* “transferring” the interaction from one row to the next 
one as

Z m , n  — y  у  ... у  п{sTfy (ŝ )} +
^'•»') = Tr ( T N), ( 1 )

rj- 'R R  _  y l ^ y  y l / 2
(2)

where s U) denotes the configurational space of a row (dim = qiV), <s, s') means indices 
involving two nearest neighbour rows. T 2 is a diagonal matrix (or “two-site” operator) 
whose elements contain the Boltzmann factor of the i n t r a r o w  couplings while T, is the 
part (“one-site operator”) which corresponds to i n t e r r o w  couplings. Because of the 
trace in (1 ) there are many possible forms for writing a transfer matrix and sometimes a 
symmetric form as (2 ) does not exist.

If we introduce the spin matrix algebra as [10]

a ,  =

' 0 1 0 . . . 0 " ’ l
001 . . .  0 CO

; <r»= (O2

1
100 . . .  0 со“ - 1 .

(3)

a> =  e 2 n i / q

satisfying the basic relations

<r] = <r$ =  1 ; ffi<73 = Wff3 (T1 (4)

and
<ri(m) = 1 (g). . .  ®<r](g). . .  (x)1 , (5 )

where (g) denotes a direct product and 1 a q x q  unit-matrix, the transfer matrix (2 ) can 
be written in an operator form [ 1 1 ] as

T i  =  C N П exP
i  =  1

^ * (y )K ( i )  + h.c.) , (6)
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Т2= П exP T Z ^ W ^ ^ ' f i + l l + b . c . )  .
1 = 1  £  mi = 1  ̂ m (7)

Here KJx) and KJy) im = l,...in t  | are the Fourier components of the

interaction along the x (“space”) and y  (“imaginary time”) directions, respectively. K *  

are the dual transforms which can be obtained as [ 1 1 ]

The phase diagram of the Z q model on a square lattice has been studied 
previously using different approximate methods [11-12]. From the point of view of 
complete integrability the case q  =  2 (Ising model) was solved first by Onsager [13], an 
event which marks the beginning of the modern theory of phase transition. The model 
is also exactly soluble on the Potts self-duality point [14] and for the antiferromagnetic 
Potts model on a square lattice [15] — these solutions were obtained using the 
mapping of the Potts model into a 6 -vertex model [16]. A model which attracted much 
interest is the q =  4 (Ashkin-Teller) model. Here the exactly soluble cases can álso be 
obtained using a vertex representation [17] or the symmetries of the model [18]. A 
special solution was found for any q on the self-duality line [ 19], it is believed that this is 
a special bifurcation point of the phase diagram.

The difficulties involved in searching systematically for special soluble cases of 
such models are related to the fact that a generalized Bethe-Ansatz method is 
applicable only when there exist a family of commuting row-to-row transfer matrices 
[6 ]. The condition for the existence of a parameter v such that

is called the Yang-Baxter generalised star-triangle transformation and corresponds in 
high energy physics language to the factorization of many particle scattering matrices 
into two-particle scattering processes. This is a set of highly overdetermined, non-linear 
equations which reduces at integrability due to some internal hidden symmetry [20]. In 
most cases it is an art to extract these solutions from the general equations (see [2 1 ] for 
a remarkable example) and as such, it remains the privilege of few.

The main goal of this paper is to reshape this problem in a form amenable to 
symbolic programming, that is, to transform art into manufacturing. The key concept 
of our approach will be the notion of an associated Hamiltonian.

( 8)

[ T ( v ) , T ( v ' ) ] =  0 (9)
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2. The associated Hamiltonian

Eq. (9) involves the existence of an infinite set of conserved commuting charges 
[2 2 ] defined as

where
C " = ^ T T ln T ( v ) \ e m t 0 ,

C 0 =  H L

( 10)

( 1 1 )

is a “local” Hamilton operator. Note that 7] and T2 are exponentials of non
commuting operators and

T = e ~ vHt- (12)

would involve, in general, a highly non-local H L operator. There is a limit, however, in 
which the form (12) can be obtained without recurring to (9). H  corresponds to the 
extreme anisotropic limit K m( x ) ~ * 0; K*(y)->0 but K * ( y ) / K m\ x )  =  constant. This limit is 
known as the “Hamiltonian limit” [23] and interesting enough almost all local 
Hamiltonians obtained via Eqs (9-11) have a s t r u c tu r e  similar to the corresponding 
Hamiltonian limits. This is expected in view of universal critical behaviour and is 
an important ingredient of our approach. As discussed by Kasteleyn [6 ] the existence 
of an associated Hamiltonian is a necessary condition for a model to be completely 
integrable — we think it is also a sufficient one.

In our approach we will use extensively a second simplifying feature of the 
transfer matrix and its associated Hamiltonian, namely the duality transformation. As 
later it will become clear, this is not crucial but will help making our calculations more 
transparent. Consider, for instance, the Hamiltonian limit of the transfer matrix (2), (6 ), 
(7) which reads

« = -  |çZ^(x)[a?(l> 3+M0+l) + h.c.] + /C*(y)[(7ÏI(i) + h.C.]|. (13)

Now one introduces the bond operators [i'=(i, i +  1)]

/*з(О = *з(0*з(«+ !).
MiO')= П ffi0 )> 0 4)

j<,i

which satisfy the same algebra as the original {c} operators. In terms of the new 
operators the sums in (6-7) and (13) are simply interchanged (some attention must be 
paid to the boundary conditions) but the part of the spectrum invariant under global 
spin Z q and lattice dihedral symmetry is not changed [24]. This generates the usual self
duality relations for the Z q models [11, 12].

/
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Self-duality was used also to derive a simple condition for integrability [25-26]. 
It was shown that it is enough to require [C0, Cj] = 0 in order to construct an in f in i te  

set of charges. In this sense we believe that it is actually enough to require [T C0] =0, 
which involves less computational effort.

Our goal is to find the most genera! l o c a l  Hamiltonian H  whose couplings should 
be determined from the equation

1 Т , Щ = 0. (15)

By locality we mean that H  should be a general two-site operator of form

t f = I * ( U + U . (16)i
Let us define an intermediate Ansatz Hamiltonian as

H A =  T \ I2H T r ,/2. (17)

First one makes the observation that since 7] is a product of one-site operators 
H A will remain also a local operator as long as H  is one. Interesting enough if there 
exists a state |Ф> such that Я/<|Ф) =  Я|Ф), then the ground state of H  is

T, ^  J / l ' j  I ф у  which has a direct product form and corresponds to an o r d e r  line

solution [5]. Now in terms of the couplings (a, ß, у) entering in H A Eq. (15) is satisfied if

T,( -  К* ( y ) ) H A(a , ß, у) T,(K*(>-)) = T 2( K ( x ) ) H A(a , ß, у) 72( -  К(х)). (18)

Technically it is an easy matter to calculate a term like T 2 l H A T l but much more 
difficult to obtain T2H AT 2 l . It is useful then to require that 77'4(a, ß, у) is self-dual, so 
that one has

T ,(K »)D=T 2(K*(y)),

T2(K(x))d=T1(K(x)), (19)

H A(*, ß, y)° = H^ß, at, — y).

With these notations the general Eq. (18) becomes

7]( -  K * ( y ) ) H A(<x, ß, у) Г,(К*(у)) = [T,(K(x))H"(ß, а, -  y) T,(-K(x))]D (20)

and the problem is reduced to moving a product of one-site operators over a sum of 
two-site operators. Note, however, that although the operator on the left-hand side is 
local, the one whose dual appears on the right side may contain in principle operators 
whose duals involve non-local strings (14). Therefore, we have first to satisfy the 
condition that the operator [T,(K(x))H^, a, — y)T,( —K(x))]D is a ls o  dual. The resul
ting equations for the couplings (a, ß, у) are called c o m p a t ib i l i t y  conditions. If the 
compatibility conditions are met, Eq. (20) involves equating coefficients of two local 
operators with similar structure. We call these equations m a tc h in g  conditions. Once the
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compatibility and the matching conditions are satisfied one may work with H A(a, ß, y) 
(which commutes with the non-symmetric transfer matrix 7\ T2) or one can calculate 
the local operator H  from Eq. (17).

We now illustrate the method in two simple cases.

3. q  = 2. The Ising model

When q  =  2  the operators a x and a 3 become the usual Pauli matrices and

The form of H A suggested by the Hamiltonian limit will be

HA= T h ( j , j + \ ) ;  й(1, 2)= ^ (<71(1) +  «т1(2)) +  ̂ з(1)<т3(2). (22)

We add to this form a term obtained by combining the two basic expressions in (22), 
namely

h A( l ,  2) = й(1,2)+yM D  + М2))пз(1)<тз(2). (23)

It is easy to convince oneself that this is the most general local and self-dual operator 
which satisfies Eq. (19). The only calculation one has now to do is to evaluate an 
expression of type

0(1,2) = e _0<ffl(1)+ei(2)) h A(cc, ß , y)e‘,(ffl(1,+<'l(2,) (24)

whose result can be used on b o t h  sides of Eq. (20). Using that o \  =  1 and eaa' =cosh a  

+ <Tj sinh a =  c  +  <Ti ■ s one has

^ ( l ^ M c - f f ^ O s H c - f f ^ s )  | j |м l ) - l - c r 1(2)) + 0ffз(l)<Tз(2)+

+ v M l) + ct2(2 )J (c + (TjOJs) (c + <Ti(2 )s) =

= 1 ( 1 ) + 1 (2 )] + i ß c 2 — 2 y sc] <73( 1 ) <т3(2 ) +

+ [ - ß s c + ( c 2 + s2)] M l)  + ст1(2 ))<7 3(1 )а3(2 ) +

+ \_ßs2 -  2 y s  ■ с]ст1(1)<г1(2)<тз(1)сгз(2). (25)

Applying this formula to the left side of Eq. (20) one has to identify s = sinh2K*, 
c = cosh 2 K * ,  while when using it under the duality sign on the right side ix-*ß, ß - к х ,  

y - * — y, s = sinh2 K x , c=cosh 2 K x , s - у — s.

T i  =  exp ^ K *  Ç о  iO)  ̂; T2 = exp (^ Ç ^ O V a Ü '+ l))-  (2 1 )
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The compatibility conditions are therefore

ß s 2 — 2 ys ■ c = 0  on the left side, (26a)

as2 — 2 ys • c  = 0  on the right side, (26b)

leading to the determination of y (a, ß ) (the trivial solutions sinh 2 K *  =0 and sinh 2K x 

= 0  are disregarded for the moment)

ß  =  2 y c /s ,  (27a)

a = 2 y c /s . (27b)

On the right side one can now perform one more duality transformation and one 
obtains finally the m a tc h in g  conditions

ß  =  ß c 2 — 2 y s c = ß  from (27), (28a)

a = ac 2 — 2 y s  ■ c  =  a from (27), (28b)

-a s  • c + y(c2 + s2) = — ß s - c + y ( c 2 + s 2), (28c)
leading to

7 = 7

if (27) is satisfied. As we will also see in the following Section the matching conditions 
are automatically satisfied if the equations are c o m p a tib le . Actually, the matching 
conditions give information only on how to pair the possible solutions of (27). Eq. (28c) 
is fulfilled only by pairing the solution K x — 0  (deco u p l in g  in I D  chains) to K *  = 0 (Ky 
= oo, the system becomes a s in g le  ID chain), and (27a) to (27b), respectively. Note that 
for (K x = 0, K *  = 0) T ~  1 and commutes of course with any H . Expanding in first order 
T ~  1 +  K X. H  as in the Hamiltonian limit. It gives correct commutation relations to 
О (К2).

The final results are

H A = 7 £  { -(2  cotanh 2 K x) o 1{ j  ) - (2  cotanh 2 K * ) a 3( j  ) o 3( j +  1) +
J

+ (ff lO* ) +  <r i0'+ 1))о-зО' )<73( j  + 1)} (29)
and

н =  X Ш +c)<r,(j )<Tj(; +1) + (1 - c ) a 2(j)a2(j+ l )  +  2 h a 3( j ) } ,  (30)
j

c = 2cosh 2K * ;  h = tanh 2 K X cotanh 2 K *, a result obtained originally by Suzuki [27]. 
It is interesting to notice that the commutation relation can be satisfied with real K x , K y 

only o u ts id e  the circle

c2+h2 =  1, (31)

which is the equation of an order line [28].
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Furthermore, H  is dual to a Hamiltonian operator commuting with the 
diagonal-to-diagonal transfer matrix of a t r ia n g u l a r  Ising model [29]. A big advantage 
of the diagonal-to-diagonal transfer matrix is that K x and K y enter symmetrically and 
the corresponding Hamiltonian is (K x, K y, K z are now the couplings along the three 
axis of the triangular lattice)

fci(cosh Kr ) 2 = sinh 2K x sinh 2Kycosh 2Kz + cosh 2X^cosh 2/C,,sinh 2K z , 

fc2(cosh K z)2 =  —(sinh K z)2 .

K z =  0  corresponds to the boundary (31). The form (32) is especially useful since k t and 
k 2 appear as in the parametrization of the star-triangle transformation [6 ] and make 
the choice of v (Eq. (10)) obvious. It will be therefore of some interest to extend the 
present method to diagonal-to-diagonal transfer matrices.

The next example we consider is the Ashkin-Teller model, or Z4  model [30]. 
Since the spin variables take now on the values 0,1,2, and 3 they can be represented by 
two Ising variables per lattice site [31]. The energy function of the two-dimensional 
model on a square lattice has then the parametrization

H = Y [ ß l ( j ) + k i g l ( j ) i i 1{ j + l ) + k 2n 3( j - l ) g 1( j ) n 3( j + \ ) ' ] ,  (32)
J

4. q =  4. The Ashkin-Teller model

where sx y , t x y  =  ± 1. The one-dimensional transfer matrix can be written as
a  _  g K  1 + *2 + K 4gA  +  K\a* + K\x* +

where
(34)

A  = -  In 1Z.2 Z,3 Z,4 ,

Г1 = 1 + у 1 +у2 + у3; 

^2 =  1-У1-У2 + Уз; 

^з=н-Г1-У2-Уз; 

т 4 = 1 - у 1 +у2 -уз;

— g-UKi+KA)

y2 = e- 2<*,+*:4>-
y 3 =  e -2 (K l +KI) (35)
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Since the T x transfer matrix is the direct product of one-dimensional transfer 
matrices its form will be (after omitting the constant factor)

7i(K*(y))=exp £  (KÎ(>’K  + К * ( у )т ]  + K * (y )o * x* ) , (36a)
J

T2(K(x)) = exp £  ( K  l ( x ) a y J+x + K 2( x ) t f f i +x + K 4( x ) t7) 0 )+ xz ) z)4,), (36b)
J

where a ] ,  a ) and r*, z )  are Pauli operators acting on the Sj and the t j spins, respectively.
Starting from the Hamiltonian limit form and adding all possible self-dual local 

terms one finally obtains the Ansatz Hamiltonian Н л (а , ß, у) (17) as

H A( a , f i , y ) = ' Z h f J + 1 (<x, ß, у),
j

h í ,  2 — « 1 +  ß  1a 1 a 2 +  У1 (ffl + vl)<*\ <*2 +

+ a2 Tí + /*2 *1 * 2  + Уг( т 1 + *!)*! т| +

+ a3 <*i*i + /*з<*1 <*2 *1 * 2  + УзК** + <*!*2)<*î<*2*ï* 2  +
+ a4(ffî + (TÍ)t̂ tz2 + /?4 (т1 + tz2)ffzff| +

+ a5(<*ï*î + <т2т2)<г[ <t1 + ß s(a i  + <*2 )<*i <*2 *1 * 2  +

+ + <*2*2>*i*! +  /*e(*í + *1)<*î <*2 *1*2 - (37)
Introduce the notations

K* = (Kfty), /Cf(y), В Д ) ,

К =(*,(*), K2(x), K4(x)),

« = (*!•. -а6).

P = (/*i.../U
Y —(Ун Уг)-

The duality transformation then acts as

Ti(K)d= T 2(K),
2 1 (38)

Hz,(ot,ß,Y,Y3)I> = Hz'(ß,a,-y,Y3).
Now we apply the method of Section 2 to obtain the c o m p a t ib i l i t y  and the matching 
c o n d i t io n s .

The “only” calculation one has to do is again similar to (24):

9Í 1.2) = d{(a)d2(a)/ii 2(a, ß, у, у 3) а 2( я ) а 1(л). (39)
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This is a rather lengthy but straightforward calculation leading to the following 
compatibility conditions:

for the left-side of Eq. (18):

Y i  =
>

or II«N rt
•Ö or 0 1 = 0 , (40a)

<x5 = or 0 ? =  1 or 0 4 = 0 , (40b)

04 = or 0 4=O or 0 1 = 0 , (40c)

У 2 = h в  
2  P l

or 0 4 =  1 or 02 =  0, (40d)

« 6  = h  n 
y  02 or 0 ? = 1 or II о (40e)

«4 = 2 02
or f 2 =  0 or 04 =  0, (401)

05 = 0 1  я
у  03 or 02 =  1 or 0 1 = 0 , (40g)

06 = у  03 or 0? = 1 or 0 2 = 0 , (40h)

У з  = ^ 0 3 or tij = 0 or 0 2 = 0 , (40i)

where 0 , = tanh 2 K * ( y )  and or = and/or.
For the right side of Eq. (18) one has similar conditions, except for the 

substitutions
<*-► ?; у - » - у ;  У з - > У з ;  - v ,

(y( = tanh 2 K,(x)).
Next one derives the m a tc h in g  conditions. After long calculations one obtains the 

same result as in the Ising model, namely that once the compatibility equations are 
satisfied, the matching conditions become identities.

After solving the l in ea r  equations for the parameters (ot, ß, у, y3) only three 
in d e p e n d e n t  equations remain (we consider here only the first row of Eqs (40) — the 
decoupling solutions given by row 2 or 3 are not discussed).

»i = t>2 > (41a)

v l  =  v l ,  (41b)
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Vl Vl = v 2v 2 * —. (41c)

In terms of the original couplings the four possible solutions can be represented as

Kf(y) = 'h K 2(x), (42a)

K l ( y ) = t , 2K 4(x) , (42b)

К-*(у) =  ЧзК-1(х ) , (42c)

where rç,= ± l  and iu r i2ri3 =  l-
These are the solutions found also in [18] for the case K X =  K 2 (symmetric 

Ashkin-Teller model). I have also calculated the form of the Hamiltonian (16) which is 
a sum of 15 different local operators.

5. A Reduce algorithm—preliminary results

From the two examples presented above it is clear that the method involves a 
rather lengthy but straightforward computing step once the form of H A has been 
properly established. This step corresponds to Eq. (24) for q =  2  and to Eq. (39) for q  = 4. 
We propose to use a symbolic algebraic language — as for example Reduce [32] — to 
carry out this step. In a later stage the program might be further developed to solve also 
the system of ensuing linear equations.

In order to give the following statements a proper weight, the author’s 
inexperience with Reduce should be first emphasized. I took the most orthodox user’s 
approach and after reading [32] — but not the further references indicated therein — I 
set up a simple program which deals with the (<r1, <7 3) algebra. I defined sig 1, sig 3 non
commuting operators and (sig 1 )2= (sig 2) 2 = 1. The first problem arises when one 
would like to define the operator algebra as

(Tlff3= -(ТзСТ!, (43)
rather than

£TiOJ = ÍE iJkOk. (44)

It turns out that Reduce is not very effective in making substitutions involving 
three operators, as for example,

0Ti<7 3CTi =-<T3, (45a)

(T3 (Tiff3= — <7i. (45b)

It seems far better to define a “canonical operator form” (which I choose to be <Ti<t3) on 
which no substitution attempt should be made. This approach works nicely and as 
shown in Protocol 1 (Appendix 1) a full multiplication Table can be generated for a
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basis of the two-site operator algebra. Defining as generators of the two-site operator 

bdS,S s W .O H a .P ) , (46a)

s2 =<Ti(l) • оч(2 ), (46b)

s3 = o3(l) • a 3(2 ), (46c)

and closing this algebra by adding

S4  = S j  • s 3 , (46d)

$ 5 = 5 2  ' Â 3 , (46e)

one gets the multiplication table:

first factor

second factor

Si S2 S3 S4 s5

S 1 2(1+S2) Si s4 2(s3 +  s5) S4
*2 Si 1 S5 S4 S3

»3 s4 S5 1 -Si S2
S4 —  2(s3 + s 5) S4 Si -2(1 + s 2) Si
s5 — s4 S3 S2 -Si 1

Protocol 2 (Appendix 2) shows the derivation of Eq. (25).
In conclusion we remark that although in principle very simple, a calculation of 

this style is not easy to implement. However, we hope that by a better understanding of 
the way Reduce operates or by using a more “user friendly” symbolic manipulation 
language, a general algorithm dealing also with other types of algebras will become 
soon operational.

Appendix 1

» » »  THIS IS THE FIRST PROTOCOL « « « <

COMMENT THIS IS PART OF THE PROJECT C0MM(H,T)=0 AND
APPLIES TO THE ISING MODEL. IN THIS FIRST PART 
A DIRECT APPROACH IS USED BASED ON THE CANONICAL 
FORM SIG I (K) * SIG J (N) IS FIRST ACCORDING TO 
INDEX K J  AND THEN ACCORDING TO INDEX K<N, I , J , K, N=1 , 2 .  
A MULTIPLICATION TABLE IS GENERATED FOR A FULL BASIS OF 
TWO SITE OPERATOR H ( l , 2 ) ;
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COMMENT DEFINITION OF A FULL BASIS FOR THE ALGEBRA;
OPERATOR S;
NONCOM S(K) ;
LET S(1)=SIG1(1),

S(2)=SIG1(2),
S(3)=SIG1(1)*SIG1(2),
S(4)=SIG3(1)*SIG3(2),
S(5)=S(1)*S(4),
S(6)=S(2)*S(4),
S(7)=S(3)*S(4);

COMMENT DEFINITION OF THE COMMUTATION RULES;
OPERATOR SIG1, SIG3;
NONCOM SIG1, SIG3;
FOR ALL K,J SUCH THAT J>K LET SIG1(J)*SIG1(K)=SIG1(K)*SIG1(J),

SIG3(J)*SIG3(K)=SIG3(K)*SIG3(J), 
SIG3(J)*SIG1(K)=SIG1(K)*SIG3(J), 
SIG3(K)*SIG1(J)=SIG1(J)*SIG3(K);

FOR ALL К LET SIG1 (K)*SIG1 (K) = l,
SIG3(K)*SIG3(K)=1, 
SIG3(K)*SIG1(K)=-SIG1(K)*SIG3(K);

COMMENT CHECKING THE ALGEBRA AND CREATING THE MULTIPLICATION TABLE
COMMENT NOTE THE FOLLOWING PECULIARITY (!!??);
AA:= SIG1(1)*SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2);
AA := SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
AB := SIG1(2)*SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2);
AB := SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
AA+AB;
SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) + SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)

COMMENT BUT!!!!!!;
(SIG1(1)+SIG1(2))*SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2);
- SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) + SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)

ARRAY TAB(7,7) ;
FOR К : = 1:7 DO «TAB ( 1 ,K) : =S ( 1)*S (K)>> ;
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(1,K)>>;
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1

SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)
SIG1(2)
SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 
SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 
SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «TAB(2,K) :=S(2)*S(K)>> 
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(2,K)>>;
SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)
1

SIG1(1)
SIG1 (2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
FOR K : = 1:7 DO «TAB (3 ,K) :=S (3)*S (K)» 
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(3,K)>>;
SIG1(2) !
SIGl(l)
1

SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 
SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 
SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 
SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
FOR K : = 1:7 DO <<TAB(4,K):=S(4)*S(K)>> 
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(4,K)»;
- SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
- SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 

SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
1

- SIGl(l)
- SIG1(2)

SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «TAB(5 ,K) :=S(5)*S(K)» 
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(5,K)»;
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- SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
- SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2) 

SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(1)
(-1)
- SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)

SIG1(2)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO <<TAB(6,K):=S(6)*S(K)>>; 
FOR К := 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(6,K)>>;
- SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
- SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)

SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(2)
- SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)
(-1)
SIG1(1)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO <<TAB(7,K):=S(7)*S(K)>>;
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(7,K)>>;
- SIG1(2)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
- SIG1(1)*SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)

SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)
SIG1(1)*SIG1(2)
- SIG1(2)
- SIGl(l)

1

OPERATOR R;
NONCOM R(X);
LET

SIG3(1)*SIG3(2)=R(4),
SIG1(2)=R(2),
SIG1(1)=R(1);

COMMENT ACCORDING TO THE CANONICAL FORM ONE SHOULD HAVE
ALWAYS PRODUCTS AS R(I)*R(4), X=1,2,3. HOWEVER, I 
GET ALWAYS THE INVERSED ORDER (!??)
SO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE INVERSED ACCORDINGLY;
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LET R(4)*R(3)=R(7),
R(4)*R(2)=R(6),
R(4)*R(1)=R(5), 
R(2)*R(1)=R(3);

FOR К : = 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(1,K)>>;

R(3)
R(2)
R(5)
R(4)
R(7)
R(6)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(2,K)>>;
R(3)
1

R(l)
R(6)
R(7)
R(4)
R(5)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(3,K)>>; 
R(2)
R(l)

1

R(7)
R(6)
R(5)
R(4)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(4,K)>>;

- R(5)
- R(6)

R(7)
1

- R(l)
- R(2)

R(3)
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FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(5,K)>>;

- R(4)
- R(7)

R(6)
R( l )
( - 1 )
- R(3)

R(2)
FOR K:= 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(6,K)>>;
- R(7)
- R(4)

R(5)
R(2)
- R(3)

( - 1 )
R( l )

FOR К := 1:7 DO «WRITE TAB(7,K)>>;

- R(6)
- R(5)

R(4)
R(3)
- R(2)
- R( l )

1

COMMENT THIS WAY ONE CAN DEFINE A FULL MULTIPLICATION TABLE 
WHICH CAN BE USED TO SIMPLIFY THE FINAL RESULT AS 
SHOWN IN THE NEXT * PROTOCOL

Appendix 2

» » » »  SECOND PROTOCOL: THE ACTUAL CALCULATION « « < «
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM IS PART OF THE PROJECT C0MM(H,T)=0.

IN THE SECOND PART WE USE THE GROUP TABLE FOR THE ALGEBRA 
OF THE TWO-SITE OPERATORS GENERATED IN THE PREVIOUS STEP. 
NOTE THAT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE H(1,2)=H(2,1) SYMMETRY 
HAS REDUCED THE BASIS FROM 7 TO 5 ELEMENTS. ;
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OPERATOR SI,S2,S3,S4,S5;
NONCOM SI,S2,S3,S4,S5;
KORDER SI,S2,S3,S4,S5;
FACTOR S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,B,C;
COMMENT THE DEFINITION OF THE REDUCTION TABLE;
LET

S1(X)*S1(X)=2*(1+S2(X)),
S1(X)*S2(X)=S1(X),
S1(X)*S3(X)=S4(X),
SI(X)*S4(X)=2*(S3(X)+S5(X)),
S1(X)*S5(X)=S4(X),
S2(X)*S1(X)=S1(X),
S2(X)*S2(X)=1,
S2(X)*S3(X)=S5(X),
S2(X)*S4(X)=S4(X),
S2(X)*S5(X)=S3(X),
S3(X)*S1(X)=-S4(X),
S3(X)*S2(X)=S5(X),
S3(X)*S3(X)=1,
S3(X)*S4(X)=-S1(X),
S3(X)*S5(X)=S2(X),
S4(X)*S1(X)=-2*(S3(X)+S5(X)),
S4(X)*S2(X)=S4(X),
S4(X)*S3(X)=S1(X),
S4(X)*S4(X)=-2*(1+S2(X)),
S4(X)*S5(X)=S1(X),
S5(X)*S1(X)=-S4(X),
S5(X)*S2(X)=S3(X),
S5(X)*S3(X)=S2(X),
S5(X)*S4(X)=-S1(X),
S5(X)*S5(X)=1;

COMMENT WE DEFINE NOW THE FOURIER SERIES FOR THE 
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION;

OPERATOR FEXP;
FOR ALL A LET

FEXP(A/2)=(COSH(A)+l+S2(X)*(COSH(A)-l)+Sl(X)*SINH(A))/2, 
FEXP(-A/2)=(COSH(A)+l+S2(X)*(COSH(A)-1)-SI(X)*SINH(A))/2;
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COMMENT START THE CALCULATION;
Al:=FEXP(-F/2);
A1 := ( - SINH(F)*S1(X) + S2(X)*(C0SH(F) - 1) + COSH(F) + 1) 

/ 2

A2:=B*S3(X)+C*S4(X);
A2 := B*S3(X) + C*S4(X)
A3:=A1*A2;

A3 := (S3(X)*B*(C0SH(F) + 1) - (2*C*SINH(F))*S3(X) - (B*SINH 
(F))*S4(X) + 2*C*C0SH(F)*S4(X) + S5(X)*B*(C0SH(F)
- 1) - (2*C*SINH(F))*S5(X))/2

A4 :=A3*FEXP(F/2);
2 2

A4 := (S3(X)*B*(C0SH(F) + SINH(F) + 1) - (4*C*C0SH(F)*SINH
(F))*S3(X) - (2*B*C0SH(F)*SINH(F))*S4(X) + 2*S4(X) 

2 2 2 
*C*(C0SH(F) + SINH(F) ) + S5(X)*B*(C0SH(F) + SINH(F

2
) - 1) - (4*C*C0SH(F)*SINH(F))*S5(X))/2

COMMENT THIS RESULT IS IDENTICAL TO EQ. (25) . ;
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CANONICAL QUANTIZATION 
OF THE RELATIVISTIC THEORY 

OF THE DIRAC MONOPOLE*

A. F r e n k e l

Central Research Institute for Physics 
1525 Budapest, Hungary

After a short review of the non-relativistic theory, Dirac’s procedure of canonical 
quantization of gauge theories is applied to the relativistic theory of the magnetic charge.

Let us consider a spinless “electron” of charge e and mass M  in the magnetic field

of an infinitely heavy spinless magnetic monopole of magnetic charge g. Into the 
equation of motion of the electron

no potential enters, but if one wishes to derive this equation in the framework of the 
Lagrangian or of the Hamiltonian formalism, one needs a vector potential A. Since 
over any closed surface S  enclosing the monopole the integral j (d S  ■ H) = 4n g  #0, the 
relation H = rot A cannot hold everywhere on S. This relation must be violated at one 
point (at least) of any such surface, that is along a line (the “Dirac string”) going from 
the monopole to infinity. If the string lies on the negative Z axis, it is easy to find A [1]. 
In cylindrical and in spherical coordinates (see Fig. 1) only its ^-component is different 
from zero:

1. The non-relativistic theory

1.1 C la s s ic a l  th e o r y

( 1 )

M t  — -  [r x H]
c

( 2)

(3)

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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z

z

Y

X
Fig. 1. Notations for coordinates

Near the string (that is for z<0, p«0)

on the string itself A v  =  ao, and rot A does not exist there. Everywhere else rot A = g r / r 3

In our case the variational principle ö l  =  0 ,1  =  J d iif gives indeed (2) at any point 
r except on the string. There A is infinite in such a way that ÔI is ill-defined. Thus if the 
electron arrives to the string, the Lagrangian theory does not say how it will go further. 
However, the investigation of Dirac [2] showed that this imperfection of the classical 
Lagrangian (and Hamiltonian) theories is not inherited by the quantum theory. There 
the behaviour of the wave functions of the electron near and on the string is well 
defined. Therefore Dirac proposed to apply the classical variational principle only to 
those virtual trajectories of the electron which avoid the string, and to go over first to 
the classical and then to the quantized Hamiltonian theory. This prescription, usually 
referred to as the “veto” of Dirac, sometimes has been erroneously carried over to the 
quantum theory where it allegedly should mean that all the wave functions of the 
electron must vanish on the string. As we shall see, this is not so. On the contrary, there 
should be — and there are — wave functions which do not vanish on the string. 
Without them the string would be observable, and the “monopole” would not be a 
pointlike, but a stringlike object.

The passage to the classical Hamiltonian theory is straightforward. We write

= H.
The Lagrangian for the electron in an external magnetic field reads

i f  = — Mr2 + -  rA(r). 
2  c

(5)

(6)

( 7)
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where

K = p —- A
c

( 8)

is the kinetic momentum of the electron. The Hamiltonian is infinite on the string. The 
Hamiltonian equations of motion coincide with (2) everywhere, except on the string. 
Following Dirac [2], we do not try to explain this insufficiency of the classical theory 
away, but go over to the quantum theory via the canonical quantization procedure.

and accordingly we write p = — iVjV in K. The solutions of the Schrödinger equation 
with the Hamiltonian (7) were investigated in the classic paper of Dirac [ 1 ] in 1931. The 
complete set of the eigenfunctions of Ж  for the case when the dimensionless parameter

is an integer, v = n, was given in the same year by Tamm [3], who worked then with 
Dirac. For the case \ ф  n  the complete set of eigenfunctions was found by Hurst [4] in 
1968. The very existence of these complete sets means that for any real value of v the 
Schrödinger equation has a mathematically sound solution. The physical interpre
tation of these solutions, in particular the question whether the string (that is the 
singularity of A along the string) is observable or not gave rise to passionate discussions 
even in the late 60-ies. As far as the non-relativistic theory in concerned, the correctness 
of Dirac’s original statement [1] is nowadays firmly established and generally 
accepted: the necessary and sufficient condition for the string being unobservable is 
that v be integer. Below we shortly recapitulate the main features of the non-relativistic 
quantum theory of the monopole, because we shall have to rely on them when 
discussing the relativistic theory.

As is well known, in the presence of a vector potential A the kinetic momentum К 
is an observable, the canonical momentum p is not. In our case K v  contains A v , and A v 

is infinite on the string. However, K v  contains also the differential operator V v  =  d j p .  
Thus near the string we have (see (4) and (10))

If K v acts on a wave function ф(р, cp, z), K v ip will be infinite on the string except in two 
cases: either ф should vanish sufficiently rapidly when p - * 0 , or if ф ф О  on the string,

1.2. Q u a n t u m  th e o r y

We replace the Poisson Brackets (PB’s) {r,-, pt} = <5,* by the commutators 

Er  i > P k ]  — r i P k ~ P k r i = i h S ik (9)

( 10)

( П )
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then its phase must be vcp. Indeed, then the zero coming from the relation

( id m + v ) e h v = (  -  V + v)eiv* = 0 (12)

may overrun the infinity coming from \ / p .  In the latter case v must be an integer, 
otherwise the wave function will not be single valued: when carried along a closed loop 
round the Z axis, it would get an extra factor exp ( i 2 n v ) ^  1.

The i/f s in the complete system of Ж  do have these features. When v = n, there are 
eigenfunctions which do not vanish on the string and they all have the phase factor 
exp (imp) [1,3]. There are also others with phases m<p, m#/i = v, and they all do vanish 
on the string. On the other hand, for the case v #  n all the eigenfunctions of Ж  vanish on 
the string [4], as they should.

Let us point out that in the case v = n the wave functions with phase mp are single 
valued at any point outside of the string (the — Z axis in our case), but on the string itself 
they are not. It is easy to see this: exp (imp) = + 1 if we approach the string along the 
positive X  axis (<p = 0), but exp (imp) = — 1 if we approach along the negative X  axis (cp 

= 7r). As stressed in [5], this multivaluedness of the wave functions on the string does 
not invalidate the probabilistic interpretation, because the scalar product ( ф 1з ф 2) of 
any two energy eigenfunctions is single valued. If both have the “string-type 
singularity” exp (imp), then it drops out from the scalar product. If only one of them has 
it, the other is zero on the string. In either case the scalar product is single valued. Since 
the argument obviously holds for any linear combination of the wave functions, all the 
probability amplitudes are single valued.

It remains to be seen whether the string is observable or not. If it is not, a change 
in the position of the string should correspond to a gauge transformation.

The vector potential for the magnetic field (1) with the string S  lying on an 
arbitrarily chosen line u(u) has been given by Jordan [6 ] in 1938:

As(r) = i?J 
0

d a
par x(u(ff)~r)]

M * )-« f
(13)

As shown in [5] a change in the position of the string leads to a gauge trans
formation of A:

As(r)-»  As (r) =  As(r)+gVÍ2(S, S'; r), (14)

where Q is the solid angle under which the oriented surface S(S, S') subtended by the 
strings is seen from the point r (Fig. 2). Notice that the gauge term VÍ2 is singular along 
the edge of the surface S. Indeed, Í2 x  2<p’(r) when r tends to a point on the edge S', and Í2 X — 2q>(r) when r-*S. Here (p(r) stands for the azimuthal angle of a local coordinate 
system with its origin at the point to which r tends, and with its — Z axis tangent to the 
string at that point. Thus for r->S

P
( 15)
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and comparing this with (4) we realize that the gauge term in ( 14) cancels the singularity 
of As along the old string S  and introduces the required singularity of As along S'.

In quantum mechanics (14) must be completed with a transformation of the wave 
functions:

e g  V
Ф (r)-» iAs'(r) = e ‘hc °(S's';r)|//s(r) = e ‘2 !1tps (T), ( 16)

and the wave functions must be single valued everywhere, except on their respective 
strings where they must have the string-type singularity unless they vanish there. Let us 
first choose a point r which is not on the strings, and let us follow the change of the 
factors in (16) along a closed path which avoids the strings but intersects the surface S 
subtended by them. At the end ips  and ф5 should come back to their initial values, while 
Q, as well known, changes by 4 л .  Therefore we get the condition

е‘14 я=1, (17)
that is V must be integer. Let now r approach a string. Taking into account the 
behaviour of Q  near the strings explained above, we see that ф у  will indeed have the 
required exp (irup') phase factor on S', while the old string-type singularity exp (incp) on 
S will be cancelled in ij/s '. It is now easy to realize that any scalar product ( ф \ \  ф 2 ) is 
single valued and equals the corresponding untransformed product (i/rf, ф 2). This 
concludes the outline of the proof that v = n is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the string being unobservable.

When ч ф п ,  the transformation (16) does not lead to single valued new wave 
functions. Accordingly (16) is not a gauge transformation, and the string is observable. 
It represents then a solenoid with vanishing radius and with magnetic flux 4 n g  inside 
the solenoid (that is along the string). The condition v = n is then the condition for the 
vanishing of the Aharonov-Bohm interference picture [7]. All other observable effects 
caused by the string also do vanish then, only the monopole sitting at the end of the 
string is observable [5].

We see that Dirac was close to the discovery of the Aharonov-Bohm effect in- 
1931. He just did not ask himself whether there is a possible physical interpretation of 
the case v #  n . . .
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2. The relativistic theory

2.1. C la s s ic a l  L a g r a n g i a n  th e o r y

The Lorentz and the Maxwell (L  — M ) equations for a system composed of a 
spinless electron, a spinless monopole and of the electromagnetic field are

M ez e

ч /1 -Ze
= e E  + e [ z e X H],

g _= g H - 0[z xE],

div E = 4ле<5,3)(х — ze),

rot H — —  = 4 7tezeá,3)(x —z,),

div H = 4ngá(3,(x — zg), 

d Hrot E+ —  = —4ngzgói3)(x — zg),

(18)

(19)

(20) 

(21) 

( 22) 

(23)

Here z e , z g stand for the coordinates of the electron and of the monopole; to 
simplify the writing, c =  1 .

The Lagrangian leading to these equations contains A ß not only in the 
interaction term j ßA ß but also in F ßVF ßV. Similarly to the non-relativistic case, if 
monopoles exist the usual definition F ßV =  d ßA v — d vA ß cannot be correct, because it 
leads to in contradiction with (22-23). In his fundamental paper on the
relativistic monopole [2] Dirac showed how to define F ßV in such a way that (22-23) be 
satisfied identically. One has to write

F ßVs d ßA , - d vA ß +  A nG ß„  (24)

where G ßV is the dual of the “string tensor”

G„v(x, 0  = 0
о

<5<3,(x —y(<r,0). (25)

We see that Ggv(x, t) is different from zero only along a string y(er, t). (The time 
component y 0 =  t.)

It is important to realize that the electric and magnetic fields E, H should be 
identified not with d ßA v — d vA ß , but with F ßV. Now, the E’s and H’s which solve the L  

— M  equations are infinite only at the points ze, zg, but not on the string. The latter does 
not show up at all in the L — M equations. On the other hand, GMV and G„v are singular 
on the string by definition. Therefore in (24) the singularity of Ggv must be compensated
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by dltA v — d vA u . So we foresee that in the solutions of the L  — M  equations A M must be 
singular along the string, and in the quantized field theory the wave functions will have 
a string-type singularity.

As stressed in [2], the string coordinates can be considered either as dynamical 
variables, or as given external variables. We shall follow Dirac in treating them as 
dynamical variables. The present author found [8 ] that it is then convenient to 
introduce the relative string coordinates u through the relation

y(<7,t) = zg(r) + u((T,t). (26)

This makes it possible to disentangle z g from the string variable in an easier way than in 
[2]. The results are of course the same.

The Lagrangian of the system is*

< £ = < £ х + < £ г + < £ г , (27)

^ 1= - M e4/ T ^ f - Msy (28)

£i>2=:~ h dxFRv(x)F̂ v(x), (29)

& 3 = - e [ A 0( z e) - ( z e - A ( z em .  (30)

As shown in [2], the variation of z e, ЛДх), z g and y(er) ( z g and u(<r) in [8 ]) leads to 
the correct L — M  equations except for terms proportional to 0 {3\ z e(t) — y(<r, t)). This 
again means that when calculating the variation of J diif one has to disregard those 
virtual paths of the electron which intersect the string:

ze#y(<r). (31)

As a matter of fact, the L  — M  equations are obtained when z e , z g and A g are 
varied. The variation of u does not lead to an equation of motion for the string, it merely 
reproduces one of the already obtained equations. This means that the time evolution 
of the string is not determined by the variational principle. We also know that even 
without monopoles the time evolution of A g is not uniquely determined; there is a 
gauge freedom in it, supplemented now by a freedom needed to cancel the singularity 
along the freely moving string so that F„v be regular and uniquely defined on the string.

Let us point out that i f  2 seems to be a Lagrangian of the free electromagnetic 
field, but it is not. Indeed, F MV now contains not only A g, but also y = ze + u. Thus i f 2 

describes the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the monopole. That is why 
i f  3 contains only the usual electron-electromagnetic field interaction.

* The time argument of the dynamical variables will be often omitted.
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2.2. C l a s s i c a l  H a m i l to n i a n  th e o r y

The next step towards canonical quantization is the construction of the classical 
Hamiltonian formalism. The canonical momenta are

_ d£f M X
dze

ou

+ g j  do
0V 1- ^ 2

+  e A ( z e).

E(y(<x))x
f)ll(o-)

d o

П 0(x)s ÔÀ °(x) — Foo(x) = 0,

(32)

(33)

(34)

Е ‘{ Х )^ 4 л Ш х )  = ~  + д~ д х ^ ' +4ng^ 0î y  (35)

Pu(ff)SSj=0[E(y(<;))X (<T>0)- (36)
The velocities Ä 0 and û cannot be expressed with the help of these relations 

through coordinates and momenta, because they do not even enter them. On the other 
hand, we have constraints of the form Ça(q, p) = 0. One of them is Л0 (х) = 0, the other, 
(36), can be conveniently written in the form

X(a) = 9u(<r)-g E(y(o)) X
d o

=  0. (37)

Lagrangians with such properties are called “singular” or “degenerate”. The 
Hamiltonian theory for them was worked out by Dirac in the 50-ies [9]. The lack of this 
Hamiltonian theory with constraints is felt on his paper on the relativistic monopole, 
the formalism of which is indeed “extremely complicated” [10]. The systematic 
application of the procedure of canonical quantization to the degenerate Lagrangian 
(27), carried out in detail in an unpublished preprint [8 ] of the present author and 
outlined below, makes the formalism simpler and corroborates Dirac’s main result: the 
condition for the string being unobservable is v = n  in the relativistic quantum theory of 
the monopole, too.

The constraint /7„(x) = 0 contradicts the canonical PB

Мо(хк /70(х')} = <5(3)(x — x'). (38)

Therefore, as explained in [9], the constraint functions Ça(q, p) should be equated to 
zero only after the PB’s have been opened. This rule is expressed by saying that the

w wconstraints are equal to zero not “strongly”, but “weakly”: П 0( х )  =  0 ,  x(o) =  0 .
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Now, it turns out that when the constraints hold (that is weakly) the expression 

Y , P r Qr — ^ ( q ,  Ф  depends only on q and p , so that it is a Hamiltonian:

__, Ш
Ц р Л г - & < А >  = p).

r

In our case one finds
J l  —  J l  e ~\- J l  g~V J l  у

with
Ж ^ ^ / Щ + К 1 + е А 0(ге),

ж д = ^ Щ Т Щ ,

d x (  Е2 + H2 — 2 А  о div Е),

where Ке, К9 are the kinetic momenta of the particles:

M„z„Ke = pe-eA(z(,) =

oo• du(rr)
К я =  Рв ~ 9

•

d a E ( y H ) x - ^
О

m a

У 1 -Л 2

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

The constraints (34) and (37) should hold (weakly) at any moment of time. 
Therefore their PB’s with Ж  should vanish at least weakly. This consistency 
requirement may lead to secondary constraints. In our case this happens for П 0 . 

Indeed, one finds

4л{Я0 (х), Jf}=div E(x) — 4 n e ô ( 3 \ x  — z e), (46)

so that one should impose the secondary constraint

r j ( x ) = div E(x) — 4 n e ô ° \ x  — xe) = 0. (47)

This is nothing else but Maxwell’s equation (20). It does not contain velocities, 
this is why it can turn up as a constraint. Notice, however, that the equation (22) which 
is also free of velocities is not a constraint but an identity (that is a strong equality) due 
to the new definition of F „v.

No further constraints arise from the consistency conditions of x and rj, and it 
turns out that the PB of any two constraints vanishes at least weakly*. Such constraints

* when the “veto” (31) holds. As explained above, this is always understood in the classical 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian theories, but not in the quantum theory.
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are “first class constraints”, and as shown in [9] they must be added to Ж  with 
arbitrary coefficients. One obtains then the “extended Hamiltonian” Ж E

Ж E = Ж  + j d x v ( x ) n 0( x)  + w(x)>/(x)) + j  do(v(o) • (48)

The arbitrary functions v, w and v carry the largest possible gauge freedom 
inherent in the theory. The variables z e , z g and F^v are unaffected by this freedom, 
because their PB’s vanish with all the constraints at least weakly. Thus their equations 
of motion are in fact determined by Ж ,  and they turn out to be identical with the L  — M  

equations
The PB’s of A ß and of u with the constraints do not all vanish. Their time 

evolution is therefore dependent on the arbitrary functions, and this gauge dependence 
is generated by the first class constraints. Dirac postulates [9] that such variables with 
unpredictable time evolution cannot correspond to observables.

The constraints П 0 and g generate the gauge dependence of A g familiar from 
electrodynamics. They do not influence the motion of the string. The constraints x 
contain both string and field variables, so that they generate interdependent 
arbitrariness in the motion of u and of A (but not of A 0 , since x does not contain П 0). 
The relation between u and A is easily found. From (24) and (25) we have

H(x, () = rot A(x, t ) + A ng i a ej p s <>v .
CO •y(M), (49)

and since H is gauge invariant, H(x, t) does not depend on the choice of two different 
functions v(1)(ff), v ,2,(o):

H (1>(х) = Я<2 ,(х) (50)

at any moment of time, so that

rot (A(2)(x) — A( 1 *(x)) = 4 n g  ( )
d a

■y(ff))-
S ( 1 . 2 )

(51)

The integration in (51) goes along the closed path S(l, 2) formed by those portions 
of the strings y<l) and y(2) where they do not coincide due to the difference of the v's 
(Fig. 3). For simplicity we chose r(1) and r (2> different from each other only on a finite 
interval of a.

The solution of Eq. (51) is

A(2 ,(x) = A<1 ’(x) + g V fi(y( 1 \  y<2); x), (52)

where (2 is the solid angle under which the surface subtended by the closed string S( 1,2) 
is seen from the point x. The similarity with (14) is obvious (notice that y(<r) = u(<x) if the
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origin is at z g). One sees that in the relativistic theory, too, A behaves near the string as 
the Dirac-Jordan potential. However, one has to keep in mind that while in the non- 
relativistic theory presented in Part 1 A was treated as an external, time-independent 
potential and it was a functional of the chosen string u from the outset, now A and u are 
independent dynamical variables and A becomes a functional of u only in the solutions 
of the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian equations of motion.

2.3.  Q u a n t u m  t h e o r y

When all the constraints are first class, the canonical quantization consists of two 
steps [9]: one has to substitute the commutators for the corresponding PB’s of the 
canonical coordinates and momenta, and one has to impose the constraints as 
subsidiary conditions on the wave functions. In short, {qh p k \  =  ôik->[qh Pk] =  ihöik,

and Z J Í q , p ) = 0 - * Z J Í q ,  p)\p(q) =  0 .

We shall choose a representation where the coordinates z e , z g, A0 (x) and u(oj are 
diagonal, so that their respective momenta are represented by

ô d

, 5 3 )

PuH = - i h
Ö

i5u(<t) ’ Я0 (х)= - ih
Ö

Ô A 0( x )  ' (54)

As far as the conjugate variables A and E are concerned, it turns out convenient to 
choose E diagonal. Then A is represented by (see (35))

A(x) = 4 n i h
Ö

<5E(x) ’ (55)

The reason for this choice is that the constraints t] and x do not depend on A but on E, 
and in our representation they will be diagonal in E.

The j/r’s will now depend on the coordinate Q

Q = ( z e, z g, /40(x), E(x), u(<r)), (56)
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and those t/>’s which are submitted to the conditions

П0(т < 2 )= 0 , i |( x )W ß )  =  0 , X ( # Ö ) = 0  (57)

form the physical submanifold.
The time evolution of a variable f ( Q , P )  is determined by the well-known 

equation

/ =  ~  [ / ,  J T * ]  -  ^  ç  ”Л ]  • (5 8 )

it is clear that the condition for /  being gauge independent is:

[/,£.!№ = 0 for all the £a’s, (59)

because then the arbitrary coefficients v„ drop out from (58).
A straightforward but lengthy calculation shows that ze, z g, E and H are gauge 

independent, А ц and u are not. However, this is not the end of the story. One has still to 
show that the gauge transformations of the ip's which go together with those of and u 
(for comparison see (14) and (16)) are such that the wave functions remain single valued 
as required by the probabilistic interpretation. We shall show below that this happens 
only if v = n.

It should be stressed from the outset that while in the nonrelativistic theory the 
derivations can be carried out with mathematical rigor, in the relativistic theory one is 
dealing with operators acting on a manifold of wave functions (more exactly, the i/Ts are 
functions of z e , z g and functionals of A0(x), E(x) and u(ct)) the mathematical structure of 
which is poorly known. Such tools as the complete set of energy eigenfunctions are 
lacking here. Accordingly one can show only that when v =  n the wave functions have 
reasonable properties analogous to those of the wave functions of the non-relativistic 
theory.

This is achieved by making use of the subsidiary conditions (57). The condition 
Х ф = 0  written out in detail reads

iA(6 )= 0 ; r , l , s  = 1 , 2 , 3 .  (60)

(From now on we reintroduce the velocity of light c.) This equation can be rewritten in 
the form

where

^(0=^(Е(Уи)-<вдме),

áS(<r) =
du(ff)

д а
X <5u(cr)

(61)

(62)

is the infinitesimal surface swept out by the string under an infinitesimal variation <5u(cr). 
A finite variation of the string from u<0) to u (with all the other coordinates in Q  fixed) 
leads to
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</'(ß(0,H «/'(ß)=expjj| j  (<5S-E)j.A(Ô(0)) (63)
S(y‘°>,y)

where S(y<0), y) is the surface swept out by the string (Fig. 4).
It is well known that the wave functions must be regular at all points except 

possibly at those where the Hamiltonian is singular [11]. Our Ж E is singular (infinite) 
“on the string”, that is at such points Q s for which z e =  y(a) at some value of a. To see 
this, let i/dß)# 0 at some point Q. Then to fulfil the condition гц1 / =0  we must require

ri(x) = div E(x) — А к е 6 {Ъ\ х  — z J = 0, (64)

and the solution of this equation is

E(x) = e X_ %  + e(x); div e(x) = 0, (65)
|X Z„|

where e is regular at x — z e and is irrelevant for us. Now Ж E contains E(y(er)) both in K9 

and in x, and (65) shows that E(y(cr))=oo if y(tr) = ze.

y(0 )

To avoid these singular points let us consider a wave function which is different 
from zero at some point Q(0) which is not on the string. Moreover, let us carry out the 
variation of the string in such a way that the point z e be always avoided (Fig. 4). Then in 
(63) both il / (Q(0)) and ij /(Q) must be single valued, and in the exponent E is finite 
everywhere on the surface swept out by the string. Let us now come back with the string 
to its original position in such a way that z e be in the interior of the closed surface swept 
out by the string. The result obviously is

i/'(ß<0,) = exp i ^ f c s - E ) m 0)\

s

( 66)

Since IA(ß<0)) must be single valued and E(x) is given by (65), we must have

9_
fie

(<5S • E) = — • 4 л е  =  2 nn  
fie

(67)

and this is just Dirac’s condition v = n.
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Let us now vary the string in such a way that one of its points tend to z e. From 
(63) we see that ip(Q) depends on the varied portion of the string only through the 
exponent. Therefore |i/'(0)l = l</'(6 <0))l during the whole variation, and since we had 
<Ke(<V 0 ,  we shall have a wave function which do not vanish on the string when Q  
- > Q S. But then E in the exponent is given by (65), and taking into account that v — n, the 
exponent becomes

• n  Г
* 2

S(y<°>,y)

(We neglected the term e(x) in (65), since it is regular at x = ze.) As we have seen 
repeatedly, when z e ->y(a)  (or y ( a ) —>ze), ß->2<py(ze). Therefore when Q - > Q S we get

№ ) - " ! > № = e i n v y M m m \

our wave function develops a string-type singularity as expected.
These considerations show that in the case v = n  a change in the position of the 

string is a gauge transformation, and the string is unobservable. It should be pointed 
out that in contradistinction to the non-relativistic quantum theory, now the case v #  n 
does not lead to a consistent theory. The reason for this seems to be that in the theory of 
the relativistic interaction of an electron with a solenoid the latter cannot be 
represented by a simple magnetic flux line of constant strength. The formal reason for 
the difference between the two cases is discussed in [8 ].

At present various kinds of monopoles play an important role in the non-abelian 
gauge theories of elementary particle physics. It is the author’s hope that this work will 
be of some help to those who wish to go back to the origins of these modern monopole 
theories.

<5S X — z„
=  i 2 ß(y(0)> У: ze)- (68)
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One-dimensional maps coupled to discrete valued variables are introduced. They are 
designed to describe the motion in Lorenz and Hénon type systems on branched manifolds arising by 
expanding the maps in powers of the inverse dissipation strength, or by coarse graining. The maps are 
studied in detail along the crisis line where they exhibit complex behaviour with periodic and chaotic 
attractors. The convergence to the Hénon map is investigated numerically and found to be 
satisfactory for not too weak dissipations.

1. Introduction and summary

Our view concerning mechanical and other types of motion has drastically 
changed owing to recent developments in the theory of dynamical systems [1-3]. It is 
nowadays clear that the long-time behaviour of deterministic nonlinear systems with at 
least one and a half degrees of freedom generically exhibits unpredictable, chaotic 
motion in a certain region. Since this type of motion has stochastic features its complete 
description requires statistical methods [1-3].

Following an idea of Poincaré [4] it is often convenient to consider a discrete 
dynamics, a mapping generated by either the intersection points of the continuous 
trajectories with a certain surface of the phase space (Poincaré map) or by taking 
subsequent snapshots of the motion with a given periodicity (stroboscopic maps). The 
form of the mapping follows uniquely from the continuous motion, the inverse is,

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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however, not true, the same map can belong to several systems. General properties of 
chaotic motions are most commonly studied by investigating maps exhibiting chaotic 
behaviour [1-3, 5, 6 ].

Besides general common features, there are certain differences in the chaotic 
behaviour of conservative (Hamiltonian) and dissipative systems. In the former case, 
the fact whether a trajectory is chaotic depends strongly on its initial conditions. 
Chaotic trajectories then wander in a region of phase space the volume of which is 
nonzero [1,2,7]. In dissipative systems practically all trajectories are attracted towards 
a zero volume object, the attractor, of the phase space. Chaotic attractors, are strange 
sets [1-3, 8 ] characterized by noninteger, or fractal dimensions [9]. In this paper we 
shall be interested in dissipative systems which show up, besides mechanical 
phenomena, in the theory of nonequilibrium systems exhibiting instabilities leading to 
a new, turbulent macroscopic state.

In the simplest cases the associated Poincaré or stroboscopic map describes a 
dynamics of two variables, and the chaotic attractor has a dimensionality between 1 

and 2. We derive the most essential features of the map in two important classes of 
systems, namely in systems where trajectories do not pass close to a singular point, and 
in systems where they do pass close to a hyperbolic point. The first class contains 
among many well-known examples the Rössler model [10] and the periodically kicked 
harmonic oscillator, where even an exact derivation of the map is possible. The maps 
generated in this class possess analytic forms and a smoothly position dependent area 
contracting ratio, the Jacobian of the map, which can be considered to be constant near 
the attractors. This type of maps will be called Hénon type one since Hénon’s famous 
map [11, 12] belongs to this family. A standard example of the second class is the 
Lorenz model [ 13], but the Rikitake dynamo [ 14] and another model of Rössler [ 15] 
are also of this type. (For a discussion of general properties of the flow see [16]). The 
corresponding maps, called Lorenz type maps, are characterized by a singular form 
and a strongly position dependent Jacobian which vanishes or diverges along a certain 
line of the plane. The singularities are described by power laws the exponent of which is 
given by the ratios of the eigenvalues of the linearized equation of motion around the 
hyperbolic fixed point [17-21].

The asymptotic behaviour in dissipative chaotic systems is described by means of 
a stationary distribution concentrated on the chaotic attractor. Unfortunately, little is 
known about the existence and the properties of such distributions for maps of the 
plane. The situation simplifies considerably in the limiting case of an extremely small 
Jacobian, which, however, occurs quite often as a consequence of a strong dissipation in 
the continuous system or of rather long periods of shapshots or of turnover times.

In Hénon type cases the map typically reduces in this limit to a map of the 
interval defined by a continuous single humped function. Parameter settings when the 
maximum is mapped in two steps into an unstable fixed point, are of importance, since 
the chaotic character of the motion may then be shown with mathematical rigor. An 
essential condition for the existence of a unique stable stationary distribution in this
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situation is the negativity of the so-called Schwarzian derivative of the map [5, 6 ]. In 
common cases this condition is fulfilled automatically.

If at the above-mentioned parameter setting the map generates chaotic 
trajectories the case of fully developed chaos [22] is realized. This is, at the same time, a 
crisis configuration [23] since an unstable orbit collides with the chaotic attractor. 
Crisis is, however, not restricted to chaotic attractors. It is rather a configuration on a 
capture/escape boundary [24].

Reduced Lorenz type maps obtained in the limit of vanishing Jacobian are more 
complicated. Firstly, the dynamics which is still a map of the interval, turns out to have 
a one-step memory since the state of the system depends also on the sign of the 
preimage of the variable [21]. Secondly, if a certain internal symmetry is maintained, 
the memory can be transformed out but the resulting 1 D map is not obviously a single
humped one, and its Schwarzian derivative can be also positive. Our numerical 
simulations show that crisis situations in these cases do not necessarily imply chaos: 
chaotic regions are interrupted by periodic windows when changing a parameter of the 
map by keeping its maximum mapped in two steps into an unstable fixed point. In a 
special case when the effect of a positive Schwarzian derivative has been amplified by 
making the map discontinuous we were able to find even an asymptotic analytic 
formula specifying the position of such periodic windows.

Furthermore, we investigated maps with strong but finite dissipation. A 
perturbative expansion is worked out for the dynamics based on the method of [25] 
designed originally to determine the shape of chaotic attractors. In a first order 
calculation in Lorenz type maps we obtain a dynamics with a two-step memory 
expressed through the presence of the sign of two subsequent preimages as additional 
discrete variables. In symmetric systems this map can be reduced to a dynamics with a 
single additional discrete variable. We show that such a dynamics characterizes also 
the first order approximation of Hénon type maps. In higher order calculations the 
dynamics will have more and more discrete variables and the attractor will be 
approximated by a larger and larger number of branches. Finally, this attractor is hard 
to be distinguished from the chaotic attractor appearing in the map of the plane but 
using a finite resolution. In this sense unusual maps of an interval with several 
additional discrete variables, which can also be considered as 1 D maps with several 
discontinuities, may be useful approximations of mappings of the plane. In higher 
orders, however, to carry out the calculation requires rapidly increasing numerical 
efforts. Instead, we have followed here an approach in the same spirit but technically 
easier to handle. Namely, we have considered a discretized approximation of the 
Hénon map in which one of the recursions is replaced by a step function with several 
steps, leaving the other recursion unchanged. The condition for crisis and the position 
and structure of a few periodic cycles have been compared in approximate and exact 
maps and a satisfactory agreement has been found at step numbers as low as 20-40, 
illustrating that the discretized version can be a reasonable approximate dynamics.
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The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain the derivation of 
Hénon and Lorenz type maps, respectively. Section 4 is devoted to the study of reduced 
symmetric Lorenz type maps in the limit of extremely strong dissipation. Emphasis is 
laid on a discontinuous version in which periodic windows of the map in crises are 
analytically specified. The characterization of certain satellite windows is given in the 
Appendix. In Section 5 the perturbative method valid in the case of strong but finite 
dissipation is applied for determining approximate dynamics. Finally in Section 6  we 
study a discretized Hénon map and compare certain properties of it with those of the 
exact Hénon map.

The relation between a flow and the associated discrete dynamics can be 
conveniently studied in periodically kicked systems. For kick lengths negligible on the 
time scale of the macroscopic motion, the succession of kicks is described by a periodic 
Dirac delta term in the equation of motion. The effect of a kick is then a jump in the 
momentum. If the evolution of the system is known between subsequent kicks, an exact 
form follows for the stroboscopic map.

We consider here the linearly damped one-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
under the influence of periodic Dirac delta kicks the amplitude of which is position 
dependent in a nonlinear way. Let T  denote the period of the kicks and let f ( x )  

represent the velocity jump caused by a kick acting at an actual position coordinate x .  

The form of f ( x )  is arbitrary. By means of the well-known solution of a damped 
oscillator of eigenfrequency co0 and friction coefficient 2y  one obtains for the 
stroboscopic map (see e.g. [ 1 ])

where x, v denote position and velocity after the nth kick and the following 
abbreviations have been used

For a general f ( x )  (2.1) is a nonlinear map of the x, v plane. Its form simplifies 
considerably by introducing another position type coordinate y  defined by

2. Hénon type maps

T h e  m a p

(2. 1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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This leads to
x' = 2 E C x + — f ( x ) - E 2y,

CO

y ' = x .  (2.4)

Note that the Jacobian of this map is E 2, in accordance with the fact that the amplitude 
of the oscillator decreases in an interval of length Tby a factor exp(—y T ) .  After 
introducing

E S
f ( x )  =  2 E C x + — f ( x ) ,  b = - E 2 , (2.5)

w

(2.4) can be rewritten in the form

x '  = f { x )  + b y ,

y ' — x .  (2 .6 )

We call the map (2.6) of Hénon type since for

f ( x ) = \ - a x 2 (2.7)

(in dimensionless units) Hénon’s map [11, 12] is recovered, which is known to be the 
most general quadratic map of the plane with a constant Jacobian. For f ( x ) =  1 —a|x| 
(2.6) is the Lozi map [26]. As illustrated by these examples, Hénon type maps often 
describe chaotic (at least in a numerical sense) behaviour and possess for | b\ <  1 chaotic 
attractor in the x, y  plane.

The fact that there are no singular points in the phase space of the kicked damped 
harmonic oscillator turns out to be a crucial property. In all systems the trajectories of 
which do not pass close to a singular point around the attractor the associated map of 
the plane, describing the motion on or near the attractor, is expected to be Hénon’s map 
since it must then be analytic in x and y. As an example we mention the Rössler model 
at its standard parameter values [10, 27], the Poincaré map of which is really of the 
form of (2.6), (2.7).

T h e  l i mi t  o f  e x t r e m e l y  s t r o n g  d i s s ipa t ion

Strong dissipation means that the Jacobian of the map is tending toward zero. In 
the limit b - * 0  (2 .6 ) becomes a one-dimensional map

x ’ =  f ( x ) ,  . (2 .8 )

since y  is then a dummy variable. Such maps of the interval have been extensively 
studied in the literature from both of the point of view of the bifurcation sequence [28, 
29,6], of universal features [30,31] and of the properties of the chaotic state [5,6 , 22]. 
We shall use this type of maps as a point of reference when investigating more general 
cases.
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3. Lorenz type maps

In cases when trajectories on or near the attractor pass close to saddle points the 
corresponding Poincaré map drastically differs from (2.6). The reason is that a saddle 
point has at least one invariant hypersurface on which it is attracting. Therefore, 
trajectories approaching this hypersurface may stay for arbitrarily long time in the 
vicinity of the saddle and cause singularities in the form of the Poincaré map 
(Shilnikov’s method [32]). As a consequence, the Jacobian of the map will be strongly 
position-dependent. The standard example of such systems is the Lorenz model [13] 
where the origin is a hyperbolic point belonging to the Lorenz attractor. General 
systems with this type of singularity on the attractor, and having no other singularities, 
we shall call Lorenz type and the corresponding Poincaré map Lorenz type map. 
Different approximate forms for this map have been deduced by using basically 
Shilnikov’s method [17-21], among which that of [21] seems to be the most general 
one. It is worth mentioning that systems with a saddle type focus point have also been 
studied [33-36] and possess singular maps but different from Lorenz type.

T h e  m a p

For sake of completeness we outline the derivation of the map and refer for the 
details to [2 1 ].

A three-dimensional dynamical system is considered with variables X h  i =  1,2, 3 
the time evolution of which is governed by autonomous ordinary differential 
equations. Let the origin of the phase space X t , X 2 , X 3 be a hyperbolic point with a 
two-dimensional stable manifold and a one-dimensional unstable manifold, 1T"(0 ) like 
in the Lorenz model. For simplicity, the variables X t are chosen to be the normal modes 
of the linearized equations around the origin with eigenvalues so that X 3 belongs to 
the unstable mode, i.e. Ях>0 but À 2 < À 3 < 0 .

The Poincaré surface is chosen as the X 3 = z = const plane where z  is adjusted in 
such a way that the unstable manifold of the hyperbolic point should intersect the 
plane. In a certain reference frame on this plane the coordinates are denoted by x ,  y .  We 
use the convention that only intersections from above belong to the map. The points 
D  + and D  - will be of special importance, where D +( D ~ )  represents the first intersection 
point between the X 3 = z  plane and that branch of the unstable manifold W'(O) which 
emanates into the positive (negative) X, direction (Fig. 1).

Since the plane X3 =  z  is generally outside the region where the motion can be 
well approximated by the linearized equations around the hyperbolic fixed point, we 
introduce an auxiliary surface defined by X 3 — Z ,  where Z is a sufficiently small 
constant. The reference frame X ,  Ton this surface is chosen in such a way that the origin 
X  =  У=0 is the intersection point of the plane and the X 3 axis, and the А(У) axis is 
parallel with the Xi(X2) axis.
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Fig. I. The unstable manifold W“(0) and a trajectory passing close to the hyperbolic point in Lorenz type
systems

Trajectories passing close to the hyperbolic point must start from the 
neighbourhood of the stable manifold. The trajectory emanated from P = (x, y) crosses 
the X 3 — Z  plane at a certain point (X, У). More generally, the flow generates a map X  

=  X ( x ,  y),  Y =  У(х, y )  between the two surfaces, where X ( x ,  y) and У(х, у )  are smooth 
functions of their variables since no singular point lies between the planes X 3 =  z  and 
X 3 =  Z .  An appropriate choice for Z always guarantees that both coordinates X ,  У of 
the intersection with the auxilary plane will be small. The subsequent motion of the 
point (X(x, y), У(х, y),  Z ) is thus described by the solution of the linearized equations 
around the origin.

As, after having left the hyperbolic point, the trajectory does not pass near any 
singular point, the deviation between the next intersection P ' = (x', ÿ )  with the Poincaré 
surface and D +( D ~ ) ,  if Ar(x,y)>0 (if X(x,y)<0), is an analytic function of the 
coordinates Ÿ  and Z (Fig. 1). For small values of X  and У it is sufficient to keep the first 
terms of the Taylor expansion only, apart from exceptional cases when their 
coefficients vanish. Finally, one finds [21] as a typical form of the map near X(x, y) = 0

x' = (u +  a, JI X ( x ,  y)| **) sgn (X(x, y)) + a12 У(х, y)| X(x, у)|й, 

ÿ  = (« + a 2 , 1*(x, y ) \ ß) sgn (X(x, у)) + a 22 У(х, у)|X ( x ,  y) | s , (3.1)
where

ö =  \X2 \ / k u  (3.2)

sgn (A) denotes the sign of X ,  the coefficients are constants, and u, v are the 
coordinates of the point D +. For the sake of simplicity we assumed by writing down
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(3.1 ) that the equations of motion are invariant under the transformation X { - *  — X ,, 
X 2 ^> — X 2 , X 3 - > X 3, which is a well-known property of the Lorenz model.

The form of the map (3.1) simplifies considerably if we consider the recursions 
only in a small region around the origin of the Poincaré surface. The functions X(x, y)  

and T(x, y )  are then given as linear combinations of x and y ,  and we may choose the 
reference frame such that X ( x ,  y )  is proportional to x and У(х, у)  to у  in the new 
variables. After having appropriately rescaled the length scales used in both directions, 
one arrives at

x '- (  — e  +  a \ x \ ß) sgn (x) + cy|x|,\

y,=(d + |x |i) sgn (x)+by|x|a, (3.3)

with an x-dependent Jacobian

J ( x )  =  ( ab  — c ) ß \ x \ n, (3.4)

where t] =  ß  +  ö  — 1. In the following a , b , e > 0, a b > c  will be assumed.
The general form of the Poincaré map contains, of course, additional terms, 

analytic or less singular as those given already by Eq. (3.3). In order to illustrate the 
consequences of the singular feature of the map, however, it is sufficient to keep the 
most singular part. Therefore, we consider in the following the map obtained by 
extending the validity of equation (3.3) to the whole plane. More precisely, we regard 
the map (3.3) as a model which is designed to simulate some essential features of Lorenz 
type systems. In numerical simulations the map was found to possess a chaotic 
attractor at several values of the parameters [21] (as an example see Fig. 2).

- 1  0  1 У
Fig. 2. The chaotic attractor of the map (3.3) obtained in a numerical simulation after 2000 steps. The 

parameters are a — 1.5, 6 = 0.7, c =  0.25, d = 0, e=  1, ß = 0.6, á = 0.2
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T h e  l imi t  o f  e x t r e m e l y  s t r o n g  d i s s ip a t io n

The limiting case of an identically vanishing Jacobian is realized if the 
parameters fulfil the relation c =  ab.  It follows then from (3.3) that any starting point 
jumps immediately on one of the straight lines x  =  a y  +  (e +  ad) where the attractor is 
situated. The sign + (—) is to be taken if the point (x, y) is on the lower (upper) branch. 
Once, however, a point is on the lower (upper) branch, the x-coordinate of its preimage 
has to be positive (negative). Thus, the sign before the parenthesis is identical with that 
of the preimage of x.

Using this relation between x and y  as well as (3.3) x' can be expressed in terms of 
x. We obtain

x' = sgn (x) ( -  e + a/„5gn (x)( | x | )), (3.5)
where

/±(|х|) = |х|^+ -( |х |± (е  + а</))|х|л (3.6)
a

and a  denotes the sign of the preimage of x. The y '  coordinate is then determined by x' 
through

ÿ  — sgn ( x ) d  = (x' + sgn (x ) e) /a .  (3.7)

The special two-step nature of the dynamics can be made clearer by rewriting
(3.5) as

x' = ( —e + a|x|*,)sgn(x) + bx|x | ,5 + 3 <7 |x|'5,

o-' = sgn(x), (3.8)

where g  =  b{ e +  ad). Considering (3.8) as a map of the interval, it can be specified by the 
functions / ±(x) given in (3.6) and by the rule that /+ (/_) is to be taken if a  sgn (x) is 
positive (negative) (see [21] where also plots of f +  are given). Without any internal 
symmetry, a two-step dynamics cannot be simplified further.

Owing, however, to the symmetry property mentioned after (3.2), the form of the 
map may be reduced. By introducing p= — ox as a new variable branches of f ± 

pairwise coincide. This procedure is similar in spirit to Lanford’s treatment of the 
Lorenz model [37]. The recursion for p  is then obtained as

p'  =  h(p) =  e - a \ p \ ß - b \ p \ l + s  +  g s g n { p ) \ p \ >, (3.9)

which is characterized by a single-valued continuous (but asymmetric) function, h.

The representation (3.9) is well suited for discussing the basic questions of the 
existence of a unique stationary probability distribution with a density since this 
problem has extensively been studied in the case of such continuous ID maps.

Four cases should be distinguished: a) ß<ö,  ß <  1 (like in the standard Lorenz 
model); b) ß <  <5, ß > 1 ; c) ß >  ô, ô  > 1 ; d) ß >  ô, ö < 1 (Fig. 3). In case a) the map has a cusp,
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Fig. 3. Qualitatively different shapes of p' = h{p) (3.9) obtained at different choices of the exponents ß and <5. 
The parameters a, b are adjusted in such a way that the maximum is mapped in two steps into the negative

fixed point; e = \ ,  d = 0 everywhere.
Case a); j? =  0.5, <5=1.5, a =1.560, 6 =  0.6,
Case b): 0 = 2 ,6  =  3 , a=  1.839, 6 =  0.5,
Case c): 0 =  4 , 6 =  1.2, a= 1.430, 6 =  0.5,
Case d): 0 = 1.5, 6 =  0.5, a = 1.491, 6 =  0.5.

(Numerically all cases seem to be chaotic at these values)

while in cases b), c) and d) it has a smooth maximum (at certain special choices of the 
parameters two or three local maxima may be present). In the former case, if the map is 
everywhere expanding, well-known theorems apply and the existence of the unique 
probability density is ensured (see [5, 6 ] and references therein). In the latter cases the 
map can produce chaotic iterations for typical initial conditions only at particular 
control parameter values. The situation when the maximum point is mapped in two 
steps to an unstable fixed point, i.e., when fully developed chaos can exist, has been 
most extensively studied. Two basic conditions under which the existence of a unique 
absolutely continuous invariant measure has been proved in this situation are that the 
first derivative of the map is nonzero except at the maximum and that its Schwarzian 
derivative is negative [5, 6 ]. Both can be valid in case b), but in cases c) and d) the first 
and the second condition is violated near x = 0 , respectively.
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4. A discontinuous limiting case of Lorenz type maps

Our aim is here to investigate in some detail the characteristic features of maps 
belonging to case d. In the limit of strong dissipation — as it was pointed out in the 
previous section — the one-dimensional map p'  =  h(p) as given by (3.9) has a positive 
Schwarzian derivate around p  = 0. In order to study the consequences of this property 
we turn to the extreme case of ô =  0  where the rapidly changing part of h(p) around p  = 0  

is replaced by a jump. After setting e =  1 and choosing, as a typical value, ß  =  2, the map 
still has three independent parameters: a  defining the quadratic part, b  giving the 
modulus of the slope at p  =  0, and g  characterizing the jump there. For a sufficiently 
large value of b  the map can be everywhere expanding. An interesting interplay between 
periodic and chaotic behaviour is, therefore, expected to be present for small b -s. The 
phenomena found at h<| 1 are qualitatively similar to those at b =  0 , thus in the 
following we consider the map

p' = h(p) = 1 -  a p 1 + g  sgn (p). (4.1 )

We restrict our attention to the region 0.8 < a < 2,0 < g < 1. The plot of h(p) is displayed 
in Fig. 4. (4.1) is a straightforward extension of the parabola map p ' - 1 — a p 2 which is 
recovered as a special case for g  =  0 .

The situation when the maximum point of a single humped continuous map is 
mapped in two steps to an unstable fixed point is of importance since fully developed 
chaos [22] may then exist. This corresponds, at the same time, to a crisis situation [23] 
since an unstable orbit collides with the chaotic attractor. Such a crisis configuration 
may also be found in (4.1) with an appropriate choice of the parameters a  and g  but, as 
we shall see, it does not necessarily imply chaos.

Fig. 4. Plot of the function h(p) defining (4.1). A crisis situation is shown at a =  1.140, g = 0.556
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-2
P

0

2

Fig. 5. Bifurcation diagram along the crisis line of (4.1) in the region 0 < g <  1. A regular sequence of relatively
broad periodic windows can be seen

0 0.5 1

The maximum point h(  +  0 ) =  \ + g  is mapped into the fixed point p*  =  

— ( 1 + , / l  +4a(l — g)  )/(2 a) if the relation

a 3( l + g ) * - 2 a 2( l + g ) 3 +  2 g  =  0  (4.2)

is fulfilled. The solution a c(g) of (4.2) defines a crisis line in the parameter plane a, g. For 
a > a c(g) trajectories are able to escape from the interval (p*, 1 + g ) .  Only trajectories 
belonging to a Cantor set (the so-called repeller [38]) remain then bounded, provided 
no attracting cycle exists.

We have investigated numerically the dynamics generated by (4.1) along the 
crisis line a  = a c(g) at different values of g. The ‘bifurcation diagram' of Fig. 5 shows the 
results, where attractor points are plotted in the vertical direction. It is clear from this 
diagram that regions characterized by chaotic attractors (in a numerical sense) are 
interrupted by periodic windows. The condition of crisis is for maps like (4.1) not 
sufficient for chaotic behaviour. This is clear by noticing that the large negative 
contribution to the Lyapunov exponent of trajectories starting from the right 
neighbourhood of the origin is compensated by staying for a long time around the 
unstable fixed point, but this is no longer true for trajectories starting from the left 
neighbourhood of p = 0, which may, thus, produce a negative Lyapunov exponent at 
certain values of g,  along the crisis line.
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Fig. 6. The shape of the mth iterate of h(p) in a left neighbourhood of the origin (bold line) for g*<g<g„

Fig. 7. The action of the map (4.1) on the interval / ,  in crisis configuration

There is a striking regularity in the sequence of periodic windows for g -> 1 (Fig. 
5). In the following we study how to specify these windows. First, it is to be noted that 
the mth iterate of h(p), the stable fixed point of which is an element of the period-m cycle 
of the original map, has the shape sketched in Fig. 6  in the vicinity of the origin. When 
increasing g  the left branch of h m(p) is shifted downwards and at a certain value g * 

(dashed line) h m( — 0) reaches the origin. Then a stable fixed point, and by that a stable 
limit cycle appears. By increasing g  further, it exists till a certain g the stable and 
unstable fixed points of h m coincide. The m-cycle disappears at g * via a tangent 
bifurcation (dashed dotted line).

Next, we specify the position of the periodic windows. For g >  g ^  the intervals I u  

12 , f 3 shown in Fig. 7 are mapped as follows:

/ . - » / 1 +  /2 . /2 - / 3 . (4.3)
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To every periodic cycle one point belongs from I 2 and / 3 and the rest of points from / , . 
Let us consider a cycle the element of which is h (  — 0) = 1 — g  (this is the case at g  =  g m). 
For g - >  1 1 — g  =  e<£ 1. The image of this point is h 2( — 0), which is mapped into h 3( — 0) 
= h( 1 + g) —  h ' ( 2  — e)ae2. In the crisis situation, however, h ( l  + g )  =  p*, thus h 3 (  — 0) = 
p *  —  h' ( 2  — e)ae2. Consequently, the trajectory passes close to the unstable fixed point 
p*.  It will stay for a while in the vicinity of p *  but there is also another region where it 
will be captured, namely the left neighbourhood of the origin (where the map is flat).

Let us estimate first, the time steps к  the trajectory stays around p*. Since f ' ( p * )  

= 2, h(p)  — h ( p * ) ^ 2 ( p  — p *)  and for the /cth iterate h k(p) — h k{ p * ) ^ 2 k( p — p*). This 
difference will be of order unity for p  =  h 3( — 0 ) if

к  = const — 2 log2 e. (4.4)

The trajectory must return to p  = — 0. Therefore, after leaving the vicinity of p*  it 
must reach a point p  for which h \ p ) =  —0. Since the map is h(p) — e — a p 2 for p <  0, 
h 1 '(/?) = — (e/ ci)112 holds. On the other hand, by iterating forward p  =  p  one finds 
h l 1 (p) = — (a I p  I )“a “ 1, where to =  2' "1. F rom here it follows that

/ = log2 ( — log2 e) + const. (4.5)

For the total length of a cycle m  we obtain, thus,

m  — — 21og2 e + log2( — log2 e) + const. (4.6)

for e—>0. The inverse of this relation yields the position of the m-cycle at

g :  =  \ - Em= l - c t n ll22 - m' 2 (4.7)

which is valid for asymptotically long trajectories. Table I contains this approximate 
value for cycles of finite length compared with the result of a numerical solution of g „ .

These considerations show that there is an infinite sequence of periodic windows 
in the map (4.1) when changing the parameters in such a way that the condition for 
crisis (4.2) is maintained. Note that there is a geometric sequence of periodic windows 
also in the parabola map for a-»2 [31], however, in a pre-crisis situation. The sequence 
described by (4.7) is of quite different nature. The presence of the prefactor m1/2 is a 
consequence of the smooth local maximum of the map at p= — 0  while the exponent 
— m / 2  follows from the fact that the map is discontinuous at the origin. It is worth 
mentioning the result obtained for an arbitrary exponent ß >  1 , i.e. for the map h(p) =  

1 — a \ p \ ß +  g  sgn (p). The same argumentation then yields

9 > 1 - Cmf(p * ))- '"
with

= log2 ftV )
P ß  log2 ß

(4.8)

(4.9)
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Table I

Stable periodic orbits in (4.1 ) along its crisis line, m denotes the length 
of the periodic orbit, g„ is the control parameter value where it 
appears by increasing g. The third column contains the results of the 
formula (4.7) with the fitted value c = 1.05. Numbers in the last column 

yield a measure of the accuracy of (4.7)

m 9< 1 — 1.05(m2 m)1/2
1.05(m2“”)1/2

1 -9 "

3 0.452875 0.357009 1.175
4 0.593984 0.475000 1.293
5 0.696769 0.584951 1.368
6 0.771194 0.678504 1.405
7 0.826018 0.754454 1.411
8 0.867098 0.814384 1.396
9 0.898288 0.860788 1.368

10 0.922182 0.896238 1.333
11 0.940582 0.923048 1.295
12 0.954777 0.943167 1.256
13 0.965722 0.958172 1.220
14 0.974137 0.969307 1.186
15 0.980580 0.977535 1.156
16 0.985489 0.983594 1.130
17 0.989207 0.988042 1.107
18 0.992008 0.991299 1.088
19 0.994105 0.993679 1.072
20 0.995668 0.995414 1.058
21 0.996827 0.996677 1.047
22 0.997682 0.997595 1.037
23 0.998311 0.998261 1.029
24 0.998772 0.998744 1.022
25 0.999109 0.999094 1.016
26 0.999354 0.999346 1.011
27 0.999533 0.999529 1.008
28 0.999663 0.999661 1.005
29 0.999757 0.999756 1.003
30 0.999824 0.999824 0.9982

Since, however, for g - > \  the fixed point is p * =  — a ß - i ,  h ' (p*)  =  ß  and, thus

g *  = \  — c m l l f ß ~ mlß (4.10)

follows for the position of the m -cycle.
Satellite series of windows approaching g *  and g „  can also be specified. A 

detailed description of them is given in the Appendix by means of itinerary sequences.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that an interplay between chaotic and periodic 

regions along the crisis line is characteristic not only for the map (4.1) but also for 
certain subclasses of (3.9). Namely, the same phenomenon can be found in maps with 
ô  1 and ß  >  1 and also in maps where h(p) possesses two points with a vanishing first 
derivative (case c).
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5. Discrete dynamics on branched manifolds

Chaotic attractors of systems with finite dissipation consist of infinitely many 
branches arranged in a fractal structure. If, however, the dissipation is strong only a few 
branches can be observed owing to the limited accuracy of the measurement. It may 
then be convenient to consider these branches to be infinitely narrow. They are called 
branched manifolds [16]. The dynamics on such branched manifolds is, of course, 
noninvertible since several original branches are considered as identical. Our aim is 
here to specify branched manifolds of Lorenz and Hénon type maps and to determine 
the dynamics on them. We shall apply the perturbative method worked out in [25] 
which determines the shape of the attractor as a power series in the inverse dissipation 
strength. The dynamics will turn out to be a map of the interval which depends, 
however, also on certain discrete variables, in lowest orders on the sign of subsequent 
preimages of the continuous variable.

We start to investigate this type of maps since here even in the limit of extremely 
strong dissipation a dynamics with a special two-step nature has been found (cf. (3.8)). 
The deviation from this limiting case is measured now by

In a first order calculation in e, it is sufficient to use the Oth order result (3.5) and 
(3.7) on the right hand side. Thus, we obtain for the shape of the attractor

where/  ± 1 denotes the inverse of f ± defined in (3.6) and ct and т stand for the sign of the 
first and second preimage of x, respectively. An elimination of у  from the first equation 
of (3.3) by means of (5.3) yields the dynamics of the x-variable as

L o r e n z  t y p e  m a p s

e =  a b  — c,

a factor of the Jacobian (3.4). From (3.3) it follows that

x' -  a y '  + sgn( x ) g / b  = -  e y  \ x  \b .

(5.1)

(5.2)

x = a y  -  a g / b  -  -  (ст/„‘(уст - d )  +  x g / b )  ( / „ ‘(уст -  d ) f ,  
a

(5.3)

x'=( — e  +  a \ x \ ß) sgn (х) + Ьх|х|г + стд|х| 4 +

CT' = sgn (x),

T = f f .
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Note that both the shape and the dynamics depend on two discrete variables a  and t, 
and that for extremely strong dissipation, e = 0 , the dependence on the second preimage 
disappears.

Since the map (3.3) is inversion symmetric, the memory of the dynamics (5.4) can 
be reduced by introducing again, like in Section 3, p  =  - a x  as a new variable. In this 
representation (5.4) has the form

p'  =  e - a \ p \ ß - b \ p \ ' +i  +  g s g n ( p ) \ p \ i  +

1 j lPl + sgn (p)j^+ -|PI 5 lpl + sgn(p) - д / Ь + l f .

p' = sgn(p).

e - p
- pg/ b f -- i  e ~ P (5.5)

The p-dynamics has only a one-step memory since it depends on (the sign of) the 
immediate preimage only. Anyhow, these results show that in the case of a strong but 
finite dissipation, when the branched manifold of the extremely dissipative case splits 
into two, the number of discrete variables specifying the dynamics (either in x or in p) on 
the manifolds increases by one.

H é n o n  t y p e  m a p s

We investigate here maps of the class of (2.6) defined, as typically, by a single 
humped f ( x )  the maximum of which is chosen to be at x = 0. As for the shape of the 
attractor, the special case of Hénon’s map has been extensively studied in the literature 
[25, 39].

Since the Jacobian J  is constant in this class, the quantity b = — J  can be 
considered as the small parameter. As we have seen, in the limit of extremely strong 
dissipation the shape of the attractor is x = f ( y )  and the dynamics on it is given by x!  

= /(x). In first order, y  is to be expressed through x = f ( y )  leading to the dynamics

x '  =  f ( x )  +  b f ; \ x ) ,  (5.6)

where/” 1 denotes that branch o f f  ~ 1 where the sign of y  is a.  Since ÿ  =  x , a '  =  sgn (x). 
By means of these relations and (5.6) the shape of the attractor immediately follows. 

A similar calculation yields in second order the dynamics

x' = /(x) + bf~a ‘(X -  b f ~  ‘(/„Г ‘(x))), (5.7)

where т is the sign of the second preimage of x: x' =  a. This shows that inspite of the 
differences between Lorenz and Hénon type maps the dynamics on branched 
manifolds is, in both cases, a map of the interval with additional discrete variables, in 
lowest order the sign of preimages, the number of which increases with the number of 
branched manifolds. From this point of view there is only a minor difference between
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Fig. 8. The chaotic attractor obtained in numerical simulations of (6.1) (shown in the right column) and of 
(6.2) (left column) at increasing step numbers (m or N) in crisis configuration.

a )  N =  2 (m= 0.35), a = ac =  1.068, 6 =  0.3,
b)  N=  4 (m= 1.05), a = ac= 1.164, 6 = 0.3,
c )  N =16(m  = 5.85), a = oc=  1.404, 6 =  0.3,
d) N = 38 (m = 14.45), a = ac= 1.413, 6 =  0.3,
e) The Hónon map at a — ac = 1.427, 6 =  0.3.

Fig. 9. The parabolas .x = 1 +b(k+  1/2 )/m—ay2 for k=  —2, — 1,0, 1, the preimage / of a point Q, and the fixed 
points P + , P -  of (6.2). The parameter values agree with those of Fig. 8b
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these two classes, namely, that the memory of the dynamics is one step shorter in 
Hénon type systems than in Lorenz type ones.

It is to be noted that by an appropriate redefinition of the variable, multivalued 
one-dimensional maps (like (5.5)-(5.7)) can always be brought into the form of (2.8) 
where /  is single-valued but discontinuous at several points. In the light of this 
comment (4.1) appears to be a prototype of such systems the qualitative features of 
which may be characteristic also for more general cases.

6. Approximation of Hénon’s map with a series of one-dimensional 
maps coupled to a discrete-valued variable

In high orders of the perturbation expansion described in the previous Section 
several two-valued variables appear, the sign of certain preimages of a continuum
valued variable, which may be difficult to handle in analytic calculations or numerical 
simulations. One can, however, find other approximate dynamics for maps of the plane 
which are constructed in the same spirit but are easier to handle. We consider here 
approximations for Hénon’s map. Firstly, let us take

x'= 1 — a x 2 +  b y , (6 .1 a)

, Int(mx)+l/2 
y = S ( x )  = (6 .1 b)

where Int (q ) stands for the integer part of q. Note that the second recursion, y '  =  x ,  of
(2.6) has been replaced by a piecewise constant form (6.1b) with segment length 1/m. In 
the following another approximation will be used where the first equation of (2 .6 ) is 
modified and the second one remains unchanged:

x ' =  1 — a x 2 +  b S ( y),
У =  х. (6 .2)

An approach toward the Hénon map is expected for m$> 1.
Figure 8  displays the chaotic attractor of (6.1) and (6.2) obtained numerically by 

making the multi-step function S(x) finer and finer. The attractors are plotted in a crisis 
configuration to be defined below. There is a striking similarity in the geometrical 
appearance of these attractors and that of the Hénon map [12] at already rather low 
step numbers, especially in the second version (6.2). Here and in the following it is more 
natural to use the number of steps N  induced by S(x) inside the maximal extension of 
the chaotic attractor than that inside the unit interval (Int (m)).

Equation (6.2) maps the plane to the parabolas x  =  1 + b(k  + 1 /2) / m  — a y 2, where к  

is an integer. An unusual feature follows from this fact. Only points on these parabolas 
possess preimages, and such a preimage is a straight line segment (see Fig. 9). 
Consequently, the chaotic attractor of (6.2) lies on a finite number of parabolas only,
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and the dynamics on the attractor is essentially a map of the interval coupled to an 
extra multi-valued variable.

We have studied in detail the attractors of (6.2) in crisis configuration. Crisis in 
two-dimensional maps is defined by the existence of heteroclinic tangencies of stable 
and unstable manifolds [40,23]. In Hénon’s map the crisis when the unstable manifold 
W \  of the hyperbolic fixed point P  + touches the stable manifold W s of the hyperbolic 
fixed point P  _, situated in the negative quadrant, defines a critical line a  =  a c(b) in the 
parameter space. Beyond this line no one-piece chaotic attractor, which is the closure of 
W \  [40], may exist.

In the map (6.2) there are hyperbolic fixed points analogous with those of the 
Hénon map. Due to the special multi-step nature of (6.2) the stable manifold W sL is 
discontinuous and consists of straight line segments, which are the preimages of the 
fixed point P  The unstable manifold W \  is also discontinuous and consists of 
parabola segments. (If there exists a chaotic attractor which contains P+, it agrees in 
this case with W u+.)

In a certain region of the parameter space these manifolds have no common 
points (Fig. 10a).

Let w denote the highest index к  at which the maximum point of the 
corresponding parabola still belongs to W \ .  There are two topologically different 
possibilities for tangencies between W \  and W s_.

Case a: The wth parabola touches W \ ,
Case b): The endpoint of a segment of W \  (with k > w ) collides with ITT.

It is clear from (6.2) that together with a tangency also intersections appear since the 
preimages of a point of tangency are segments of straight line. Figure 10b illustrates 
case a).

Beyond such a special configuration tangencies turn to intersections. Simulta
neously, the region from which trajectories escape to infinity (a part of which is 
displayed in Fig. 10c as shaded area) overlaps with W u+. Therefore, a chaotic attractor 
containing P + cannot exist then (and gives way for a chaotic repeller [38]).

Thus, for maps like (6.2) the crisis line a  =  a c(b) is to be defined as the borderline of 
that region of the parameter space where W \  and W s have no common points. The 
crisis configuration realized at a =  ac(b) is then characterized by a simultaneous 
appearance of heteroclinic tangencies and intersections but without any escape.

The critical value a c(b) obtained at a fixed b  for increasing step numbers N  (which 
can be expressed in terms of other parameters as N  =  2 m + \  +(2w+ 1)6) have been 
found to approach rapidly the crisis value for the Hénon map at the same b  (for data see 
caption of Fig. 8 ).

We have determined numerically also the bifurcation diagram along the crisis 
line at different fixed values of the step number N .  Fig. 11 illustrates at N  =  8  that there 
is an interplay between chaotic and periodic regimes. Thus, in this system crisis is again 
not a sufficient condition for chaos (not even in a numerical sense).
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Fiy. 10. The unstable manifold W t  (bold line) and a few branches of the stable manifold Ws_ (straight line 
segments) in (6.2) at different values of a (b =  0.3). The segment A is the first preimage of P _ , the B-s are its 
second preimages. Subsequent further preimages are denoted by C, D and E. Trajectories starting from the 
dashed region are mapped in at most 5 iterations on the parabola arch drawn by a dashed line, where they go

to infinity from.
a) a<ac = 1.164, no heteroclinic points,

b) a =  ac, heteroclinic tangencies and intersections, but no escape from W“, ,
c) a >ac, escape occurs
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» . . . . I . .  „ I . . . . ! . . . . . . . . . I . . .  —

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 b 0.7
Fiy. II. Bifurcation diagram of (6.2) along its crisis line obtained at a fixed step number N = 8. The slashes on 

the top denote the position of stable 3,5,6-cycles in the Hónon map

Fiy. 12. Position of the stable 3-cycle in the parameter plane a. h for the Hónon map and for (6.2) with step
numbers N = 2,3,4

The position of the largest periodic windows has been specified and compared 
with that of Hénon’s model appearing along its crisis line. It can be seen from Table II 
that, although not all periodic cycles of the Hénon map can be observed in (6.2) at 
arbitrary values of N ,  if a window disappears at a certain N  it reappears at a somewhat 
larger one and the values specifying its position tend toward those of the Hénon map.
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Table II

A few stable periodic orbits in (6.2) found at different values of the step number 
N, and those of Hcnon’s map. m denotes the length of the periodic orbit, the 
couples (a, b) specify that point of the parameter plane where the cycle appears 

along the crisis line when increasing b

m N =  8 N = 10 N =16 II 4
^ N = 39 Hénon

3 <я= 1.891 1.893 1.893 1.895 1.895 1.895

sJ
- o о t-

л
N

J 0.047 0.051 0.050 0.051 0.053
5 - 1.50 1.46 - 1.48 1.48

- 0.23 0.27 — 0.26 0.27
6 1.37 - - 1.50 - 1.46

0.32 — - 0.25 - 0.28

The line of a stable period-3 cycle in the parameter plane a, b  has also been 
determined for a < a c{b) at different values of N  and has been compared with that of 
Hénon’s map [41]. Fig. 12 shows a qualitative agreement already at rather small step 
numbers.

These investigations support the view that the map (6.2) can be a reasonable 
approximation of Hénon’s map for not too weak dissipations.

Appendix

In this Appendix we return to the map (4.1) and restrict ourselves again to the 
crisis situation (4.2) in the region 0 < z/ < 1. We shall use itineraries to classify the 
wi ndows of periodic attractors in the parameter space (see reference [6 ] Section 11.1 for 
definitions).

The first iterate s of — 0 is the maximum of the negative branch ofh, i.e. s = 1 — g.  

The itinerary I{s) of the point s plays a central role in the following. It will be denoted 
by M. It depends on the parameter g. At the appearance of a window the point — 0 
becomes the element of a stable periodic orbit and correspondingly M is finite: M  = D C ,  

where D is a finite sequence of R  and L symbols. Inside the window the itinerary of s is 
infinite M  =  ( D L ) œ . One can use the repeated sequence E  =  D L  to identify the window.

Let us introduce the ordering between itineraries [6 ] here. Considering two 
different itineraries A ,  В let i be the first index for which А {ф В (. Let n denote the 
number of R ' s  in A 0A  { . . .  A, ,. By definition L  <  C  <  R.  It is said that A  <  В  if either

a) A i < B i and n  is even, or
b) A i > B j  and n  is odd.
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It is easy to see that the orderings p < q  and I ( p ) < I ( q ) are equivalent.
The itinerary of the iterates of a point p  can be obtained by shifting the itinerary 

of p  I ( h n(p)) =  { I n, f„+1, /„+2 ,. • •}, which can be written with the help of the shift 
operator as

I(h"{p))=S*I(p).
For any itinerary we obtain I(h"(p)) <  /( — 0) = L M  if h n( p ) <  0, thus 

For p  =  s  it gives

( A . l )

S n + l I ( p ) < M for I n =  L . (A.2)

S n + l M < M for M n =  L. (A.3)

The itinerary M  plays a similar role in these conditions as the kneeding sequence 
for unimodal maps [6 ].

In the following we restrict ourselves to the case when the separate intervals / , ,  
12, 13 are mapped into each other according to (4.3) (see Fig. 7). It is fulfilled in the 
region g 3 < g <  1. It can be easily seen that R 's inside the itineraries may occur only in 
R R  pairs followed by L.  So itineraries of points in I 2 can be written as a product

where
I  =  N h N l2. . . N , C or I  =  N h N h . . . ,

N ,  =  R 2l l , /,/;> 0.

Correspondingly, the itinerary M  has this form. The situation when M is finite 
corresponds to the appearance of a window, the repeated sequence belonging to the 
stable periodic orbit in the window is

E  =  D h = N k tN k2. . . N kn, /с,- > 0. (A.4)

The allowed sequence {k, } " = 1  of the subscripts is selected by the requirement (A.3) for 
M  — D C .

On the basis of this description we get for the windows investigated in Section 4 

E m =  N mJ 2 =  R 2L m~ 2, m >  2 (A.5)

and we find satellite series of windows

E m, — Ат-зА/т_з+*, m >  3, k >  0 ,

E m, k =  ( N m ^ 2)kL  =  ( N m _ 2) k ^ N m . i , m 2 > 2 ,  k >  1.

The parameter values of E m ~ k( E m k) tend to the д „ ( д щ )  value where the stable period 
E m appears (disappears). Some of these windows were observed in bifurcation 
diagrams.
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NUCLÉON-NUCLÉON INTERACTION WITH 
ULTRA SHORT RANGE ATTRACTION*

I. L o v a s  and E r ik a  L o v a s

Central Research Institute for Physics 
1525 Budapest, Hungary

K . Sailer

Kossuth Lajos University, Institute for Experimental Physics 
4000 Debrecen, Hungary

A nucleon-nucleon interaction with ultra short range attraction is introduced. The attractive 
regions are separated by a narrow, very high repulsive barrier. To find the parameters of this kind of 
potential, some properties of the two-nucleon system are calculated. The aim is to decrease the gap 
between the traditional nuclear physics and the quark model.

1. Introduction

In the last three decades, especially after the discovery of the quark model of 
hadrons [ 1] it became absolutely clear that the hadrons can not be considered as 
structureless, elementary particles. Nevertheless, in the framework of nuclear physics 
we try to formulate the nuclear many body problem in terms of the non-relativistic 
quantum mechanics of pointlike particles. This kind of approach is reasonable until the 
role of the quark degrees of freedom can be neglected. In the majority of nuclear 
phenomena this is the case indeed. Nevertheless, it seems to be desirable to modify the 
tools of the “classical” nuclear physics in order to decrease the gap between the 
conventional approach and the quark model [2]. Among the notions of nuclear 
physics the most fundamental is the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. We know 
since the pioneering work of Jastrow [3] that at small values of the relative coordinate 
the potential shows a strong repulsion. This repulsion was represented by an infinitely 
high core having a radius of 0.4 fm.

Later on this hard core was substituted by a finite, soft core. The repulsive core 
was interpreted as the result of the exchange of vector mesons mediating a repulsive 
interaction. Since the masses of the vector mesons are rather high the range of the 
repulsive effect is small. Nowadays we are tempted to associate the repulsion with the 
finite radius of the quark bag. The repulsion, however, turns out to be too strong if we

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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identify the bag radius, or the measured radius of the nucleon ( R  =  0.8 fm) with the 
radius of the repulsive core.

In this paper we try to introduce such a nucleon-nucleon potential which is able 
to account for the observed properties of the two-nucleon system, on the other hand, it 
is compatible with the large value of the nucleon radius.

The essential points of this approach are the following. The wave function of the 
deuteron in the quark model [4], [5] has two terms:

¥' = (1-«2)1/V(3<ï, 3<?) + #(6<7),
where the first term describes the relative motion of two colour-singlet three-quark 
clusters. This corresponds to the traditional deuteron wavefunction which describes 
the relative motion of two nucleons. The second term describes the motion of a six- 
quark system produced by the “temporary fusion” of the two three-quark clusters. This 
later component, having 2-3% contribution to the norm of the wave function, 
corresponds to such a configuration which is unstable in itself.

In the framework of the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics the nucleons are 
considered as pointlike objects therefore it is desirable to provide such a description in 
which the formation of the six-quark configuration at least can be imitated. The 
simplest way to do this is the following. We assume that the potential is attractive at 
short distances and it is also attractive at larger distance, however, these regions are 
separated by a rather high repulsive barrier. (See Fig. 1).

If the attraction is not too strong, then no bound state concentrated in the ultra 
short ranged attractive potential well is formed and then this type of potential is able to 
imitate the temporary formation of the six-quark configuration in the central region of 
the system.

In such a way the traditional potential resembles in a sense the picture implied by 
the quark model:

— the radius of the repulsive potential can be associated with the radius of the 
quark bag;

— the contribution to the norm of the wave function coming from the central 
region can be associated with the relative probability of the six-quark 
configuration.

The successful application of these ideas is possible only if the parameters of this 
type of potential can be fitted to the physical observables.

The physical observables in this context are the following:
— the two-nucleon data;
— the three-nucleon data and
— the properties of the nuclear matter, extrapolated from the properties of finite 

nuclei.
These data among the rich variety of nuclear data are distinguished by the fact that they 
are measured accurately and at the same time they can be calculated in a rather reliable 
manner starting from the two-nucleon potential.
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In this paper we try to solve only the first part of the task. Namely, we will search 
for the parameters of the potential which is able to account for some of the properties of 
the two-nucleon system.

In particular we will calculate
— the binding energy of the deuteron ( E  =  — 2.226 MeV);
— the scattering length (a = 5.424 fm);
— the effective range (r0  = 1.759 fm);
— the scattering phase shift as the function of the energy;
— the deuteron charge formfactor as the function of the momentum transfer. 

The calculations, which are meant only for orientation, are performed for a simplified 
potential constructed from square well potentials [6 ].

2. Two-nucleon properties

The states of the two-nucleon system can be characterised by the total spin S = 5, 
+ S 2 , the total isospin I  =  I  г + 1 2 , and the total angular momentum J. If one disregards 
the tensor force, then the states can be characterised by the orbital momentum L  of the 
relative motion instead of the total angular momentum J. Here we will consider only 
the L = 0 states. The spin-triplet, isospin-singlet state ( S =  1, 7 = 0) is very important 
since the single existing bound state of the two-nucleon system, namely the ground 
state of the deuteron is carrying these quantum numbers.

The solution of the task sketched in the Introduction requires the study of the 
solutions of the Schrôdinger equation given by

d 2u ( r )
~ d P ~

+  ~ ( E - V ( r ) ) u ( r ) = 0.

From the solution of this equation we can calculate the physical observables of the two- 
nucleon system and we can compare them with the measured data. We will minimise 
the deviation by varying the parameters of the potential given by (see Fig. 1)

V ( r )  =

-  v x, 0 < r< R 1;

V2 , R 1 < r < R

- V 3 , R 2 < r < R

0 , R 3 < r .

If the energy is negative, that is we are looking for bound state solution then the radial 
wave function u(r) must vanish in the infinity

u(r)-> 0 , г  —► go .
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Fiy. I. The potential V(r) as a function of the distance r between the two nucleons. The radial wave function
u(r) of the ground state of the deuteron

The solution in this case can be written in the following form:

where

u(r)  =

a t sin /с

a 7 е кгг +  a 4 e ~ k2',  

a 3 sin k 3r +  a 5 cos k 3r, 

а 6 е клГ,

0 < r < R l , 

R x < r < R 2 , 

R 2 < г5= R 3 , 

R 3 < r ,

l  m  Ч1/ 2
k l = \ - i ( - \ E \ + V l ) \  ,

(  ni Y ' 2
k 3 =  l ¥ ( - \ E \ + V 3) j  ,

( m  V 12
k 2 = [ ^ (  +  \ E \ + V 2) j  ,

, ( т  V 12 
/c4 = ( t 2-( + | £ | ) J  ,

and m  is the nucleon mass. The solution and its first derivative must be continuous 
everywhere, among others in the points r =  R { , r  =  R 2 and r =  R 3 , too. From this 
requirement the amplitudes a, can be determined. By varying a parameter, namely the 
value of K3, the binding energy of the deuteron can be fitted exactly. The charge 
formfactor of the deuteron F(q) can be obtained from the solution ф(т) by Fourier 
transformation: oo

F(q) = |i/r(r)|V4rdr = 4 n  Г 
4  .

u 2(r)
sin qr  

r
dr .

о
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103
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Fit/. 2. The charge form factor of the deuteron as the function of the momentum transfer

The result can be seen in Fig. 2. By the help of the normalised wavefunction we can 
calculate the probability for finding the two nucleons closer than R 2

a2= J \ ф ( г ) \ Ч г .о
This is proportional to the shaded region of Fig. 1. The probability amplitude a defined 
in this way can be interpreted as the amplitude for finding the system in a six-quarks 
configuration.

If the energy is positive, that is we are interested in scattering states, then the 
radial wavefunction u(r) tends to the wavefunction of a free system shifted by a phase

u(r)->sin ( kr  +  ô), r->oo.

The scattering phase shift ö  depends on the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the 
two nucleons. At low energies the scattering can be characterised by two parameters 
very well. These two parameters, the scattering length a  and the effective range r0 , are 
defined as follows:

к ctg ô ( E ( k ) ) =  — -  + \ - r 0k 2 .
a  2

In the spin-triplet, isospin-singlet state the measured values are given by a  = 5.424 fm 
and r 0 = 1.759 fm, respectively, and they are fairly well reproduced. The phase shift 
vanishes there, where the effect of the attraction and that of the repulsion compensate
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Fig. 3. The scattering phase shift as the function of the relative energy of the two nucleons

Table 1

The physical quantities of the two-nucleon system, namely the scattering length a, the 
effective radius r0, the relative energy E0, where the phase shift vanishes, the probability a2 of 
finding the two nucleons within the distance R 2 and finally the momentum transfer qmi„ where 
the charge form factor F{q) is minimal at R, =0.8 fm, R2 = 0.81 fm and R3 = 1.85 fm as the 
function of V,, V2 and The binding energy of the deuteron is reproduced exactly E =

-2.226
У, У2 v3 a Го £0 ot2 imin
8 3500 60.7 5.42 1.79 149 2.36 2.208 4000 60.2 5.43 1.80 138 2.21 2.138 4500 63.7 5.44 1.82 138 2.08 2.1318 3500 59.8 5.42 1.78 160 2.49 2.20
18 4000 61.4 5.43 1.79 149 2.34 2.2018 4500 62.9 5.44 1.81 138 2.19 2.13
MeV MeV MeV fm fm MeV % fm“1
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each other. The scattering phase shift vanishes at about £re,=  175 MeV. The energy 
dependence of this phase shift is shown in Fig. 3. Typical results are presented in 
Table I.

If the strength of the ultra short range attraction reaches a critical value, then the 
radial wavefunction may have a zero in the range r < R 2 . The idea to use such a 
wavefunction was proposed ten years ago [7] and it is supported by some recent 
calculations in the framework of the quark model [4]. As it can be judged from the 
preliminary results this type of potential seems to work as far as the two-nucleon 
system is concerned. It must be noted that the generalisation for the tensor force is 
necessary if we want to have a more realistic description. To draw a final conclusion the 
three-nucleon systems and the nuclear matter has to be examined.
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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTIVE 
OUTWARD MOTION OF NUCLEAR MATTER 

IN CENTRAL Ca + Ca AND Nb + Nb COLLISIONS*

L . P. CSERNAI**

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA 

and

G. F a i***
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Kent, OH 44242, USA

The collective outward motion of nuclear matter in the final stages of central collisions is 
analysed with the help of a statistical model calculation. Calculated relative fragment yields are fitted 
to the Plastic Ball data to infer the breakup properties of the collision system. The difference between 
the total available energy and the energy in thermal excitation is identified with the energy in 
collective motion. A quantitative measure of this collective flow is provided for systems where data 
are available.

1. Introduction

The success of phenomenological models based on the analogy between the 
nucleus and a droplet of liquid [ 1] in the explanation of ground and excited state 
nuclear properties led naturally to the attempt to describe energetic nuclear collisions 
in terms of fluid-dynamical concepts [2]. Fluid-dynamical models predict a collective 
sidewards emission of the nuclear material in central collisions [3]. The blast wave 
model [4] also assumes an ordered outward motion of the fragments of a nuclear 
collision. It is therefore not surprising that a continuing effort to extract this collective 
flow from the data has become one of the central themes of the study of energetic 
nuclear collisions.

Angular distributions of protons from inclusive measurements [5] gave a hint of 
the expected collective behavior. However, since neutron angular distributions from 
central collisions do not show any forward supression [6 ] and the proton angular 
distributions can essentially be explained as a Coulomb effect [7], we are led to
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*** On leave from the R. Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary
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conclude that inclusive proton data (and inclusive measurements in general) do not 
provide satisfactory evidence for the collective flow of nuclear matter.

Fortunately, we have witnessed the evolution of a new generation of experiments 
in the last couple of years. The GSI-LBL Plastic Ball/Wall Collaboration [8 ] played a 
leading role in the development of these new exclusive measurements detecting 
electronically a large fraction of the charged particles produced in each collision event. 
The analysis of the Plastic Ball/Wall data qualitatively shows the presence of a 
collective flow in nuclear collisions [9, 10]. A quantitative analysis can be performed 
utilizing the microcanonical model of nuclear disassembly [11]. This model provides a 
least biased statistical description of the final stages of a nuclear collision based on an 
approximate statistical treatment of the microcanonical phase space. It carefully takes 
into account available experimental information [ 1 2 ] and — in contrast to earlier 
statistical models — is well suited for the description of exclusive measurement since 
conservation laws are obeyed exactly on an event-by-event basis in the model. The 
importance of fragmentation in detecting the collective flow was pointed out earlier 
[13].

The aim of the present contribution is to extract a quantitative measure of the 
collective flow present in the collisions for which the exclusive Plastic Ball/Wall data 
have been analysed so far. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we briefly 
describe the model. We emphasize the fact that our calculation is a straightforward 
application of the concepts of statistical physics. We also explain how we use the model 
to map the temperature-chemical potential space for nuclear disassembly. Section 3 
contains the results presented as least-squared fits to the available experimental data. 
Section 4 is reserved for discussion and conclusions.

2. Statistical description of the collision

We intend to describe central collisions at beam energies of a few hundred 
MeV/nucleon. A large number of fragmentation channels is open for the disassembly of 
the hot nuclear matter formed in these reactions. Little is known about the detailed 
reaction mechanism except the fact that it is very complicated. We take advantage of 
the complexity of the process by making a statistical model of the final stages of the 
reaction. We will call this final process of fragment formation nuclear disassembly. The 
beam energies considered correspond to center of mass energies high enough for 
classical statistics to be applicable but low enough for the specific properties of light 
nuclei to play an important role.

Statistical models can be viewed as descriptions in which all the relevant S-  

matrix elements are assumed to be equal. The calculation of final state probabilities 
then amounts to an enumeration of available phase space. Models differ in the 
definition of the phase space for the system and in the statistical ensemble applied in the 
calculation. A calculation based on the grand canonical ensemble [14] carefully took
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into account available experimental information and included all particle stable and 
unstable states with a width less than 1 MeV and with mass number A  < 16 explicitly. 
This work was subsequently extended [11] to an approximate microcanonical 
treatment relevant for the exclusive data considered. To date the complete event 
generation model [ 1 1 ] remains the only statistical model on the market based on the 
microcanonical phase space. We therefore use this model in our analysis of the Plastic 
Ball/Wall data.

We start by associating with an ensemble of events a temperature T, a baryon 
chemical potential p  and an isospin chemical potential v. The logarithm of the grand 
canonical partition function is expressed as a computable sum over different fragment 
species containing these three parameters. Reconstructing the partition function yields 
all required probabilities necessary to make a random choice of a fragment in the grand 
canonical treatment. In order to obtain an approximate microcanonical probability 
distribution the grand canonical distributions are truncated accordingly [11]. Once a 
fragment has been selected with its baryon number, charge and four-momentum, the 
values of these conserved quantities characterizing the remaining part of the source are 
also known. The grand canonical constraint equations pertaining to the residual 
source (and expressing conservation of total energy, baryon number and charge on the 
mean) are then solved for the three Lagrange multipliers T ,  p '  and v'. With these 
parameters the partition function characterizing the residual source can be calculated, 
making the subsequent random selection of a second fragment possible. This 
procedure is iterated until no residual system remains. In this way we obtain a 
description that is manifestly energy-, momentum- and number-conserving 
and is convenient to generate a large sample of events within a reasonably short 
CPU time.

In order to take into account the finite size of nuclear fragments the excluded 
volume approximation is invoked in the calculation. This approximation consists of 
replacing each integral over the position (of the center of mass) of the fragments with an 
average available volume expressed in terms of the standard nuclear volume of the 
source. Thus the parameter x  is introduced according to

where A 0 is the mass number of the source and r0  = 1.15fm is the nuclear radius 
parameter. In other words, the volume blocked by one nucleon v 0 is assumed to be

It can be shown [15] that the thermodynamic quantities in the excluded volume 
approximation (denoted by the subscript x v )  can be obtained from those of the point 
particle limit (subscript pt )  with a shifted chemical potential p * ,  defined by the equation

< i^ .)  = z 4 ^ T 0/3, ( 1 )

v0 = 4nrlxß. (2)

p *  =  p  — P xv( T , p , v ) v 0 , (3)
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where the pressure in the excluded volume approximation PXV(T, p, v) is equal to the 
point particle pressure with the shifted chemical potential:

Pxv(T,p,v) = Ppt(T,p*, v). (4)

The densities of the different extensive quantities scale with the factor

f = \ + n p, ( T , p * , v ) v 0 , (5)

where n pl is the baryon density in the point particle limit. More precisely, the baryon 
density and the energy density, for example, in the excluded volume approximation are 
given by

nx„ ( T , n , v )  =  n pt( T , n * , v ) / f  (6 )
and

Pxv(T, /г, v)=ppt(T, p*, v)/ f . (7)

This then makes it possible to construct a map in the (7̂  p * )  plane. (Note that the 
isospin chemical potential v is determined self-consistently in each case.)

The temperature and chemical potential of the hot nuclear matter created in the 
collision is of course unknown. Starting from a given T  and p * ,  however, the model 
produces a statistical sample of final states, that will be compared to the data (see 
Section 3). Utilizing additional information on the temperature T (such additional 
information may come e.g. from the observed kinetic energy spectra of protons [16, 
17]) the thermal energy of the system can be extracted. Since the total energy is well 
known, subtraction yields the energy not available for thermal excitation which we 
identify with the energy in the collective flow.

3. Comparison to the data

We compared the ratio of“deuteron-like clusters” [16] to charged fragments and 
the sum of the squared deviations of fragment-to-proton ratios weighted by the 
fragment mass for all measured fragments to the experimental data for central 
collisions [16]. We calculated a large number of breakup states by choosing pairs of 
starting T  and p *  values without making any assumption about the breakup density or 
other quantities. In this way we mapped the thermodynamic parameter space and to 
each point we evaluated the corresponding microcanonical fragment distributions. 
Our ensembles consisted of 300 events in the case of Ca + Ca collisions, while samples 
of 150 events were used for the Nb + Nb reactions.

First we show the comparison of our results to the central Ca + Ca data at 1050 
MeV/nucleon beam energy. We introduce the quantity

Г = 4 X l ( d / p ) l h- ( d / p ) exp] 2 + 9 X [(i/p)th-(i/p ) e i p ] 2 +

+ 9 X l ( 3H e / p \ h - ( 3H e / p ) cxp] 2 + 16 x [(a/p)th-(a/p ) e i p ] 2 (8 )
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Fig. I. Deviation from experiment (8) for central Ca + Ca collisions at 1050 MeV/nucleon beam energy as a 
function of the breakup density n at breakup temperatures T= 3 0 ,4 5 ,6 0 ,..1 2 0  MeV (open triangles, open 
squares, diamonds, circles, closed up triangles, closed down triangles and closed squares, respectively). Each 

point represents a breakup state (T, n) calculated in the model. The experimental data are from [16]

as a measure of the “deviation from experiment”, where (d/p),  ( t /p) ,  (3H e / p ) and (a/ p )  
stand for the deuteron-to-proton, triton-to-proton, 3 He-to-proton and alpha-to- 
proton ratios respectively. The expression (8 ) was evaluated for every pair of the 
thermodynamical variables. Fig. 1* displays the deviation from experiment (8 ) versus 
the breakup density of the system at different breakup temperatures in the range 
30 MeV^ 7^ 120  MeV. It is seen that the deviation from experiment exhibits a 
minimum at every temperature. However, these minima occur at different breakup 
densities. Thus neither the breakup temperature nor the breakup density can be 
determined accurately. On the other hand the apparent temperature (as determined 
from the slope of the kinetic energy spectra of fragments) is approximately 85 MeV in 
this case [16]. This piece of experimental information enables us to limit the breakup 
density into the region nbu =  0.07 ±  0.02 fm 3. In terms of the standard nuclear density 
no = 0.17fm-3 the breakup density is n,,u = (0.41 ± 0 .1 2 )n0.

In Fig. 2 we show the deviation from experiment Z versus the internal energy per 
baryon at different breakup temperatures T=30 MeV, 45 MeV, 60 MeV, 75 MeV, 
90 MeV, 105 MeV and 120 MeV for the same experiment. Again, using the value 
T= 85 Me V from the slope of the kinetic energy spectra of protons, we conclude that the 
internal energy per nucleon at breakup is approximately e = (110 ± 10) MeV. (Note that 
the physical temperature is expected to be lower than the apparent temperature 
extracted from the slopes of kinetic energy spectra which may receive other

* The versions of the Figures presented here which appear in ref.-s [18] are based on a calculation 
containing an unfortunate numerical error. They should be replaced with the present Figures.
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Fiy.2. Deviation from experiment (8) for central Ca + Ca collisions at 1050 MeV/nucleon beam energy versus 
the internal specific energy for different breakup temperatures. The temperature values and the notation used 

are the same as in Fig. I. The experimental data are from [16]

contributions [2,4]. The extracted internal energy per nucleon, therefore, represents an 
upper limit.) From other experiments [19] we estimate that pions carry about 
30 MeV/baryon at this beam energy. The sum of these two contributions, 140+15 
MeV is substantially less than the available center of mass energy. The excess energy, 
which is about 40+ 10% has to reside in degrees of freedom we have not accounted for 
thus far. If transparency is negligible the most natural assumption is that the excess 
energy is in the form of collective kinetic energy at the time of breakup. Therefore we 
identify this excess energy with the collective outward flow of nuclear matter. A similar 
analysis for the Ca + Ca system at the lower beam energy (400 MeV/nucleon), where we 
estimate that pions carry approximately 2 MeV/nucleon, shows that 29+ 10% of the 
available energy is unaccounted for. We identify this with the flow energy at breakup in 
400 MeV/nucleon central Ca + Ca collisions.

In Figs 3 and 4 we present the deviation from experiment (8 ) as a function of the 
internal energy per baryon for different breakup temperatures 30 MeV g  T ^ 120 MeV 
for the Nb + Nb system at 400 MeV/nucleon and 650 MeV/nucleon beam energies, 
respectively. According to [10] the temperature extracted from the slope of the proton 
spectra in Nb + Nb at 400 MeV/nucleon is 65 MeV in the highest multiplicity bin 
(central collisions). Using this value as a (good) upper limit we read from Fig. 3 that the 
internal energy at breakup is 60+ 10 MeV in this system. This estimate together with 
the estimate made earlier on the energy carried by pions leads to 35+ 10% collective 
energy in this system. For the case of the 650 MeV/nucleon Nb + Nb collisions the 
temperature obtained from the slopes of the proton kinetic energy distributions is 70 
MeV [16]. The pion contribution is taken from [19] to be 12 MeV. On the basis of 
these values and Fig. 4 we arrive at a flow energy of 42+ 10%.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for central Nb + Nb collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon beam energy

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for central Nb + Nb collisions at 650 MeV/nucleon beam energy

Fig. 5 displays the deviation from experiment I  as defined by Eq. (8 ) as a function 
of the entropy per nucleon at different breakup temperatures in the range 30 MeV ̂  T  

<il20 MeV (different symbols). It is seen from the Figure that all points fall 
approximately on the same curve irrespective of their temperature. This means that the 
entropy of the system at breakup can be determined more accurately than the other 
quantities. From Fig. 5 we conclude that the entropy at breakup is 3.7 ±0.2 per nucleon 
for central 650 MeV/nucleon Nb±Nb collisions.
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Fig. 5. Deviation from experiment 1  (8) for central Nb + Nb collisions at 650 MeV/nucleon beam energy as a 
function of the breakup entropy at different breakup temperatures. The temperature values and the notation 
used are the same as in all the other Figures. The experimental data are from [16]. Points corresponding to 
different temperatures fall approximately on the same curve. An approximate minimum of the deviation from 

experiment can be extracted independent of the assumed breakup temperature

4. Conclusions

We investigated central nuclear collisions at relatively high beam energies 
(£,ab̂ 400 MeV/nucleon) in the framework of the microcanonical model for 
nuclear disassembly. Corrections due to surface effects, attractive interactions 
among composite fragments and the possibility of a liquid-vapor phase transition 
in nuclear matter [2 0 ] are not expected to influence the results significantly at these 
energies. We were able to provide a quantitative measure of the outward collective 
motion of nucleons in the final stages of these reactions. It was found that the amount 
of collective flow is approximately 30% of the available center of mass energy in 
Ca + Ca collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon beam energy and grows to approximately 40% 
at 1050 MeV/nucleon in the same system. For Nb + Nb the collective flow amounts to 
about 35% of the available center of mass energy at 400 MeV/nucleon beam energy and 
to about 42% at 650 MeV/nucleon.
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A THREE-FLUID MODEL OF HEAVY 
ION COLLISIONS*

J. N ém eth

Theoretical Physical Department, Roland Eötvös University 
1088 Budapest, Hungary

A time dependent three fluid model is presented to describe intermediate energy heavy ion 
collisons. Both the mean field interaction and the direct nucleon-nucleon collisions are taken into 
account. The effect of the collisions term is considered in detail.

Introduction

In heavy ion collisions around the Fermi energy and just above both the mean 
field and the two-body collisions are expected to play an important role. In the last 
years attempts have been made to treat this energy domain by using the Vlasov 
equation with the collision term [1]. The distribution function of the system has been 
determined numerically. However, the solution of this equation requires enormous 
numerical efforts. A much simpler method to treat this systems is to apply nuclear 
hydrodynamics [2]. However the nuclear hydrodynamics is only applicable if one can 
assume that the changes in the system occur through thermal equilibrium or near
equilibrium states. To assume that the transition of the system from two cold fast 
moving nuclei (initial state) into a hot expanding nucleus (intermediate state) occurs 
through near-equilibrium states is very unrealistic. To avoid this assumption, a 
modified version of the three-fluid model introduced by Csernai et al [3] has been 
applied. This model seems to us reasonable if we consider the fact that at high 
bombarding energy the participant-spectator picture gives a fairly good understand
ing of heavy ion collisions. It distinguishes three zones in the interaction process: the 
target and the projectile spectator domains (fluid 1 and 2) and the participants (fluid 3), 
which belong to the region common to the projectile and the target. In the model we 
consider every particle, which collided at least once as belonging to this third domain. 
For each of these domains separately it is probably not too bad to assume that they are 
in local equilibrium, while the total system is far from it. We neglect the deviation for 
each component from its local thermal equilibrium value, which means we neglect the

* Dedicated to Prof. K. Nagy on his 60th birthday
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usual viscosity terms. All our viscosity and dissipation is caused by the collision term is 
the Boltzmann equation. One advantage of this model is that all the entropy increase 
occurs during the collision of the two nuclei, while the expansion of the hot system is 
already isentropic.

In Part 1 we describe shortly our way of treatment of the one-fluid model, to 
introduce the concepts to be used later. In Part 2 a short description of the three-fluid 
model is given, while in Part 3 the effect of the collision term is considered in details.

1. The one-fluid hydrodynamics

The Boltzmann-Vlasov equation can be written as:

_ /< + >_/<-)
D t ( 1 )

where /  is the one body distribution function ( /  = f ( r ,  v, t)) and

D d _ d  F  d—  — — ~\~ v ~— *4“ — — .
D t  d t  d r  m  dv

( 2)

F  is here the force coming from the mean field and m  the nucleon mass. / ( + 1 and / ( ~ 1 are 
the gain and loss terms, respectively to be considered later in detail. The local density 
and the average velocity are defined by

p ( r , t )  =  m \  d 3v f ( r , v, t), (3)

p ( r ,  t)û{r,  t) =  m  J d 3v v f ( r ,  v, t). (4)

The hydrodynamical equations are obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) 
by m, m v  and 1/2m v 2 and integrating with respect to v. Thus we obtain the continuity 
equation:

the Euler equation:

Sp_

d t
+ div(pu) = 0 ,

du

I t

d u  I F
—  +(üP)ü=-----PP-I—
d t  p m

(5)

( 6)

( P  is the pressure tensor), and the energy conservation equation, respectively.
Using a Skyrme interaction and applying the Thomas-Fermi approximation, it 

has been shown in [4] that Eq. (6 ) can be rewritten as

d û  1 ő f— = -----V  —
d t  m  ó p '

(6 a)
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where /  is the free energy density per unit volume and — the functional derivative with
d p

respect to p. Assuming an irrotational fluid and introducing a velocity potential S

defined by m= —PS, the Euler equation can be transformed into the following 
m

equation:

— ÆS = (PS)2. (7)
d p  2 m

Eqs (5) and (7) can be regarded as the time dependent Thomas-Fermi equations. They 
can be reformulated in a homogeneous form by introducing a function ф defined as

ф =  у/ р е * .  (8 )

This transformation, due to Madelung, allows us to rewrite the TDTF equations into a 
single equation for the complex function ф:

Ш д- ^  =  - ^ У ф + У ф ,  (9)
d t  2 m

where the potential energy can be expressed as

ö f  h 2 vPl '2

d p  2 m  p 112

Eq. (9) has the same structure as a Schrödinger equation where ф stands for the 
“wave function”. Its numerical solution is quite easy and fast, one can apply all the 
powerful numerical techniques developed for time dependent Hartree-Fock 
calculations.

The above described procedure can be extended to viscous fluids, too, by using 
the Navier-Stokes equation instead of the Euler one. This means that on the right hand 
side of Eq. (6 ) an additional term appears containing the viscous tensor a. If there exists 
a function G for which

FG=-Pff ,  (10)
P

then the TDTF equations can be again rewritten in the form (9), only the potential is 
modified by the viscous term

K-isc = V — G. (11)
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2. The three-fluid model

In our model we assume that the spectators moving with a large kinetic energy 
will remain at zero temperature, while the participants increase their temperature with 
time. Each fluid is described by a spherical Fermi sphere centred around its йДг, i) mean 
velocity. At the early stage of the collision, fluid 3 (participants) is not present, it is 
created by the collisions between nucleons of fluid 1 and 2 (spectators). Nucleons are 
removed from a fluid of spectators if they collide with any of the other two fluids.

The model based on the above assumptions can be developed as follows.
The distribution function of the total system /  can be split into three parts: /  

= / i  + / 2 + / 3 , where each part is associated with a given fluid. They will obey to the 
following Boltzmann-Vlasov equations [3]:

2 A - I  _/<->
D t  11 12

М 3  > (1 2 )

— - /  - / (_) 
D t  2 2  21

_  /(-) 
М 3  » (13)

D- L = i
D t

(14)

where in the last equation instead of f 3 we introduced the total distribution function f  
In Eqs (12H13) /}/• and I \ j ) are the gain and loss terms associated with the collisions 
between fluid i and j ,  respectively, and I u  =  I \ f ) — I (u ).

Applying the usual multiplication-integration procedure discussed above, Eq. 
( 14) leads to the usual hydrodynamical equations (however, quantities like pressure etc. 
will be complicated functions of p  t, p 2 , p ,  й 3, й 2 , й  and T ) .  On the other hand, equations 
(1 2 ) and (13) will lead to unusual continuity and velocity field equations:

^  +divpfu,= \ p i W h  (15)

- “ '■ s ?  + £ (rs‘,2- c -  " 6)

where the loss of the flux ( W )  and the viscosity term (G,) are due to the two body 
collisions. (15) and (16) can be transformed into a complex Schrödinger-like equation

= -  £  A i i + W - G M i  +  i W ^ .  (17)

The complex potential W ( has two parts in our model: one is temperature 
independent, coming from the collision of particles of fluid 1 and 2 , the other is 
temperature dependent, coming from the collision of particles of the fluids i and 3. In 
the last term the Fermi integrals have to be calculated exactly (no T2 expansion) 
because the effect of the surface is very important.
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3. The collision integral

The total collision integral in (14) can be written as:

1= Í U(v,r, t)/(o1,rt)-/(v'rt)/(v'1rt)]<rá3(p+p1-p '-p '2)-

■ Ô(E +  £ , -  E '  -  E \ ) d 3p 1d 3p ' d 3p'l , (18)

where the first term is the loss, the second the gain term, that is to say the first describes 
the fact that there is loss from the distribution function due to two-body collisions, 
while the second term gives the gain into it. a  is the collision cross section and E, 
=  p f / 2 m .  As we have seen in Part 1, the integrals of the loss and gain terms do not 
contribute into the mass-momentum-energy conservation terms, because they cancel 
each other. However in (11)—(12) only loss terms occur, so they will give an important 
contribution into (15H16). The result of it is that for fluid 1 and 2 we do not have mass 
conservation, fluid 1 and 2 slowly disappears, while fluid 3 increases. Both and G, 
consist of two parts, one coming from the collision of fluid 1 and 2 , the second coming 
from the collisions of fluid i and 3. The first term is temperature independent, the second 
term is temperature dependent. The collision terms can be calculated exactly 
analytically, they are complicated functions of the variables. They become simple, 
however, for the collisions of the cold nuclei if their relative velocities are big compared 
to the sum of the Fermi velocities. In this case W l has the form

IF1= p 2Ä<r|u1- u 2|, (19)

which is the well known formula given by Bohr and Mottelson for the complex 
potential.

To get the complex Schrödinger type of Eq. (17) we applied again the method we 
described in Eq. (10)

V G ,  =  r  — , (20)
mp 1

where Г can be written as

Fi=  i(/i2 + / i 3)prfV (21)

Eq. (17) shows clearly one of the main problems which arises in the application of 
the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation, namely the double counting. The collision integral 
gives contribution both to the real and the imaginary part of the potential, so it 
contributes to the mean field, too. Several attempts to solve this problem are under way
[5].

As a first step we applied the model for exactly central collisions. The results 
show that during the collision the two nuclei first slow down quite significantly, due to
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the Coulomb and the mean field. The absorptive potential starts to be important only 
somewhat later. Detailed calculations are in progress, however, already the first results 
show that the effect of the mean field can be important even at relatively high energies. 
It also seems to us that the assumption that fluid 1 and 2 have constant velocities in the 
considered energy domain is unjustified.
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It is shown that spatial correlations between the constituent particles of a gas lead to roughly 
excluded volume type corrections in the equation of state. These corrections will appreciably change 
the hadrochemical composition of fireballs formed in heavy ion reactions.

1. Introduction

Even though energetic heavy ion collisions offer in laboratory the only pos
sibility of achieving such exotic states as several times normal nuclear density with 1 0 0  

MeV temperature, it is not quite clear how to extract the information about these states 
from what we finally observe. In particular, the detected particles have emerged from 
the breakup stage, which is cool and below normal nuclear density, so they cannot 
bring direct information on the matter at maximum density and temperature, which 
states may be of great importance because of such possibilities as e.g. deconfinement 
transition expected at 5-7 n 0 and/or 100-200 MeV temperature (no = 0.17fm-3 being 
the normal nuclear density) [ 1 , 2 ].

Siemens and Kapusta have called the attention to the specific entropy [3] which 
is, of course, a monotonously increasing quantity; furthermore, its increase is moderate 
after the maximum compression [4, 5]. Since the beam energy (in the CM system) is 
used up by compression and heating, if one measures the specific entropy of the final 
state the value of the maximum density can be reconstructed if the equation of state is 
known [3]; otherwise one can use the information to determine the equation of state.

Nevertheless [3] immediately demonstrated a serious problem called “entropy 
excess” or “entropy puzzle”. The suggested method for measuring the specific entropy 
s / n  was to observe the final deuteron/proton ratio R dp. It is shown in [3] that for a two- 
component Boltzmann gas the equilibrium value of this ratio depends only on the
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specific entropy; since they are not too low, deuteron yields are a convenient means of 
measuring it. Near to the breakup stage the matter is actually diluted, so the Boltzmann 
approximation is not expected to be too coarse. Now, the reconstructed specific 
entropy turned out to be too high (even below 1 GeV beam energy) such an extent that 
it was in contradiction even with the absurd supposition that there was no compression 
at all.

This “entropy excess” may be explained in two ways. Either a possibility is shown 
to generate extra entropy, or a correction must be found for the formula needed to 
reconstruct s / n  from R dp. This problem must be clarified because it is an obstacle to 
hadrochemical calculations. Obviously, until this problem is solved, such calculations 
yield either a wrong deuteron number or a wrong slope in the detected spectrum.

There are, of course various mechanisms for generating extra entropy. For 
example, if the equation of state is extremely soft, then more energy may be used for 
heating. However, if the reconstructed entropy is inconsistent with vanishing 
compression, then strong attractive forces are needed during the maximum density 
stage [6 ]. Today, with experience of higher beam energies, one can rule out the 
possibility of very exotic stages reached at a beam energy of 0.8 GeV. The second 
possibility mentioned in [6 ] was a phase transition. Although equilibrium phase 
transitions do not generate extra entropy [7], nonequilibrium transitions do [8 ,9], and 
it is not too difficult to produce the required specific entropy excess ô ( s / n ) ~ 2  [ 1 0 , 1 1 ]. 
However, since the energy balance considerations are still valid, below the threshold 
energy of nuclear transparency such mechanisms offer possibilities for more heating 
and less compression but cannot explain the total lack of compression or even a 
rarefaction at full overlap.

The alternative is a deuteron deficiency. One may consider the idea that the 
deuteron concentration remains below its equilibrium value. Hadrochemical cal
culations, however, show rapid and efficient chemical equilibration for the deuteron 
component [5]. In this case the only remaining possibility is to reconsider the 
Boltzmann approximation even for actually diluted matter. The only support for such 
an idea is that the deuteron is a very loose system. One may also observe that in the 
double Boltzmann model the deuteron degree of freedom is dynamically redundant 
[12]; in this context the inconsistency between predicted and measured R dp values 
indicates that the deuteron component is really nonredundant. Then the Boltzmann 
model cannot be completely satisfying.

In a previous paper [13] we demonstrated that an ad hoc volume correction in 
the equation of state, with a reasonable deuteron volume, can eliminate the problem. 
Dimensional considerations suggest that this may be true for a quite wide class of 
equations of state [14], in which, of course, the deuteron component is not redundant 
in the dynamic sense. Nevertheless, one should show a reasonable way to introduce a 
deuteron volume into the equation of state since the usual way to obtain van der Waals 
corrections is to assume strong short-range repulsion [15], which is groundless 
between a nucleon and deuteron.
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In this paper we show that considerations about the correlation volumes of 
fluctuations really indicate characteristic volumes in the equation of state; by 
manufacturing such an equation of state the situation discussed in [5] (a relativistic 
heavy ion collision in the hadrochemical model) is recalculated. The result is that at 
reasonable values of the volume parameter the entropy excess vanishes.

2. The model

In order to describe the heavy ion collisions we use the same hadrochemical 
model as in [5]; in fact, our goal is to improve the approximation used there taking 
finite constituent size effects into consideration. The details of this model can be found 
in [16], while [5] gives the necessary modifications for the relativistic case, so here we 
only recapitulate the main points.

The model describes the collision by means of three steps. The first one is 
ignition: in this stage the thermalisation is described by particle collisions, and the 
motions of the interpenetrating nuclei are simply extrapolated from the initial 
conditions. The second step — expansion — starts at total overlap of the colliding 
nuclei; the still cold nucleons are decoupled, and the remaining hot components are 
assumed to form a spherical fluid in complete thermal but not chemical equilibrium. 
The expansion of the sphere is governed by hydrodynamic equations. This step ends 
when the flow velocities at two neighbouring particles become too different to permit 
further collisions. Then, as the third step, there is a breakup of the fluid, the particles 
become decoupled, and one has to sum up the flow and thermal velocities to obtain the 
detected spectrum [15].

Since, as we shall see, volume effects influence only the equations of state and the 
chemical reactions, it will be sufficient to discuss the details for the expansion stage; the 
ignition stage contains the same chemical terms as the expansion one, and our breakup 
condition remains the same as in [5]. The expansion stage is governed by the equations

T ir.r =  0, (2.1)

(п<,и").г =  ф а. (2 .2 )

Here T ,k is the energy-momentum tensor of the fluid, u ‘ is the flow four-velocity, while 
n 3 stands for the particle number densities of the hadrochemical components, and фя 

describes source terms from chemical transmutations. The semicolon denotes a 
covariant derivative (the coordinates are not necessarily Cartesian [17]) and the 
Einstein convention [17] is used for the indices, i.e. there is a summation for indices 
occurring twice, above and below. We take a perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor

Т к = ( е  +  р ) и ‘и к - р д ‘к , (2.3)

where g ' k is the metric tensor [17]; e and p  stand for energy density and pressure,
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respectively. Then, if the equations

p  =  p ( e , n x), (2.4)

=  riß) (2.5)

are specified, all the necessary evolution equations are contained by the set of equations 
(2.1-5) for the independent hydrodynamic and thermodynamic variables u‘, e and n [7].

Since the full dynamic problem is rather complicated, in [5] we assumed an 
approximate form for the spatial part of the velocity field

у  m

у г ^ 5  r m  ’
(2.6)

where R(t) is the radius of the firecloud; by other words that the radial component of the 
velocity is proportional to the radial coordinate. There are such analytic solutions in 
the classical limit [18], and this approximation still preserves the global conservation 
laws for the whole sphere [5].

3. The van der Waals gas

The simplest system which is not an ideal gas is the so called van der Waals gas; 
neglecting the long range attraction and choosing a specific heat as ideal as possible it 
satisfies the equations

3 (3.1)£= -  n T ,  
2

n n 0 „  
p =  T. (3.2)

n0 - n

Here Tis the temperature, and n 0 is a constant. Usually these equations are derived 
from the approximation that repulsive forces are very strong between the particles 
within a distance R 0 [15]

Ayr
(3.3)

Let us now start with a thermodynamic description of the system. A simple, one 
component gas is described by 3 extensive parameters, which may be chosen as the 
volume К energy E  and particle number N  [19]. With these variables the appropriate 
potential is the entropy S  =  S ( V , E , N ) ,  which is also an extensive, i.e. it is a 
homogeneous linear function of its variables

S ( X V , À E , À N )  =  Щ V, E ,  N ) .  (3.4)
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Hence one obtains the Euler identity

s - x ‘ w - < 3-5>

where X 1 stands for the independent extensives ( X l =  V, X 2 =  E ,  X 3 =  N ) .  By 
introducing the shorthand notation

y ‘ = W  (3-6)
and using the individual names

Y - IM — r p l

у 2 = \ ,  (3.7)

Y  — — — з

one can recognize the entropie version of the First Law of Thermodynamics in Eq. (3.5). 
By identifying T  with the temperature and p  with the mechanical pressure, as 
recommended [2 0 ], partial differential equations are obtained for the entropy density 
s ( e , n )  from Eqs (3.1-2), whose general solution is

s — n In £— -  In П +  K + ln (3.8)

Here the constant К  affects the zero point of the entropy; since for Boltzmann gases the 
entropy is not bounded from below, it cannot directly be fixed by means of the Third 
Law, however, if necessary, К  can be calculated in a roundabout way through the 
Boltzmann limit of a Fermi gas.

It is interesting that for a given system the entropy density is almost uniquely 
fixed solely by the thermodynamic behaviour; even without any mechanical 
identification of the У/'s the only remaining transformation is [21]

s - * A 2s  +  B 2£ +  C n  +  D (3.9)

common for all the systems which may become connected, where capital letters stand 
for real constants. Eq. (3.6) shows that this free transformation is a temperature 
rescaling plus zero point shifts for the entropie intensives Y,.
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4. Spatial correlations

Due to the entropy maximum principle, the matrix g IK

d 2s

д , к = ~  d p ' d p * ’

p ‘ = y X '  (4.1)

is positive definite for stable states. Therefore it (or the analogous entity obtained by 
mutually substituting s by e) generates a distance in the thermodynamic state space, 
and one can introduce Riemannian geometry too when generic coordinates are used 
[22, 23, 24]. This description is equivalent with the usual phenomenological 
formulation, moreover, it yields some prediction even for the fluctuation probabilities 
[25].

By means of the probability distribution of the fluctuation one can calculate the 
correlation volumes of the system, i.e. the characteristic volumes in which the 
fluctuations are spatially correlated. As it is shown in [25], such volumes Vc are given by 
the eigenvalue equation

( М ' * - [ Л „ = 0 ,  (4.2)

where in extensive coordinates M IK takes the form

M I K = g IK, R S g RS, (4.3)

where the comma stands for partial derivative.
One can observe an intimate connection between the van der Waals parameter 

n0 and a correlation volume. The detailed description is given in [26]; here we only 
recapitulate the main results. Consider first the equation of state (3.8). Then Eq. (4.2) 
possesses two solutions

K i =  ^-(l+0(n/n„)), (4.4a)3 n

Vc2= - — d +  0 ( n / n 0)). (4.4b)
no

(The negative sign in Eq. (4.4b) indicates anticorrelation.) Now, the first correlation 
volume persists even for an ideal Boltzmann gas, so it cannot be interpreted as a result 
of interactions; in fact, it simply expresses the existence of indivisible particles in the gas 
[25,26]. On the other hand, the second one vanishes for an ideal gas, therefore it is the 
consequence of interactions. In view of this one can conclude that the van der Waals gas 
possesses a characteristic correlation volume of the order of l/n0, which is by no means 
surprising because such an equation of state can be obtained by assuming volume 
exclusion.
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Thus, Vc2 is proportional to the excluded volume for van der Waals gases. This 
relationship suggests that K l  should appear in the equation of state. However, it is not 
a trivial task to invert the connection between van der Waals corrections and Kl  
because Eq. (4.2) is a partial differential equation of fourth order for s(g, n). 

Nevertheless, if
1 ) the correlation volume is constant, and there is anticorrelation;
2) the deviation from the ideal gas entropy can be expanded into a Taylor series 

at n  =  0 ;
3) there is an ideal gas limit for n—>0;
4) the diluted high temperature states remain near to ideal behaviour, then, for 

first order in n / n 0 , one obtains

s = n jso + ̂ lne— jln«-̂ - + 0((n/no)2)j. (4.5)
By comparing this with the van der Waals entropy (3.8) they are identical up to first 
order terms in the corrections.

Therefore, in some sense, spatial anticorrelations result in a van der Waals 
correction in the approximations described above. This conclusion is further 
supported by dimensional considerations as well as by the observation that a 
nonvanishing K 2 necessarily leads to pressure corrections [26].

5. Nucleon—deuteron mixtures

Consider now some kind of nuclear matter in which the existence of nucleons and 
deuterons is postulated. Obviously, the deuteron, being a weakly bound system, is 
always affected by the neighbouring particles. Nevertheless, because here we will finally 
be interested in deuteron yields, any bound two-nucleon state may be considered as a 
deuteron. Then, the thermodynamic potential possesses the form

s = s(n„, Hd,E), (5.1)

where n„ and n d stand for the particle densities of nucleons and deuterons, respectively. 
It is reasonable to assume that at low densities the system goes to a two component 
ideal gas thus [15]

S = ” ( ! ln 8~  \ ln ") — ln "" ~  " d ln n * + nrl(n n> "л, e).

n  =  n  n +  n d, (5.2)

with an ri vanishing in the limit n„-»0, n d~*0. In this system Eq. (4.2) would yield 3 
different correlation volumes of which the first in the low density limit is the same as in 
Eq. (4.4a); the other two are nontrivial depending on the form of function rj.
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Now, it seems that the correlation oflongest range established by interactions is 
the deuteron breakup: since the deuteron is weakly bound, it dissolves into two 
nucleons if a third one is too near. This distance seems to be in the same order of 
magnitude as the deuteron size defined from the wave function, which is definitely not 
smaller than the interparticle distances in a normal nuclear matter. In view of this there 
is no indication by virtue of which we could neglect this anticorrelation volume.

If the density and energy dependence of this breakup volume were known, one 
would again obtain a fourth order partial differential equation for rj(n„,nd,e).  

Nevertheless, obviously the full information about the breakup volume is not within 
reach, so this way would not be constructive. Instead one can look for approximating 
model systems with similar anticorrelation volumes, and the one component results as 
well as dimensional considerations [14] again suggest a van der Waals gas. Therefore, 
as a generalization of Eqs (3.1-2), we assume

where V"  and V d are some characteristic volumes analogous to l/n0; one may assume 
that V "  V d, but that is not necessary at this stage. The general solution for entropy 
density with e and p  given by Eq. (5.3) is as follows:

where s id is given by Eq. (5.2) when r\ — 0, while Ф is a free function of one variable. Since 
Ф  depends on density ratios, s/и has no unique limit for n„->0, nd->0 unless Ф = const, 
which, consequently, will be assumed here as a formulation of the existence of a 
Boltzmann limit. Then a constant Ф  can be absorbed by the zero point constant not 
discussed here.

Let us return to the evolution equations (2.1-6). The functions to be specified are 
the pressure and source functions. The pressure p =  p ( n n, n d , e) can be obtained via Eqs
(3.7) from the entropy function, which is given by Eq. (5.4). The source terms ф я may be 
quite complicated, however, near to chemical equilibrium their forms are rather 
transparent. For the general structure see [16]; here we demonstrate the situation for 
Il/d which is directly affected by volume effects.

There are two competing processes in ij/d. deuteron production and breakup. 
There are equilibrium states, when n d =  n deq, so

(5.3)

s  =  s id + п Ф( па/ п л) +  n \ n ( l — n„ V"  — n J V d), (5.4)

6 . The evolution equations

ф ^ е ,  n„, ndcq(e, ип)) = 0 . (6.1)
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The breakup is dominantly a result of two-body collisions, whereas deuteron 
production needs three nucleons for energy and momentum conservation, therefore

lAd- - <t r„ jV rel>nn{nd - p ndnnj ) ,

P 7  =  ( n j n l ) eq. (6 .2 )

Here a nd is the breakup cross section, and i>rel is the relative velocity between n  and d; p dn 

is expected to depend on local thermodynamic quantities. The symbol <crndt;rel> stands 
for the average value of the product of a ndv rel.

Now, p 7 belongs to chemical equilibrium, thus it can be calculated from the 
entropy function. Namely, in equilibrium

p d =  2p„ (6.3)

(where p  stands for chemical potential), otherwise there would be entropy production 
in a transmutation [5]. But then, according to Eqs (3.6-7), (5.2) and (5.4), one obtains

_  n nn _  nn
— Pd — Pd,id

1

1 - n n V v - n dV ä e

(п„ +  па){Ул - 2 У < )  
l - n „ y " - n dV * ,

where p dnid belongs to the Boltzmann limit

л " "  -Pd, id -
3
2 Ш Т

(6.4)

(6.5)

Now let us consider the limiting case when the nucleons are pointlike and the 
deuterons are actually diluted, i.e.

Then

n nV " ^  0 ,

n d V “^  0 .

p - > ( n n +  nd) T =

( 6.6)

„лл лл „ - ( п п + па)(Уа - 2 У п)
Pd ^ P d , i d e (6.7)

Thus, even in this limit there remains a correction in the equilibrium concentration, 
suppressing the deuterons. Another possible interpretation is that, according to Eq.
(5.4), at a fixed nd value the entropy density is lower than calculated from an ideal gas 
model.

The characteristic combination occurring in p dn is the volume difference V d — 2 V"  

expressing the volume excess when a deuteron is produced. This quantity will be 
denoted here by S V. V d can be estimated in two different ways. First, it can be calculated 
from the deuteron wave function as

An
<r„>3/2 ^ 2 0 fm3 (6 .8 )
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where the value is obtained by using the wave function of [27], containing a repulsive 
core. Alternatively, the deuteron breakup volume can be estimated from the breakup 
cross section a bu as

V * ~ \ (6.9)
ЗУл

With a bu~  100 mb [28] Vhu is again approximately 20 fm3. For V" one may choose V" 

= (4л/3)го = 5 fm3. Thus, (5K~10 fm3 seems to be a decent order of magnitude 
estimation, which will be used in the calculations.

According to [3, 13] and the results of this Section, the specific entropy is 
connected to the d / p  ratio as

s > B = 3.95-ln R dp-  1.25Rdp/(l +  R dp) - ( n n +  nd) ( V J -  V ) .  (6.10)

7. Results and conclusions

The results of the calculations are summarized in three Figures. The calculation 
ends with a breakup of the firecloud at the moment when there is no further possibility 
to maintain thermal equilibration. This happens when the cooling becomes faster than 
the collisions between particles; the situation can be characterized by a dimensionless 
parameter a:

Q ^cooling/^collision (7.1)

(for the complete definition cf. [5]). At the breakup a  ~  1 ; the actual value — according 
to the best possible proton spectrum — was chosen as 1.6. Figure 1 displays the 
hadrochemical processes for Ar + Ar collision at 0.8 GeV/А. One can observe that the A 

+  n  number is already saturated shortly after maximal compression (as the deuteron 
number in [5] without volume corrections), while now the deuteron number is 
monotonously increasing due to volume effects becoming more and more negligible 
with decreasing density. At breakup the total deuteron number is about 6, which is a 
roughly 25% decrease compared with <5K=0 [5 ]. Figure 2 shows the predicted 
deuteron/proton ratios for Ne + NaF with and without volume corrections; observe 
the good agreement with medium energy experiments at ô V =  10 fm3. At 2.1 GeV beam 
energy no volume correction is needed for explaining the deuteron yield [5 ], this may 
be connected with a temperature dependence of the correlation volume. Finally, Fig. 3 
compresses the results into a modified version of the figure of Siemens and Kapusta [3]. 
One can see that for (5K=10 fm3 the specific entropy reconstructed from the 
observables is just within the expected range therefore no entropy excess is found.

A possible conclusion is that the low deuteron yield is a consequence of the great 
(geometrical or correlation) deuteron volume and can be explained by a deuteron
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Fig. 1. Hadrochemical evolution in a 0.8 GeV beam energy Ar +A r collision; the chosen deuteron volume 
excess is 10 fm3. Observe that the deuteron number is not saturated at breakup (indicated by an arrow), 
whereas the saturation actually occurs just after maximum compression when the volume excess is neglected 

[5]. The deuteron number decrease caused by volume effects is roughly 25%
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Fig. 2. Predicted deuteron/proton ratios in Ne + NaF collisions at different beam energies. The dots indicate 
the experimental values (cf. [29]). Observe the good agreement for ôV= 10 fm3 at moderate energies
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Fig. 3. Specific entropy S/N  versus beam energy for Ne +  NaF. Curves a, b and c are specific entropies 
calculated from the measured RJp values: a for an ideal one component gas, b for an ideal two-component 
one, while c belongs to our two-component van der Waals equation of state (Eq. (3.8)) with V* — 2 V" = 10 fm3. 
The shaded area is the prediction of Siemens and Kapusta [3] for hadronic matter. Since Curve c lies in the 

shaded area, the entropy excess vanishes for SV= 10 fm3

volume of approximately 20 fm3. Nevertheless, observe that at the present stage of 
understanding V d is a new parameter, although its order of magnitude is not arbitrary. 
Therefore, in order to explain one observable (the deuteron yield) one new parameter is 
needed. One thus can conclude that loose systems, such as deuterons, are not the most 
suitable tools for measuring the specific entropy. Perhaps more compact small nuclei 
such as i, He3 and a. would yield less model-dependent results.
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